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I.

PROSPECTUS SUMMARY

This summary is based on disclosure requirements, which are referred to as "Elements". These
Elements are numbered in Sections A through E (A.1 – E.7). This summary contains all the
Elements required to be included in a summary for this type of securities and Issuer. Because
some Elements are not required to be addressed, there may be gaps in the numbering sequence of the Elements. Even though an Element may be required to be inserted in the summary because of the type of securities and Issuer, it is possible that no relevant information can
be given or relevant information may not be available regarding the Element. In this case a short
description of the Element is included in the summary with the mention of not- applicable ("n/a").

SECTION A – INTRODUCTION AND WARNINGS
A. 1

Warnings

This summary should be read as an introduction to the Prospectus
("Prospectus").
Any decision to invest in the securities should be based on consideration of the Prospectus as a whole by the investor.
Where a claim relating to the information contained in the Prospectus
is brought before a court, the plaintiff investor might, under the national
legislation of the Member States, have to bear the costs of translating
the Prospectus before the legal proceedings are initiated.

A. 2

Information regarding the subsequent
use of the Prospectus

Civil liability attaches only to those persons who have tabled the summary including any translation thereof, but only if the summary is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent when read together with the other
parts of the Prospectus or it does not provide, when read together with
the other parts of the Prospectus, key information in order to aid investors when considering whether to invest in such notes.
The Issuer has given its explicit consent to the use of this Prospectus
during the period from 25 September 2017 up to 20 September 2018,
12:00 CEST in the Federal Republic of Germany, the Republic of Austria and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg by selected financial intermediaries.
The aforementioned consent (including the consent to the use of the
Prospectus) shall be given on condition of a written agreement entered
into by and between the Issuer and the relevant financial intermediary
about the consent to use the Prospectus for the purpose of subsequent
public offering of the notes by such financial intermediary. The list and
identity of financial intermediary and/ or intermediaries that are permitted to use this Prospectus for the purpose of subsequent public offering
will
be
published
on
the
Issuer’s
website
http://bond17.photonenergy.com/about-the-bond in the “Bond 2017 –
About the bond” section, using the "I want to invest" link. The Issuer
has not entered into any such written agreement on the consent regarding the use of the Prospectus with any financial intermediary as of
the date of this Prospectus. The Issuer also accepts liability for the
Prospectus vis-à-vis the future resale or final allocation of the securities
by any financial intermediary, who has been given the consent to use
the Prospectus.
Information about the terms and conditions of an offer by any financial
intermediary shall be disclosed at the time such offer is presented by a
financial intermediary.

SECTION B – ISSUER
B. 1
B. 2

Legal and commercial name.
Domicile,
legal

400918777.1\TM29

The legal name of the Issuer is "Photon Energy N.V.". In the market,
the Issuer also acts under the commercial name "PHOTON ENERGY".
The Issuer’s registered office is located at Barbara Strozzilaan 201,

5

form,
legislation,
country of incorporation.
B. 4b

Description
of
known trends which
affect the Issuer
and the sectors in
which it is active.

1083 HN Amsterdam, Kingdom of the Netherlands.
The Issuer was incorporated in the Kingdom of the Netherlands. The
Issuer is a joint-stock company organised and existing under the laws
of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
The continuing fall of prices for photovoltaic modules and other components needed for the construction of photovoltaic systems continues
to decrease. According to the Issuer’s management this trend can be
expected to continue in 2017 and beyond, which means that the competitiveness of electricity produced by photovoltaic power plants should
continue to grow around the world.
Because capital costs represent a dominant cost factor in photovoltaic
power plants, the general and more specifically the long-term interest
rates together with investment costs play a significant role for every
kilowatt hour produced. According to the Issuer’s estimates it can be
expected that interest rates will remain low in the foreseeable future,
which should also positively affect the costs for outside funds. The
Issuer is of the opinion that at the same time the number of financial
investors looking for long-term investment projects, such as pension
funds of life insurance companies, will grow, and that these investors
will support investments of own capital into these activities.
The largest factor of uncertainty in the photovoltaic sector, besides the
need for outside financing, is the question of the regulatory environment, in particular in European countries, where until now a large
amount of photovoltaic power plants had been constructed based on
state-run support schemes (e.g. guaranteed feed-in-tariffs or green
certificates).

B. 5

Description of the
Group.

Regulatory risk in Europe strengthens the aim of the Issuer’s management to focus on markets outside Europe, where electricity from photovoltaic power plants is already competitive. From this perspective the
most promising market appears to be Australia, given that the Issuer –
through his subsidiaries – owns photovoltaic power plant there and so
far has not experienced any instrument proposed by the government,
which would in any way be aimed at reducing the revenues from these
power plants.
The Issuer, Photon Energy N.V., is a holding company.
The following table presents the holding company's stake in the entities
comprising the Group:

Name
1

Photon Energy N.V. (PENV)

2

Photon Directors B.V.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Photon Energy Engineering B.V.
(PEE BV)
Photon Energy Operations N.V.
(PEO NV)
Photon Energy Australia Pty Ltd.
Photon Energy Generation
Australia Pty. Ltd.
Photon Energy AUS SPV 1 Pty.
Ltd.
Photon Energy AUS SPV 2 Pty.
Ltd.
Photon Energy AUS SPV 3 Pty.
Ltd.

6

% of
share
capital
held by
the
holding
company

Country
of
registration

Holding

NL

100%

NL

100%

NL

100%

NL

100%

AUS

100%

AUS

100%

AUS

100%

AUS

100%

AUS

Consolid.
method
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.

Registratio
n number

Legal
Owner

51447126

-

55257488

PENV

55423302

PENV

55558089

PENV

150054069

PENV

159386268

PENV

159386231

PENV

159386259

PENV

615353323

PENV

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Photon Energy AUS SPV 4 Pty.
Ltd.
Photon Energy AUS SPV 5 Pty.
Ltd.
Photon Energy AUS SPV 6 Pty.
Ltd.
Photon Energy AUS SPV 7 Pty.
Ltd.
Photon Energy AUS SPV 8 Pty.
Ltd.
Photon Energy AUS SPV 9 Pty.
Ltd.
Photon Energy AUS SPV 10 Pty.
Ltd.
Photon Energy Operations
Australia Pty.Ltd.
Photon Energy Engineering
Australia Pty Ltd

100%

AUS

Full
Cons.

615353314

51%

AUS

Equity

619246936

PENV

51%

AUS

Equity

619265208

PENV

51%

AUS

Equity

619265191

PENV

51%

AUS

Equity

619271699

PENV

51%

AUS

Equity

620147828

PENV

51%

AUS

Equity

620146778

PENV

100%

AUS

100%

AUS

19

Global Investment Protection AG

100%

CH

20

Photon Energy Corporate
Services CZ s.r.o.

100%

CZ

21

Photon SPV 1 s.r.o.

100%

CZ

22

Photon Energy Operations CZ
s.r.o. (PEOCZ)1

100%

CZ

23

Photon Energy Control s.r.o.

100%

CZ

24

Photon Energy Technology CEE
s.r.o.

100%

CZ

25

Photon Water Technology s.r.o.

65%

CZ

26

Photon Energy Solutions s.r.o.

100%

CZ

27

Photon Energy Projects s.r.o.
(PEP)

100%

CZ

28

Photon Energy Cardio s.r.o.

100%

CZ

29

The Special One s.r.o.

100%

CZ

30

Charles Bridge Services s.r.o.

100%

CZ

100%

DE

100%

DE

100%

DE

31
32
33

Photon Energy Finance Europe
GmbH
Photon Energy Corporate
Services DE GmbH
Photon Energy Engineering
Europe GmbH

Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.

34

EcoPlan 2 s.r.o.

100%

SK

35

EcoPlan 3 s.r.o.

100%

SK

36

Fotonika, s.r.o.

100%

SK

37

Photon SK SPV 1 s.r.o.

50%

SK

38

Photon SK SPV 2 s.r.o.

100%

SK

39

Photon SK SPV 3 s.r.o.

100%

SK

40

Solarpark Myjava s.r.o.

50%

SK

Equity

41

Solarpark Polianka s.r.o.

50%

SK

Equity

42

SUN4ENERGY ZVB, s.r.o.

100%

SK

43

SUN4ENERGY ZVC, s.r.o.

100%

SK

44

ATS Energy, s.r.o.

100%

SK

45

Photon Energy Operations SK
s.r.o.

100%

SK

46

Photon Energy HU SPV 1 Kft. b.a

100%

HU

47

Fertod Napenergia-Termelo Kft.

100%

HU

Equity
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.

Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.

159386311
159386295

PENV

PEON
V
PEEB
V

CHE260.597.347

PENV

29015367

PENV

28482123
29015952
28525931
28482069

PENV
PEON
V
PEOC
Z
PEEB
V

04568095

PENV

05314500

PENV

05314631

PENV

05203848

PEOC
Z

05314861

PENV

05314712

PENV

HRB
134930 B
HRB
134657 B
HRB
134674 B

PENV
PENV
PEEB
V

45612251

PENV

45612161

PENV

45443271

PENV

36867381

PENV

47233184

PENV

47233281

PENV

47233206

PENV

47233222

PENV

45373426

PENV

45375348

PENV

35744235

PENV

45604371

PEON
V

01-09291648
01-09273925

PEP
PEP

* Photon Energy Operations CZ s.r.o. has established a branch office in Romania, PHOTON ENERGY OPERATIONS CZ S.R.O. PRAGA SUCURSALA
BUCURESTI

In addition to the above subsidiaries, for the purposes of IFRS report-
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ing, the Issuer consolidates the following entities:
% of
Consolidated
share

Name

% of
Country
Ownerof regisship
tration
share

ConsolidaLegal
tion methOwner
od

48

Photon SPV 3 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL*

49

Photon SPV 8 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

50

Exit 90 SPV s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

51

Photon SPV 4 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

52

Photon SPV 6 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

53

Onyx Energy s.r.o.
Onyx Energy projekt II
s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

55

Photon SPV 10 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

56

Photon SPV 11 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

54

*RL –Raiffeisen – Leasing, s.r.o.

The Group describes as of the date of the Prospectus the Issuer and
its subsidiaries ("Group").

B.9
B.10

B.12

Profit forecast or
estimate
Description of the
character of all
qualifications in the
auditor’s report on
historic
financial
indicators
Historical financial
and operating indicators

Within the Group the Issuer has the roll of a holding company. Its activity lies in the selection (investment analysis, project acquisition), financing and implementation (investing in the construction) of projects for
photovoltaic power plants, which usually is carried out through Special
Purpose Vehicle ("SPVs"). The operations of photovoltaic power plants
and the production of electricity is carried out by the respective SPVs.
n/a – The Issuer did not make a profit forecast or estimate.
n/a – The auditor’s report on historic financial indicators does not contain any qualifications.

The following table shows an overview of the selected financials of the
Issuer for the periods of financial years 2015 and 2016 (always as of
31 December of the period), for the period of 1 January 2016 to 30
June 2016 and for the period of 1 January 2017 to 30 June 2017. Financials for the financial years 2015 and 2016 come from the audited
consolidated financial statements of the Issuer in accordance with the
International Financial reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union (EU IFRS). Since the publication of the last audited financial
statements as of 31 December 2016, the Issuer published non-audited
financial statement for the period of 1 January 2017 to 30 June 2017.
Consolidated statement of
comprehensive income for the
year, (in thousands of EUR)
Revenues

1.1.201631.12.2016

1.1.201630.6.2016

1.1.201531.12.2015
13,321

8,031

13,089

6,513

Cost of sales

-1,199

-1,589

-723

-2,444

Gross margin

6,377

10,723

5,387

10,134

Administrative expenses

400918777.1\TM29

1.1.201730.6.2017

-841

-1,690

-764

-1,639

Personnel expenses

-1,297

-2,241

-1,087

-2,112

EBITDA

4,193

6,551

3,479

6,146

EBIT

1,113

1,487

1,286

866

Profit/loss before taxation

456

-1,996

-1,119

-918

Profit/loss for the year from
continuing operations

82

-2,649

-1,033

-1,507

Profit/loss for the year

82

-2 660

-1,044

-1,720

8

Consolidated statement of financial
position,
in thousands of EUR

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.201631.12.2016

1.1.201630.6.2016

1.1.201531.12.2015

Property, plant and equipment

72,624

73,977

76,490

76,827

Non-current assets

74,240

75,570

78,608

79,023

Current assets

12,418

11,556

12,096

10,930

4,716

5,420

4,643

5,297

Total assets

86,658

87,125

90,704

89,953

Total equity

24,925

24,180

27,951

28,541

Current liabilities

18,047

7,910

7,563

8,742

Non-current liabilities

43,686

55,035

55,189

52,671

Long-term loans

36,120

37,551

39,405

38,499

1,844

11,410

9,913

Total liabilities

61,734

62,945

62,752

Total equity and liabilities

86,658

87,125

90,704

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.201631.12.2016

1.1.201630.6.2016

1.1.201531.12.2015

Cash flows from operating activities

891

2,035

-1,567

2,857

Cash flows from investing activities

0

-463

0

2,141

Cash flows from financing activities

-2,918

-1,286

1,003

-4,331

Net increase/decrease in cash and
cash equivalents

-2,027

287

-564

668

Cash and cash equivalents

Other long-term liabilities

Consolidated statement of cash
flows,
in thousands of EUR

8,154
61,413
89,953

EBITDA means profit before deduction of interest, tax, depreciation
and amortization
EBIT means profit before deduction of interest and tax
EBITDA relies on the data from a consolidated statement of comprehensive income and equals to operating income minus operating expense, levies on generated energy, administrative cost, payroll cost,
other cost, plus other income.
EBIT corresponds to EBITDA minus depreciation and amortization for
the reporting period.
These two indicators are used as they are generally used key financial
indicators presented by companies enabling investors to easily assess
and compare the financial performance of a company.
EBITDA and EBIT are calculated as follows:

Consolidated
statement of
comprehensi
ve income

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.201631.12.2016

1.1.201630.6.2016

1.1.201531.12.2015

Revenue

8,031

13,089

6,513

13,321

Cost of sales

-1,199

-1,589

-723

-2,444

Energy tax
Gross profit

-456
6,377

-777
10,723

-404
5,387

-743
10,134

Other income

58

374

29

0

Administrative
expenses

-841

-1,690

-764

-1,639

Personnel
expenses

-1,297

-2,241

-1,087

-2,112

Other
expenses

-105

-616

-86

-237

EBITDA
Depreciation

400918777.1\TM29
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4,193

6,551

3,479

6,146

-2,705

-5,265

-2,613

-5,033

EBIT

No material
verse change

B.13

B.14

B.15

B.16

1,488

1,286

866

1,113

ad-

There has been no material adverse change in the prospects of the
Issuer since 31 December 2016, the date of the last published audited
consolidated financial statements.

Significant changes
in the financial or
trading position
Description of all
recent
Issuerspecific events
Dependence
on
entities within the
Group

n/a – There has been no significant change in the financial or trading
position of the Issuer since 30 June 2017.

Description of the
main activities of
the Issuer

Controlling entity

n/a – There are no recent events particular to the Issuer which are to a
material extent relevant to the evaluation of the Issuer´s solvency.
The Group is described in item B.5.
In addition to its own business activities, the Issuer holds, manages,
and finances (where applicable) interests in other companies of the
Group. Consequently, the Issuer depends, to a certain degree, on dividend income from and interest on loans (where applicable) provided to
subsidiaries; these inflows depend on the subsidiaries’ business performance. In case these subsidiaries fail to achieve expected results, it
would affect the Issuer’s revenue as well as its ability to fulfil its liabilities under the notes.
The Group deals with products, activities and services in the so-called
downstream segment of the photovoltaic value chain, meaning the
segment dedicated to project development, construction and operations of photovoltaic power plants. The business activities of the Issuer
are investment analysis, project acquisition, investments in construction, accounting and managing a portfolio of solar photovoltaic plants.
A major part of the portfolio of power plants of the Group is organised
within the Issuer. The Issuer currently holds shares or options in a total
of 22 SPVs that own a total of 23 photovoltaic power plants in the
Czech Republic, Slovakia and Australia which are operating as of the
date of the Prospectus. The Issuer thus acts as a share holder in photovoltaic plants as well as a producer of continuously produced electricity through its SPVs.
The Issuer and the Group are also active in the operations, maintenance and monitoring of photovoltaic power plants in Europe and Australia. The Issuer provided services to more than 200 MWp per 30 June
2017. The Issuer and the companies from the Group further trade in
photovoltaic technology (purchase and sale of photovoltaic components). The Issuer’s goal is to further expand its portfolio through the
development and operations of new photovoltaic power plants. The
Issuer mainly focuses on new projects in Australia, both large-scale
solar parks with energy directly fed into the power grid, as well as rooftop photovoltaic installations and the development of so-called off-grid
products, meaning products for areas with no connection to the national power grid. The Issuer is also developing mid-scale photovoltaic
projects in Hungary, with energy fed directly into the power grid.
The controlling shareholder of the Issuer is the company Solar Age
Investments B.V., holding 44,11% of the share capital, corresponding
to 51,94% of the voting rights. Solar Age Investments B.V. is a company incorporated and existing under the laws of the Netherlands, with its
registered office at Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083 HN Amsterdam,
Kingdom of the Netherlands, registered in the Commercial Register of
the Kingdom of the Netherlands Chamber of Commerce for Amsterdam, Kingdom of the Netherlands, under reg. no. 56233701.
According to information available to the Issuer, Solar Age Investments
B.V. is indirectly owned by the below mentioned beneficial owners,

400918777.1\TM29
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through their holdings in several other companies:
Michael Gartner, date of birth: 29 June 1968, residing at 37/3 London
CCT, City A.C.T. 2601, Australia; and

B.17

Credit rating

Georg Hotar, date of birth: 21 April 1975, residing at Räbacher 7, 8143
Stallikon, Switzerland.
n/a – Neither the Issuer nor the notes have been given any financial
capability assessment (rating) by any rating agency.

SECTION C – SECURITIES
C.1

Type and class
including security
identification number

The notes bear a fixed rate of interest.
The notes will be issued in the total nominal value of up to EUR
30,000,000.00 with nominal value of EUR 1,000.00 per note (hereinafter reffered to as "Note". The final maturity date of the Notes is 26 October 2022. The Notes are not associated with any options or conversion rights.
The issue date is set at 27 October 2017 (hereinafter the “Issue
Date”). This is the first issue date. Issue date of the New Notes, which
were issued during the Subscription Offer received by the Issuers after
24 October 2017, 12:00 CEST, is the fifth (5) banking day after subscription.
International
Securities
DE000A19MFH4

Identification

Number

("ISIN"):

German Securities Code ("WKN"): A19MFH
C.2
C.5

C.8

Currency
Limitations to the
transferability of the
Notes
Description of rights
associated with the
Notes,
including
ranking and limitations to those rights

The Notes will be offered in Euro.
n/a – The Notes are freely transferable.

Rights
Rights and obligations of the Issuer arising from the Notes shall be
governed by the terms and conditions of the Notes issue.
The Notes are mainly associated with the right to the payment of their
nominal value as of the Notes’ final maturity date as well as the right to
receive Notes yield.
Moreover, the noteholders may also request early repayment of the
Notes in situations foreseen within the terms and conditions of the
Notes issue.
The Notes are also associated with the right to attend and vote at
meetings of noteholders, where such meetings are convened by law or
in compliance with the terms and conditions of the Notes issue, as
appropriate.
Ranking and limitations
The Notes as well as any and all payment obligations of the Issuer to
noteholders arising under the Notes result in direct, general, unsecured, unconditional, and unsubordinated liabilities of the Issuer that
rank and will rank – in terms of their settlement – pari passu with other
Notes as well as other existing and future unsecured and unsubordinated liabilities of the Issuer, with the exception of those liabilities of
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the Issuer, for which mandatory provisions of legal regulations specify
otherwise.
The period for presentation as specified in section 801 para 1 clause 1
of the German Civil Code (BGB) shall be shortened to five years for the
Bearer Notes. The period of limitation for claims in connection with the
Bearer Notes asserted within the period of presentation for payment
shall be two years from the end of the respective period for presentation on.
C.9

Interest

The Notes will bear interest from the beginning of the term on 27 October 2017 (inclusive) to 26 October 2022 (inclusive) at an interest rate of
7.75 % per year in relation to their nominal value. The interest will be
calculated according to the ACT/ACT (ICMA) method for interest calculation (unadjusted).
The interest will be due for payment quarterly subsequently on 27 January, 27 April, 27 July and 27 October. If the date of interest payment
is a weekend day or bank holiday, the date of interest payment moves
to the next following business day.

C.10
C.11

Maturity Date

The Notes shall be redeemed on 27 October 2022 (the "Maturity
Date") to the nominal value, as far as the Notes have not been completely or partially repaid or repurchased and depreciated before. If the
Maturity Date is not a business day, it shall be deferred to the next
following business day.

Indication of yield

The annual yield equals the interest on the nominal amount and
amounts to 7.75 % on the basis of an issue price of 100 % of the nominal amount and redemption ath the end of the term of the Notes.

Name of holders'
representative
Derivative component of returns
Admitting the Notes
to a regulated or
other market

n/a – A representative of the debt security holders has not been appointed initially.
n/a – The Notes do not have a derivate component during the interest
payments.
n/a – The Issuer intends to book the Notes in the Quotation Board of
the Open Market of the Deutsche Börse AG. The Issuer does not intend to authorize or include the Notes in the trade on a regulated market.

SECTION D – RISKS
D.2

Key Issuer-specific
risk
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Risk factors relating to the Issuer mainly include the following:


The Issuer is governed by the laws of the Netherlands, whereas
the legal regulations applicable to the Issuer vary from those applicable to companies in other jurisdictions; consequently, this
may also adversely affect the Issuer’s ability to settle its debts
under the Notes.



Commercial operations of the Group are influenced by the continuation of state managed subsidy programs for photovoltaics.



The strategy of the Group is aimed at the further expansion of the
photovoltaic power plant portfolio. The necessary funds should be
generated by means of the Notes. There is no guarantee that the
offered Notes will be placed at the full extent and at their nominal
value or that a specific issue yield can be achieved. It can not be
ruled out that the net issue yield achieved through the Notes issue will be insufficient to enable the company’s growth strategy in
full.
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Photovoltaics are subject to comprehensive regulation in most
countries. In several European countries, investors’ confidence
and viability of investments in photovoltaics were significantly affected due to radical reduction of support, retroactive measures,
and unplanned changes of the regulatory framework with the result of a significant market slowdown. There is a risk that the
regulatory changes may prevent the Investors from implementing
projects in perspective countries.



State support – particularly in the form of feed-in tariffs – is indexed for Czech SPVs and prospective Hungarian projects.
These funds are thus subject to certain inflation adjustments. In
case of high inflation, there is a risk the current operating cost
may increase; however, without the corresponding increase in
revenue. Projects operating without state support are associated
with a different risk, specifically consisting in the fact that lower inflation will prevent the planned development of market electricity
prices. The above mentioned risk factors could adversely affect
the financial situation, status, and results of the Group, with certain implications for the Issuer as well.



In case the Issuer is unable to fulfil its liabilities as they become
due, the Issuer may become subject to bankruptcy (insolvency)
proceedings.



Natural disasters may be devastating for operations of all companies. It must be taken into account that if a natural disaster occurs
that results in damage of photovoltaic power plants within the
Group, the Issuer’s ability to fulfil its liabilities under the Notes
may be considerably impaired.



In case EU countries are unable to repay loans under the European (financial) Stability Mechanism and, consequently, require
financial support from other Member States of the EU, the business environment and overall economic situation may deteriorate
other EU countries regarding there dependence in terms of trade.



Taking into account the latent volatility of the capital markets, indebtedness of many industrial countries and, in particular, the financial and debt crisis in Europe, there is a worldwide risk of persistent cyclical slump and deterioration of the overall economic
situation. This could endanger growth goals of the Group and adversely affect its financial situation, status, and results.



The Issuer carries out its business activities through companies of
the Group. Consequently, the Issuer depends, to a certain degree, on dividend income from and interest payments relating to
loans provided to subsidiaries, as well as income from agreements on the provision of services or other servicing agreements
concluded with its subsidiaries.



The risk of loss of key personnel threatens the Issuer’s growth
potential and ability to successfully implement the selected strategy.



The Issuer employs individuals, who take part in creating the
strategy of the entire Group, designing new products, and defining business direction of the Issuer and the whole Group. In case
of any disclosure of sensitive information relating to the Issuer
and/or companies within the Group, operations of the entire
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Group may be at risk and the existing market position may be
lost.
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Even though the Issuer has insured its most important assets,
such insurance does not fully cover all conceivable risks associated with assets of the Group. The cost incurred in connection
with potential natural disasters or other unforeseeable events may
adversely affect the Issuer’s assets and economic situation.



The performance and, consequently, also the revenue of SPVs of
the Group depend on the meteorological conditions in the relevant photovoltaic power plant location. There is a risk of climatic
changes going forward, whereas the predicted weather patterns
may not occur and the prognoses about the sunshine hours and
intensity may prove to be incorrect. Loss of revenue may also occur as a result of a shutdown of photovoltaic power plant operations – e.g. due to administrative measures, malfunction of or disconnection from the electricity distribution grid or due to the fact
that grid operators may set higher than expected line losses. Furthermore, the companies of the Group may be exposed to risks
relating to seasonal fluctuations in revenue from photovoltaic
power plants.



The SPVs of the Group are exposed to risks arising from competition with other producers of electricity from other renewable energy sources as well as competition with traditional energy sources.
Declining market prices of traditional energy producers could result in lower economic attractiveness of energy generated in photovoltaic power plants.



There is a risk the Group may not acquire sufficient number of
economically attractive photovoltaic power plant projects to implement; this would have adverse effect on the portfolio development and growth of the Group.



Given the concentration of the external financing of the photovoltaic power plant portfolio, with only one bank providing the funding in each country, there is a risk the Issuer may not be able to
refinance individual photovoltaic projects.



The failure to comply with additional obligations or restrictions
arising under loan financing for individual SPVs and the Issuer
(e.g. compliance with financial covenants) may result in early maturity of provided loans and increase in interest rates on such
loans. These measures would adversely affect the liquidity, assets, and – where appropriate – also the financial and profit position of individual SPVs and the Group. The development and installation of photovoltaic power plants (for the Issuer or relevant
SPVs within the Group) are associated with the risk that they may
not be successfully connected to the electricity distribution grid in
a timely manner or at all – in spite of careful planning and advance payments. There is a risk that potential claims for the compensation of damages made in respect of defaulting contractual
partners may not be enforceable. Such risk factors could have a
significant adverse effect on assets or financial and profit position
of the Group (as appropriate).



The Issuer or the corresponding special purpose vehicle will be
active as the building owner in association with the construction of
any photovoltaic power plants. There is a risk that defects in the
photovoltaic power plants and/ or in the components used during
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the installation will only arise after the expiry of the guarantee period or the guarantee itself and that no guarantee claims will
therefore be able to be validly made of the given contractual partner.
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Companies of the Group are exposed to technical risks arising
from long-term performance of solar modules and limited service
life of technical components. Further risks arise from the photovoltaic systems’ technology and maintenance. There is also a risk
that such systems could be damaged in another manner – e.g.
due to adverse weather, earthquakes, theft, vandalism, and other
acts of violence not classified as a claim by the relevant insurance
company.



Implementation of new photovoltaic power plant projects may be
delayed, with photovoltaic power plants being connected to the
grid later than expected. This will result in loss of income due to
the failure to comply with the terms and conditions of state managed subsidy programs and could have a significant adverse effect on assets or financial and profit position of the Group (as appropriate).



Proper legal, economic, and technical due diligence must be ensured in the course of a photovoltaic power plant acquisition.
There is a risk that certain factors may be identified or assessed
incorrectly. Under certain circumstances, errors made in the
course of the due diligence process may have a significant adverse effect on assets or financial and profit position of the Group
(as appropriate).



The acquisition of a project is based on an economic calculation
which involves certain assumptions. If these assumptions should
prove to be incorrect or if certain factors develop differently to
what was planned, this would have an adverse effect on the profitability of the photovoltaic power plant and that would then affect
the asset, financial and earnings position of the Group.



The Issuer also intends to realise photovoltaic power plant projects where the electricity will not be fed into the public grid, but
will be used directly by a consumer. This usually involves companies from energy intensive fields with a concluded long-term power purchase agreement. There is the risk that the consumer will
become insolvent and will therefore no longer be able to consume
any more electricity so that the special purpose vehicle in question will have no more earnings.



The Issuer is exposed to risks relating to its holding activities. The
Issuer’s economic success is contingent on financial standing,
revenue, and economic success of the Issuer’s subsidiaries and
on relevant payments of loan principal and interest (shareholders’
loans), distribution of profit or income from servicing agreements
and agreements on cooperation and provision of services. If such
payments are not made, the Issuer’s assets, finances, and income may be significantly impaired.



With regard to the financing of Czech SPVs, the Issuer undertook
to Raiffeisen – Leasing, s.r.o. to secure sufficient financial funds
for these SPVs to settle the final payments on loans provided to
such Czech SPVs. In case the Issuer is unable to make such
payments, it could have an adverse effect on the Issuer’s financial
situation, financing, and income.
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While preparing the examined financial statement of the Group
the Issuer is using for revaluation the SPVs. There is a risk that
the assumptions and foundations of the evaluation will prove to
be too favourable or false and that extraordinary impairment in
the balance of the company will be necessary.



There is a risk the Issuer may not succeed with its planned expansion in Australia and Hungary or such expansions may not
take place within the required period of time or may only be partially successful. It is not certain that there will be other markets
available – outside of Australia or Hungary – to develop the photovoltaic power plant portfolio that would be equivalent in terms of
their market entry and/or framework conditions.



The Issuer intends to strengthen its business activity in other
countries and to operate photovoltaic power plants in other states
apart from those that it holds assets in the extension of the international business of the Group into other countries can be influenced unfavourably by plenty of factors. These factors can make
it difficult to expand the portfolio of the Group into these markets.



For the business activity of the companies of the Group it is necessary to have various permits, authorisations, concessions etc.
depending on various locations in order to be allowed to build and
operate solar systems in compliance with valid national provisions. The decisions are usually accompanied with secondary
provisions and/ or requirement to maintain the permissions. It is
possible that the decisions can be revoked or cancelled which
would result in interruption, limitation and/ or prohibiting of the
business activity.



The Issuer tries to achieve the biggest possible share of external
financing when financing its photovoltaic power-plant projects. Interest expenditure of the Group is usually calculated according to
the current market interest. In this case there is a risk that the financial cash flow will fluctuate.



Payment flows of the companies of the Group consist mainly of
inflow of yields from energy supply and outflow of payments for
interest and settlement of loans. Usually both flows take place in
the same currency. If in the future the Group will not or not always
be able to receive and make payments in the same currency the
Group would be exposed to risks connected with exchange rate.



State support, especially feed-in tariffs, is indexed in cases of
Czech SPVs and prospective projects in Hungary. In case of high
inflation there is consequently a risk that the running operative
costs increase while the yields will not be adjusted accordingly.



Going forward, the Group may be exposed to risks relating to
falling electricity prices on energy exchanges and this could have
adverse effect on competitiveness and economy of projects benefiting from Power Purchase Agreements as their primary source
of income – i.e. long-term agreements on the sale of electricity
generated by individual photovoltaic power plants. These arrangements are also associated with a risk of default of counterparty under the relevant agreement.



Both members of the board of directors of the Issuer hold at the
moment by means of associated companies together 76,14% of
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the voting rights in the Issuer. In case of sale, transfer or heritage
of the shares of the Issuer it is not ensured that Mr. Hotar and/or
Mr. Gärtner will remain in the management of the Issuer and/ or
that the current strategy of the Issuer will be further followed.


The market price of photovoltaic power plants depends on general market interests. If these increase and if interests from borrowed capital are not fixed, the yields from the power plants usually fall which results in a lower market price of a photovoltaic
power plant. Falling market prices can result in depreciation requirement in the balance of the Issuer.



Companies of the Group may be exposed to risks associated with
the breach of environmental laws and regulations and with environmental risks relating to land plots owed or used by such companies.



The photovoltaic market is highly volatile; it cannot be completely
ruled out that difficult situation of the sector would not adversely
affect business activities of the Group, with subsequent adverse
effect on the Issuer’s financial situation, status, and results.



The Issuer has a risk management mechanism. Due to the
planned expansion of the portfolio the risk management system
including the controlling of the Group have to be continuously enlarged. It cannot be ruled out that this does not happen at all or
does not happen timely which means information possibly relevant for dealing with the risk is not at all, not completely or not fast
enough made public.



D.3

Key Notes-specific
risks
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Companies of the Group could also be exposed to tax risks, as it
cannot be completely ruled out that financial/tax authorities may
view certain facts differently; this could subsequently lead to additional tax assessments exceeding the provisions created by relevant companies of the Group. This could have an adverse effect
on the financial situation, status, and results of the Group.
Risk factors relating to the Notes mainly include the following:


The Notes, similarly as any other loan, are subject to the risk of
default.



In case the Issuer accepts additional debt financing, there is a risk
that receivables from the Notes may be satisfied to a lesser degree in the course of insolvency proceedings compared to a situation, where such debt financing is not accepted.



Notes trading may be less liquid than trading in other debt securities.



Notes with a fixed interest rate are exposed to a risk of their price
reduction as a result of increase in market interest rates.



As a result of changes in tax regulations, the final Notes yield may
be lower than originally expected by investors.



Future amendments to legal regulations may adversely affect the
Notes’ value.



Prospective investors in the Notes should be aware of the fact
that acquisition of the Notes may be subject to legal restrictions
affecting the validity of their acquisition.
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The Issuer will by the issuance of the Notes release Notes in the
total nominal amount of EUR 30,000,000.00. The back payment
of the amount of the loan and fulfilling of the commitments for interest-paying are dependant of the fact whether the Issuer uses
the means from the issuance of the Notes in such a way that is
able to fulfil its interest payments and its duties towards the investors.



Significant fluctuations of Notes prices on the stock exchange
cannot be ruled out – irrespectively of the Issuer’s financial situation or overall development of interest rates.



The repayment of the Notes or payment of Notes yields is not
secured by a third party. Creditors thus have no guarantees in
case the Issuer is not able to fulfil its liabilities under the Notes.



In compliance with the terms and conditions of the Notes, the
Issuer may issue other Notes. New Notes issues may cause lower market value of the Notes due to higher supply.



There are no legal, contractual or other restrictions as to the total
amount of liabilities the Issuer or companies of the Group may
assume. Each additional increase in liabilities further increases
the Issuer’s indebtedness and may reduce the amount creditors
would receive in respect of the Notes in case of the Issuer’s liquidation or insolvency.



For those investors who hold the offered Notes in business assets
or who have to keep accounts of (regular) wealth (balance), there
is a risk that the value of the Notes falls during the time period
and that they will have to report losses with no impact on liquidity
as a result of necessary accounting depreciation.



Notesholders – as the Issuer’s loan providers – are not entitled to
take part in the Issuer’s decision-making process in any way.
Therefore, noteholders basically cannot influence the Issuer’s
strategy or development at all. There is a risk of wrong business
decisions, which could lead to situations where payments of interest or principal of the Notes are only partially possible or are
not possible at all due to insufficient financial funds.



In compliance with legal regulations that govern the entire issue
of the Notes, creditors are exposed to potential risk they might be
outvoted due to a majority decision of other noteholders, thereby
losing certain rights against their will; this may adversely affect
the Notes value or recoverability of such value.



In case of an Issuer loan with determined duration there is a risk
that the value of the capital will be lessened by the inflation. This
can result in a situation where the holder of the Notes possibly
suffers a loss of value conditioned by the inflation.



The Notes are publicly offered only in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, in the Federal Republic of Germany and in the Federal
Republic of Austria. Pay offices are to be found solely in the Federal Republic of Germany. Accounting and administration of the
Notes could be therefore rather expensive for investors from
abroad.



Transaction costs or other costs connected with the acquisition or
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sale of the Notes can lead to great expenditure for the Notes
creditor.


In case of external financing of the purchase price for the Notes it
is the investor who is exposed to the risk of having to fulfil the financial demands, without being provided with yields from the
Notes.



The Notes represents a capital investment for which there is no
legally defined deposit insurance In case of an insolvency of the
Issuer it is the investors who put on an equal footing with other
not privileged creditors of the Issuer.

SECTION E - OFFER
E.2b

E.3

Reasons for the
offering and use of
proceeds

Description of the
terms and conditions of the Offer

The Issuer will use the total net yield of the issue – in the expected
amount of EUR 30,000,000.00 if the Notes issue is subscribed in full –
to refinance existing debts of the Issuer and the Group, particularly the
previously issued corporate notes with maturity of 11 March 2018
(ISIN: DE000A1HELE2), as well as acquire further photovoltaic projects in Australia, Hungary and other jurisdictions (as appropriate),
whereas the Issuer plans to use any yields in the following order of
precedence:
1.

Refinancing of the previously issued corporate notes with maturity
of 11 March 2018 (ISIN: DE000A1HELE2).

2.

Development, construction and investment in photovoltaic powerplants in Australia;

3.

Development, construction and investment in photovoltaic powerplants in Hungary;

4.

Development, construction and investment in photovoltaic powerplants in jurisdictions that become attractive in the future in terms
of the Issuer’s business.

The Issuer offers up to 30.000 Notes in bearer form with a fixed interest of 7.75 % p.a. with a nominal value of EUR 1,000.00 ("Par Value")
each, with an aggregated principal amount of EUR 30,000,000.00
("Total Nominal Value") with a maturity date of 26 October 2022 ("the
Offer").
The Offer consists of
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(i)

a public exchange offer (the "Exchange Offer") of the Issuer
addressed to the holders of EUR 40,000,000.00 8.0% notes issued on 12 March 2013 with ISIN DE000A1HELE2 (the
"2013/2018 Bond"), to exchange the currently (at the date of the
approval of this Prospectus) outstanding amount of up to EUR
10,592,000.00 2013/2018 Bond into new 7.75 % p.a. 2017/2022
Bond of the Issuer with ISIN DE000A19MFH4 (the "New Notes"
and a "New Note"), whose issue is subject of this Prospectus.
The Issuer will publish the following voluntary exchange offer in
the German Federal Gazette and the Luxemburger Wort presumably on 22 September 2017;

(ii)

an option to purchase additional New Notes for those who participate in the Exchange Offer ("Option to Purchase");

(iii)

a public offer in the Federal Republic of Germany, in the Repub-
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lic of Austria and in the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg which is exclusively carried out by the Issuer ("Public Offer")

(iv)

-

through the subscription functionality that is provided by the
Frankfurt stock exchange in the XETRA-trading system for the
collection and settlement of subscription orders and which is
not limited to specific investors ("FSE Offer");

-

by placing an advertisement in the "Luxemburger Wort"

-

in the form of the Issuer’s subscription on the basis of the subscription application form that may be downloaded and printed
from the Issuer’s website (http://www.photonenergy.com)
("Subscription Offer");
a private placement which is carried out by the Sole Lead Manager and addressed to qualified investors in the Federal Republic of Germany and certain other countries outside the United
States of America and Canada, Australia and Japan in compliance with the applicable private placement exemptions ("Private
Placement").

Exchange Offer
Holders of the 2013/2018 Bond have the opportunity to exchange their
2013/2018 Bond in the ratio of EUR 1,000.00 : EUR 1,000.00 into new
2017/2022 Bond of the Issuer (ISIN DE000A19MFH4), which are offered publicly by the Issuer in the Federal Republic of Germany, the
Republic of Austria and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
The Exchange Offer will take place on the basis of the Prospectus that
is expected to be published 22 September 2017 on the website of the
Issuer (http://www.photonenergy.com), the German Federal Gazette
and the Luxemburger Wort on 22 September 2017.
Holders of the 2013/2018 Bond can submit an Exchange Order
through their depositary institution to the Dero Bank AG as "Settlement
Agent" within the exchange period beginning on 25 September 2017,
0:00 CEST, and ending on 20 October 2017, 18:00 CEST, (hereinafter
referred to as the "Exchange Period") in writing using the form made
available via the depositary institution. Holders of the 2013/2018 Bond
that submit an exchange order to their depositary institution by 29 September 2017 will receive an additional amount of EUR 17.50 per exchanged 2013/2018 Bond and accrued interest from the latest interest
payment date (included) of the 2013/2018 Bond until the date of issue
of the New Notes, presumably on 27 October 2017 (excluded).
The holders of the 2013/2018 Bond, which participate in the Exchange
Offer, have the option to subscribe for further New Notes. This option
will
be
published
on
the
website
of
the
Issuer
(http://www.photonenergy.com) on 22 September 2017 as part of the
Exchange Offer, the German Federal Gazette and the Luxemburger
Wort.
Holders of the 2013/2018 Bond intending to make use of the Option to
Purchase will have to make a binding offer for the purchase of additional Notes within the Exchange Period in written form submitting the
form made available via the depositary institution via the depositary
bank to the Settlement Agent. The exercise of the Option to Purchase
can only be taken into account if this offer has been received by the
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Settlement Agent no later than the end of the Exchange Period. An
additional purchase is only possible for a principal amount of EUR
1,000.00 or a multiple thereof.
Public Offer
Investors wishing to purchase New Notes under the Public Offer will
have the option to purchase New Notes against payment in cash regardless of their participation in the Exchange Offer within the period of
the Public Offer beginning on 9 October 2017, 0:00 CEST, and ending
on 24 October 2017, 12:00 CEST regarding the FSE Offer and ending
on 20 September 2018, 12:00 CEST regarding the Subscription Offer.
Private Placement
The Private Placement to qualified investors in the Federal Republic of
Germany and in certain other jurisdictions outside the United States,
Canada, Australia and Japan will be implemented pursuant to applicable exemption rules for private placements.
Offer Period
The Exchange Offer and the Option of Purchase period during which
investors may place subscription offers is expected to commence on
25 September 2017, 0:00 CEST, and is expected to end on 20 October
2017, 18:00 CEST.
The Public Offer (FSE Offer and Subscription Offer) and the Private
Placement are expected to commence on 9 October 2017, 0:00 CEST.
The FSE Offer and the Private Placement are expected to end on 24
October 2017, 12:00 CEST; the Subscription Offer is expected to end
on 20 September 2018, 12:00 CEST.
The Issuer reserves the right to extent or shorten the Offer Period. Any
reduction or extension of the Offer Period as well as further subscription periods or the termination of the Public Offer of the Notes will be
announced on the website of the Issuer and by way of a supplement
which will be announced in the same way as the prospectus, if required.
"Allotment"
Subscription offers received under the Exchange Offer will be considered and fully allocated provided that they are received by the Settlement Agent. Subscription offers received by the Settlement Agent within the framework of the Option to Purchase shall be allocated secondarily and fully as long as there is no Over-Subscription (as defined
below), however the acceptance of the subscription offer is at the own
decision of the Issuer and the Dero Bank AG as "Sole Lead Manager".
As soon as an Over-Subscription is given, the Issuer is entitled to reduce subscription orders or to withdraw individual subscriptions in the
course of the Exchange Offer, the Option to Purchase, the Public Offer
as well as the Private Placement at their own discretion and with the
Sole Lead Manager. The Issuer intends to make a pro-rata reduction in
the event of an Over-Subscription.
An “Over-Subscription” occurs if in the context of the Exchange Offer,
the Option to Purchase, the Public Offer and Private Placement the
received exchange or subscription offers exceed the aggregate total
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amount of the offered Notes in the amount of EUR 30,000,000.00.
Issue price, Issue date and Interest
The Issue Price for each Notes amounts to EUR 1,000.00 and represents 100 % of its nominal amount (the “Issue Price”).
The New Notes will be issued on 27 October 2017. This is the first
issue date. Issue date of the New Notes, which were issued during the
Subscription Offer received by the Issuer after 24 October 2017, 12:00
CEST, is the fifth (5) banking day after subscription.
The New Notes will bear interest on their nominal amount, namely from
27 October 2017 (including) until 26 October 2022 (including) with
7.75 % p. a. due quarterly subsequently on 27 January, 27 April, 27
July and 27 October. The interests shall be calculated according to the
ACT/ACT (ICMA) method for interest calculation (unadjusted).
Result of the Exchange Offer, the Public Offer and the Private
Placement
The result of the Exchange Offer, the interim result of the Public Offer
and the result of the Private Placement, i.e. the total volume allocated,
is expected to be published on the website of the Issuer
(http://www.photonenergy.com) on 24 October 2017, after 18:00
CEST, and submitted to the CSSF. The final result of the Public Offer
is expected to be published on the website of the Issuer
(http://www.photonenergy.com) on 20 September 2018, after 18:00
CEST, and submitted to the CSSF.
Claims relating to the subscription fees already incurred and the costs
incurred by the investor in connection with the subscription are governed by the legal relationship between the investor and the respective
custodian bank in which the investor has placed the subscription order.
Investors who have subscribed for subscription orders for New Notes
on the subscription functionality may obtain information from their depositary bank on the number of New Notes issued to them.
Delivery and Settlement of New Notes
Clearing, payments and transfers of the New Notes will be settled
through Clearstream Banking AG, Mergenthalerallee 61, 65760 Eschborn (“Clearing Agent”).
The delivery and settlement of the New Notes within the scope of the
Exchange Offer including the payment of accrued interest, as well as
the Option to Purchase shall be effected by the Clearing Agent on behalf of the Issuer on 27 October 2017. The New Notes shall be delivered with the value date on the issue date of the New Notes.
On 27 October 2017, together with the delivered New Notes, the Clearing Agent shall on behalf of the Issuer disburse to the holders of the
2013/2018 Bond for which the Exchange Offer has been accepted the
interest accrued for the 2013/2018 Bond up to the Issue Date (excluding) of the New Notes.
The delivery and settlement of the New Notes subscribed for in the
Public Offer and the Private Placement will be carried out as “delivery
versus payment” by Dero Bank AG, Munich, Germany as the "Paying
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Agent".
For subscriptions under the Subscription Offer received by the Issuer
after 24 October 2017, 12:00 CEST, the transfer of the Notes to the
securities account of the subscriber will be effected within five (5) banking days.
E.4

E.7

Interest of individuals and legal entities participating in
the Issue
Estimated
cost
charged to investors
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n/a – The Issuer is not aware of any interest of individuals/ entities
participating in the issue of the Notes that would be significant, important and/ or conflicting for the Notes issue.
n/a – No costs or fees will be charged to the investors by the Issuer in
association with the acquisition of the Notes offered herein.
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II.

GERMAN SUMMARY

Deutsche Übersetzung der Zusammenfassung des Prospekts (German translation of the
summary of the Prospectus)
Zusammenfassungen von Prospekten bestehen aus Offenlegungserfordernissen, die als "Elemente" bezeichnet werden. Diese Elemente finden sich in den Abschnitten A bis E (A.1 – E.7).
Diese Zusammenfassung enthält alle Elemente, die eine Zusammenfassung für Wertpapiere
dieser Art und für diesen Emittenten enthalten muss. Da manche Elemente vorliegend nicht
einschlägig sind, können sich entsprechende Lücken in der durchnummerierten Abfolge der
Elemente ergeben. Obwohl ein Element in einer Zusammenfassung für Wertpapiere dieses
Typus und für diesen Emittenten enthalten sein müsste, ist es möglich, dass zu diesem Element
keine relevanten Angaben gemacht werden können. In einem solchen Fall beinhaltet die Zusammenfassung eine kurze Beschreibung des Elements mit dem Hinweis "entfällt".
Abschnitt A – Einleitung und Warnhinweise
A. 1

Warnhinweise

Diese Zusammenfassung sollte als Einleitung zu diesem Prospekt ("Prospekt") verstanden werden.
Anleger sollten sich bei jeder Entscheidung, in die Schuldverschreibung zu investieren, auf den gesamten Prospekt stützen.
Wenn vor einem Gericht Ansprüche auf Grund einer in diesem
Prospekt enthaltenen Angabe geltend gemacht werden, könnte
der als Kläger auftretende Anleger in Anwendung der einzelstaatlichen Rechtsvorschriften des Mitgliedstaates, in dem er
ansässig ist, die Kosten für die Übersetzung des Prospekts vor
Prozessbeginn zu tragen haben.
Zivilrechtlich haften nur diejenigen Personen, die die Zusammenfassung samt etwaiger Übersetzungen erstellt haben, und dies
auch nur in dem Fall, dass die Zusammenfassung verglichen mit
den anderen Teilen des Prospekts irreführend, unrichtig oder
inkohärent ist oder verglichen mit den anderen Teilen des Prospekts wesentliche Angaben, die in Bezug auf Anlagen in die
betreffenden Wertpapiere für die Anleger eine Entscheidungshilfe darstellen, vermissen lassen.

A. 2

Zustimmung zu
der Verwendung
des Prospekts

Die Emittentin hat ausdrücklich der Verwendung dieses Prospekts durch ausgewählte Finanzintermediäre in dem Zeitraum
vom 25. September 2017 bis zum 20. September 2018, 12:00
Uhr MESZ in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Republik
Österreich und dem Großherzogtum Luxemburg zugestimmt.
Die vorgenannte Zustimmung (einschließlich der Zustimmung
zur Verwendung des Prospekts) erfolgt unter der Bedingung
einer schriftlichen Vereinbarung zwischen der Emittentin und
dem zuständigen Finanzintermediär über die Zustimmung zur
Verwendung des Prospekts zum Zwecke des anschließenden
öffentlichen Angebots durch den Finanzintermediär. Die Liste
und die Kontaktdaten der Finanzintermediäre und/ oder Vermittlern, die diesen Prospekt zum Zwecke des anschließenden öffentlichen Angebots verwenden dürfen, werden auf der Internetseit der Emittentin unter http://www.photonenergy.com im Abschnitt "Anleihe 2017" unter dem Link "Ich möchte investieren"
veröffentlicht werden.
Zum Zeitpunkt der Veröffentlichung dieses Prospekts ist die
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Emittentin keine solche schriftliche Vereinbarung über die Zustimmung zur Verwendung des Prospekts mit einem Finanzintermediär eingegangen. Die Emittentin haftet auch für diesen
Prospekt hinsichtlich der zukünftigen Weiterveräußerung oder
endgültigen Zuteilung der Schuldverschreibungen durch einen
Finanzintermediär, der die Zustimmung zur Verwendung des
Prospekts erhalten hat.
Informationen über die Anleihebedingungen eines Finanzintermediärs sollen zum Zeitpunkt in dem das Angebot vorliegt, durch den Finanzintermediär offen gelegt werden.
Abschnitt B – Emittentin
B. 1

Gesetzliche und
kommerzielle
Bezeichnung

Die gesetzliche Bezeichnung der Emittentin ist "Photon Energy
N.V.". Im Markt tritt die Emittentin auch unter der kommerziellen
Bezeichnung "PHOTON ENERGY" auf.

B. 2

Sitz, Rechtsform,
geltendes Recht,
Land der Gründung

Die Emittentin hat ihren Sitz in Amsterdam, Geschäftsanschrift
Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083 HN Amsterdam, Niederlande.

Trends

Der anhaltende Preisverfall für Photovoltaikmodule und andere
für den Bau von Photovoltaikanlagen benötigte Komponenten ist
stetig am sinken. Nach den Aussagen des Managements der
Emittentin ist zu erwarten, dass sich dieser Trend auch 2017 und
darüber hinaus fortsetzen wird. In Folge sollte die Wettbewerbsfähigkeit der durch Photovoltaikanlagen erzeugten Elektrizität
weiterhin weltweit wachsen.

B. 4b

Die Emittentin wurde am 9. Dezember 2010 in den Niederlanden
gegründet. Die Emittentin ist eine Aktiengesellschaft und unterliegt niederländischem Recht.

Dem Umstand geschuldet, dass Kapitalkosten einen signifikanten Kostenfaktor in Photovoltaikanlagen darstellen, sind die allgemeinen bzw. die langfristigen Zinssätze zusammen mit den
Investitionskosten für jede erzeugte Kilowattstunde von besonderer Bedeutung. Nach der Einschätzung der Emittentin ist zu erwarten, dass die Zinssätze in absehbarer Zeit niedrig bleiben,
wodurch Kosten für Fremdkapitalmittel positiv beeinflusst werden. Die Emittentin ist der Auffassung, dass gleichzeitig die Anzahl der Finanzinvestoren, die nach langfristigen Investitionsprojekten
wie
Pensionsfonds
von
LebensversicherungsGesellschaften suchen, steigen wird und dass diese Investoren
Eigenkapitalinvestitionen in solche Aktivitäten tätigen werden.
Der größte Unsicherheitsfaktor im Photovoltaik-Sektor besteht
neben der Notwendigkeit der Fremdfinanzierung in regulatorischer Hinsicht, insbesondere in Europa, wo bisher eine Vielzahl
von Photovoltaikanlagen auf Basis staatlicher Unterstützung
gebaut wurde (z.B. garantierte Einspeisetarife oder grüne Zertifikate).
Die regulatorischen Risiken in Europa bestätigen das Ziel des
Managements der Emittentin, sich auf Märkte außerhalb von
Europa zu konzentrieren, auf denen aus Photovoltaikanlagen
gewonnener Strom bereits wettbewerbsfähig ist. In Folge erscheint Australien der vielversprechendste Markt zu sein, da die
Emittentin – über ihre Tochtergesellschaften – hier Photovoltaikanlagen besitzt und bislang seitens der Regierung keine Maß-
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nahmen vorgenommen wurden, die darauf abzielten die Einnahmen aus den Anlagen zu reduzieren.
B. 5

Beschreibung
der Gruppe und
der Stellung des
Emittentin innerhalb dieser
Gruppe

Die Emittentin, Photon Energy N.V., ist eine Holdinggesellschaft.
Die folgende Tabelle zeigt die Beteiligung der Emittentin an den
Konzerngesellschaften auf:

Name
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% Aktienkapital
gehalten
durch
Emittentin

Registrierungsland

Holding

NL

Konsolidie
dierungs
methode

Registrieru
ngsnummer

Eigentum

Full
Cons.

51447126

-

1

Photon Energy N.V. (PENV)

2

Photon Directors B.V.

100%

NL

Full
Cons.

55257488

PENV

3

Photon Energy Engineering B.V.
(PEE BV)

100%

NL

Full
Cons.

55423302

PENV

4

Photon Energy Operations N.V.
(PEO NV)

100%

NL

Full
Cons.

55558089

PENV

5

Photon Energy Australia Pty Ltd.

100%

AUS

Full
Cons.

150054069

PENV

6

Photon Energy Generation
Australia Pty. Ltd.

100%

AUS

Full
Cons.

159386268

PENV

7

Photon Energy AUS SPV 1 Pty.
Ltd.

100%

AUS

Full
Cons.

159386231

PENV

8

Photon Energy AUS SPV 2 Pty.
Ltd.

100%

AUS

Full
Cons.

159386259

PENV

Photon Energy AUS SPV 3 Pty.
Ltd.

100%

AUS

Full
Cons.

615353323

9

Photon Energy AUS SPV 4 Pty.
Ltd.

100%

AUS

Full
Cons.

615353314

10
11

Photon Energy AUS SPV 5 Pty.
Ltd.

51%

AUS

Equity

619246936

PENV

12

Photon Energy AUS SPV 6 Pty.
Ltd.

51%

AUS

Equity

619265208

PENV

13

Photon Energy AUS SPV 7 Pty.
Ltd.

51%

AUS

Equity

619265191

PENV

14

Photon Energy AUS SPV 8 Pty.
Ltd.

51%

AUS

Equity

619271699

PENV

15

Photon Energy AUS SPV 9 Pty.
Ltd.

51%

AUS

Equity

620147828

PENV

16

Photon Energy AUS SPV 10 Pty.
Ltd.

51%

AUS

Equity

620146778

PENV

17

Photon Energy Operations
Australia Pty.Ltd.

100%

AUS

Full
Cons.

159386311

PEON
V

18

Photon Energy Engineering
Australia Pty Ltd

100%

AUS

Full
Cons.

159386295

PEEB
V

19

Global Investment Protection
AG

100%

CH

Full
Cons.

CHE260.597.347

PENV

20

Photon Energy Corporate
Services CZ s.r.o.

100%

CZ

Full
Cons.

29015367

PENV

21

Photon SPV 1 s.r.o.

100%

CZ

Full
Cons.

28482123

PENV

22

Photon Energy Operations CZ
s.r.o. (PEOCZ)1

100%

CZ

Full
Cons.

29015952

PEON
V

23

Photon Energy Control s.r.o.

100%

CZ

Full
Cons.

28525931

PEOC
Z

24

Photon Energy Technology CEE
s.r.o.

100%

CZ

Full
Cons.

28482069

PEEB
V

26

PENV
PENV

25

Photon Water Technology s.r.o.

65%

CZ

Full
Cons.

04568095

PENV

26

Photon Energy Solutions s.r.o.

100%

CZ

Full
Cons.

05314500

PENV

27

Photon Energy Projects s.r.o.
(PEP)

100%

CZ

Full
Cons.

05314631

PENV

28

Photon Energy Cardio s.r.o.

100%

CZ

Full
Cons.

05203848

PEOC
Z

29

The Special One s.r.o.

100%

CZ

Full
Cons.

05314861

PENV

30

Charles Bridge Services s.r.o.

100%

CZ

Full
Cons.

05314712

PENV

31

Photon Energy Finance Europe
GmbH

100%

DE

Full
Cons.

HRB
134930 B

PENV

32

Photon Energy Corporate
Services DE GmbH

100%

DE

Full
Cons.

HRB
134657 B

PENV

33

Photon Energy Engineering
Europe GmbH

100%

DE

Full
Cons.

HRB
134674 B

PEEB
V

34

EcoPlan 2 s.r.o.

100%

SK

Full
Cons.

45612251

PENV

35

EcoPlan 3 s.r.o.

100%

SK

Full
Cons.

45612161

PENV

36

Fotonika, s.r.o.

100%

SK

Full
Cons.

45443271

PENV

37

Photon SK SPV 1 s.r.o.

50%

SK

Equity

36867381

PENV

38

Photon SK SPV 2 s.r.o.

100%

SK

Full
Cons.

47233184

PENV

39

Photon SK SPV 3 s.r.o.

100%

SK

Full
Cons.

47233281

PENV

40

Solarpark Myjava s.r.o.

50%

SK

Equity

47233206

PENV

41

Solarpark Polianka s.r.o.

50%

SK

Equity

47233222

PENV

42

SUN4ENERGY ZVB, s.r.o.

100%

SK

Full
Cons.

45373426

PENV

43

SUN4ENERGY ZVC, s.r.o.

100%

SK

Full
Cons.

45375348

PENV

44

ATS Energy, s.r.o.

100%

SK

Full
Cons.

35744235

PENV

45

Photon Energy Operations SK
s.r.o.

100%

SK

Full
Cons.

45604371

PEON
V

46

Photon Energy HU SPV 1 Kft.
b.a

100%

HU

Full
Cons.

01-09291648

PEP

47

Fertod Napenergia-Termelo Kft.

100%

HU

Full
Cons.

01-09273925

PEP

*Photon Energy Operations CZ s.r.o. hat in Romänien eine Niederlassung
PHOTON ENERGY OPERATIONS CZ S.R.O. PRAGA SUCURSALA
BUCURESTI gegründet.

Zusätzlich zu den oben genannten Tochtergesellschaften konsolidiert die Emittentin für die Zwecke der IFRS-Berichterstattung
folgende Gesellschaften:
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Name

% des
Konzerneigenkapitals

% of
RegistEigen- rierungs
tumanrungsteils
land

48

Photon SPV 3 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL*

49

Photon SPV 8 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

50

Exit 90 SPV s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

51

Photon SPV 4 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

27

KonsolidieEigenrungsmetum
thode

52

Photon SPV 6 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

53

Onyx Energy s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

54

Onyx Energy projekt II
s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

55

Photon SPV 10 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

56

Photon SPV 11 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

*RL –Raiffeisen – Leasing, s.r.o.

Der Konzern beschreibt zum Prospektstichtag die Emittentin und
ihre Tochtergesellschaften ("Konzern").
Innerhalb des Konzerns übernimmt die Emittentin die Rolle einer
Holdinggesellschaft. Ihre Hauptaufgaben liegen in der Auswahl
(Investitionsanalyse, Projektakquisition), Finanzierung und Umsetzung (Investition in die Erstellung) von Projekten für Photovoltaikanlagen, die in der Regel durch spezielle Projektgesellschaften ("SPVs") durchgeführt werden. Der Betrieb von Photovoltaikanlagen und die Stromerzeugung erfolgt durch die jeweiligen
SPVs.
B. 9

Gewinnprognosen oder schätzungen

Entfällt – Es wird keine Gewinnprognose oder Gewinnschätzung
abgegeben.

B.10

Beschränkungen
im Bestätigungsvermerk

Entfällt – Der Bestätigungsvermerke zu den historischen Finanzinformationen wurden ohne Einschränkung erteilt.

B.12

Ausgewählte
wesentliche historische Finanzinformationen

Die folgende Tabelle enthält ausgewählte Finanzwerte der Emittentin für die Geschäftsjahre 2015 und 2016 (jeweils per 31. Dezember des Berichtszeitraums), für den Zeitraum vom 1. Januar
2016 bis zum 30. Juni 2016 und für den Zeitraum vom 1. Januar
2017 bis zum 30. Juni 2017. Finanzwerte für die Geschäftsjahre
2015 und 2016 stammen aus dem gemäß den europäischen
"International Financial Reporting Standards" (EU IFRS) geprüften Konzernabschlusses der Emittentin. Seit der Veröffentlichung
des letzten geprüften Jahresabschlusses zum 31. Dezember
2016 veröffentlichte die Emittentin für den Zeitraum vom 1. Januar 2017 bis 30. Juni 2017 einen nicht geprüften Abschluss.
Konsolidierte
Gesamtergebnisrechnung
für das Jahr, (in Tausend
EUR)

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.201631.12.2016

1.1.201630.6.2016

1.1.201531.12.2015

8,031

13,089

6,513

13,321

Umsatzkosten

-1,199

-1,589

-723

-2,444

Bruttomarge

6,377

10,723

5,387

10,134

-841

-1,690

-764

-1,639

Personalaufwand

-1,297

-2,241

-1,087

-2,112

EBITDA

4,193

6,551

3,479

6,146

EBIT

1,487

1,286

866

1,113

456

-1,996

-1,119

-918

Einnahmen

Verwaltungsaufwendungen

Gewinn / Verlust vor
Steuern
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Ergebnis des laufenden
Geschäftsjahres

82

-2,649

-1,033

-1,507

Gewinn / Verlust für das Jahr

82

-2 660

-1,044

-1,720

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.201631.12.2016

1.1.201630.6.2016

1.1.201531.12.2015

Sachanlagen

72,624

73,977

76,490

76,827

Anlagevermögen

74,240

75,570

78,608

79,023

Umlaufvermögen

12,418

11,556

12,096

10,930

4,716

5,420

4,643

5,297

Gesamtvermögen

86,658

87,125

90,704

89,953

Gesamtkapital

24,925

24,180

27,951

28,541

Laufende Verbindlichkeiten

18,047

7,910

7,563

8,742

Langfristige
Verbindlichkeiten

43,686

55,035

55,189

52,671

Langfristige Verbindlichkeiten

36,120

37,551

39,405

38,499

1,844

11,410

9,913

8,154

Summe Verbindlichkeiten

61,734

62,945

62,752

Summe Eigenkapital und
Verbindlichkeiten

86,658

87,125

90,704

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.201631.12.2016

1.1.201630.6.2016

1.1.201531.12.2015

891

2,035

-1,567

3,857

0

-463

0

2,141

Cash Flow aus
Finanzierungstätigkeit

-2,918

-1,286

1,003

-4,331

Netto Zunahme / Abnahme
der liquiden Mittel

-2,027

287

-564

668

Konsolidierte Bilanz,
In Tausend EUR

Zahlungsmittel und Zahlungsmitteläquivalente

Sonstige langfristige Verbindlichkeiten

KonzernKapitalflussrechnung,
In Tausend EUR
Cash Flow aus laufender
Geschäftstätigkeit
Cash Flow aus
Investitionstätigkeit
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61,413
89,953

EBITDA bedeutet Ergebnis vor Zinsen, Steuern, Abschreibungen
auf Sachanlagen und immaterielle Vermögensgegenstände
EBIT bedeutet Ergebnis vor Zinsen und Steuern
EBITDA basiert auf den Daten aus der Konzerngesamtergebnisrechnung und ist gleich dem Umsatz abzüglich Betriebskosten,
Energieabgabe, administrative Kosten, Personalkosten, sonstige
Kosten und zuzüglich sonstieger Erträge.
EBIT entspricht dem EBITDA abzüglich Abschreibungen auf
Sachanlagen und immaterielle Vermögensgegenstände für den
Berichtszeitraum.
Diese beiden Kennzahlen werden verwendet, da sie allgemein
anerkannte Unternehmenskennzahlen sind, die es Investoren
ermöglichen die Leistung von Unternehmen einfach zu bewerten
und zu vergleichen.
EBITDA und EBIT werden wie folgt berechnet:

Konsolidierte
Gesamtergebnisrechnung für das
Jahr, (in
Tausend
EUR)
Einnahmen
Umsatzkosten
Energieabgabe
Bruttoertrag
Andere Einkommen

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.201631.12.2016

1.1.201630.6.2016

1.1.201531.12.2015

8,031

13,089

6,513

13,321

-1,199

-1,589

-723

-2,444

-456
6,377

-777
10,723

-404
5,387

-743
10,134

58

374

29

0

Verwaltungsaufwendungen

-841

-1,690

-764

-1,639

Personalaufwand

-1,297

-2,241

-1,087

-2,112

Andere Ausgaben

-105

-616

-86

-237

4,193

6,551

3,479

6,146

-2,705

-5,265

-2,613

-5,033

1,488

1,286

866

1,113

EBITDA
Abschreibungen
EBIT

B.13

Keine wesentliche Verschlechterung der Aussichten

Seit dem Datum des letzten veröffentlichten geprüften Konzernabschluss zum 31. Dezember 2016 haben sich die Aussichten
der Emittentin nicht wesentlich verschelchtert.

Wesentliche
Veränderung bei
Finanzlage oder
Handelsposition

Entfällt – Seit dem Ende des von den historischen Finanzinformationen abgedeckten Zeitraums zum 30. Juni 2017 ist überdies
keine wesentliche Veränderung der Finanzlage oder der Handelsposition der Emittentin eingetreten.

Letzte Entwicklungen

Entfällt – Der Emittentin sind keine aktuellen Ereignisse bekannt,
die für die Bewertung der Solvenz der Emittentin wesentlich
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maßgeblich sind.
B.14

B.15

Abhängigkeit von
anderen Unternehmen in der
Gruppe

Der Konzern ist in B.5 beschrieben.

Haupttätigkeiten

Der Konzern befasst sich mit Produkten, Aktivitäten und Dienstleistungen im so genannten Downstream-Segment der Photovoltaik-Wertschöpfungskette, d.h. dem Segment für Projektentwicklung, Bau und Betrieb von Photovoltaikanlagen. Die Geschäftsaktivitäten der Emittentin sind die Investitionsanalyse, die Projektakquisition, Errichtungsinvestitionen, die Buchhaltung und die
Verwaltung der Portfolien von Photovoltaikanlagen. Ein Großteil
des Portfolios der Anlagen des Konzerns wird durch die Emittentin organisiert. Die Emittentin hält derzeit Aktien oder Optionen in
insgesamt 22 SPVs, die insgesamt 23 Photovoltaikanlagen in
der Tschechischen Republik, der Slowakei und Australien besitzen, die zum Prospektstichtag operativ tätig sind. Die Emittentin
handelt somit als Anteilsinhaberin von Photovoltaikanlagen sowie als Produzentin von kontinuierlich erzeugtem Strom durch
die SPVs.

Neben den eigenen Geschäftsaktivitäten ist die Emittentin an
anderen Gesellschaften des Konzerns beteiligt, verwaltet und
finanziert (soweit angebracht) diese. Folglich ist die Emittentin in
gewissem Maße von Dividendenzahlungen und Zinszahlungen
für Darlehen (soweit einschlägig) durch Tochtergesellschaften
abhängig. Vorgenannte Einnahmen hängen von der Geschäftsentwicklung der Tochtergesellschaften ab. Falls dieTochtergesellschaften die erwarteten Ziele nicht erreichen, werden sowohl
die Einnahmen der Emittentin als auch ihre Fähigkeit Verbindlichkeiten im Rahmen der Schuldverschreibungen zu erfüllen
berührt.

Die Emittentin und die Konzerngesellschaften sind darüberhinaus in den Bereichen Betrieb, Instandhaltung und Überwachung
von Photovoltaikanlagen in Europa und Australien tätig. Die
Emittentin hat bis zum 30. Juni 2017 Leistungen in Höhe von
mehr als 200 MWp erbracht. Die Emittentin und die Konzerngesellschaften sind im Bereich der Photovoltaik-Technologie (dem
Kauf und Verkauf von Photovoltaik-Komponenten) tätig. Die
Emittenten beabsichtigt, ihr Portfolio durch die Entwicklung und
den Betrieb neuer Photovoltaikanlagen weiter auszubauen. Die
Emittentin konzentriert sich vor allem auf neue Projekte in Australien, sowohl von großen Energiesolarparks, wobei Energie
direkt in das Stromnetz eingespeist wird, als auch von Photovoltaikanlagen auf Dächern und auf die Entwicklung von sogenannten Off-Grid-Produkten, d.h. Produkte für Bereiche ohne Anschluss zum nationalen Stromnetz. Die Emittentin entwickelt
auch in Ungarn Photovoltaik-Projekte, wobei die Energie direkt in
das Stromnetz eingespeist wird.
B.16

Hauptanteilseigner

Die beherrschende Gesellschafterin der Emittentin ist die Gesellschaft Solar Age Investments B.V. mit 44,11% des Aktienkapitals
und entsprechend 51,94% der Stimmrechte. Die Solar Age Investments BV ist eine Gesellschaft nach niederländischen Recht
mit Sitz in Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083 HN Amsterdam, Niederlande, eingetragen im Handelsregister der Handelskammer
Amsterdam, Niederlande, unter der Registrierungsummer
56233701.
Nach den der Emittentin zur Verfügung stehenden Informationen
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ist Solar Age Investments B.V., durch ihre Beteiligungen an mehreren anderen Unternehmen, indirekt kontrolliert durch die unten
genannten wirtschaftlichen Eigentümer:
Michael Gartner, Geburtsdatum: 29. Juni 1968, wohnhaft in 37/3
London CCT, Stadt A.C.T. 2601, Australien; und
Georg Hotar, Geburtsdatum: 21. April 1975, wohnhaft in Räbacher 7, 8143 Stallikon, Schweiz.
B.17

Kreditratings der
Emittentin oder
ihrer Schuldtitel

Entfällt – Weder die Emittentin noch die Schuldverschreibungen
wurden von einer Ratingagentur mit einer finanziellen Leistungsbewertung (Rating) beurteilt.

Abschnitt C – Wertpapiere
C. 1

Art und Gattung
der angebotenen
Wertpapiere,
Wertpapierkennziffern.

Die Schuldverschreibungen sind festverzinslich.
Die Schuldverschreibung werden mit einem erwarteten Gesamtnennbetrag von bis zu EUR 30.000.000,00 mit einem Nennbetrag von je EUR 1.000,00 begeben. Der Fälligkeitstag ist der 26.
Oktober 2022. Die Schuldverschreibungen sind nicht mit Options- oder Wandlungsrechten verknüpft.
Der Begebungstag ist voraussichtlich der 27. Oktober 2017 (der
"Begebungstag"). Das ist der erste Begebungstag. Begebungstag der Schuldverschreibungen, die erst während des Zeichnungsantrags von der Emittentin nach dem 24. Oktober 2017,
12:00 MESZ ausgegeben werden, ist der jeweils fünfte (5.)
Bankarbeitstag nach der Zeichnung.
ISIN: DE000A19MFH4
WKN: A19MFH

C. 2

Währung

Euro.

C. 5

Beschränkungen
der Übertragbarkeit

Entfällt – Die Schuldverschreibungen sind frei übertragbar.

C.8

Mit Wertpapieren
verbundene
Rechte, Rangordnung, Beschränkung der
Rechte

Rechte
Rechte und Pflichten der Emittentin, die sich aus den Schuldverschreibungen ergeben, unterliegen den Bedingungen der Anleihe.
Die Schuldverschreibungen sind im Wesentlichen mit dem Recht
auf Zahlung des Nominalwertes ab dem Endfälligkeitstag der
Schuldverschreibungen sowie dem Recht auf Erhalt der Schuldverschreibungen verbunden.
Darüber hinaus können die Schuldverschreibungsinhaber auch
eine vorzeitige Rückzahlung der Schuldverschreibungen verlangen, wenn eine in den Bedingungen der Schuldverschreibung
dargelegte Situationen eintritt.
Die Schuldverschreibungen sind auch mit dem Recht zur Teilnahme und Abstimmung bei Sitzungen der Inhaber von Schuld-
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verschreibungen verbunden, wenn diese Sitzungen gesetzlich
oder unter Beachtung der Bedingungen der Schuldverschreibung
einberufen wurde.
Rang und Beschränkungen
Die Schuldverschreibungen sowie alle Zahlungsverpflichtungen
der Emittentin an die Schuldverschreibungsinhaber, die sich aus
den Schuldverschreibungen ergeben, führen zu direkten, allgemeinen, unbesicherten, bedingungslosen und nicht nachrangigen Verbindlichkeiten der Emittentin, die – bei Streitbeilegung –
gleichrangig mit anderen Schuldverschreibungen sowie sonstigen bestehenden und künftigen unbesicherten und nicht nachrangigen Verbindlichkeiten der Emittentin sind, soweit nicht
zwingendes Gesetzesrechts anderweitiges bestimmt.

C.9

Zinssatz

Die in § 801 Abs. 1 Satz 1 BGB bestimmte Vorlegungsfrist wird
für die Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen auf fünf Jahre verkürzt. Die Verjährungsfrist für Ansprüche aus den InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen, die innerhalb der Vorlegungsfrist zur
Zahlung vorgelegt wurden, beträgt zwei Jahre von dem Ende der
Vorlegungsfrist an.
Die Schuldverschreibungen werden vom Beginn der Laufzeit am
27. Oktober 2017 (einschließlich) an bis zum 26. Oktober 2022
(einschließlich) bezogen auf ihren Nennbetrag mit 7,75 % pro
Jahr verzinst. Die Zinsen werden nach der Zinsberechnungsmethode ACT/ACT (ICMA) berechnet (unbereinigt).
Die Zinsen sind vierteljährlich nachträglich jeweils am 27. Januar, 27. April, 27. Juli und 27. Oktober zur Zahlung fällig. Fällt ein
Zinszahlungstag auf einen Tag, der kein Bankarbeitstag ist, so
ist Zinszahlungstag der nächstfolgende Bankarbeitstag.

Endfälligkeit

Die Schuldverschreibungen sind am 27. Oktober 2022 (der "Fälligkeitstag") zum Nennbetrag zurückzuzahlen, soweit die
Schuldverschreibungen nicht zuvor bereits ganz oder teilweise
zurückbezahlt oder angekauft und entwertet wurden. Fällt der
Fälligkeitstag auf einen Tag, der kein Bankarbeitstag ist, so verschiebt sich der Fälligkeitstag auf den nächstfolgenden Bankarbeitstag.

Rendite

Die jährliche Rendite auf Grundlage eines Ausgabepreises von
100% des Nennbetrags und Rückzahlung am Ende der Laufzeit
der Schuldverschreibungen entspricht der Nominalverzinsung
und beträgt 7,75 %.

Name des Gläubigervertreters

Entfällt. Ein Gläubigervertreter wurde eingangs nicht bestellt.

C.10

Derivative Komponente bei der
Zinszahlung

Entfällt. Die Schuldverschreibungen haben keine derivative
Komponente bei der Zinszahlung.

C.11

Handel der
Wertpapiere an
einem geregelten
Markt

Entfällt. Die Emittentin beabsichtigt, die Schuldverschreibungen
im Quotation Board des Freiverkehrs der Deutsche Börse AG zu
platzieren. Die Emittentin beabsichtigt nicht, die Schuldverschreibungen zum Handel in einem regulierten Markt einzubeziehen.
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Abschnitt D – Risiken
D. 1

Angaben zu den
zentralen Risiken, der Emittentin
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Zu den Risikofaktoren der Emittentin gehören vor allem:


Die Emittentin unterliegt den Gesetzen der Niederlande,
während die für die Emittentin geltenden Rechtsvorschriften von denen die für Gesellschaften in anderen
Ländern gelten abweichen können; folglich kann dies
auch die Möglichkeiten der Emittentin beeinträchtigen,
ihre Forderungen im Rahmen der Schuldverschreibungen zu begleichen.



Die Geschäftstätigkeit des Konzerns wird durch die Fortsetzung staatlicher Förderprogramme für Photovoltaik
beeinflusst.



Die Strategie des Konzerns ist auf den weiteren Ausbau
des Photovoltaikanlageportfolios ausgerichtet. Die notwendigen Mittel sollen durch die Schuldverschreibungen
eingenommen werden. Es besteht keine Garantie dafür,
dass die angebotenen Schuldverschreibungen in vollem
Umfang und zum Nominalwert platziert werden, oder
dass eine bestimmte Emissionsrendite erreicht werden
kann. Es kann nicht ausgeschlossen werden, dass die
durch die Emission der Schuldverschreibungen erzielte
Netto-Emissionsrendite nicht ausreicht, um die Wachstumsstrategie des Konzerns in vollem Umfang zu ermöglichen.



Photovoltaik ist in den meisten Ländern umfassend reguliert. In einigen europäischen Ländern wurde das Vertrauen der Anleger in Photovoltaik und die Rentabilität
von diesbezüglichen Investitionen, durch nachträgliche
Kürzung der Unterstützungsleistungen, rückwirkende
Maßnahmen und unvorhersehbare Änderungen der Regulierungsrahmen mit der Folge einer signifikaten Marktabschwächung, erheblich beeinträchtigt. Es besteht die
Gefahr, dass die regulatorischen Änderungen die Anleger daran hindern können, Projekte in potentiell interessanten Ländern umzusetzen.



Staatliche Förderungen sind – insbesondere in Form von
Einspeisetarifen – für tschechische SPVs und potenzielle
ungarische Projekte indiziert. Diese Mittel unterliegen
daher bestimmten Inflationsanpassungen. Im Falle einer
hohen Inflation besteht das Risiko, dass sich die laufenden Betriebskosten ohne entsprechende Umsatzsteigerung erhöhen können. Projekte, die ohne staatliche Unterstützung agieren, unterliegen somit dem Risiko, das
insbesondere darin besteht, dass eine geringe Inflation
die geplante Entwicklung der Marktstrompreise verhindern kann. Die oben genannten Risikofaktoren könnten
die finanzielle Situation, den Status und die Ergebnisse
des Konzerns negativ beeinträchtigen, mit Auswirkungen
auf die Emittentin.



Falls die Emittentin nicht in der Lage sein sollte, ihre bereits fälligen Verbindlichkeiten zu erfüllen, kann ein Insolvenzverfahren eröffnet werden.
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Naturkatastrophen können für den Geschäftsbetrieb aller
Unternehmen verheerend sein. Es ist zu berücksichtigen, dass wenn eine Naturkatastrophe Beschädigungen
von Photovoltaikanlagen nach sich zieht, die Fähigkeit
der Emittentin, ihre Verbindlichkeiten im Rahmen der
Schuldverschreibungen zu erfüllen, erheblich beeinträchtigt werden kann.



Falls die EU-Länder nicht in der Lage sein sollten, Kredite im Rahmen des europäischen (finanziellen) Stabilitätsmechanismus zurückzahlen und folglich auf die finanzielle Unterstützung durch andere Mitgliedstaaten
der EU angewiesen sind, kann sich das Wirtschaftsumfeld und die gesamtwirtschaftliche Situation weiterer EULänder in Bezug auf die Abhängigkeit ihrer Handelsbedingungen verschlechtern.



Unter Berücksichtigung der latenten Volatilität der Kapitalmärkte, der Verschuldung vieler Industrieländer und
insbesondere der Finanz- und Schuldenkrise in Europa
besteht ein weltweites Risiko eines anhaltenden zyklischen Einbruchs und einer Verschlechterung der gesamtwirtschaftlichen Situation. Dies könnte die Wachstumsziele des Konzerns gefährden und sich auf seine finanzielle Lage, seinen Status und seine Ergebnisse negativ auswirken.



Die Emittentin übt ihre Geschäftstätigkeit durch die Konzerngesellschaften aus. Folglich besteht zu einem gewissen Grad eine Abhängigkeit der Emittentin von Dividendenzahlungen und Zinszahlungen für an Tochtergesellschaften vergebene Darlehen sowie Erträgen aus
Vereinbarungen über die Erbringung von Dienstleistungen oder sonstigen Wartungsverträgen mit den Tochtergesellschaften.



Das Risiko des Verlustes von Schlüsselpersonal bedroht
das Wachstumspotenzial der Emittentin und die Fähigkeit, die festgelegte Strategie erfolgreich umzusetzen.



Die Emittentin beschäftigt Einzelpersonen, die an der
Schaffung der Strategie des gesamten Konzerns teilnehmen, neue Produkte entwickeln und die Geschäftsführung der Emittentin und des gesamten Konzerns prägen. Im Falle einer Offenlegung von sensiblen Informationen über die Emittentin und/ oder Gesellschaften innerhalb des Konzerns, kann der Betrieb des gesamten
Konzerns und die bestehende Marktposition gefährdet
sein.



Auch wenn die Emittentin die wesentlichen Vermögenswerte versichert hat, deckt diese Versicherung nicht alle
möglichen Risiken ab, die im Zusammenhang mit dem
Vermögen des Konzerns bestehen. Die Kosten, die im
Zusammenhang mit potenziellen Naturkatastrophen oder
anderen unvorhersehbaren Ereignissen entstehen, können das Vermögen und die wirtschaftliche Lage der
Emittentin beeinträchtigen.



Die Leistung und damit auch der Umsatz der SPVs des
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Konzerns hängen von den meteorologischen Bedingungen am Standort der jeweiligen Photovoltaikanlage ab.
Es besteht die Gefahr von voranschreitenden klimatischen Veränderungen, dass Wettervorhersagen nicht
eintreten und Prognosen über die Sonnenstunden und
deren
Intensität
sich
als
unrichtig
erweisen.
Ein Umsatzverlust kann auch durch eine Stilllegung von
Photovoltaikanlagen – z.B. aufgrund von Verwaltungsmaßnahmen, einer Störung oder einer Trennung vom
Stromverteilungsnetz oder aufgrund der Tatsache, dass
Netzbetreiber höhere, als erwartete Leitungsverluste
festsetzen erfolgen. Darüber hinaus können die Konzerngesellschaften Risiken aus saisonalen Erlösschwankungen aus den Photovoltaikanlagen ausgesetzt
sein.


Die SPVs des Konzerns sind sowohl Risiken aufgrund
des Wettbewerbs mit anderen Stromerzeugern erneuerbarer Energiequellen, sowie dem Wettbewerb mit Erzeugern traditioneller Energiequellen ausgesetzt. Die
rückläufigen Marktpreise der traditionellen Energieerzeuger können zu einer niedrigeren wirtschaftlichen Attraktivität aus Photovoltaikanlagen gewonnener Energie
führen.



Es besteht die Gefahr, dass der Konzern keine ausreichende Anzahl von wirtschaftlich attraktiven Photovoltaikanlageprojekten erwerben kann. Dies würde sich negativ auf die Portfolioentwicklung und das Wachstum des
Konzerns auswirken.



Angesichts der Konzentration der externen Finanzierung
des Portfolios der Photovoltaikanlagen mit nur einer
Bank, die die Finanzierung in einem Land vornimmt, besteht die Gefahr, dass die Emittentin nicht in der Lage
ist, einzelne Photovoltaikprojekte zu refinanzieren.



Die Nichteinhaltung zusätzlicher Verpflichtungen oder
Beschränkungen, die sich aus der Kreditfinanzierung für
einzelne SPVs und der Emittentin ergeben (z.B. die Einhaltung von Finanzvereinbarungen), kann zu einer vorzeitigen Fälligkeit von Darlehen und Zinserhöhungen
führen. Diese Maßnahmen würden die Liquidität, das
Vermögen und auch die Finanz- und Ertragslage einzelner SPVs und des Konzerns beeinträchtigen.
Die Entwicklung und Inbetriebnahme von Photovoltaikanlagen (für die Emittentin oder die relevanten SPVs innerhalb des Konzerns) ist mit dem Risiko verbunden,
dass sie – trotz sorgfältiger Planungen und Vorauszahlungen – nicht rechtzeitig mit dem Stromverteilungsnetz
verbunden werden können. Es besteht die Gefahr, dass
potenzielle Schadensersatzansprüche bei vertragswidrig
handelnden Vertragspartnern nicht vollstreckbar sind.
Solche Risikofaktoren könnten die Vermögenswerte oder
die Finanz- und Ertragslage des Konzerns erheblich beeinträchtigen.
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Die Emittentin oder die entsprechende Zweckgesell-
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schaft wird als Bauherrin für den Bau von Photovoltaikanlagen tätig. Es besteht die Gefahr, dass Mängel bezüglich der Photovoltaikanlagen und/ oder bei den für
die Montage verwendeten Bauteilen erst nach Ablauf der
Gewährleistungsfristen oder nach Ablauf der Garantien
entstehen und somit keine dahingehenden Gewährleistungsansprüche gegenüber dem jeweiligen Vertragspartner geltend gemacht werden können.
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Unternehmen des Konzerns sind technischen Risiken
aufgrund der Langzeitleistung von Solarmodulen und einer begrenzten Lebensdauer von technischen Komponenten ausgesetzt. Weitere Risiken ergeben sich aus
der Systemtechnik und der Wartung der Photovoltaikanlagen. Es besteht auch die Gefahr, dass solche Systeme
auf andere Weise beschädigt werden können – z.B. wegen ungünstigen Wetterbedingungen, Erdbeben, Diebstahls, Vandalismus und anderer Gewalttaten, die gegenüber der betreffenden Versicherungsgesellschaft
keinen Anspruch begründen.



Die Implementierung neuer Projekte von Photovoltaikanlagen kann sich insoweit verzögern, als das Photovoltaikanlagen später als erwartet an ein Netz angeschlossen
werden. Dies würde zu einem Einkommensverlust aufgrund der Nichteinhaltung der Bedingungen der staatlichen Subventionsprogramme führen und könnte erhebliche nachteilige Auswirkungen auf die Vermögens-, Finanz- und Ertragslage des Konzerns haben.



Im Rahmen eines Erwerbs von Photovoltaikanlagen
muss eine ordnungsgemäße rechtliche, wirtschaftliche
und technische Due Diligence sichergestellt werden. Es
besteht die Gefahr, dass bestimmte Faktoren fehlerhaft
erkannt oder beurteilt werden. Unter Umständen können
Fehler, die im Rahmen einer Due Diligence vorgenommen wurden, einen erheblichen negativen Einfluss auf
die Vermögens-, Finanz- und Ertragslage des Konzerns
haben.



Der Erwerb eines Projekts basiert auf einer ökonomischen Berechnung, die bestimmte Annahmen beinhaltet.
Sollten sich diese Annahmen als unrichtig erweisen oder
sich bestimmte Faktoren anders entwickeln als geplant,
würde dies die Profitabilität einer Photovoltaikanlage
nachteilig beeinflussen und einen negativen Einfluss auf
die Vermögens-, Finanz- und Ertragslage des Konzerns
haben.



Die Emittentin beabsichtigt zudem, Photovoltaikanlageprojekte zu realisieren, bei denen der Strom nicht in das
öffentliche Netz eingespeist, sondern direkt von einem
Endabnehmer abgenommen wird. Dabei werden in der
Regel Unternehmen aus energieintensiven Bereichen
mit langfristigen Energiekaufverträgen einbezogen. Es
besteht die Gefahr, dass ein direkter Endabnhemer aufgrund von Insolvenz keinen Strom mehr verbraucht und
die betreffende Zweckgesellschaft keine Einnahmen
mehr erzielen kann.
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Die Emittentin ist Risiken ausgesetzt, die sich auf ihre
Holdingaktivität bezieht. Der wirtschaftliche Erfolg der
Emittentin ist abhängig von der finanziellen Leistungsfähigkeit, dem Umsatz und dem wirtschaftlichen Erfolg ihrer Tochtergesellschaften sowie von Darlehens- und
Zinszahlungen, der Gewinnausschüttung und Zahlungen
auf Grund von Wartungsverträgen und Vereinbarungen
über die Zusammenarbeit und die Erbringung von
Dienstleistungen. Wenn solche Zahlungen nicht getätigt
werden, kann das einen negativen Einfluss auf die Vermögens-, Finanz- und Ertragslage e des Konzerns haben.



Im Hinblick auf die Finanzierung der tschechischen
SPVs hat sich die Emittentin gegenüber der Raiffeisen Leasing, s.r.o. verpflichtet, ausreichend finanzielle Mittel
bereitzuhalten und die endgültigen Zahlungen für Darlehen für die tschechischen SPVs zu begleichen. Falls die
Emittentin nicht in der Lage ist, solche Zahlungen zu tätigen, kann sich das negativ auf die Vermögens-, Finanzund Ertragslage der Ermittentin beeinflussen.



Bei der Erstellung des geprüften Jahresabschlusses des
Konzerns bezieht die Emittentin zur Bewertung die SPVs
ein. Es besteht die Gefahr, dass sich die Annahmen und
Ausgangspunkte der Bewertung als zu günstig oder
falsch erweisen und dass eine außerordentliche Wertminderung als Ausgleich erforderlich ist.



Es besteht die Gefahr, dass die Emittentin mit ihrer geplanten Expansion in Australien und Ungarn nicht erfolgreich sein wird oder solche Erweiterungen nicht innerhalb der vorgesehenen Zeitspanne erfolgen oder nur
teilweise erfolgreich sein werden. Es kann nicht garantiert werden, dass es weitere Märkte, außerhalb von
Australien oder Ungarn, gibt, die in Bezug auf ihre
Markteintritts- und/ oder Rahmenbedingungen gleichwertig sind, um das Photovoltaikanlageportfolio zu entwickeln.



Die Emittentin beabsichtigt, ihre Geschäftstätigkeit in
anderen Ländern zu stärken und Photovoltaikanlagen in
anderen Ländern zu betreiben. Unabhägig davon, ob sie
Vermögenswerte für die Ausweitung des internationalen
Geschäfts des Konzerns in andere Länder hat, kann die
Ausweitung durch viele Faktoren ungünstig beeinflusst
werden. Diese Faktoren können es erschweren, das
Portfolio des Konzerns auf diesen Märkte zu erweitern.



Für die Geschäftstätigkeit der Konzerngesellschaften ist
es notwendig, je nach Standort, verschiedene Befugnisse, Genehmigungen, Konzessionen etc. zu besitzen, um
Solaranlagen unter Beachtung der geltenden nationalen
Bestimmungen aufbauen und betreiben zu können. Die
Entscheidungen werden in der Regel von sekundären
Bestimmungen und/ oder der Voraussetzung für die Erhaltung begleitet. Es ist möglich, dass die Entscheidungen widerrufen oder gekündigt werden, was zu Unterbrechung, Beschränkung und/ oder einem Verbot der
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Geschäftstätigkeit führen würde.
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Die Emittentin versucht bei der Finanzierung ihrer Photovoltaikanlageprojekte, den größtmöglichen Anteil durch
Fremdfinanzierung zu erbringen. Die Zinsaufwendungen
des Konzerns werden in der Regel nach dem aktuellen
Marktzins berechnet. In diesem Fall besteht die Gefahr,
dass der finanzielle Cashflow schwankt.



Die Zahlungsströme der Gesellschaften des Konzerns
bestehen im Wesentlichen aus dem Zufluss von Erträgen aus der Energieversorgung und dem Abfluss von
Zahlungen für Zinsen und der Abwicklung von Darlehen.
Normalerweise finden beide Ströme in derselben Währung statt. Sollte der Konzern künftig nicht in der Lage
sein, Zahlungen in der gleichen Währung zu erhalten
und zu zahlen, wäre der Konzern Risiken im Zusammenhang mit dem Wechselkurs ausgesetzt.



Staatliche Unterstützung, insbesondere Einspeisetarife,
wird in Fällen von tschechischen SPVs und potenziellen
Projekten in Ungarn indixiert. Im Falle einer hohen Inflation besteht daher ein Risiko, dass die laufenden operativen Kosten steigen, während die Renditen nicht entsprechend angepasst werden.



Der Konzern kann Risiken im Zusammenhang mit sinkenden Strompreisen für den Energieaustausch ausgesetzt sein. Dies könnte sich negativ auf die Wettbewerbsfähigkeit und die Wirtschaftlichkeit von Projekten
auswirken, die von den Energiekaufverträgen als primäre Einkommensquelle profitieren – also bei langfristigen
Vereinbarungen über den Verkauf von Elektrizität, die
durch einzelne Photovoltaikanlagen erzeugt wird. Diese
Vereinbarungen sind auch mit dem Risiko des Ausfalls
der Gegenpartei im Rahmen der entsprechenden Vereinbarung verbunden.



Beide Vorstandsmitglieder der Emittentin halten zurzeit
zusammen indirekt 76,14% der Stimmrechte an der
Emittentin. Im Falle des Verkaufs, der Übertragung oder
des Erbfalls der Aktien der Emittentin, ist nicht sichergestellt, dass Herr Hotar und/ oder Herr Gärtner in der Geschäftsführung der Emittentin bleiben und/ oder dass die
aktuelle Strategie der Emittentin weiter verfolgt wird.



Der Marktpreis der Photovoltaikanlagen hängt von dem
allgemeinen Marktzins ab. Wenn dieser steigt und die
Zinsen aus dem Fremdkapital nicht festgesetzt sind,
können die Erträge aus den Photovoltaikanlagen stetig
fallen, was zu einem niedrigeren Marktpreis einer Photovoltaikanlage führen kann. Sinkende Marktpreise können
zu einer Abschreibung im Saldo der Emittentin führen.



Unternehmen des Konzerns können Risiken ausgesetzt
sein, die sowohl mit der Verletzung von Umweltgesetzen
und -regelungen verbunden sind, als auch mit Umweltrisiken in Bezug auf Grundstücke, die von den Unternehmen genutzt werden oder in deren Eigentum stehen.
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D. 3

Angaben zu den
zentralen Risiken
der Wertpapiere
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Der Photovoltaik-Markt ist sehr volatil; es kann nicht
ausgeschlossen werden, dass die schwierige Lage des
Sektors die Geschäftstätigkeit des Konzerns nicht nachteilig beeinflusst und einen negativen Einfluss auf die
Vermögens-, Finanz- und Ertragslage des Konzerns hat.



Die Emittentin verfügt über ein Risikomanagement. Aufgrund der geplanten Erweiterung des Portfolios muss
das Risikomanagementsystem inklusive der Steuerung
des Konzerns kontinuierlich weiterentwickelt werden. Es
kann nicht ausgeschlossen werden, dass dies unterbleibt oder nicht rechtzeitig passiert, wodurch Informationen, die möglicherweise für den Umgang mit einem Risiko relevant wären, gar nicht, nicht vollständig oder
nicht schnell genug veröffentlicht werden.



Gesellschaften des Konzerns können auch steuerlichen
Risiken ausgesetzt sein, da es nicht auszuschließen ist,
dass die Finanz- und Steuerbehörden bestimmte Tatsachen anders bewerten; andere Einschätzungen und damit ein steuerlicher Mehraufwand, können die von den
einschlägigen Konzerngesellschaften gemachten Rückstellungen übersteigen. Dies könnte einen negativen
Einfluss auf die Vermögens-, Finanz- und Ertragslage
des Konzerns haben.



Die Schuldverschreibungen unterliegen, ähnlich wie jedes andere Darlehen, einem Ausfallrisiko.



Falls die Emittentin eine zusätzliche Fremdfinanzierung
annimmt, besteht die Gefahr, dass die Forderungen aus
den Schuldverschreibungen im Rahmen eines Insolvenzverfahrens im Vergleich zu einer anderen Fremdfinanzierung nur nachrangig erfüllt werden.



Der Handel kann weniger liquide sein als der Handel mit
anderen Schuldverschreibungen.



Schuldverschreibungen mit einem festen Zinssatz sind
aufgrund der Steigerung von Marktzinssätzen dem Risiko einer Preisminderung ausgesetzt.



Infolge von Änderungen der steuerlichen Regelungen
kann die Schuldverschreibung im Ergebnis niedriger
ausfallen, als dies ursprünglich von den Anlegern erwartet worden ist.



Künftige Änderungen der gesetzlichen Vorschriften können den Wert der Schuldverschreibungen nachteilig beeinträchtigen.



Potenzielle Anleger der Schuldverschreibungen sollten
sich der Tatsache bewusst sein, dass der Erwerb der
Schuldverschreibungen gesetzlichen Beschränkungen
unterliegen kann, die die Gültigkeit ihres Erwerbs beeinträchtigen können.



Die Emittentin wird bei der Ausgabe der Schuldverschreibungen, Schuldverschreibungen im Gesamtnenn-
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betrag bis zu EUR 30.000.000,00 ausgeben. Die Rückzahlung des Betrags und die Erfüllung der Verpflichtungen für Zinszahlungen hängen davon ab, ob die Emittentin die Mittel aus der Emission der Schuldverschreibungen so nutzt, dass sie ihre Zinszahlungen und Pflichten
gegenüber den Anlegern erfüllen kann.
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Deutliche Schwankungen der Kurse der Schuldverschreibungen an der Börse können nicht ausgeschlossen werden – unabhängig von der finanziellen Situation
der Emittentin oder der Gesamtentwicklung der Zinssätze.



Die Rückzahlung der Schuldverschreibungen oder die
Zahlung von Zinsen für die Schuldverschreibungen ist
nicht durch Dritte gesichert. Die Gläubiger haben somit
keine Garantie für den Fall, dass die Emittentin nicht in
der Lage ist, ihre Verbindlichkeiten im Rahmen der
Schuldverschreibungen zu erfüllen.



In Übereinstimmung mit den Bedingungen der Schuldverschreibungen kann die Emittentin andere Schuldverschreibungen ausstellen. Neue Schuldverschreibungen
können aufgrund des höheren Angebots zu einem niedrigeren Marktwert der Schuldverschreibungen führen.



Es bestehen keine rechtlichen, vertraglichen oder sonstigen Beschränkungen hinsichtlich des Gesamtbetrags
der Verbindlichkeiten, die die Emittentin oder die Konzerngesellschaften annehmen können. Jede zusätzliche
Erhöhung der Verbindlichkeiten erhöht die Verschuldung
der Emittentin und kann den Betrag verringern, den die
Gläubiger für die Schuldverschreibungen im Falle der Liquidation oder Insolvenz der Emittentin erhalten würden.



Für diejenigen Anleger, die die angebotenen Schuldverschreibungen im Geschäftsvermögen halten oder die
Konten von (regulärem) Vermögen (Saldo) einbehalten
müssen, besteht die Gefahr, dass der Wert der Schuldverschreibungen während dieses Zeitraums sinkt und
dass sie Verluste ohne Auswirkung auf die Liquidität als
Ergebnis der notwendigen Rechnungsabgrenzung melden müssen.



Inhaber von Schuldverschreibungen sind als Darlehensgeber der Emittentin nicht berechtigt, an dem Entscheidungsprozess der Emittentin in irgendeiner Weise teilzunehmen. Daher können Inhaber grundsätzlich die Strategie oder Entwicklung der Emittentin nicht beeinflussen.
Es besteht die Gefahr von falschen Geschäftsentscheidungen, die zu Situationen führen können, in denen Zahlungen von Zins- oder Kapitalanleihen nur teilweise oder
gar nicht möglich sind, da nur unzureichende Finanzmittel bestehen.



In Übereinstimmung mit den gesetzlichen Regelungen,
welche die gesamte Ausgabe der Schuldverschreibungen regeln, sind die Gläubiger dahingehend einem potenziellen Risiko ausgesetzt, als dass sie aufgrund einer
Mehrheitsentscheidung anderer Inhaber von Schuldver-
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schreibungen überstimmt werden und sie gewisse Rechte gegen ihren Willen verlieren können. Dies kann den
Wert der Schuldverschreibungen oder die Wiederherstellung eines solchen Wertes beeinträchtigen.


Im Falle eines Emittentenkredits von bestimmter Dauer
besteht die Gefahr, dass der Kapitalwert durch die Inflation verringert wird. Das kann zu einer Situation führen,
in der Inhaber der Schuldverschreibungen möglicherweise einen durch die Inflation bedingten Wertverlust erleiden.



Die Schuldverschreibungen werden nur im Großherzogtum Luxembourg, in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
und in der Republik Österreich öffentlich angeboten. Die
Zahlstellen befinden sich ausschließlich in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Die Rechnungslegung und Verwaltung der Schuldverschreibungen könnte daher für
Anleger aus dem Ausland kostspielig sein.



Transaktionskosten oder sonstige Kosten, die mit dem
Erwerb oder dem Verkauf der Schuldverschreibungen
verbunden sind, können zu erheblichen Aufwendungen
für den Anleger führen.



Im Falle einer externen Finanzierung des Kaufpreises für
die Schuldverschreibungen ist der Anleger dem Risiko
ausgesetzt, die finanziellen Forderungen zu erfüllen, ohne die Erträge aus den Schuldverschreibungen zu halten.



Die Schuldverschreibungen stellen eine Kapitalanlage
dar, für die es keine gesetzlich festgelegte Einlagensicherung gibt. Im Falle einer Insolvenz der Emittentin sind
die Anleger mit anderen nicht privilegierten Gläubigern
der Emittentin gleichgestellt.

Abschnitt E – Angebot
E. 2 b

Gründe für das
Angebot und
Zweckbestimmung der Erlöse

Die Emittentin wird die Gesamtrendite der Emission – falls die
Schuldverschreibung vollständig gezeichnet werden, in Höhe
von EUR 30.000.000,00 – zur Refinanzierung bestehender Verbindlichkeiten der Emittentin und des Konzerns, insbesondere
der zuvor ausgegebenen Anleihe mit Fälligkeitsstichtag zum 11.
März 2018 (ISIN: DE000A1HELE2) verwenden und für die Übernahme weiterer Photovoltaik-Projekte in Australien, Ungarn und
anderen Ländern (soweit angebracht), wobei die Emittentin die
Erträge in folgender Reihenfolge einzusetzen plant:
1. Refinanzierung der bisher ausgegebenen Anleihe mit Fälligkeitsstichtag zum 11. März 2018 (ISIN: DE000A1HELE2).
2. Entwicklung, Bau und Investition in Photovoltaikanlagen in
Australien;
3. Entwicklung, Bau und Investition in Photovoltaikanlagen in
Ungarn;
4. Entwicklung, Bau und Investition in Photovoltaikanlagen in
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Ländern, die sich künftig in Bezug auf die Geschäftstätigkeit der
Emittentin interessant sind.
E. 3

Angebotskonditionen

Die Emittentin begibt bis zu 30.000 auf den Inhaber lautende
Teilschuldverschreibungen mit einem Festzinssatz von 7,75%
p.a mit einem Nennbetrag von je EUR 1.000,00 ("Nennwert") mit
einem Gesamtnennbetrag von bis zu EUR 30.000.000,00 ("Gesamtnennbetrag") und einem Fälligkeitsstichtag zum 26. Oktober 2022 ("Angebot").
Das Angebot besteht aus
(i) einem öffentlichen Umtauschangebot ("Umtauschangebot").
Die Emittentin bietet den Inhabern der am 12. März 2013 begebenen
EUR
40.000.000,00
8,0%
Schuldverschreibung
2013/2018 mit der ISIN DE000A1HELE2 (die "Schuldverschreibung 2013/2018") an, den gegenwärtigen (zum Zeitpunkt
der Billigung des Prospekt) ausstehenden Betrag von bis zu
EUR 10.592.000,00 der Schuldverschreibung 2013/2018 in neue
mit 7,75 % p.a. verzinsliche Schuldverschreibung 2017/2022 der
Emittentin mit der ISIN DE000A19MFH4, deren Emission Gegenstand dieses Prospekts ist, umzutauschen. Die Emittentin
wird voraussichtlich am 22. September 2017 das freiwillige Umtauschangebot im Bundesanzeiger und im Luxemburger Wort
veröffentlichen;
(ii)

einer Option zum Erwerb zusätzlicher neuer Schuldverschreibungen für diejenigen, die am Umtauschangebot
teilnehmen ("Kaufoption");

(iii)

einem öffentlichen Angebot in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Republik Österreich und dem Großherzogtum
Luxembourg ausschließlich durch die Emittentin ("Öffentliches Angebot“)

(iv)

-

durch die Zeichnungsfunktion, die von der Frankfurter
Wertpapierbörse im XETRA-Handelssystem zur Erfassung und Abwicklung von Zeichnungsaufträgen zur
Verfügung gestellt wird und die nicht auf bestimmte
Anleger beschränkt ist ("FWB-Angebot");

-

durch Schaltung einer Anzeige in den Luxemburger
Zeitung "Luxemburger Wort";

-

durch Zeichnung bei der Emittentin mittels eines
Zeichnungsantrags, der über die Internetseite der
Emittentin (http://www.photonenergy.com) heruntergeladen und ausgedruckt werden kann ("Zeichnungsangebot");

einer Privatplatzierung, die von dem Sole Lead Manager
durchgeführt wird und an qualifizierte Anleger in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und einigen anderen Ländern
außerhalb der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika und Kanada, Australien und Japan in Übereinstimmung mit den
Freistellungen bei Privatplatzierungen durchgeführt wird
("Privatplatzierung").

Umtauschangebot
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Inhaber der Schuldverschreibung 2013/2018 haben die Möglichkeit, ihre Schuldverschreibung 2013/2018 im Verhältnis von EUR
1.000,00 zu EUR 1.000,00 in die neue Schuldverschreibung
2017/2022 der Emittentin (ISIN DE000A19MFH4), die von der
Emittentin in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Republik Österreich und dem Großherzogtum Luxemburg öffentlich angeboten wird, umzutauschen.
Der Umtauschangebot findet auf der Grundlage des Prospekts
statt, das voraussichtlich am 22. September 2017 auf der Internetseite der Emittentin (http://www.photonenergy.com), im Bundesanzeiger und im Luxemburger Wort veröffentlicht wird.
Die Inhaber der Schuldverschreibung 2013/2018 können innerhalb der Umtauschfrist, die am 25. September 2017, 0:00 Uhr
MESZ beginnt und am 20. Oktober 2017, 18:00 Uhr MESZ endet
("Umtauschfrist"), schriftlich einen Umtauschantrag, unter Verwendung des Formulars das über die Depotbanken zur Verfügung gestellt wird, über ihre Depotbank bei der Dero Bank AG
als Abwicklungsstelle einreichen. Inhaber der Schuldverschreibung 2013/2018, die bis zum 29. September 2017 einen Umtauschauftrag bei ihrer Depotbank erteilt haben, erhalten einen
Zusatzbetrag von EUR 17,50 pro umgewandelter Schuldverscheribung 2013/2018 und Stückzinsen vom letzten Zinszahlungstag (einschließlich) der Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018
bis zum Begebungstag der Neuen Schuldverschreibungen, voraussichtlich dem 27. Oktober 2017 (ausschließlich).
Die Inhaber der Schuldverschreibung 2013/2018, die am Umtauschangebot partizipieren, haben die Möglichkeit, weitere neue
Schuldverschreibungen zu zeichnen. Diese Möglichkeit wird am
22. September 2017 auf der Internetseite der Emittentin
(http://www.photonenergy.com) und im Bundesanzeiger und im
Luxemburger Wort veröffentlicht.
Inhaber der Schuldverschreibung 2013/2018, die die Kaufoption
ausüben wollen, müssen ein verbindliches Angebot für den Erwerb zusätzlicher Schuldverschreibungen innerhalb der Umtauschfrist in schriftlicher Form, durch Einreichung des durch die
Depotbank zur Verfügung gestellten Antrags über die Depotbank
bei der Abwicklungsstelle, vornehmen. Die Ausübung der Kaufoption kann nur berücksichtigt werden, wenn das Angebot spätestens zum Ablauf der Umtauschfrist bei der Abwicklungsstelle
eingegangen ist. Ein zusätzlicher Kauf ist nur zu einen Nennbetrag von EUR 1.000,00 oder einem Vielfachen hiervon möglich.
Öffentliches Angebot
Anleger, die neue Schuldverschreibungen im Rahmen des öffentlichen Angebots erwerben wollen, haben die Möglichkeit,
innerhalb des Zeitraums des öffentlichen Angebots, das am 9.
Oktober 2017, 0:00 Uhr MESZ beginnt und in Bezug auf das
FWB-Angebot am 24. Oktober 2017, 12:00 Uhr MESZ und am
20. September 2018, 12:00 Uhr MESZ in Bezug auf das Zeichnungsangebot endet, neue Schuldverschreibungen gegen Zahlung in bar, unabhängig von der Teilnahme am Umtauschangebot zu erwerben.
Privatplatzierung
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Die Privatplatzierung an qualifizierte Anleger in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und einigen anderen Ländern außerhalb der
Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika und Kanada, Australien und
Japan wird in Übereinstimmung mit den Regularien über die
Freistellung bei Privatplatzierungen durchgeführt.
Angebotsfrist
Das Umtauschangebot und die Kaufoption, in der Anleger Zeichnungangebote abgeben können, wird voraussichtlich am 25.
September 2017, 0:00 Uhr MESZ beginnen und voraussichtlich
am 20. Oktober 2017, 18:00 Uhr MESZ enden.
Das öffentliche Angebot (FWB-Angebot und Zeichnungsangebot)
und die Privatplatzierung werden voraussichtlich am 9. Oktober
2017 beginnen, 0:00 MESZ, das FWB-Angebot und die Privatplatzierung werden voraussichtlich am 24. Oktober 2017, 12:00
Uhr MESZ enden; das Zeichnungsangebot wird voraussichtlich
am 20. September 2018, 12:00 Uhr MESZ enden.
Die Emittentin behält sich das Recht vor, die Angebotsfrist zu
verlängern oder zu verkürzen. Jegliche Verkürzung oder Verlängerung der Angebotsfrist sowie weitere Zeichnungsfristen oder
die Kündigung des öffentlichen Angebots der Schuldverschreibungen werden auf der Internetseit der Emittentin und im Wege
eines Nachtrags bekannt gegeben, der, falls erforderlich, in gleicher Weise wie der Prospekt bekannt gegeben wird.
Zuteilung
Die im Rahmen des Umtauschangebots erhaltenen Zeichnungsangebote werden geprüft und vollständig zugeteilt, sofern sie bei
der Abwicklungsstelle eingegangen sind. Die im Rahmen der
Kaufoption erhaltenen Zeichnungsangebote werden im Rahmen
der Kaufoption sekundär und vollständig zugeteilt, solange kein
Überangebot (wie nachstehend definiert) vorliegt. Allerdings
erfolgt die Annahme des Zeichnungsangebots durch die eigene
Entscheidung der Emittentin und der Sole Lead Manager.
Sofern eine Überzeichnung vorliegt, ist die Emittentin berechtigt,
Zeichnungsangebote zu reduzieren oder einzelne Zeichnungsangebote im Rahmen des Umtauschangebots, der Kaufoption,
dem öffentlichen Angebot sowie der Privatplatzierung nach eigenem Ermessen mit der Dero Bank AG als Sole Lead Manager
zurückzunehmen. Im Fall einer Überzeichnung beabsichtigt die
Emittentin eine anteilige Reduzierung.
Ein "Überzeichnung" liegt vor, wenn im Rahmen des Umtauschangebots, der Kaufoption, dem öffentlichen Angebot und
der Privatplatzierung die erhaltenen Umtausch- oder Zeichnungsangebote den Gesamtnennbetrag der angebotenen
Schuldverschreibungen in Höhe von EUR 30.000.000,00 überschreiten.
Ausgabepreis, Ausgabetag und Zinsen
Der Ausgabepreis für jede Schuldverschreibung beträgt EUR
1.000,00 und entspricht 100% des Nominalbetrags (der "Emissionspreis").
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Die neuen Schuldverschreibungen werden am 27. Oktober 2017
ausgegeben. Das ist der erste Ausgabetag. Ausgabetag der
neuen Schuldverschreibungen, die während des Zeichnungsantebots vom Emittenten nach dem 24. Oktober 2017 ausgegeben
werden, ist der jeweils fünfte (5.) Bankarbeitstag nach der Zeichnung.
Die Neuen Schuldverschreibungen werden ab dem 27. Oktober
2017 (einschließlich) bis zum 26. Oktober 2022 (einschließlich)
mit 7,75% p. a. verzinst und sind vierteljährlich fällig, jeweils zum
27. Januar, 27. April, 27. Juli und 27. Oktober. Die Zinsen werden nach der ACT/ ACT (ICMA) Methode für die Zinsberechnung
(unbereinigt) berechnet.
Ergebnis des Umtauschangebots, des öffentlichen Angebots und der Privatplatzierung
Das Ergebnis des Umtauschangebots, das Zwischenergebnis
des öffentlichen Angebots und das Ergebnis der Privatplatzierung, d.h. das zugeteilte Gesamtvolumen, wird auf der Internetseite der Emittentin (http://www.photonenergy.com) am 24. Oktober 2017, nach 18:00 Uhr MESZ veröffentlicht und der CSSF
vorgelegt. Das endgültige Ergebnis des öffentlichen Angebots
wird voraussichtlich am 20. September 2018, nach 18:00 Uhr
CEST
auf
der
Internetseite
der
Emittentin
(http://www.photonenergy.com) veröffentlicht und der CSSF vorgelegt.
Forderungen in Bezug auf die bereits entstandenen Zeichnungsgebühren und die dem Anleger im Zusammenhang mit der
Zeichnung entstandenen Kosten, unterliegen dem Rechtsverhältnis zwischen dem Anleger und der jeweiligen Depotbank, bei
der der Anleger den Zeichnungsantrag gestellt hat.
Anleger, die Zeichnungsangebote für neue Schuldverschreibungen abgegeben haben, erhalten von ihrer Depotbank Informationen über die Anzahl der ihnen zugeteilten neuen Schuldverschreibungen.
Zuteilung und Abwicklung der neuen Schuldverschreibungen
Clearing, Zahlungen und Übertragungen bezüglich der neuen
Schuldverschreibungen werden über die Clearstream Banking
AG, Mergenthalerallee 61, 65760 Eschborn ("Clearingstelle")
abgewickelt.
Die Zuteilung und Abwicklung der neuen Schuldverschreibungen
im Rahmen des Umtauschangebots einschließlich der Zahlung
von aufgelaufenen Zinsen sowie der Kaufoption erfolgt durch die
Clearingstelle im Namen der Emittentin am 27. Oktober 2017.
Die neuen Schuldverschreibungen sollen mit Wertstellungstag
des Emissionsdatums der neuen Schuldverschreibungen zugeteilt werden.
Am 27. Oktober 2017, zusammen mit den zugeteilten neuen
Schuldverschreibungen, soll die Clearingstelle im Auftrag der
Emittentin an die Inhaber der Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018,
für die das Umtauschangebot angenommen wurde, die für die
Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 bis zum Ausgabetag (exklu-
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diert) der neuen Schuldverschreibungen anfallenden Zinsen
auszahlen.
Die Zuteilung und Abwicklung der in Rahmen des öffentlichen
Angebots und der Privatplatzierung gezeichneten neuen Schuldverschreibungen erfolgt als "Lieferung gegen Zahlung" durch die
Dero Bank AG, München, Deutschland als Zahlstelle.
Die Zuteilung und Umbuchung der neuen Schuldverschreibungen, die während des Zeichnungsantrags von der Emittentin
nach dem 24. Oktober 2017, 12:00 MESZ ausgegeben werden,
erfolgt innerhalb von fünf (5) Bankarbeitstagen in die Depots der
Anleger.

E. 4

Wesentliche
Beteiligungen für
die Emission

Entfällt – Der Emittentin sind keine Interesse von Einzelpersonen/ Gesellschaften bekannt, die im Rahmen der Platzierung der
Schuldverschreibungen involviert sind, die für die Platzierung
erheblich, wichtig und/ oder konfliktträchtig sein könnten.

E. 7

Schätzung der
Ausgaben, die
dem Anleger
durch die Emittentin oder einen
Anbieter in
Rechnung gestellt werden

Entfällt – Den Anlegern werden von der Emittentin keine Kosten
oder Gebühren in Verbindung mit dem Erwerb der hier angebotenen Schuldverschreibungen auferlegt.
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III.

RISK FACTORS

Anyone interested in purchasing the Notes should become familiar with this Prospectus in its
entirety. Information presented by the Issuer for consideration of prospective investors, as well
as any other information specified herein should be carefully assessed by anyone interested in
purchasing the Notes – prior of making their investment decision.
The acquisition and ownership of Notes are associated with a number of risks. The risks believed by the Issuer to be significant are described in this chapter.
The following description of risk factors cannot substitute any professional analysis or any provisions of the terms and conditions of the Notes issue or provisions of this Prospectus; it does not
limit any rights or obligations arising from the terms and conditions of the Notes issue and does
not represent an investment recommendation of any kind.
Any decisions of anyone interested in subscribing and/ or purchasing the Notes should rely on
information included in this Prospectus as a whole, amendments to this Prospectus (if any),
terms and conditions of the Notes offering, and particularly on prospective investors’ own analysis of risks and benefits associated with their investment in the Notes.
All prospective investors are advised to discuss their investment in the Notes with their financial,
tax and/or other advisors prior to making such investment.
Find below specific risk factors that may affect the Issuer’s ability to fulfil its liabilities under the
Notes to investors.

1. Risk factors relating to the Issuer
Risk of the foreign legal form of the Issuer
The Issuer was organised under and adheres to the laws of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
The Issuer’s legal form is the Dutch joint-stock company (Naamloze Vennootschap). This legal
form varies from legal forms of companies in other jurisdictions. The laws of the Netherlands –
including, but no limited to compulsory winding-up (court or administrative) of the Issuer or declaration of its invalidity – may significantly differ from legal regulations in other jurisdictions. At
the same time, compulsory winding-up of the Issuer or declaration of its invalidity may have an
adverse effect on the Issuer’s ability to fulfil its liabilities under the Notes.
Risk of dependence on support of photovoltaics in various countries and dependence on
existing and future framework conditions and state managed subsidy programs for photovoltaics
The Group is an operator of photovoltaic power plants and as such it is dependent on the economic development of the photovoltaic market. The rapid growth in this market in recent years
has been largely based on regulatory framework conditions and subsidies in various countries.
Still in majority of the countries worldwide the photovoltaic branch would not yet be competitive
without state subsidy programs especially in comparison with the use of conventional energy
sources (e.g. nuclear power, coal and natural and shale gas). Therefore, the commercial operations of the Group are influenced by the continuation of the state managed subsidy programs for
photovoltaics. Moreover, a shift in the state managed subsidy programs for individual (renewable) energy sources will also affect the commercial operations of the Group.
Risks especially arise from new legal regulations which can exercise a significant influence on
the demand for electricity generated from photovoltaics in the individual countries. For example,
in state managed subsidy programs the buyback price is guaranteed for a fixed period in countries which follow this concept. The rate of remuneration depends on the country or on the valid
buyback price as of the moment of the grid connection or according to the permit. The starting
dates for the application of any new legal regulations are therefore of special significance. If
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facilities from the Group’s projects are subject to extraordinary delays which make the grid connection possible only after such a starting date, whereby the facility’s profitability was originally
calculated on the basis of the previously valid buyback price, this can adversely affect the profitability of the facility in question and which could result in the dividends/payments to the Issuer
being lower than planned or even non-existent. Moreover, it cannot be ruled out that the low
income from electricity production will no longer suffice to cover the ongoing costs, in particular
the financing costs, so that the Group could be forced to make up the resulting difference or to
sell off the photovoltaic facility at a price below the acquisition price. All of the stated factors can
have a significantly adverse effect on the liquidity and the asset, financial and earnings position
of the Group.
The buyback price and the subsidies for facilities which are already connected to the grid are
fundamentally unaffected by new regulations. However, changes can come into effect at very
short notice without any ongoing protection for investments which have already been made and
are not subject of protection of bilateral investment treaties. It is possible that the state managed
subsidies for renewable energy in general or for photovoltaics specifically in all markets will be
reviewed in the courts and as such will be regarded as being against the law or reduced or abolished for some other reason. Issued consent could be revoked or the realisation of planned
legislation aimed at supporting photovoltaic power may not be implemented. In addition, the
introduction of changes to the state managed subsidy programs with retroactive effect cannot
be fully ruled out.
Risk of financing future projects and growth of the Group
The strategy of the Group is aimed at the further expansion of the photovoltaic power plant portfolio. This initially presupposes that the Issuer will make corresponding investments which will
be provided to the given special purpose vehicle as equity and/ or as a shareholder loan. The
necessary funds should be generated by means of the Notes. There is, however, no guarantee
that the offered Notes will be placed at the full extent and at their nominal value or that a specific
issue yield can be achieved. It can also not be ruled out that the net issue yield achieved
through the Notes issue will be insufficient to enable the company’s growth strategy in full. The
risk also exists that the Issuer’s investment activities will be significantly limited in the case of an
incomplete placement of the Notes, which would have an adverse effect on the company development and the growth of the Group. The business model of the Issuer in connection with the
financing strategy for further investments envisages that a significant part of the capital used for
the acquisition and realisation of the projects for the completion of photovoltaic power plants
can be replaced with external financing, whereby the resulting free capital or the capital returning to the Issuer can be used or reinvested for further projects. There is no guarantee that the
Group will be sufficiently successful at acquiring the external financing at the required amount
under acceptable conditions and for the desired period in order to realise the intended multiple
use of its capital and thereby to be able to meet its yield expectations and to fulfil the financing
and growth strategy in the given market, which would have an adverse effect on the commercial
development of the Group and would constrain the growth of the Group. All of the aforementioned circumstances would have a significantly adverse influence on the Issuer´s financial situation, status and results.
Regulatory risk
Photovoltaics are subject to comprehensive regulation in most countries attractive for the Issuer.
The relative deceleration of the European photovoltaic market results from further deliberate
regulatory changes. In several European countries, investors’ confidence and viability of investments in photovoltaics were significantly affected due to radical reduction of support, retroactive measures, and unplanned changes of the regulatory framework. All these factors have
resulted in a significant market slowdown. There is a risk that the regulatory changes may prevent the Investors from implementing projects in perspective countries, because such projects
would not meet the minimum return on investment criteria. This would have a significant adverse effect on the Issuer’s future financial situation, whereas the required and planned growth
of Issuer’s financial strength would not occur. In the Czech Republic, the Energy Regulatory
Office (ERÚ) – established under Act No. 458/2000 Coll. (Energy Act) - acts as the administrative and regulatory authority in the area of photovoltaics; in Slovakia, the given area is regulated
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by the Regulatory Office for Network Industries (URSO); in Australia, the following institutions
carry out the necessary tasks: Clean Energy Regulator, Clean Energy Council, Australian Energy Markets Operator, and National Energy Regulator. In Hungary the given area is regulated by
the Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority (MEKH).
Risk of adverse change of feed-in tariffs in the Czech Republic
In case the legal situation changes and, as a result of such change, the terms and conditions for
the support of electricity production from renewable sources drawn by any of the Czech SPVs
within the Group are significantly adversely affected, particularly if such SPV benefits from support in the form of feed-in tariffs and the minimum feed-in tariffs, guaranteed purchase volumes
or guaranteed purchase periods are reduced or if a price decision of the Energy Regulatory
Office (ERÚ) that defines support for supported energy sources is not effective, it can adversely
affect the Issuer’s ability to fulfil its liabilities under the Notes. As of the approval of this Prospectus, the Energy Regulatory Office has not issued a price decision that defines support for supported energy sources in 2017, requesting a notification decision of the European Commission
– i.e. so-called notification of state support provided to installations generating energy from renewable sources.
There is a risk that the Issuer’s photovoltaic power plant portfolio in the Czech Republic might
be exposed to a short-term to mid-term loss of revenue due to the expiration of the Energy
Regulatory Office’s price decision that defines the support of renewable energy sources. This
situation may be caused by illegal conduct of individuals, who are responsible for issuing such
decisions.
Risk associated with potential bankruptcy (insolvency) proceedings
In case the Issuer is unable to fulfil its liabilities as they become due, the Issuer may become
subject to bankruptcy (insolvency) proceedings; according to Regulation (EU) 2015/848 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2015 on insolvency proceedings, as amended, a court of law of the Member State of the European Union (hereinafter the “Member State”
for the purpose of this subsection; with the exception of Denmark), within the territory of which
the centre of the relevant company’s main interests (as used in article 3 para 1 of the EU Regulation on Insolvency Proceedings) is situated shall have jurisdiction to open insolvency proceedings. The centre of main interests shall be the place where the company conducts the administration of its interests on a regular basis and which is ascertainable by third parties. The determination of the centre of company’s main interests is a question of fact that may be viewed
differently (even with contradicting conclusions) by courts of individual Member States. In case
the Issuer faces financial difficulties, it is not possible to state with certainty, which legal regulations would govern potential opening of insolvency or similar proceedings, or even anticipate the
result thereof.
In case insolvency proceedings are opened in the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the Dutch Bankruptcy Act (Faillissementswet) would govern the proceedings. Dutch legal regulations for insolvency proceedings vary from the legal regulation of other jurisdiction; this may affect the amount
of settlement of any liabilities under the Notes in the course of insolvency proceedings compared to other jurisdictions. Any liabilities under the Notes would very likely be settled only partially and with delay from the Issuer’s estate in the course of insolvency proceedings.
Risk of natural disasters
No industry is immune from natural disasters that may be devastating for operations of all companies. This includes, for example, meteorological, geological, or other disasters that could
damage photovoltaic power plants owned by the Group. However, this list not exhaustive by any
means. It is necessary to take into account that if a natural disaster occurs that results in damage of photovoltaic power plants within the Group, the Issuer’s ability to fulfil its liabilities under
the Notes may be considerably impaired, particularly if the given damage is not covered by insurance companies and companies within the Group (insured parties) do not receive the relevant insurance benefits.
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Risk of unstable environment of the Eurozone
Due to the currently unstable situation in Europe and pending issues relating to support of heavily indebted members of the EU, even countries outside of the euro area are exposed to the risk
associated with the support strategy for indebted euro area states. In case EU countries are
unable to repay loans under the European (financial) Stability Mechanism and, consequently,
require financial support from other Member States of the EU, the business environment and
overall economic situation may deteriorate other EU countries regarding there dependence in
terms of trade. Financial results of the Issuer could be adversely affected as a result of the
aforementioned developments, similarly as a result of associated regulations, measures, and
decisions – at the level of individual EU Member States and of economic entities carrying out
their business activities within such environment. However, it should also be noted that the risk
of unstable environment of the Euro area should not significantly affect the newly envisaged
photovoltaic projects in Australia.
Risk of a cyclical slump
Due to the latent volatility of the capital markets, indebtedness of many industrial countries and
above all due to the financial and debt crises in Europe, there is the risk of persistent cyclical
slump worldwide and of deterioration of the overall economic situation. This could lead to an
overall deterioration of the economic environment and economic situation of the Group as well
as to the situation where banks are more cautious during granting of credit, follow-up financing
or restructuring of existing liabilities. This could endanger the growth aims of the Group and it
could have a negative impact on the financial situation, status and results of the Group.
Risk of the Issuer’s dependence on business activities of its subsidiaries
The Issuer carries out its business activities through companies of the Group (i.e. in particular,
the Issuer generates revenue from electricity sales via SPVs of the Group or provision of different services within the lifecycle of photovoltaic power plants); however, the Issuer also holds,
manages, and finances (where applicable) interests in other companies. Issuer’s subsidiaries
account for roughly 100% of the Issuer’s consolidated revenue (100% according to data from
the Issuer’s consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016). Consequently, the Issuer depends, to a certain degree, on dividend income from and interest/principal
payments relating to loans provided to subsidiaries, as well as income from agreements on the
provision of services or other servicing agreements concluded with its subsidiaries; these inflows depend on the subsidiaries’ business performance. In case these subsidiaries fail to
achieve expected results, it would affect the Issuer’s revenue as well as its ability to fulfil its
liabilities under the Notes.
Risk of loss of key personnel
Successful implementation of commercial strategy and business objectives, as well as the associated success of the Group largely depend on expertise, experience, and contacts of the
management, particularly of (indirect) shareholders and members of the management board
Georg Hotar and Michael Gartner. Key personnel of the Issuer and companies within the Group
– i.e. members of the management – are involved in creating and implementing the Issuer’s key
strategies. Their activities are crucial for the overall management of the Issuer and its ability to
introduce and execute such strategies. The Issuer believes it is able to retain and motivate
these individuals – in spite of strong demand after qualified personnel within the photovoltaic
sector. However, the Issuer cannot guarantee it would be able to retain and motivate such key
personnel going forward. There is a risk that the departure of one of the management board
members would impair dynamics of the business development and/or cause loss of important
know-how. Moreover, there is a risk associated with departure of key senior management
members in the Issuer’s subsidiaries.
In addition, there are also further qualified expert and managerial personnel, especially in the
technical area, in the Issuer’s affiliated companies, with which the Issuer cooperates almost
exclusively within the framework of its commercial activities. If individuals occupying key management positions at the affiliated companies or individuals with certain know-how or service
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providers from the Group should leave the company in question, this could also have an adverse effect on the Issuer’s business activities and its asset, financial and earnings position. If
these companies in the Group are no longer able to recruit qualified experts and managers under reasonable conditions and at the necessary extent in the future, this could also affect the
competitiveness of the Group and constrain its company growth. This could also have an adverse effect on the asset, financial and earnings position of the Issuer.
Risk of information leakage (strategy, new products, etc.)
The Issuer employs individuals, who take part in creating the strategy of the entire Group, designing new products, and defining business direction of the Issuer and the whole Group. In
case of any disclosure of sensitive information relating to the Issuer and/or companies within the
Group, operations of the entire Group may be at risk and the existing market position may be
lost; this could ultimately result in deteriorating financial results of the Issuer and companies
within the Group.
Due to the Issuer’s reporting obligations as a result of shares listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange within the NewConnect segment and the Free Market segment of the multilateral trading
system organised by the Prague Stock Exchange, there is a risk that any disclosure of financial
information relating to the Issuer prior to their official communication would result in fines for the
Issuer and other penalties (as appropriate); in case of repeat violations, the public trading of
Issuer’s shares may even be suspended. These sanctions may also be imposed as a result of
the Issuer’s failure to comply with its reporting obligations under the rules of the Warsaw Stock
Exchange and Prague Stock Exchange.
Risk associated with insurance of Issuer’s property
The Issuer has taken out property insurance in respect of its most important assets. However,
the Issuer cannot guarantee that cost incurred as a result of any natural disasters or other unforeseeable events (such as fire, flood, deluge, windstorm, hailstorm, etc.) would not have an
adverse effect on its assets and/or economic and financial situation, as the Issuer’s insurance
does not fully cover any and all risks associated with assets owned by the Issuer.
There is the risk that the existing insurance coverage – especially in view of the business operating of the affiliated companies of the Issuer – is not sufficient. In particular there is the risk that
failures and losses arise exceeding the extent of the existing insurance coverage. In addition to
this there is the risk that there is no adequate insurance coverage available for certain risks, or
at least not available under proper conditions. If a loss should be inflicted on the companies of
the Group – a loss against which there is no or only inadequate insurance coverage – it can
have an adverse effect on the financial situation, status and results.
Meteorological risk, loss of revenue, and risk associated with fluctuation of revenue during a year
The performance and therefore also the earnings positions of the companies in the Group are
dependent upon the meteorological conditions. Certain revenues for a generated kilowatt hour
of energy are admittedly guaranteed on the basis of the state subsidy programs; however, the
volume of the generated energy depends on the period of sunshine and the sun’s radiance. The
subsidiaries of the Issuer have used certain historically based assumptions in the cash flow
planning. It cannot, however, be ruled out that climatic conditions will change in the future and
that the predicted weather patterns will not occur or that the prognoses concerning the sunshine
hours will prove to be incorrect. In this case, the electricity generation at the photovoltaic power
plants will remain below the expected level and this would have an adverse effect on the liquidity and the asset, financial and earnings position of the respective project companies and therefore also on the Issuer.
The negative effect in case of decrease of the production of electricity or off-take price by 1%
will cause decrease of value of assets of Czech portfolio of power plants by 0.88% and by
0.83% in case of assets of Slovak portfolio of power plants.
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Losses of earnings can occur as a result of stoppages at the photovoltaic power plants, for example on the basis of administrative measures or the stoppage or shutdown of the electricity
distribution grid or the grid operators may set higher line losses than were expected and this can
also adversely affect the asset, financial and earnings position of the respective project companies and therefore also of the Issuer.
The earnings from photovoltaic power plants are subject to seasonal fluctuations in the weather.
As such, the earnings are higher in the summer months, but they fall off significantly in the winter months. The companies in the Group try to adapt their payment obligations, especially their
interest and loan repayment obligations, to the incoming payments. It cannot, however, be ruled
out that this is not possible in every case and this can have an adverse effect on the asset, financial and earnings position of the Group and therefore also of the respective project companies and therefore also ultimately of the Issuer. With realisation of investment projects in Australia the overall financial liquidity of the Issuer will become less seasonally affected due to diversification of locations in northern and southern hemisphere of the globe.
Risk of competition with production of electricity generated from other sources
Electricity generation from solar energy is already partially in competition with other renewable
means of electricity generation and in the future this may become even stronger in relation to
wind energy, biomass or geothermal electricity generation. These other methods of generation
could exert a high degree of competitive pressure on photovoltaics, for example if they prove
themselves to be more economical due to technical advances or if they receive stronger regulatory support on the basis of political considerations. This could affect the further growth of the
photovoltaic branch or could also lead to a fall in the demand for solar electricity.
Moreover, electricity generation using solar energy is also generally in competition with conventional energy sources which (even when taking into account possible state managed support of
photovoltaics) can generate more economical electricity which could also affect the demand for
solar electricity. A reduction in the market price for conventional energy sources could also
make energy generation in photovoltaic power plants seem less economically attractive and
lead to a fall in demand for electricity made using photovoltaics. This could lead to significant
pricing pressure and reduce the market’s sales volumes.
All of the aforementioned factors could have a significantly adverse effect on the asset, financial
and earnings positions of the Group.
Risk of insufficient number of projects for implementation
When implementing its growth strategy by means of the development of its photovoltaic power
plant portfolio, the Issuer is dependent on being able to acquire and realise sufficiently lucrative
projects in order to be able to generate a sustainable revenue flow from the photovoltaic power
plants. The competition for attractive projects has become stronger with the growing number of
market participants. As such, there is a risk that the Project Development Division, which is
charged with searching for and developing suitable projects, will not be able to offer Issuer any
projects at all for acquisition or only insufficient ones or that there will be no suitable projects
available. Admittedly the Issuer is also free to acquire projects from third parties, but any such
third parties are also subject to the increasing competition which means that it cannot be ruled
out that, despite having the funds, the Issuer will not be able to acquire any economically attractive photovoltaic power plants due to a lack of such facilities on offer. This would adversely affect the growth of the Issuer’s portfolio and the growth of the Issuer’s financial situation, status
and results.
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Risk associated with external financing of the Slovak and Czech portfolio of photovoltaic
power plants
The external financing of the current portfolio has been exclusively realised via two Banks; the
Slovak photovoltaic power plants have been financed using the UniCredit Bank Slovakia a.s.
and the Czech SPVs (with the exception of Photon SPV 1 s.r.o.) have been financed using the
Raiffeisen Group. Given the concentration of the bank financing in only one bank in each country, a certain dependency on the given financing institutions exists which could, for example,
mean that the refinancing of individual projects is not possible.
With regard to the Czech SPVs and Slovak SPVs, there is also an SPV-wide collateral in the
sense that each SPV is liable for the obligations and liabilities of the remaining SPVs under the
inclusion of its provided security (cross collateralization). This means, for example, that the
payment difficulties of just one SPV will also affect the remaining SPVs which are co-liable for
any corresponding defaults. Moreover, the security provided by the Czech, Slovak SPVs and
the Issuer can only be released and the call option of the shares in the Czech SPVs can only be
exercised once all of the liabilities of all of the included SPVs have been fully settled.
Risk associated with secondary obligations under loan agreements
Loan and cooperation contracts between the companies in the Czech and Slovak SPVs and the
financing banks allow for secondary obligations and constraints for the individual SPVs and the
Issuer and partially also for Photon Energy N.V., as well as some special conditions, the breach
of which can lead to an increase in the interest rate and/or to the regular cancellation of the
contract by the creditor under certain circumstances; in the case of the Czech SPVs, the Issuer’s call options for the shares in the Czech SPVs can also be lost in the most extreme case. As
such, the loan contracts between the Slovak SPVs and UniCredit Bank Slovakia a.s. and others
allow for the maintenance of a certain equity level and a certain debt servicing coverage ratio,
for example. Due to the retroactive introduction of the solar tax by the Czech government, three
of the Czech SPVs failed to maintain the required debt servicing coverage ratio in June 2012;
the lack was eliminated by means of partial capitalisation of the affected SPVs by the Issuer.
Further shortfalls in the required debt servicing coverage ratio in the future cannot be fully ruled
out however.
If the SPVs or the Issuer breach one or more so-called covenants or if any of the other conditions are not adhered to and if this is to lead to the end of the loan and/or cooperation contract
without any notice or on short notice or to an increase in the interest rate for the credit in question, it would have a negative effect on the liquidity and the asset, financial and earnings position of the individual SPVs and the Group. If other financing is not found in these cases or if it is
not found in time and the provided loan becomes due for repayment, there is a risk that the
bank in question may dispose of the assets which have been put up as security (especially the
shares in the SPVs). Moreover, the other SPVs may be obliged in certain cases to provide additional security, which may not be possible and could lead to the cancellation of the credit in
question. Furthermore, the SPVs’ room to manoeuvre will be limited by the constraints. The loss
of the call options pertaining to the Czech SPVs would result in the withdrawal of the Czech
SPVs from the Group. All of the aforementioned factors could also be significantly adverse for
the asset, financial and earnings position of the Group and also for the Issuer.
Risk associated with the construction of photovoltaic power plants
The Issuer or the corresponding special purpose vehicle will be active as the building owner in
association with the construction of any photovoltaic power plants. The construction work will be
rendered by Photon Energy Solutions Department or one of its subsidiaries as the general contractor. The corresponding work is usually subject to a contractually agreed warranty period of
between 2 and 5 years. Photon Energy Technology Department will procure the components
which are necessary for the construction work, especially the modules and alternating current
converters, from the appropriate manufacturers. The warranty periods concerning the physical
properties of these components usually amount to 5 to 10 years (product guarantees). The
manufacturer’s guarantees pertaining to the components, especially the product and service
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guarantees will usually be transferred to the owner of the photovoltaic power plant, i.e. the appropriate special purpose vehicle. There is a risk that defects in the photovoltaic power plants
and/or in the components used during the installation will only arise after the expiry of the guarantee period or the guarantee itself and that no guarantee claims will therefore be able to be
validly made of the given contractual partner. Moreover, it cannot be ruled out that the claim
recipient will not be willing or will not be in a position to comply with the guarantee claim which
can lead to costly and time consuming legal disputes under certain circumstances. In the case
of the insolvency of the claim recipient, any eventual guarantee claims will come up empty
based on insolvency. Even in the case of a manufacturer’s guarantee, there is a risk that the
guarantee may not be able to be implemented due to the manufacturer’s insolvency or for any
other legal and/or practical reasons (for example against a foreign group).
The same generally applies with regard to the installation of the photovoltaic power plants which
are already included in the Issuer’s portfolio, because the seller did not issue any guarantees
pertaining to them during the acquisition or the shares or the options to the shares by the special purpose vehicle.
The installation of photovoltaic power plants is also associated with the risk that, despite careful
planning and advance payments, the connection to the electricity distribution grid will not succeed or will be delayed. The error may occur during the project development or later during the
technical implementation. In this case, there is a risk that any claims for compensation of damages made against the given contractual partner who made the error will not be enforceable or
will not be able to be enforced in full.
The occurrence of one or more of the aforementioned risks could have a significantly adverse
effect on the asset, financial and earnings position of the Group.
Technical risk
Only limited empirical data is available with regard to the long-term performance of the solar
modules. Manufacturers do admittedly usually give performance guarantees for a specific period of time; however, these usually only guarantee a specific percentage of the total operating
life time (for example 80% after 20 years). There is a risk that the degradation will not occur in a
linear fashion, but that the performance will fall to the lowest guaranteed value during the first
couple of years, which will result in a significant worsening of the average performance of the
module without the guarantee having been breached or any claim being able to be made
against the manufacturer. The corresponding reduced electricity generation would result in negative consequences for the asset, financial and earnings position of the Issuer.
The service life of the technical components, in particular solar modules and inverters, is limited.
It is therefore necessary to expect a breakdown or replacement of essential components during
the operating period of a photovoltaic power plant. In this case, there is a risk that the corresponding expenses and/or losses of earnings caused by this will not be covered by the guarantees or that the appropriate contractual partners will not be able to fulfil their obligations. Almost
all of the SPVs in the Issuer’s portfolio have admittedly formed reserves hold as restrictive cash
in banks; these could, however, prove themselves to be insufficient due to unfavourable price
development of the components or extremely higher failure rate.
As of 30 June 2017, provisions in the amount of CZK 24.667 million and EUR 617 thousand
have been created and deposited in designated escrow accounts.
The risks arising from the operation of the facilities are based on the photovoltaic power plant
technology and maintenance. The photovoltaic facilities are exposed to various strains as well
as to climatic and environmental influences during their operations. This can result in unplanned
maintenance expenses. Moreover, there is a risk that the photovoltaic facilities or parts thereof
will not achieve the predicted service life. In a running operation, it is necessary to reckon with
technically based losses, such as grid failures. There is also a risk that the photovoltaic facilities
can be destroyed in another way, for example as a result of the weather, earthquakes, theft,
vandalism or other acts of violence. Downtime due to technical maintenance or for other reasons may lead to losses of earnings which are not covered by any guarantees or insurance.
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With regard to existing grid connections, there is always the risk that no remunerated electricity
feed will be possible due to irregularities in the general power supply, overcapacity or line bottlenecks and that the affected company in the Group will receive no or only limited compensation.
The occurrence of one or more of the aforementioned risks could have a significantly adverse
effect on the asset, financial and earnings position of the Issuer.
Risk arising from any delay or cancellation of project implementation
The commercial activities of the companies in the Group include the operation of photovoltaic
power plants and the sale of electricity. The realisation of new photovoltaic power plant projects
can be delayed and the photovoltaic power plant may come online later than planned. For example, there can be line bottle necks or outages in the necessary sections, a stoppage at a
supplier’s, weather-based delays during assembly or delays based on Acts of God. In these
cases, there is the risk that the photovoltaic power plant may come online late and that this will
lead to a loss of earnings. Moreover, there is the risk that certain deadlines which are relevant
from the point of state subsidies will be missed and that the state subsidies will be reduced or
withdrawn as a consequence. In the case of the abandonment of a project, some advance
payments may be lost under certain circumstances. All of the aforementioned risks could have a
significantly adverse effect in the asset, financial and earnings position of the Group.
Risk associated with the due diligence process within the framework of the selection of
future projects
During the acquisition of a photovoltaic power plant, provision is made for the realisation of legal, economic and technical due diligence, whereby external advisors shall be used for this at
least to some extent. There is the risk that something will be incorrectly identified or falsely assessed or that other errors may occur during the due diligence. For example, technical risks
concerning the grid connection may not be identified or permit requirements may be overlooked.
Under certain circumstances, errors in the due diligence process can have a significantly adverse effect on the realisation of a project, may lead to significant extra time requirements
and/or additional costs or may lead to the commenced realisation of the project being cancelled.
There is no guarantee of the appropriate recourse in the case of an error on the part of an external advisor. All of the aforementioned risks could have a significantly adverse effect in the
asset, financial and earnings position of the Group.
Risk from any incorrect estimates during the project acquisition
The acquisition of a project is always based on an economic calculation which involves certain
assumptions. This includes, for example, the development of market interest, feed in tariff, the
electricity price or the price for the so-called “green certificates”. If these assumptions should
prove to be incorrect or if certain factors develop differently to what was planned, this would
have an adverse effect on the profitability of the photovoltaic power plant and that would then
affect the asset, financial and earnings position of the Group.
Risk associated with Power Purchase Agreements
The Issuer also intends to realise photovoltaic power plant projects where the electricity will not
be fed into the public grid, but will be used directly by a consumer. This usually involves companies from energy intensive fields with a concluded long-term power purchase agreement. The
photovoltaic power plant will be installed and financed by the Issuer or by the appropriate special purpose vehicle. The duration of the power purchase agreement usually corresponds to the
operating life of the photovoltaic power plant or to the period of any external financing. There is
the risk that the consumer will become insolvent and will therefore no longer be able to consume any more electricity so that the special purpose vehicle in question will have no more
earnings. No other consumer is usually available in these cases; the sale or other capitalisation
of the photovoltaic power plant or any part is therefore also usually not possible in most cases
or is only possible below value which means that it is not possible to rule out that the special
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purpose vehicle in question may become insolvent. If the Issuer has assumed its own guarantees or pledges in these cases, there is the risk that they will be applied. These circumstances
would have a correspondingly adverse effect on the asset, financial and earnings position of the
Issuer.
Risk arising from the Issuer’s holding activities
The Issuer’s commercial activities are limited as far as possible to the further development and
the active holding and management of its portfolio. The earnings for electricity generation from
photovoltaic power plants are currently and (also will be in the future) acquired in the individual
SPVs. The economic success of the Issuer is significantly dependent on its asset and earnings
position, on the economic success of its SPVs and on the fact that the SPVs regularly pay the
interest payments on the shareholder loans or the dividend payments to the Issuer. In the case
of the absence of the interest payments for (shareholder) loans and/or the dividend payments
from the SPVs, the Issuer’s asset, financial and earnings position can worsen significantly. In
particular, the lack of profit pooling contracts between the Issuer on the one hand and its SPVs
on the other hand means that there is no contractual security to ensure that the profits made in
the SPVs will be distributed to the Issuer. The decisions on dividend pay-outs to the Issuer are
made solely at the management meetings of the SPVs, in which the Issuer has not in all cases
the necessary majority. There is also no guarantee that the SPVs will continue to achieve such
surpluses in the future. There is also the fact that the distribution/pay-out to the Issuer is also
limited and can also be limited in the future by the fact that part of the SPV earnings must be
paid into reserve funds for future maintenance or repair costs, while in the case of surpluses,
(special) settlement must first be made on external loans and interest payments and moreover
any dividend payments may only be made with the agreement of the participating banks. If the
interest payments and/or dividend payments cease or are delayed, this would have a significant
adverse effect on the Issuer’s asset, financial and earnings position.
Moreover, the interest payments of the Czech SPVs are especially dependent on the profits of
the given SPVs and they require the prior written consent of RL, so that here too it is not possible to reckon with any specific influx of capital. There is the risk that the payments from the current portfolio to the Issuer will not occur or will not occur at the expected volume or in the
planned period, which will have a significant negative effect on the Issuer´s financial situation,
status and results.
Risk resulting from company loans, granting of securities, guarantees or other financing
commitments of the Issuer
With respect to the Raiffeisen – Leasing s.r.o. the Issuer committed itself in the context of financing of the Czech Special Purpose Vehicles – to secure the payment of the respective instalment (to be paid on January 1, 2023) with regards to the redemption of the loans granted to
the SPVs. The sum in question amounts to more than EUR 10,490,000.00 provided that one or
more of the Czech SPVs are not capable of standing the respective last rate of redemption, and
provided that the Issuer is not capable of this either, then it would be the Issuer that would be
obliged to cover the sum in question; this could have a negative impact on the company´s financial situation, finance and yields.
In addition to this the Group intends to finance a substantial part of the costs for the building of
the photovoltaic plant (additionally) externally. It cannot be ruled out that the financing banks will
not demand – apart from the common guarantees (pledge of the shares of the SPV as well as
pledge of the photovoltaic plants) also a pledge or a guarantee of the parent company, the Issuer. Economical problems of the SPVs could in these cases lead to reduced incomes on the
side of the Issuer, and the Issuer can be also asked to cover the debts of the respective SPV if
this is insolvent; this would have a profoundly negative impact on the Issuer´s financial situation,
status and results.
Risk resulting from the valuation of the SPV
While preparing the examined financial statement of the Group the Issuer is using for revaluation the SPVs and its property the so called DCF-method based on IAS 16 rules. In the financial
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statement this value is higher than the purchase price and consequently also above the acquisition costs.
There is a risk that the assumptions and foundations of the evaluation will prove to be too favourable or false and that extraordinary impairment in the balance of the company will be necessary. Extraordinary impairment of this kind would profoundly harm or burden the balance as
well as the result of the Issuer and of the Group; this could, considering the circumstances, lead
to less advantageous conditions during the refinancing or external financing. All the mentioned
circumstances could have a very negative impact on the Issuer´s financial situation, status and
results.
Risk in connection with the target markets and market shares
The Group, following the expansion of the portfolio of photovoltaic power plant, focuses currently on the markets in Australia and Hungary. There is a risk that the planned broader market
penetration in the mentioned countries will fail or that it will not happen in the intended time period or not in the intended intensity. In this case the advantages – that from the point of view of
a company accompany investment in the mentioned countries, esp. thanks to the legal framework conditions - could not be exploited at all or not fully and the emissions revenue could not
be invested. It is also not ensured whether in each case other markets – as regards the entry
and/or to the framework conditions of equal markets - will be open to the building of photovoltaic
power plants as stated in portfolio. All the mentioned circumstances could have a very negative
impact on the Issuer´s financial situation, status and results.
Risk resulting from the extension of the international business activity
The Issuer intends to strengthen its business activity in other countries and to operate photovoltaic power plants in other states apart from those that it holds assets. The extension of the international business of the Group into other countries can be influenced unfavourably by plenty
of factors, for example by generally political, economical, infrastructural, legal and fiscal framework conditions, by unexpected changes of political and regulatory conditions and tariffs, recession, limited protection of intellectual property, problems with staffing and managing of positions
in foreign affiliated companies or state subsidization of rival companies. These factors can make
it difficult to expand the portfolio of the Group into these markets and consequently also the
implementing of the growth strategy of the Issuer turns to be difficult, if not impossible; this could
have a negative impact on the development of the business activity and also on the Issuer´s
financial situation, status and results. Any of the above-mentioned circumstances could have a
very negative impact on the financial situation, status and results of the Group.
Risk of the withdrawal or of ineffectiveness of permits vital for operation
For the business activity of the companies of the Group it is necessary to have various permits,
authorisations, concessions etc. depending on various locations in order to be allowed to build
and operate solar systems in compliance with valid national provisions. The decisions are usually accompanied with secondary provisions and/or requirement to maintain the permissions. It is
possible that the decisions can be revoked or cancelled, for example in case of transgressing
the requirements, which would result in interruption, limitation and/or prohibiting of the business
activity and consequently would have a very negative impact on the financial situation, status
and results of the Group and of the Issuer. There is another danger: a third party could claim the
ineffectiveness of the granted permits, for example because of procedural errors, or there could
requirements emerge or demand concerning the permission appear that would limit the business activity and/or call for costly (consequent) measures; this would then also have a negative
impact on the financial situation, status and results of the Group.
Interest risk
The Issuer tries to achieve the biggest possible share of external financing when financing its
photovoltaic power-plant projects. Interest expenditure of the Group is usually calculated according to the current market interest. In this case there is a risk that the financial cash flow will
– in relation to the interest expenditure that is to be paid and because of disadvantageous
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changes of the market interest – fluctuate. To handle the interest the company uses interest
derivatives that are aimed at rate guarantee and ensuring of negative interest fluctuation. However the Issuer cannot completely rule out that in case of Czech SPVs IRS was concluded to
100% of the bank’s financing exposure until the final maturity. In case of Slovak SPVs IRS was
concluded to 50% of the bank’s financing exposure until the final maturity. Therefore it cannot
be completely ruled out that for Slovak SPVs and the new projects the concluded measures of
protection do not completely cover the interest risk in case of strongly fluctuating market interest; this would have a negative impact on the financial situation, status and results of the affected companies of the Group.
Besides, increasing market interest can – in the case of a big share of borrowed capital – profoundly influence the value of the photovoltaic power plants. In case of a sale there is a risk that
it will not be possible to sell the photovoltaic power plant for the intended price; this would also
have a negative impact on the financial liquidity of the projects, status and results of the Issuer.
Currency risk
Payment flows of the companies of the Group consist mainly of inflow of yields from energy
supply and outflow of payments for interest and settlement of loans. Usually both flows take
place in the same currency. If in the future the Group will not or not always be able to receive
and make payments in the same currency – for example because of the external financing cannot be made in a local bank, then the Group would be exposed to risks connected with exchange rate; these could have a negative impact on the financial situation, status and results of
the Group.
When implementing its strategy with regards to the market in Australia a comparatively smaller
share of the income of the SPVs – and consequently also of the interests and/or dividends – will
be in the future paid to the Issuer in Euros. On the other hand both the interests and the nominal amount of the loan are to be paid out and paid back to the Issuer in Euros, which means the
Issuer is here exposed to great risks of changes in exchange rate.
Inflation risk
State support, especially feed-in tariffs, is indexed in a cases of Czech SPVs and prospective
projects in Hungary; i.e. they are subject to inflationary adjustment that is defined by a specific
band. In case of high inflation there is consequently a risk that the running operative costs increase while the yields will not be adjusted accordingly. In projects that are not supported by the
state there is a different risk - namely that by lower inflation the calculated market prices for
electricity will not develop as it was planned. The occurrence of any of the mentioned risks can
have a negative impact on the financial situation, status and results of the Group and consequently also on the Issuer.
Risk of falling electricity prices
It is the goal of the Issuer to increasingly integrate those photovoltaic power-plant projects in its
portfolio that are not supported by the state. However in these cases there is the risk of falling
incomes from the project due to falling prices for electricity. In the worst scenario there could be
low or no positive operational cash flow generated which in turn would lead to a situation where
there can be no pay-outs to the Issuer which would have a negative impact on the financial
situation, status and results of the Issuer.
Risks connected to a change of (indirect) shareholder structure
Both members of the board of directors of the Issuer, Michael Gärtner and Georg Hotar, hold at
the moment by means of associated companies together 76,14% of the voting rights in the Issuer. In case of sale, transfer or heritage of the shares of the Issuer it is not ensured that Mr.
Hotar and/or Mr. Gärtner will remain in the management of the Issuer and/or that the current
strategy of the Issuer will be further followed. In addition the Notes creditors are in this case
obliged to ask repayment option; during the execution of this option and with the presence of
other preconditions the Issuer can be obliged to pay back – at short notice – 50% or more of the
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outstanding Notes capital. All the mentioned factors can have a negative impact on the development of the business activity of the Group and on its financial situation, status and results.
Risk connected with falling market prices for photovoltaic power plants
The market price of photovoltaic power plants – usually financed externally – depend on general
market interests. If these increase and if interests from borrowed capital are not fixed, the yields
from the power plants usually fall which results in a lower market price of a photovoltaic power
plant. The same applies in case of falling prices for electricity at photovoltaic power plants that
are not supported by the state, in case of inflation with not indexed support or in case of (retroactive) deterioration of the legal framework conditions. Falling market prices can on the one
hand result in depreciation requirement in the balance of the Issuer. On the other hand this can
result in a situation, when during sale a lower price is achieved than expected which can have a
negative impact on the financial situation, status and results. This applies especially in the case
when the Issuer is forced to sell a photovoltaic power plant in order to e.g. satisfy foreign loans
or Notes.
Environmental risk
In environmental questions the business activity of the Group has to comply with laws, regulations and directives valid in the location of the photovoltaic power plant; these laws regulate e.g.
emissions in the air, sewages, protection of soil and groundwater as well as health and security
of people. Transgressing of these environmental provisions can be pursued according to the
civil, criminal and public law. Especially temporary provisions could encourage a third party to
open a process or – given the circumstances – to demand costly measures to control and remove environmental pollution or to upgrade technical facilities. The properties necessary for
photovoltaic power plants are partially owned by the respective SPV. It cannot be ruled out that
these are contaminated sites; for removing these, the respective SPV is responsible, regardless
of the cause. This could result in liability risks and costs in the context of administrative orders
or requirements. All the mentioned circumstances can have a negative impact on the financial
situation, status and results of the Group and the Issuer.
One of the photovoltaic power plants in the Czech Republic was built on a property where lime
had been quarried in the past and after that the property was used as a landfill. This landfill is
now closed; however it cannot be completely ruled out that the ground slumps on same spots or
that despite sealing off the contaminated substances from the landfill find their way into the soil
which would result in relevant remediate measures. In both cases there is the risk that the operating of a photovoltaic power plant would be tangibly damaged, in some cases even interrupted.
In addition to that there are still small remaining quantities of lime present, so that it would be
legally possible to apply for a new licence to quarry lime again. Following Czech laws the granting of this licence could lead to the situation where the lime would be quarried again regardless
the presence of the SPV – or the photovoltaic power plant, which in further consequence would
lead to the removal of this photovoltaic power plant. This would have a very negative impact on
the financial situation, status and results of the Group and the Issuer.
Risk connected with the solar industry
The Issuer is active in the industry of renewable energy and especially in the sector of photovoltaics. In the past the photovoltaic market was subject to high volatility; in 2012 first insolvencies
were announced in the branch, both on the part of producer and on the part of project developers. The core of the Issuer – ensuring electricity production from photovoltaic facilities – is exposed to smaller risks than production of components, development and construction. However
it cannot be completely ruled out that the difficult situation in the branch affects in a bad way
also the business activity of the Group which could have a negative impact on the financial situation, status and results of the Issuer.
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Risk of an insufficient risk management system of the Issuer
The Issuer has a risk management mechanism. The controlling of the Group is carried out by
the sister company of the Issuer. Due to the planned expansion of the portfolio – especially in
other countries – the risk management system including the controlling of the Group have to be,
because of exchange of information as well as recording and processing of data of the foreign
sister companies, continuously enlarged. It cannot be ruled out that this does not happen at all
or does not happen timely which means information possibly relevant for dealing with the risk is
not at all, not completely or not fast enough made public. It can then happen that – despite the
existence of a risk management system – great risks for the affiliated companies abroad will be
discovered too late or not at all. In addition it cannot be ruled out that already known risks will be
miscalculated. There is the risk that the risk management system including controlling of the
group prove to be as partially or completely insufficient or that they will fail and that consequently risks within the business activity of the Group will materialize or that they will not be discovered soon enough or that it all could result in development and decisions misleading in a business and administrative way. The occurrence of one or more of these risks could have a very
negative impact on the financial situation, status and results of the Group.
Tax risk
Companies of the Group may also be exposed to tax-related risks. In particular, they could face
additional tax assessments on the basis of tax inspections and unforeseeable adverse changes
in tax regulations in countries, where the Group currently operates, or in countries that are attractive for the Issuer in terms of future investments. Generally speaking all the tax assessments are subjects to possible changes due to a tax company audit. The company is of the
opinion that the tax statements of its affiliated companies are in compliance with the applicable
legal regulations and that no substantial tax back payments are to be expected. However it
cannot be ruled out that due to various points of view concerning the facts on the side of the
revenue authority there could be additional tax payments demanded for which the responsible
company of the Group set up no or not sufficient provisions. This could have a negative impact
on the financial situation, status and results of the Group.

2. Risk factors relating to the Notes
The Notes, similarly as any other loan, are subject to the risk of default. Prospective investors
must assess the suitability of their investment in the Notes, based on their own situation. In particular, each investor should:


Have sufficient expertise and experience to effectively assess the Notes, risks and benefits associated with the Notes, and information included in this Prospectus or any
amendment or supplement, either directly or by reference;



Be familiar with and have access to reasonable analytical instruments for the purpose of
their assessment, always within the context of their specific financial situation, investment
in the Notes and its impact on their investments and/or overall investment portfolio;



Have sufficient financial funds and liquidity to bear any and all risks associated with their
investment in the Notes;



Fully comprehend the terms and conditions of the Notes (particularly Issue Terms and
Conditions and this Prospectus) and be familiar with the characteristics or development of
any relevant indicator or financial market;



Be able to assess (either directly or with financial advisor’s assistance) potential scenarios of development of the economy, interest rates or other factors that may affect their investment as well as their ability to bear potential risks.
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Risk arising from additional debt financing
With the exception of restrictions arising from the Issuer’s obligation not to create or allow the
creation of any security of any of its liabilities (as defined in the Issue Terms and Conditions) by
means of liens or other similar third party rights, unless the Issuer ensures that its liabilities under the Notes are secured equally (pari passu) or in another manner approved in the form of a
resolution of a meeting of noteholders, there are no significant legal restrictions relating to the
volume or terms and conditions of any future debt financing of the Issuer. According to data
from the Issuer’s consolidated financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2017, the ratio of
loans (both short and long-term loans) to total assets amounts to 46.4%. If the Issuer accepts
additional debt financing, it could ultimately mean that noteholders’ receivables from the Notes
may be satisfied to a lesser degree in the course of insolvency proceedings compared to a situation, where such debt financing is not accepted. Increasing indebtedness of the Issuer also
increases the risk that the Issuer may be in default with the fulfilment of its liabilities under the
Notes.
Risk of lacking saleability and tradability of the Notes
The Notes that are here offered are freely transferable. It cannot be completely ruled out that
actually no admission will take place and consequently that the saleability of the Notes will be
strongly limited or even not possible at all. The same applies for the case when delisting – i.e.
removal of the listed security from the exchange it was traded on – follows after it was integrated into the stock exchange. In some cases it is even not possible to sell the Notes until the termination of the loan so that the investor would have to wait till the end of the five-year time period before he could have the value of Notes paid back.
If the investors in view of the Notes did business – as for example short selling – that at a specific point would provide for a trade of the Notes at the stock exchange, or for purchase of securities on interest basis, in which the repayment of the interests is later on planned, then still not
materialised integration of the Notes in the stock exchange trading can lead to a situation where
these investors suffer damage as a prematurely repayment of the amount of the loan basically
cannot be demanded by he investor.
It is not ensured that a liquid secondary market will emerge for the Notes or that – if it does
emerge – it persists or that the established course corresponds to the calculated value of the
Notes. Selling of the Notes is only then possible when the investor finds a buyer. Due to the
relative narrowness of the market with issues it can be difficult for the holder of the Notes willing
to sell to find a buyer. Therefore it cannot be completely ruled out that an investor cannot sell
their Notes at all, or not at the intended moment or not for the intended price – the purchase
price can be substantially lower than the price he once paid for the Notes so that he suffers a
loss.
Risk of fixed-rate Notes
Holders of fixed-rate Notes are exposed to a risk of price change of the Notes as a result of
changes of market interest rates. While the nominal interest rate specified in the Issue Terms
and Conditions is fixed for the term of the Notes’ existence, the current capital market interest
rate changes – usually on a daily basis (“Market Interest Rate”). Changes in the market interest
rate affect the price of the fixed-rate Notes – in opposite direction. Therefore, if the Market Interest Rate increases, the price of the fixed-rate Notes usually drops to a level, where the yield on
such Notes roughly equals to the market interest rate. On the other hand, if the market interest
rate decreases, the price of the fixed-rate Notes usually increases to a level, where the yield on
such Notes roughly equals to the Market Interest Rate.
Risk of taxation
Potential buyers or sellers of the Notes should know that they might be required to pay taxes or
other fees in compliance with the regulations or practice of a country, in which the Notes’ transfer takes place, or in another relevant country in the given situation. In some jurisdictions, no
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official standpoints of tax authorities or court decisions relating to financial instruments such as
the Notes may be available. Nevertheless, prospective investors should not rely on brief and
general summary of tax issues in this Prospectus when acquiring, selling or paying for the
Notes. Instead, they should follow recommendations of their tax advisors relating to their individual taxation. When considering investments in the light of the risks specified in this section, it
is at least necessary to consider tax implications of acquiring, selling, and holding the Notes and
receiving interest income on the Notes in compliance with the applicable tax regulations of a
country, in which an investor is a tax resident, or of other countries, in which the revenue from
the holding and sales of the Notes may be subject to taxation. Prospective investors in the
Notes should be aware of the fact that, as a result of any changes in tax regulations, the final
Notes yield may be lower than originally expected and/or investors may receive lower amount
than originally expected upon Notes sale or maturity.
The development of tax law is subject to constant changes. A change in the relevant jurisdiction
of the fiscal courts cannot be ruled out either. The company cannot influence whether the tax
provisions, valid at the moment of creating of this document, and the tax administrative instructions, decrees, enactment and directives – issued in order to support the execution of the above
mentioned provisions – will remain valid and unchanged during the whole duration of the loan.
The tax specification, provided in this document, reflects therefore solely today´s legal situation,
in due consideration of the current jurisdiction and perception of administration as well as of
respective legal comments at the moment of the publication of this document. There is a risk
that future changes of the tax law, changes of the perception of administration or a potentially
changed jurisdiction of fiscal courts will have negative impacts both on the business activity of
the company and its SPVs and on the tax condition for the investors in relation to the loans. This
could lead to substantial tax additional burdens both on the side of the company or its SPVs and
on the side of investors. For the tax goals – intended by and planned for by the investor of the
Notes, acquired by the Notes – is solely the investor responsible.
Risk arising from changes in legal regulations
The issue terms and conditions of the Notes adhere to German law as in force as of the date of
this Prospectus. Legal regulations that govern the rights and obligations arising from the Notes
may be amended after the issue date of the Notes – even retroactively. The Issuer may not give
any guarantees with regard to impacts of potential court decisions or amendments to legal regulations or changes in administrative practice on the Notes value after the date of this Prospectus.
Risk of legality of the Notes acquisition
Prospective investors in the Notes should be aware of the fact that acquisition of the Notes may
be subject to legal restrictions affecting the validity of their acquisition. The Issuer is not liable in
any way / does not assume any liability for legality of the Notes acquisition by prospective Notes
buyers – either in compliance with the laws of the jurisdiction of their incorporation or operations
(where different). Prospective buyers shall not rely on the Issuer in connection with their decisions relating to the legality of the Notes acquisition.
Credit risk
The Issuer will by the issuance of the Notes - that are the topic of present document – release
Notes in the total nominal amount of up to EUR 30,000,000.00. The back payment of the
amount of the loan and fulfilling of the commitments for interest-paying are dependant of the fact
whether the Issuer - within the framework of its business activities - uses the means from the
issuance of the Notes in such a way that is able to fulfil its interest payments and finally also
able to fulfil its duties towards the investors in that it sticks to the time period stated in loan conditions and to the duties toward the investors, arising out of the loan. If the means from the issuance are not used in this way or if the soundness of the Issuer is out of other reasons affected,
then there is a risk of a partial or even complete loss of the capital contributions of the investors
as well as of interests.
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Risk of the volatility of the stock market price
The offered Notes represent a relatively small issuance with limited volume. Therefore it cannot
be ruled out that substantial fluctuation of the stock market price emerge for the Notes, regardless of the financial situation of the Issuer or of the general development of interests. Also the
general price volatility on stock exchanges could harm the course of the Notes of the Issuer,
without there being a direct connection with the Issuer, its business activity or its financial situation, status and results or with its business prospects. After integrating into the trade the price of
the Notes could vary profoundly due to oscillating of real and predicted results, not fulfilling of
the profit expectations of securities analysts, changed overall economic conditions or due to
other factors such as interest development. The prices of the Notes can therefore be subject to
substantial oscillation that necessarily does not have to correspond to the economic situation of
the Issuer. In addition to that a negative economic development could lead to profound breaks
up and down and consequently to selling losses of the investors.
Risk resulting from non-existing collateral of the Notes
The Notes are unsecured. The Notes creditors do not have any guarantees for the case that the
Issuer cannot fulfil its duties resulting from the Notes. In contrast nearly all the items of property
of the Issuer or of the current SPVs are pledged as guarantee for the loan provided to the Special Purpose Vehicles; in parts a mutual responsibility was taken over. The Issuer or its SPVs
continue to be entitled anytime to register securities on their items of property in favour of a third
party as long as the securities are not determined for the capital market indebtedness. In case
of the insolvency of the Issuer the claims of the investors are to be satisfied only after the secured claims of other creditors (e.g. credit institutions) were satisfied. The Notes creditors cannot demand from the Issuer that their interests- and redemption claims have priority over other
claims as long as these other claims are in the same group as the claims resulting from the
Notes; also not towards the investors from other Notes, issued by the Issuer. There is a risk that
in case of insolvency of the Issuer there might be no or practically no means from the insolvency
estate for distribution and then Notes creditors would receive no or only very limited payments
to satisfy their claims.
Risk with respect to the issuance of other Notes
The Issuer is entitled in accordance with the conditions of the Notes to issue other Notes. The
Issuer has currently outstanding Notes with ISIN: DE000A1HELE2 that becomes mature on 12
March 2018 and in addition a outstanding Notes with ISIN: CZ0000000815 that becomes mature on 12 December 2023. The redemption of the outstanding Notes and the issuance of other
Notes could lead to a situation when the Notes issued until then have smaller market value due
to the bigger offer.
Risk connected with further indebtedness of the Issuer
There are no legal, contractual or other restrictions concerning the sum total of the liabilities that
the Issuer or the companies of the Group are allowed to take. Other liabilities can be equalranking with the Notes or they can be superior. Each inclusion of further liabilities increases the
indebtedness of the Issuer and can reduce the sum which the Notes creditors receive in case of
a liquidation or insolvency of the Issuer. At the same time further interest charges – in connection with the inclusion of other borrowed capital – and liabilities to pay back can limit or completely resolve the capability of the Issuer to pay back the loans as well as interests.

Risk connected with changes of market prices
For those investors who hold the offered Notes in business assets or who – for other reasons –
have to keep accounts of (regular) wealth (balance), there is a risk that the value of the Notes
falls during the time period and that they – even though still in possession of the Notes – will
have to report losses with no impact on liquidity as a result of necessary accounting deprecia-
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tion. In addition to that a falling market price could have a negative impact on the financing of a
Issuer and therefore also on the financial situation, status and results of the Group.
Falling market prices of the Notes may ultimately indicate that the market perception of economic soundness of the Group has been impaired to an extent that the Group may find it difficult to
secure additional external financing of its activities or to secure such financing under reasonable
terms.
Risk of the missing influence on the management of the Issuer
Investors who acquire the offered Notes become creditors of the Issuer. As credit grantors they
have no rights of participation for the decision in the Issuer. In particular the Notes do not represent a company-law based or business participation in the Issuer. They justify exclusively claims
arising from law of obligations towards the Issuer, the claims to interest payment and repayment
of the capital employed at the moment of the respective due date. The Notes grant no rights to
participate, to determine, to vote or to have the law or property and also no management permission or rights to have a say concerning the Issuer with the exception of the rights granted in
the law about Notes from the whole issuance. Therefore the investors have basically no chance
to influence the strategy and the fate of the Issuer and they are dependent on the decisions of
the management and of the shareholder meeting of the Issuer. There is the risk that faulty business decisions could lead to a situation where the interest payment or the repayment of the
Notes could be harmed or made completely impossible due to the missing means of payment.
Risk of the possible loss of right due to the majority decision of the Notes creditor
Following the regulations of the law about Notes from the entire issuance the Notes creditors
are exposed to the risk of being outvoted by majority decision (i.e. ¾ majority) of another Notes
investors and to lose rights against their will – in favour of the other Notes investors, if the latter,
by majority decision, decide on changes to the conditions of issuance terms and conditions. In
case of appointing a joint representative of all the creditors, one single creditor can completely
or partially lose the chance to assert and enforce his rights in face of the Issuer, independent of
other creditors. A majority decision of the Notes creditors that leads to a loss of rights on the
side of the Notes creditors can have very negative impacts on the value of the Notes and on the
feasibility of this value, up to the complete loss of the facility.
Inflation risk
In case of an Issuer loan with determined duration there is a risk that the value of the capital –
raised by the investor thanks to the acquisition of the Notes - will be lessened by the inflation.
This can result in a situation where the holder of the Notes possibly suffers a loss of value conditioned by the inflation. At the same time the possibilities to sell the Notes can be limited so that
the investor has to count with the situation where the Notes has to last till the end of the sevenyear time period and consequently to suffer a full loss of value caused by the inflation.
Risk of an offer abroad
The Notes are publicly offered only in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, in the Federal Republic
of Germany and in the Republic of Austria. Pay offices are to be found solely in the Federal
Republic of Germany. Accounting and administration of the Notes could be therefore rather
expensive for investors from abroad. Especially for investors with place of residence outside of
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, the Federal Republic of Germany and in the Federal Republic
of Austria or with non-German, Luxembourg or Austrian bank details there is a risk that the acquisition of the Notes via deposit booking and the execution of the interest payments and redemption payments can take place only by means of an international bank and before the acquisition it could be necessary to open a bank account with an international bank with access to
German, Luxembourg or Austrian Securities Market. Consequently other costs could be connected with the acquisition of the Notes and with the execution of the interest and redemption
payments; and the yields could be smaller as expected.
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Risk connected with transaction costs and similar costs
Transaction costs as for example bank commissions or other costs connected with the acquisition or sale of the Notes can lead - especially in case of low volume of order per transaction – to
great expenditure for the Notes creditor, e.g. when minimal fees per transaction are demanded.
These costs can all in all substantially lessen the yields connected with the Notes. The potential
investor should therefore inform themselves before the acquisition of the Notes of all the costs
that may arise in connection with the purchase or sale of the Notes.
Risk connected with external financing of the Notes
In case of external financing of the purchase price for the Notes it is the investor who is exposed
to the risk of having to fulfil the financial demands, without being provided with yields from the
Notes.
The investors can finance the acquisition of the Notes completely or partially by external funds.
However it should be emphasised that a complete or partial financing of the investment by borrowed capital changes the risk structure and increases the risk for the investor. In case of external financing of the purchase price for the Notes the investor is committed to interests and redemption payment even if he receives no or just partial interests and sums from repayments
from Notes.
Risk connected with missing deposit insurance for the Notes
The Notes represents a capital investment for which there is no legally defined deposit insurance (as e.g. via deposit insurance of the banks). In case of an insolvency of the Issuer it is the
investors who are in accordance with the Insolvency Statute put on an equal footing with other
not privileged creditors of the Issuer. The assets of the Issuer will be turned to account and distributed proportionally to the respective creditors to satisfy their claims. There is no privileged
position of the Notes creditors. Particularly physically secured claims of third parties will be satisfied from the claims of the Notes creditors. There is no deposit insurance. In this respect the
total loss is possible.
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IV.

GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Responsibility for the Prospectus
This Prospectus has been prepared and drafted by Photon Energy N.V. ("Issuer"), which is also
responsible for any information provided herein. The Issuer as the responsible entity, hereby
declares that to the best of the knowledge of the Issuer (having taken all reasonable care to
ensure that such is the case), the information contained in this Prospectus is in accordance with
the facts and contains no omission likely to affect the import of such information.
Amsterdam, 21 September 2017
Photon Energy N.V.
Georg Hotar
Member of the management board
The Prospectus is approved by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier ("CSSF").
The CSSF has neither reviewed nor approved any information in this Prospectus pertaining to
the Private Placement. In addition the CSSF gives no undertaking as to the economic and financial soundness of the transaction or the quality or solvency of the Issuer in line with the provisions of Article 7 (7) of the Luxembourg Law on Prospectuses for securities.

2. Notes on the numerical data
Unless specified otherwise, the Issuer’s financial data contained herein refer to the audited consolidated financial statements and unaudited interim consolidated financial statements prepared
by the Issuer. Individual numerical data (also including percentages) contained herein may be
rounded off. Such rounded data used in various tables may eventually not add up and the results may not correspond to the totals that may be specified in such tables, as appropriate.

3. Notes on sources for industry, market and customer data
This Prospectus contains information about the industry, market and customers, as well as calculations adopted from field-specific reports, market research reports and publicly and commercially available information (hereinafter the “External Data”). Such External Data were mainly
used in case of information relating to markets and market development. Moreover, the Prospectus contains market data estimates and information derived from there, which may not be
adapted from information published by market research institutions or other independent
sources. Such information is based on the Issuer’s internal estimates that rely on long-standing
experience of its know-how owners, assessments of technical data (e.g. from specialised magazines, visits to trade fairs, professional interviews) or on intra-company assessments and may
thus differ from any estimates of the Issuer’s competitors or future surveys carried out by market
research institutions or other independent sources. To the best of the Issuer’s knowledge and
based on the published information, no facts have been withheld, which would suggest that the
given information is incorrect or misleading. Data adopted from third parties have been reproduced correctly; to the best of the Issuer’s knowledge and based on the published information,
no facts have been withheld, which would suggest that the given information is incorrect or misleading. Any websites included in the Prospectus are for information purposes only and do not
form part of the Prospectus.

4. Forward-looking statements
This Prospectus contains information related to future outlooks. Such information relates to
future facts, events and other circumstances that do not correspond to historic events. This
mainly applies to information contained herein about the Issuer’s future financial performance,
plans and expectations relating to the Issuer’s business activities, growth and profitability and on
general economic conditions, to which the Issuer might be exposed as well as information relating to general market development and market development in the given field, and other general terms and conditions relevant for business activities. Such information relies on the current
estimates of the Issuer regarding future events, carried out to the best of the Issuer’s
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knowledge. Consequently, such information is subject to risks and uncertainties regarding their
future existence. Furthermore, it may cause the Issuer’s actual results, financial situation and
profitability to be materially different or even worse that those expressly or implicitly assumed or
described in such outlooks. This also applies accordingly to any future outlooks and prognoses
contained in any third party studies and referred to herein. The Issuer does not assume any
obligation to update or modify such forward-looking statements in light of any future events or
developments apart of any obligations under law.

5. Documents on display
The below mentioned documents (in printed form) shall be available with the Issuer throughout
the validity of this Prospectus – i.e. one year from the approval thereof – and it is possible to
consult them during standard working hours within the business premises of the Issuer at Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083HN Amsterdam, the Kingdom of the Netherlands:




Issuer’s articles of association
Consolidated financial statements of the Issuer for the period of 1 January 2016 to 31
December 2016, including the auditor’s report.
Interim consolidated financial statements of the Issuer for the period of 1 January 2017 to
30 June 2017 (unaudited).

Moreover, the approved Prospectus as well as the documents specified herein shall be published on the Issuer’s website http://www.photonenergy.com. Further the Prospectus will be
published on the website of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange at http://www.bourse.lu. The Issuer shall provide investors with a printed version of this Prospectus upon request, following its
approval by Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) and the notification by
the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht,
short BaFin) and the Financial Market Authority (Österreichische Finanzmarktaufsichtsbehörde,
short FMA)

6. Interested Parties
In connection with the Offer the Issuer is not aware of any conflict of interest that are material to
the issue regarding any of the associated parties – as well any natural as legal persons – in the
issuance of the Notes.
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V.

SELECTED HISTORICAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION

1. General Information on the Financial Data
The Issuer’s financial statements for the period of 1 January to 31 December 2016 and 1 January to 31 December 2015, prepared in compliance with the International Financial Reporting
Standards ("IFRS") approved for application in the EU, have been audited by the company
Grant Thornton Accountants en Adviseurs B.V., with unqualified auditor’s opinion

2. Selected Historical Financial Information
The tables below give an overview of the main historical indicators of the Issuer. The data are
drawn from: (i) audited consolidated annual financial statements of the Issuer for the period of 1
January 2016 to 31 December 2016 and 1 January 2015 to 31 December 2015, prepared in
compliance with IFRS approved for application in the EU (since these are only selected indicators, sums of individual items may not be equal); and (ii) unaudited consolidated interim financial
statements of the Issuer for the period of 1 January 2017 to 30 June 2017 and 1 January 2016
to 30 June 2016, prepared in compliance with IFRS approved for application in the EU.
The company uses EBITDA and EBIT indicators in the following statements, calculated as follows:
EBITDA means profit before deduction of interest, tax, depreciation and amortization
EBIT means profit before deduction of interest and tax
EBITDA relies on the data from a consolidated statement of comprehensive income and equals
to operating income minus operating expense, levies on generated energy, administrative cost,
payroll cost, other cost, plus other income.
EBIT corresponds to EBITDA minus depreciation and amortization for the reporting period.
These two indicators are used as they are generally used key financial indicators presented by
companies enabling investors to easily assess and compare the financial performance of a
company.
Consolidated statement of financial position according to IFRS standards:

In thousands EUR

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

30.6.2016

31.12.2015

Property, plant and equipment

72,624

73,977

76,490

76,827

Non-current assets

74,240

75,570

78,608

79,023

4,716

5,420

4,643

5,297

Current assets:

12,418

11,556

12,096

10,930

Total assets

86,658

87,125

90,704

89,953

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

30.6.2016

31.12.2015

24,925

24,180

27,951

28,541

36,120

37,551

39,405

38,499

1,844

11,410

9,913

8,154

Long-term liabilities

43,686

55,035

55,189

52,671

Current liabilities

18,047

7,910

7,563

8,742

Consolidated statement of financial position
Assets

Cash and cash equivalents

In thousands EUR

Consolidated statement of financial position
Equity and liabilities
Equity
Total equity
Liabilities
Loans and borrowings
Other long-term liabilities
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In thousands EUR

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

30.6.2016

31.12.2015

Total liabilities

61,733

62,945

62,752

61,413

Total equity and liabilities

86,658

87,125

90,704

89,953

Consolidated statement of financial position

Consolidated statement of comprehensive income according to IFRS standards:
In thousands EUR

consolidated statement of comprehensive
income

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.201631.12.2016

1.1.201630.6.2016

1.1.201531.12.2015

8,031

13,089

6,513

13,321

Revenue
Cost of sales

-1,199

-1,589

-723

-2,444

Gross profit

6,377

10,723

5,387

10,134

Administrative expenses
Personnel expenses
Results from operating activities
Net finance expenses
Profit/loss before taxation

-841

-1,690

-764

-1,639

-1,297

-2,241

-1,087

-2,112

1,487

1,286

866

1,113

-1,070

-3,342

-2,082

-2,121

456

-1,996

-1,119

-918

Profit/loss for the year from continuing operations

82

-2,649

-1,033

-1,507

Profit/loss for the year

82

-2,660

-1,044

-1,720

1,601

-2,007

-1,107

-755

Total comprehensive income for the year

Consolidated statement of cash flows according to IFRS standards:
1.1.201730.6.2017

2016

1.1.2016
30.6.201
6

2015

891

2,035

-1,567

2,857

0

-463

0

2,141

Consolidated statement of cash flows

1.1.201730.6.2017

2016

1.1.2016
30.6.201
6

2015

Net cash from (used in) financing activities

-2,918

-1,286

1,003

-4,331

Net increase/decrease in cash and cash equivalents

-2,027

287

-564

668

Cash and cash equivalents at 1 January

5,420

5,297

5,297

4,631

Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash held

1,323

-164

-90

0

Cash and cash equivalents at 31 December

4,716

5,420

4,643

5,297

In thousands EUR

Consolidated statement of cash flows
Net cash from operating activities
Net cash used in investing activities

In thousands EUR
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Consolidated statement of changes in equity according to IFRS standards
In
thousands
EUR
BALANCE
at
31.12.201
5
BALANCE
at
30.6.2016
BALANCE
at
31.12.201
6
BALANCE
at
30.6.2017

Share
capital

Share
premium

Legal
reserve
fund

Revaluation reserve

Currency
translation reserve

Hedgin
g reserve

Retained
earnings

600

23,760

600

Total

Noncontrolling interest

TOTAL
EQUITY

10

25,415

-975

-420

-20,001

28,38
9

151

28,540

23,760

8

25,634

-1,101

-446

-20,660

27,79
5

156

27,951

600

23,760

13

24,410

-1,139

-205

-23,260

24,18
0

0

24,180

600

23,760

13

23,425

184

-9

-23,038

24,93
5

-10

24,925

EBITDA and EBIT are calculated as follows:

Consolidated
statement of
comprehensi
ve income
Revenue

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.201631.12.2016

1.1.201630.6.2016

1.1.201531.12.2015

8,031

13,089

6,513

13,321

Cost of sales

-1,199

-1,589

-723

-2,444

Energy tax
Gross profit

-456
6,377

-777
10,723

-404
5,387

-743
10,134

Other income

58

374

29

0

Administrative
expenses

-841

-1,690

-764

-1,639

-1,297

-2,241

-1,087

-2,112

Personnel
expenses
Other
expenses

-105

-616

-86

-237

EBITDA

4,193

6,551

3,479

6,146

-2,705

-5,265

-2,613

-5,033

1,488

1,286

866

1,113

Depreciation
EBIT
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VI.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ISSUER

1. Trade name, registered office, and commercial register data
The business name of the Issuer is “Photon Energy N.V.”. In addition to this, the Issuer also
uses the commercial name “PHOTON ENERGY”. No other commercial names are used.
The Issuer is based in Amsterdam, the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
The Issuer is registered with the commercial register maintained by the Dutch Chamber of
Commerce under reg. no. 51447126.
The business address of the Issuer is Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083HN Amsterdam, the Kingdom of the Netherlands. The Issuer´s telephone number is +31 20 240 2570.

2. Authorised auditors
The Issuer’s financial statements for the period of 1 January to 31 December 2016, prepared in
compliance with IFRS approved for application in the EU, have been audited by the company
Grant Thornton Accountants en Adviseurs B.V., with its registered office at Laan De Continenten 160, 2400 CG Alphen aan den Rijn, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, in full compliance with
the International Standards on Auditing and associated application clauses of the Chamber of
Auditors of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and Part 9 of Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code (Burgerlijk Wetboek). Grant Thornton Accountants en Adviseurs B.V. is a member of professional
body called "The Royal Nederlandse Beroepsorganisatie van Accountants".
An unqualified opinion of the auditor has been given in respect of the above mentioned financial
statements.
Auditor’s reports relating to the above mentioned financial statements are included in this Prospectus by reference and form an integral part hereof – as part of the consolidated financial
statements of the Issuer for 2016. The auditor’s report may also be consulted within the Issuer’s
registered office at Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083 HN Amsterdam, Kingdom of the Netherlands.

3. Country and date of incorporation, jurisdiction and period of existence
The Issuer was incorporated in the Kingdom of the Netherlands as a joint-stock company
(Naamloze Vennootschap) under the laws of the Kingdom of the Netherlands on 9 December
2010. The governing law shall be the law of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Namely the following legal regulations of the Kingdom of the Netherlands currently in force govern the activities of
the Issuer.
The relevant Dutch legal regulations are the Dutch Civil Code (Burgerlijk Wetboek), particularly
Book 2 Legal Entities and Books 6 and 7 Obligations and Contracts, including Labor Law; Bankruptcy Act (Faillissementswet); Income Tax Act (Wet Inkomstenbelasting), and Labor and Social
Security Act (Wet Werk en Zekerheid). The relevant Czech legal regulations are the Act No.
458/2000 Coll., Energy Act, Act No. 165/2012 Coll. on Supported energy sources and amendments to certain acts. The relevant Slovak legal regulations are the Act No. 251/2012 Coll., on
Energy and on amendments and supplements to certain acts, Act No. 250/2012 Coll., on Regulation in network industries, Act No. 309/2009 Coll., on Support of renewable energy sources
and high efficiency combined heat and power. The relevant Australian legal regulations are the
National Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, Environment Protection Act
of New South Wales, The Capital Territory and Queensland, Legislation on Quality (AS 1170 –
AS 60529) and Work Health and Safety Act.
The Issuer has been established for an indefinite period of time.

4. Corporate purpose
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The Issuer is a legal entity incorporated for the purpose of engaging in business activity. In
compliance with article 3 of the Issuer’s articles of association, the Issuer’s line of business is as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Civil engineering technical solutions and consulting;
Financial holding;
Management of other undertakings and companies;
Financing and provision of security to third parties;
Receiving and providing loans, including issue of notes and other securities;
Provision of consulting and services to third parties;
Real estate acquisition, management and trading;
Performance of any and all industrial, commercial and financial activities.

5. Registered capital and business year
Upon formation of the Issuer, the Issuer’s registered capital amounted to EUR 46,000.00, consisting of monetary contributions of Georg Hotar and Michael Gartner, as the company founders. As of the Issuers`s formation date, the Issuer’s registered capital had been paid up in full.
The registered capital was divided in 4,600,000 shares with nominal value of EUR 0.01 per
share. The company’s registered capital has been increased several times throughout its existence. On 4 December 2012, the registered capital was increased by EUR 184,000.00
(18,400,000 shares), with the total registered capital amounting to EUR 230,000.00 (in the form
of 23,000,000 shares). The registered capital was then increased on 30 June 2013 – by EUR
270,000.00 with 27,000,000 new shares issued. Following the increase, the registered capital
amounted to EUR 500,000.00 divided into 50,000,000 shares. The last registered capital increase of EUR 100,000.00 took place on 21 November 2013.
As of the date of this Prospectus, the Issuer’s subscribed registered capital amounts to EUR
600,000.00 allocated to 60,000,000 of listed registered ordinary shares in book entry form that
are freely transferable, with nominal value of EUR 0.01 per share. The Issuer’s shares are traded on the NewConnect alternative market of the Warsaw Stock Exchange. Since 17 October
2016, they have been admitted to trading in adition within the Free Market segment of the multilateral trading system organised by the Prague Stock Exchange. The Issuer’s registered capital
had been paid up in full. The Issuer has not issued any convertible securities and/ or securities
with options. As of the date of this Prospectus, the Issuer has not issued any priority shares or
convertible or priority notes. The business year starts on 1 January and ends of 31 December of
the given year.

6. Recent Events
As from the preparation of the audited consolidated financial statements for the period ended 31
December 2016 to the date of this Prospectus, no Issuer-specific events took place that would
or could have significant impact on the assessment of the Issuer’s financial solvency. Furthermore no significant changes have taken place since 31 December 2016 in terms of the Issuer’s
outlook or financial situation, except of (i) the reclassification of the 2013/2018 Bond and (ii) the
impact of the termination of Fx intervention imposed by the Czech National Bank. There also
has been no significant change in the financial or trading position of the Issuer since 30 June
2017.
Reclassification of the 2013/2018 Bond
In the financial statements as of 30 June 2017, the outstanding value of the EUR 2013/2018
Bond has been reclassified from the other long-term liabilities to the other short-term liabilities.
As of 30 June 2017 the total outstanding value of the 2013/2018 Bond was EUR 10,368,000.00.
Maturity date of the 2013/2018 Bond is 12 March 2018.
Impact of the termination of Fx intervention imposed by the Czech National Bank
On 6 April 2017, the Czech National Bank decided on the termination of the interventions imposed on the exchange rate of the Czech koruna in 2013. After this termination, the exchange
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rate of the Czech koruna has started to strengthen. This has impacted the financials of the
Group in both, assets and liabilities side, with an overall positive effect of EUR 1,323,000.00 as
presented in the other comprehensive income as of 30 June 2017.

7. Shareholder Structure
Shareholders of the Issuer
Shareholders of the Issuer are as follows:


44.11% of outstanding shares are owned by Solar Age Investments B.V., a company
organised and existing under the laws of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, with its registered office at Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083 HN Amsterdam, Kingdom of the Netherlands, registered in the Commercial Register of the Kingdom of the Netherlands Chamber of Commerce in Amsterdam, under reg. no. 56233701 (hereinafter “Solar Age Investments”); these shares correspond to a 51.94% share in the Issuer’s voting rights;



14.32% of outstanding shares are owned by Solar Future Cooperatief U.A., a cooperative organised and existing under the laws of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, with its
registered office at Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083 HN Amsterdam, Kingdom of the
Netherlands, registered in the Commercial Register of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Chamber of Commerce in Amsterdam, under reg. 51462397 (hereinafter “Solar Future”); these shares correspond to a 16.86% share in the Issuer’s voting rights;



13.42% of outstanding shares are owned by Solar Power to the People Cooperatief
U.A., a cooperative organised and existing under the laws of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, with its registered office at Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083 HN Amsterdam,
Kingdom of the Netherlands, registered in the Commercial Register of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands Chamber of Commerce in Amsterdam, under reg. no. 51462354 (hereinafter “Solar Power”); these shares correspond to a 15.80% share in the Issuer’s voting rights.



The Issuer owns 15.07% of its outstanding shares; no voting rights are associated with
these shares. In total, 13.08% of all shares are owned as free float; these shares correspond to a 15.40% share in the Issuer’s voting rights.

According to information available to the Issuer, the shareholders of Solar Age Investments B.V.
are as follows. Solar Future with a 51.7% share and Solar Power with a 48.3% share. According
to information available to the Issuer, Solar Future is owned by Solar Future S.à r.l., with its
registered office at 11, boulevard Royal, L-2449 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
registered in the Luxembourg Trade and Companies Register under identification number B
177584; this company owns a 100% share in the cooperative Solar Future. According to information available to the Issuer, Solar Power is owned by Solar Power to the People S.à r.l., with
its registered office at 11, boulevard Royal, L-2449 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
registered in the Luxembourg Trade and Companies Register under identification number B
177602; this company owns a 100% share in the cooperative Solar Power. According to information available to the Issuer, Solar Future S.à r.l. is owned by Michael Gartner, who owns a
90% share in the company, and by Oberkampf Investments N.V., which owns a 10% share.
According to information available to the Issuer, Solar Power to the People S.à r.l. is owned by
Georg Hotar, who owns a 90% share in the company, and by Oberkampf Investments N.V.,
which owns a 10% share.
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The nature of control of Solar Age Investments B.V. over the Issuer is based on direct ownership of 44.11% of the Issuer’s outstanding shares, corresponding to a 51.94% share in the Issuer’s voting rights.
The control over the Issuer is based solely on the ownership of the aforementioned shares and
associated voting rights. The Issuer is not aware of any form of control over the Issuer other
than a participating interest in the Issuer’s registered capital (such as e.g. contractual arrangements).

8. Issuer’s organizational structure
The Issuer is a holding entity that controls the management of its subsidiaries on the basis of
shareholders’ rights. The Issuer´s activities are the evaluation and definition of the Group´s
strategies and markets, selection (investment analysis, project acquisition), financing and implementation (investing in the construction) of projects for photovoltaic power plants, which usually is carried out through SPVs.

8.1.

Group’s organizational structure

The following table presents the structure of the Group:
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Photon Energy N. V.

Photon Directors B. V.
(100%)

Photon Energy Operations N. V. (100%)

SUN4ENERGY ZVB, s.r.o.
(100%)

Photon SK SPV 1 s.r.o.
(50%)

Photon Energy Corporate
Services CZ s.r.o. (100%)

SUN4ENERGY ZVC, s.r.o.
(100%)

Photon Sk SPV 2 s.r.o.
(100%)

Photon Energy Australia
Pty Ltd (100%)

Fotonika s.r.o. (100%)

Photon Sk SPV 3 s.r.o.
(100%)

Photon Energy Corporate
Services DE GmbH (100%)

Photon Energy Control
s.r.o. (100%)

Eco Plan 2 s.r.o. (100%)

Solarpark Myjava s.r.o.
(50%)

Global Investment
Protection AG (100%)

Photon Energy Cardio
s.r.o. (100%)

Eco Plan 3 s.r.o. (100%)

Solarpark Polianka s.r.o.
(50%)

Photon Water Technology s.r.o. (65%)

Photon Energy Operations
SK s.r.o. (100%)

Photon SPV 1 s.r.o.
(100%)

ATS Energy s.r.o. (100%)

Photon Energy Finance
Europe GmbH (100%)

Photon Energy Operations
Australia Pty Ltd. . (100%)

Photon Energy AUS SPV 1
Pty. Ltd. (100%)

Photon Energy Generation
Australia Pty. Ltd. (100%)

Charles Bridge Services
s.r.o. (100%)

Photon Energy Operations
CZ s.r.o. (100 %)
Photon Energy Operations CZ
s.r.o. ( Romanian Branch
100 %)

The Special One s.r.o.
(100%)

Photon Energy AUS SPV 2
Pty. Ltd. (100%)

Photon Energy ÁUS SPV 3
Pty. Ltd. (100%)

Photon Energy ÁUS SPV 4
Pty. Ltd. (100%)

Photon Energy Enineering
Australia Pty. Ltd. (100 %)

Photon Energy ÁUS SPV 5
Pty. Ltd. (51%)

Photon Energy ÁUS SPV 6
Pty. Ltd. (51%)

Photon Energy Technology
CEE s.r.o. (100%)

Photon Energy ÁUS SPV 7
Pty. Ltd. (51%)

Photon Energy ÁUS SPV 8
Pty. Ltd. (51%)

Photon Energy ÁUS SPV 9
Pty. Ltd. (51%)

Photon Energy ÁUS SPV
10 Pty. Ltd. (51%)

Photon SPV 3 s.r.o.

Onyx Energy s.r.o.

Photon SPV 8 s.r.o.

Onyx Energy projekt II
s.r.o.

Photon Energy Engineering B. V. (100%)

Photon Energy Enineering
Europe GmbH (100 %)

Photon Energy Solutions
s.r.o. (100%)

Photon Energy Projects
s.r.o. (100%)

Photon Energy HU SPV 1 Kft
(100%)

Fertod NapenergiaTermelo Kft. (100%)

Photon SPV 10 s.r.o.

Exit 90 SPV s.r.o.

Photon SPV 11 s.r.o.

Photon SPV 4 s.r.o.

Photon SPV 6 s.r.o.

Holding company

Operating company
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Company with call option

Empty / inactive companies

The following table presents the Issuer's stake in the entities comprising the Group:

11

Photon Energy AUS SPV 5 Pty. Ltd.

51%

AUS

Consolid. method
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Equity

12

Photon Energy AUS SPV 6 Pty. Ltd.

51%

AUS

Equity

619265208

PENV
PENV

Name

% of share capital
held by the holding company

Country of
registration

Holding Company

NL

1

Photon Energy N.V. (PENV)

2

Photon Directors B.V.

100%

NL

3

Photon Energy Engineering B.V. (PEE BV)

100%

NL

4

Photon Energy Operations N.V. (PEO NV)

100%

NL

5

Photon Energy Australia Pty Ltd.

100%

AUS

6

Photon Energy Generation Australia Pty.
Ltd.

100%

AUS

7

Photon Energy AUS SPV 1 Pty. Ltd.

100%

AUS

8

Photon Energy AUS SPV 2 Pty. Ltd.

100%

AUS

9

Photon Energy AUS SPV 3 Pty. Ltd.

100%

AUS

10

Photon Energy AUS SPV 4 Pty. Ltd.

100%

AUS

Registration
number

Legal
Owner

51447126

-

55257488

PENV

55423302

PENV

55558089

PENV

150054069

PENV

159386268

PENV

159386231

PENV

159386259

PENV

615353323

PENV

615353314

PENV

619246936

PENV

13

Photon Energy AUS SPV 7 Pty. Ltd.

51%

AUS

Equity

619265191

14

Photon Energy AUS SPV 8 Pty. Ltd.

51%

AUS

Equity

619271699

PENV

15

Photon Energy AUS SPV 9 Pty. Ltd.

51%

AUS

Equity

620147828

PENV

16

Photon Energy AUS SPV 10 Pty. Ltd.
Photon Energy Operations Australia
Pty.Ltd.
Photon Energy Engineering Australia Pty
Ltd

51%

AUS

620146778

100%

AUS

PENV
PEON
V

100%

AUS

Equity
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.

19

Global Investment Protection AG

100%

CH

20

Photon Energy Corporate Services CZ
s.r.o.

100%

CZ

21

Photon SPV 1 s.r.o.

100%

CZ

22

Photon Energy Operations CZ s.r.o.
(PEOCZ)1

100%

CZ

23

Photon Energy Control s.r.o.

100%

CZ

24

Photon Energy Technology CEE s.r.o.

100%

CZ

25

Photon Water Technology s.r.o.

65%

CZ

17
18

26

Photon Energy Solutions s.r.o.

100%

CZ

27

Photon Energy Projects s.r.o. (PEP)

100%

CZ

28

Photon Energy Cardio s.r.o.

100%

CZ

29

The Special One s.r.o.

100%

CZ

30

Charles Bridge Services s.r.o.

100%

CZ

31

Photon Energy Finance Europe GmbH

100%

DE

32

Photon Energy Corporate Services DE
GmbH

100%

DE

33

Photon Energy Engineering Europe GmbH

100%

DE

34

EcoPlan 2 s.r.o.

100%

SK

35

EcoPlan 3 s.r.o.

100%

SK
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Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full

159386311
159386295

PEEBV

CHE260.597.34
7

PENV

29015367

PENV

28482123
29015952
28525931

PENV
PEON
V
PEOC
Z

28482069

PEEBV

04568095

PENV

05314500
05314631

PENV
PENV

05203848

PEOC
Z

05314861

PENV

05314712

PENV

HRB
134930 B
HRB
134657 B
HRB
134674 B

PENV
PENV
PEEBV

45612251

PENV

45612161

PENV

Name

% of share capital
held by the holding company

Country of
registration

36

Fotonika, s.r.o.

100%

SK

37

Photon SK SPV 1 s.r.o.

50%

SK

38

Photon SK SPV 2 s.r.o.

100%

SK

39

Photon SK SPV 3 s.r.o.

100%

SK

40

Solarpark Myjava s.r.o.

50%

SK

41

Solarpark Polianka s.r.o.

50%

SK

42

SUN4ENERGY ZVB, s.r.o.

100%

SK

43

SUN4ENERGY ZVC, s.r.o.

100%

SK

44

ATS Energy, s.r.o.

100%

SK

45

Photon Energy Operations SK s.r.o.

100%

SK

46

Photon Energy HU SPV 1 Kft.

100%

HU

47

Fertod Napenergia-Termelo Kft.

100%

HU

Consolid. method
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Equity
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Equity
Equity
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.
Full
Cons.

Registration
number

Legal
Owner

45443271

PENV

36867381

PENV

47233184

PENV

47233281

PENV

47233206

PENV

47233222

PENV

45373426

PENV

45375348

PENV

35744235

PENV

45604371

PEON
V

01-09291648
01-09273925

PEP
PEP

1

Photon Energy Operations CZ s.r.o. has established a branch office in Romania, PHOTON ENERGY OPERATIONS CZ S.R.O.
PRAGA SUCURSALA BUCURESTI

In addition to the above listed subsidiaries, for the purposes of IFRS reporting, the Issuer consolidates the following entities, based on the fact, that the Issuer has signed transactions documents with the company Raiffeisen-Leasing s.r.o., which provided the project financing for the
Czech project companies, a buy-back option in shares of these project companies and thus
under IFRS reporting the Issuer is seen as the real economic owner.

Name

% of share
capital held by
the holding
company

Country of
registration

Consolid.
method

Registration
number

Legal
Owner

Name

48

Photon SPV 3 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

28525957

RL

49

Photon SPV 8 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

28539257

RL

50

Exit 90 SPV s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

28539249

RL

51

Photon SPV 4 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

28525981

RL

52

Photon SPV 6 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

28525914

RL

53

Onyx Energy s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

28030800

RL

54

Onyx Energy projekt II s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

RL

55

Photon SPV 10 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

24698288
29015936

56

Photon SPV 11 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

Full Cons.

29015944

RL

RL

Note:
RL – Raiffeisen – Leasing, s.r.o.

The Issuer and the companies listed under No 1 to 54 will be hereinafter referred to as "Group“.

8.2.

Dependence of the Issuer within the Group

The Issuer is fundamentally dependent on Czech and Slovak special purpose vehicles ("SPVs")
of the Group and on companies that ensure comprehensive operating and maintenance services for individual photovoltaic power plants (i.e. Photon Energy Operations N. V., Photon Energy Operations SK s.r.o., Photon Energy Operations CZ s.r.o., Photon Energy Operations Australia Pty. Ltd., Photon Energy Control s.r.o., and Photon Energy Cardio s.r.o.), as well as the
companies performing the trading activity with the photovoltaic components (Photon Energy
Technology CEE s.r.o. and Photon Energy Engineering EU GmbH). The Issuer’s dependence
on Czech and Slovak SPVs mainly results from the following circumstances. Photovoltaic power
plants, owned by Czech and Slovak SPVs, represent one of the two significant sources of the
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Issuer’s income. These power plants are also the most valuable assets. Therefore, the Issuer’s
ability to fulfil its liabilities arising from the Notes will significantly depend on the ability of SPVs
to generate profits from electricity production and on the payment of associated dividends to the
Issuer. The other important source of the Issuer’s income comes from revenue of the above
mentioned companies in connection with the provision of specialised operating and maintenance services for individual photovoltaic power plants. Therefore, the Issuer’s ability to fulfil its
liabilities arising from the Notes will significantly depend on the ability of the servicing companies to generate profits from the provision of specialised services of photovoltaic power plant
operation and maintenance to third parties and on the payment of associated dividends from
revenue generated from the provision of such specialised services to the Issuer.

9. Business overview
9.1.

Main activities

The Group offers global comprehensive solutions and maintenance services relating to photovoltaic systems that cover their entire lifecycle. The Issuer is the holding company of the Group.
The Group has its offices in Amsterdam (registered office), Prague, Sydney, Bratislava and Zug
and 72 employees in total.
The business activities of the Group comprise the following business areas:


Development: Control, planning, and development of photovoltaic projects. These
business activities are ensured by the company Photon Energy Projects s.r.o., which is
a 100% subsidiary of the Issuer.



Investment management: Investment analysis, project acquisition, role of an investor/
contractor, maintenance and administration of the photovoltaic power plant portfolio.
These business activities of the Group are ensured by the Issuer.



Project financing and insurance: Project financing and insurance solutions for photovoltaic power plants throughout the preparation and implementation stage. These business activities of the Group are ensured by the Issuer.



Acquisition and sale: Acquisition/ sale of and trading with photovoltaic components,
such as photovoltaic modules, inverters, cables and other. These activities fall within
the scope of powers of the company Photon Energy Technology CEE s.r.o., a 100%
subsidiary of the company Photon Energy Engineering B.V. which is 100% owned by
the Issuer.



Technical planning and development (engineering): Technical planning and development of turnkey photovoltaic and hybrid systems, in the capacity of a general contractor. These business activities are ensured by the company Photon Energy Engineering
B.V. and its subsidiaries, Photon Energy Engineering Europe GmbH, Photon Energy
Engineering Australia Pty. Ltd. and Photon Energy Solutions s.r.o..



Technical management of operations: Supervision, operations and maintenance.
This business area falls within the competence of the company Photon Energy Operations N. V. (a 100% subsidiary of the Issuer) and its 100% subsidiaries (including Photon Energy Operations SK s.r.o, Photon Energy Operations CZ s.r.o., Photon Energy
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Operations Australia Pty. Ltd., as well as Photon Energy Control s.r.o, Photon Energy
Cardio s.r.o., that are 100% subsidiaries of Photon Energy Operations CZ s.r.o.).

9.2.

Segments

The following segments have been identified within the Group:


Energy Solutions, wholesale and import of photovoltaic components, engineering and
construction services turn-key photovoltaic systems’ installations for external clients and
Group.



Production of electricity, includes completed photovoltaic power plants that are connected to the distribution network and produce electricity.



Photovoltaic Investment, this segment represents OCI of the Group flowing from the
revaluation of the photovoltaic producing the electricity and it is related to project companies that generate the revenues as shown in segment production of electricity.



Operations, maintenance and photovoltaic power plants supervision



Other, not related to any of the above mentioned segments. Other operations include
the financing and insurance solutions for photovoltaic investors, intermediating investments in rooftop photovoltaic projects and other less significant activities.

9.3.

Business model

The predominant part of the photovoltaic power plant portfolio of the Group is centralised with
the Issuer. The Issuer currently owns shares/ options for shares in solar park SPVs, with photovoltaic power plants. Consequently, the Issuer is an owner of a portfolio of photovoltaic facilities
as well a producer of sustainable energy, through its SPVs.
The Issuer’s business activities comprise investment analysis, project acquisition, investments,
administration and management of the photovoltaic power plant portfolio. The objective of the
Issuer going forward is further expansion of the photovoltaic facility portfolio by developing and
operating other photovoltaic power plant.
In connection with the portfolio expansion, the Issuer’s business model relies on the effort to
acquire and implement completed projects and subsequently to independently operate developed photovoltaic power plants via individual SPVs. If feasible from the economic and strategic
perspective, the issuer will also strive to acquire already completed solar facilities.
The Issuer will first finance the project acquisition and development of photovoltaic power
plants; however, following the completion thereof, the Issuer will seek to ensure refinancing,
with significant share of debt financing. The photovoltaic project plans, services and activities
that might be necessary in the course of the photovoltaic projects implementation, such as the
development of photovoltaic power plants and commercial/ technical management of operations, will be ensured by the Issuer’s affiliated companies, using the know-how of the Group.
The Issuer’s management assumes this will result to a synergistic effect, leading to costs minimization and possibility to secure certain guaranteed level of quality. Synchronised and standardised processes will particularly result in higher rate and security of all operations.
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10. Strategy and Investments by the Issuer
10.1. General Strategy
The objective of the Issuer´s strategy remains the generation of recurring revenue streams while
maximizing customer value. The Issuer focus remains on:
•
•
•
•
•

Production of electricity through Group´s portfolio of photovoltaic plants
Customised energy solutions
Decentralised energy production and energy storage solutions
Operations and maintenance of photovoltaic plants and energy storage facilities
Photovoltaic technology trading

In order to reduce the dependence on government subsidies in the future, the Group's strategy
mainly focuses on the expansion to markets which have already reached grid parity, i.e. the cost
of photovoltaic-generated electricity is competitive with grid-supplied electricity from traditional
and other renewable energy sources.
The Issuer´s focuses on full operations and maintenance solutions in Central Europe and expands its inverter cardio services to additional inverter technologies covering the whole European market.
The Issuer´s power plant control and monitoring solutions will be offered as a standalone product. The Australian market still remains on focus for the expansion of photovoltaic generation
capacity. The Hungarian market promises to become a second pillar. Other potential markets in
Central and South America, the Middle East and Africa remain under investigation.

10.2. Investments since 31 December 2016
Since the last financial statement of the Issuer per 31 December 2016 until the date of the publication of this Prospectus, the Issuer has not carried out nor approved a significant investment.
In July 2017 the Issuer acquired 100% of the shares in Fertőd Napenergia-Termelő Kft., a Hungarian limited-liability company owning all licenses, rights and permits (including a valid construction permit) for the construction of a 520 KWp (DC) photovoltaic power plant (subject to a
499 KW AC grid connection). The project is ready-to-build and the Issuer intends to start construction in 2017 Q3 and connect the power plant in 2017 Q4.

10.3. Intended future investments
The Issuer is considering further investments in the area of photovoltaics and other segments of
the solar industry. As at the date of the publication of this Prospectus the Issuer has not committed himself to a third party to carry out the before mentioned considerations.
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11. Market and competition
11.1. Photovoltaic market description
Global market and regionale trends in 2016
Evolution of global annual and
installed capacity 2005-2016 (GWp)
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Based on 2017-2021 Global market outlook for Solar power, Solar Power Europe (Graphics
Photon Energy)
2016 was another year of development for photovoltaic installations. According to the 2017 to
2021 "Global market outlook for Solar power" report published by Solar Power Europe in April
2017, 76.6 GWp of photovoltaic systems have been installed globally (compared to, 50 GWp in
2015). In 2016, the global photovoltaic cumulative installed capacity crossed the 300 GWp
mark, with 306.5 GW producing electricity at the end of the year, which represents a 33%
increase compared to the year 2015.
Top 3 global countries in 2016


China, leading the photovoltaic market since 2013, installed in 2016 an absolute world
record of 34.5 GWp, representing an increase of 126% year over year and 45% of total
global deployment. Given China’s total installed capacity of 78GWp, in all likelihood,
China will have exceeded the 100 GWp mark by the end of 2017.



The US was the second largest global market with around 14.7 GWp, compared to 7.3
GWp in 2015.



Japan ranked the number three with around 8.6 GWp, down 10.8 GWp in 2015.

Evolution of European markets in 2016
Europe represents less than 50% of the total installed capacity and this percentage shall
continue decreasing in the coming years.
The relative slowdown of European photovoltaic markets originated from further intentional
regulatory changes. In a number of European countries, harsh support reduction, retrospective
measures and unplanned changes to regulatory frameworks that badly affect investors’
confidence and photovoltaic investments viability have led to a significant market decrease.
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European markets continued to decline, with only the U.K., Germany and France to have
installed more than 1 GW in 2016. In 2017, France and Germany are the only European
markets forecast to install more than 1 GWp.
Evolution of the US market in 2016
The US installed 14.7 GWp of solar photovoltaic in 2016, compared to 7 GWp in 2015.
Overall, the US market grew about 78% year over year in 2016. Utility-scale solar projects
continued to drive the US solar market, with an estimated pipeline of more than 30 GW. Power
purchase agreements are being signed at ever-lower prices, and rapid module price declines
due to the oversupply situation in China are expected to stimulate activity in the US even more
as project internal rates of return improve. All of this could lead to a strong 2017 for the US.
Evolution of the Asian market in 2016
China's installed photovoltaic capacity more than doubled last year, turning the country into the
world's biggest producer of solar energy by capacity. Installed photovoltaic capacity rose to 78
GW at the end of 2016, with the addition of 34.5 GWp over the course of the year. China targets
to add more than 110 GW of capacity in the 2016 to 2020 period. Solar plants generated 66.2
billion kWh last year, accounting for one percent of China's total power generation.
Japan has installed about 8.6 GW of photovoltaic in 2016 compared to 10.8 GW in 2015. The
Japanese photovoltaic market has peaked and demand is beginning to decline year over year.
FIT will go through the annual revision in April 2017 and is expected to decline.
India installed experienced significant growth with 4.0 GW installed in 2016, up from 2 GW in
2015 and is expected to add up to 8 to 9 GW in 2017. India could become the third largest
market in 2017 considering its current project pipeline.
Evolution of emerging markets in 2016
Several emerging markets on all continents started to contribute significantly to the global
growth with at least 7 GWp installed.
Other American and Asian countries contributed significantly while the Middle-East and Africa
start to deliver.
Evolution of the Australian market in 2016
Based upon SunWiz's analysis of Clean Energy Regulator data held in the REC Registry,
Australia now hosts 1.5 million solar power systems. That is equivalent to 18% of Australian
households owning a photovoltaic system.
Australia is one of the sunniest continents in the world. The majority of photovoltaic power
plants are connected to the electricity network. However, there are numerous off-grid solar
power plants, meaning that they are independent from the electricity network – particularly in
remote Australian villages. It is estimated that the solar irradiation in Australia is approximately
10,000 times higher than the annual energy consumption. Solar irradiation is especially high in
Central/ North-Western Australia. However, these regions are not connected to the national
electricity network. Photovoltaic contributes over 2.5% of Australia's electricity needs.
The Australian market is unique in the world being predominantly a residential small-scale
market as a result of government policy support that has favoured such systems. One in seven
Australian households benefit from solar energy. The country has some of the highest
penetration rates of residential solar.
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11.2. Presence of the Issuer on respective markets
All in all, the Group built and commissioned nearly 50 MWp of photovoltaic power plants across
5 countries and currently has more than 200 MWp of photovoltaiv power plants under operating
and maintenance management across two continents (including so-called "Inverter Cardio
services").
The Group’s proprietary portfolio of power plants owned directly or indirectly by the Issuer at the
end of the 30 June 2017, consisted of 23 power plants, in the Czech Republic (15.0 MWp),
Slovakia (10.4 MWp) and Australia (0.1 MWp) with a total installed capacity of 25.6 MWp. All
power plants in the Issuer‘s portfolio in the Czech Republic, except one, were installed in 2010.
In 2010 a total of 4 MWp of power plants were connected in Slovakia, the rest were connected
until 30 June 2011. The photovoltaic power plants in Australia were connected in 2013.
The Issuer is also active in the development of solar photovoltaic projects, with currently more
than 1 GWp under development in Europe and Australia. More specifically, the Group is
currently developing over 1,000 MWp of solar photovoltaic projects in Australia and 6.82 MWp
in Hungary.
Moreover, at the end of June 2017 the total operating and maintenance portfolio could be
broken down geographically into 111.4 MWp operated in the Czech Republic, 15.9 MWp in
Slovakia, 11.0 MWp in Romania, and 1.1 MWp in Australia, totalling 139.3 MWp (+50%
compared to one year ago), counting complete operating and maintenance services. In addition
the Issuer’s subsidiaries provided their specialised Inverter Cardio solutions for central photovoltaic inverters to power plants totalling 61.3 MWp, which can be broken down geographically into
15 MWp in Italy, 1.8 MWp in Germany, 9.2 MWp in Belgium, 21.3 MWp in France, 5.5 MWp in
Slovakia, 7.5 MWp in the Czech Republic and 1 MWp in Bulgaria. This service includes the
long-term maintenance of central photovoltaic inverters, a technically specialised service in the
photovoltaic value chain intended to open doors for the Issuer to new clients for full operating
and maintenance services. The Issuer’s know-how in the area of central inverters plays a role in
the presentation of the Issuer as an expert in complete operating and maintenance services.
Czech Republic
According to data from the Czech Solar Association „Solarni asociace“, in March 2017 the total
installed capacity of photovoltaic power plants in the Czech Republic at the end of 2016 was
2.08 GWp (stable compared to the end of 2015).
The proprietary portfolio of the Group in the Czech Republic comprises 12 photovoltaic power
plants. The portfolio mainly includes green-field installations, with a total installed output of
approximately 15.0 MWp. All projects (with one exception) were connected to the network/ grid
in November/ December 2010.
The total operating and maintenance portfolio operated in the Czech Republic included 111.4
MWp of photovoltaic capacities managed for the proprietary portfolio and external clients. The
Group is therefore one of the market leaders in the Czech market for large-scale operating and
maintenance services in a very homogenous market with no one single large palye. The Issuer
bases this assumption (in the absence of existing market research) mainly on information
published by competitors. Additionally, the Group provided its specialised Inverter Cardio
services for central photovoltaic inverters for 7.5 MWp of Czech power plants.
The ongoing consolidation of the Czech and Slovak photovoltaic markets means that the
ownership of photovoltaic power plants will be less fragmented, enhancing the conditions for a
renowned operating and maintenance provider such as the Issuer´s subsidiary Photon Energy
Operations CZ s.r.o. When current operating and maintenance clients acquire new photovoltaic
plants the chances are high that they will entrust the Group with the operations and
maintenance of new photovoltaic power plants.
Slovakia
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According to the Slovak Association of Photovoltaic Industry (SAPI), approximately 5 MW of
new photovoltaic systems were installed in the country in 2016. The total installed capacity at
the end of 2016 was still 0.545 GWp. The intransparent calculation of feed-in-tariffs, their rapid
reduction in recent years, by means such as the so-called G-component – i.e. a surcharge for
photovoltaic power producers (that was abolished in 2016), lead to investors viewing the Slovak
market as increasingly unattractive.
The Group currently owns shares in 11 SPVs in Slovakia with a total installed output of
approximately 10.4 MWp. Each SPV operates one photovoltaic power plant.
The total operating and maintenance portfolio operated in Slovakia included 15.9 MWp of photovoltaic capacities managed for the proprietary portfolio and external clients. Additionally, the
Group provided its specialised Inverter Cardio services for central photovoltaic inverters for 5.5
MWp of Slovak power plants.
Given that there is currently no market data available on the Slovak operating and maintenance
market and many competitors do not publish information about their client base, it is not
possible to make a statement about the Issuer’s position within the Slovak market.
Germany
Formerly the top global market, the nation experienced a steep photovoltaic market decrease in
2015 originating from a series of cuts and changes to the nation’s FIT under two successive
coalition governments since 2013.
According to the 2016 snapshot of global photovoltaic markets published by IEA PVPS in April
2017, a total of 1.52 GWp were installed in Germany in 2016 (compared to 1.46 in 2015 and
1.89 GWp in 2014); which resulted in a cumulative installed photovoltaic capacity of 41.22 GWp.
The Group provides its specialised Inverter Cardio services for central photovoltaic inverters for
1.8 MWp of German power plants and is currently not a significant player on the German
market.
Australia
According to the same source, at the end of December 2016 Australia had 5.90 GWp of
cumulative installed photovoltaic capacity (vs 5.09 GWp at the end of 2015 and 4.13 MWp at
the end of 2014), implying an additional capacity of 0.84 GWp installed during the year.
Since opening its Sydney offices the Group has built and commissioned 1.1 MWp of solar photovoltaic projects in Australia, mostly large-scale commercial rooftop photovoltaic installations.
The Group is currently developing several large-scale photovoltaic projects totalling more than 1
GWp installed capacity in Australia. This makes the Group one of the leading solar photovoltaic
project developers in Australia.
The Group’s proprietary portfolio comprised one rooftop photovoltaic power plant in Symonston
(close to the capital Canberra) with a total capacity of 144 kWp acquired in April 2013.
The total operating and maintenance portfolio operated in Australia comprised 1.1 MWp of photovoltaic plants managed for the proprietary portfolio (0.14 MWp) and external client.
Belgium
At the end of December 2016 Belgium had a total installed capacity of photovoltaic power plants
of 3.42 GWp (compared to 3.24 GWp in 2015 and 3.15 GWp in 2014), implying an annual
growth of capacity of 0.09 GWp. (Source: 2016 snapshot of global photovoltaic markets
published by IEA PVPS in April 2017).
The total operating and maintenance portfolio operated in Belgium comprised 9.2 MWp of photovoltaic plants managed for the third party. The Group is developing its operating and
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maintenance activity on the Belgian market as the country is currently one of largest European
photovoltaic markets in terms of installed photovoltaic capacity. The team provides preventive
maintenance services, called Inverter Cardio. Based on this the Issuer is currently not a
significant player on the Belgian photovoltaic market.
France
At the end of December 2015 France had a total installed capacity of photovoltaic power plants
of 7.13 GWp, compared to 6.51 GWp in 2015, implying an annual growth of capacity of 0.6
GWp.(Source: 2016 snapshot of global photovoltaic markets published by IEA PVPS in April
2017).
The Group provides its specialised Inverter Cardio services for central photovoltaic inverters for
21.3 MWp of French power plants. Based on this the Issuer is currently not a significant player
on the French photovoltaic market.
Romania
At the end of December 2016 Romania had a total installed capacity of photovoltaic power
plants of 1.37 GWp (compared to 1.33 at the end of 2015 and 1.22 at the end of 2014), implying
an annual growth by 0.11 GWp. (Source: Romanian Photovoltaic Industry Association - RPIA).
In 2015 the Issuer´s subsidiary Photon Energy Operations expanded its operating and
maintenance services to Romania by taking over the full monitoring, operations and
maintenance for three power plants in the North-West of the country. The power plants have a
total installed capacity of 11 MWp. Based on this the Issuer is currently not a significant player
on the Romanian photovoltaic market.
Hungary
At the end of December 2016 Hungary had a total installed capacity of photovoltaic power
plants of 225 MWp, compared to 168 MWp in 2015 (Source: IRENA Renewable Capacity
Statistics 2017).
In July 2017 the Issuer acquired 100% of the shares in Fertőd Napenergia-Termelő Kft., a Hungarian limited-liability company owning all licenses, rights and permits (including a valid construction permit) for the construction of a 520 KWp (DC) photovoltaic power plant. The project is
located in the municipality of Fertőd, in the Győr-Moson-Sopron region of Hungary.
Given the high fragmentation of the Hungarian photovoltaic market and the early stage of project development in the country in general, the Issuer is currently not a significant player on the
Hungarian photovoltaic market.
Other countries
The Group further offers its specialised Inverter Cardio services for central photovoltaic inverters
to 15 MWp of power plants in Italy and 1 MWp in Bulgaria.

11.3. Main markets based on the legal framework for the photovoltaic subsidies
Even though the strategy of the Issuer’s Group targets the reduction of dependence on subsidy
programs, the government support of photovoltaic electricity is currently significant for the
company’s business activities.
The photovoltaic installations are supported in a number of countries, whereas the form of the
government support varies in a broad sense – both locally and regionally. For example, the
standard form of support comprises laws that guarantee fixed prices of energy produced from
renewable sources (such as the Renewable Energy Act in Germany), on the basis of which the
electricity network operators are required to purchase electricity produced by solar installations
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at fixed prices. Furthermore, loans with partial interest rate benefits are provided for the
acquisition and development of photovoltaic power plants.
The sections below briefly describe the situation relating to government support measures on
the relevant markets, on which the issuer operates or intends to operate going forvard.
Czech Republic
A law on the support of electricity production from renewable energy sources has been in place
in the Czech Republic since 2005; this law includes a general obligation of connecting and
purchasing energy by a regional distribution network operator. Moreover, the operator also pays
out remunerations for electricity supplied to public network or the alternative “green bonus”. In
case of feed-in tariffs, the given entity is required to purchase any electricity generated by producers, as measured at the delivery point of the electricity production facility and supplied to
electricity grid, at a price set down by the current price decision of the Energy Regulatory Office.
Billing relating to the given electricity purchases takes place on the basis of values measured by
measuring devices of the relevant operator at the delivery point of the electricity production facility and distribution or transfer network. In case this support is in place, it is not possible to claim
support for own (technological) consumption of electricity. “Green bonus” for electricity generated from renewable sources is paid out for any electricity produced (and efficiently consumed,
including any electricity consumed within the production facility) and measured by the relevant
measuring device, with the exception of own (technological) consumption of electricity. In case
the support in the form of “green bonus” is in place, each producer must find their own electricity
consumers and negotiate the relevant prices. Produced electricity may partially be used for
one’s own consumption, with only the unused surplus energy being supplied to a trader per
electricity supply agreement (in case of electricity overflows without a supply agreement in
place, such overflows are considered unauthorised supply, without any right to claim the support). Compared to feed-in tariffs, “green bonus” is usually associated with higher revenue, but
also a higher risk of sale of generated electricity. For example, solar installations connected to
the grid in 2010 were legally entitled to initial remuneration for electricity supplied to public
network in the amount of 12.25 CZK/kWh (0.47 EUR/kWh) for installations with installed output
of up to and including 30 kW (alternatively a green bonus of 11.28 CZK/kWh or 0.43 EUR/kWh)
and 12.15 CZK/kWh (0.46 EUR/kWh) for installations with output exceeding 30 kW (alternatively
a green bonus of 11.18 CZK/kWh or 0.43 EUR/kWh). The remunerations for the supplied
electricity are guaranteed for the period of 20 years.
These remunerations increase each year (based on a “pricing decision” issued by the Czech
Energy Regulator ERU), to reflect the industrial price index, by no less than 2 and no more than
4%. Since 2011, the subsidy scheme no longer offers remunerations for electricity supplied from
green-field installations. Given that the Issuer’s power plants were built before 2011, the
reduced FiT does not apply to them, neither do newly issued subsidies (such as the „Green for
Savings“).
More specifically, in 2010 a tax levy of 26% (and 28% for power plants under the Green Bonus
system) was introduced on the revenue from solar photovoltaiv power plants with an installed
capacity of more than 30 kWp. This levy was applied in 2011-2013 on power plants that were
connected in 2009 and 2010. The Czech government later decided to extend the validity of the
levy until the end of the subsidy programme – i.e. until 2029 and 2030 respectively), at a lower
rate of 10% (or 11% for Green Bonuses).
For power plants of more than 30 kWp that were connected between 1.1.2010 and 31.12.2010
a solar tax of 10% of revenues from photovoltaiv plants (and 11% in the Green Bonus system)
was introduced, for the entire length of the running subsidy programme. This levy applies to
power plants in the portfolio of the Issuer in the Czech Republic.
In 2016, as well as in 2015, a situation occured, whereby ERU delayed the publication of the
pricing decision, which defines the level of the subsidies for subsidised energy sources
(including photovoltaiv power plants owned by the project companies of the Issuer’s group), and
only published the decision on 22 December 2016, stipulating that it could do so only once the
European Commission had issued a so-called Notification for the subsidy programme for
renewable energy sources.
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Slovakia
For installations connected to the grid by the end of 2010, the remuneration amounts to 0.42512
EUR/kWh for installations with installed output exceeding 100 kW. For photovoltaic installations
connected to the grid as of 30 June 2011, the remuneration amounts to 0.38261 EUR/kWh (for
installations over 100 kWh).
Later changes to the feed-in-tariffs and bonuses did not affect the Issuer’s portfolio, as all power
plants in the portfolio of the issuer were conneceted until the end of June 2011. In 2013 the socalled G-component was introduced in Slovakia, a capacity-reserve charge, to be paid by
energy producers. In June 2016 the Constitutional Court abolished the G-component for
producers. At the time of publication of this prospectus it is not clear, if and how the Gcomponent will be again applied and whether the fees for the G-component will be returned.
Australia
From 2008 onward Australian states began introducing support schemes for renewable energy
production. In 2009 these bonuses were introduced in the „Australian Capital Territory“
surrounding the capital Canberra and in New South Wales in 2010. Although a uniform system
for the entire territory of Australia, which would replace other remunerations for electricity
supplies regulated by individual federal states, was planned, it has not been completed.
When the capacity limit of the installed facilities was reached, the remunerations for electricity
supplied to public network were cancelled in mid-2011 in New South Wales and the Australian
Capital Territory in favor of new electricity producers.
The remunerations are currently regulated by the Solar Credits program. The Solar Credits
program is part of the Renewable Energy Targe” ("RET") project. The RET guarantees a market
with a system of marketable certificates for further production of electricity from renewable
sources.
Certificates are divided into two groups according to capacity. Power plants with a capacity up
to 100 kWp generate so-called Small Scale Technology Certificates ("STC"). For Small Scale
Technological Certificates the regulator estimates the amount of energy generated during the
entire lifecycle of power plants (15 years for solar photovoltaiv) and at the time of connection
issues the owner with the corresponding amount of certificates, that can immediately be sold
and used as investment aid.
STCs are sold using the clearing house of the Australian government and the price is fixed at 40
AUD / certificate. The clearing house cannot however guarantee an immediate settlement of the
trade in case of low demand for certificates. STCs can be sold through a secondary market,
where prices hover at around 40 AUD/certificate (the current price can be found on the website
http://greenmarkets.com.au/).
Power plants over 100 kWp are assigned to the second category and generate so-called Large
Scale Generation Certificates ("LGCs").
In the LGC regime accredited power plants using selected renewable energy sources are
entitled to generating certificates based on the amount of energy and the location within the
territory of Australia. For example, the owner of an accredited power plant will receive one
certificate for each megawatthour of energy produced and delivered to the energy grid.
After a certificate is created and verified it can be used as currency and can be sold to
individuals and companies at an agreed upon price. The demand side for certificates includes
persons (such as large companies, energy traders, etc.) which are obliged to hand over a
certain amount of certificates to the regular for each year.
If LGCs are sold using the clearing house of the Australian government the price is regulated
through supply and demand. The current price for certificates on the market is between 80
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AUD/certificate and 90 AUD/certificate (the current price can be found on the website
http://greenmarkets.com.au).
Hungary
In Hungary, electricity from renewable energy sources is supported by a feed-in-tariff (FiT) for
installations with a capacity of 50 kW-500 kW. The support system for electricity from renewable
sources has been modified in mid-2016 and has been partially replaced by the new Renewable
Energy Support Scheme (METÁR) which came into force 1 January 2017. The system comprises three sub-systems for support determined by the plant’s capacity, namely a feed-in tariff, a
‘green premium’ without tendering and a ‘green premium’ granted through tendering procedures. In general, additional support is provided by subsidy programmes for the use of renewable energy sources, mainly granted under the Environment and Energy Efficiency Operational
Programme.

11.4. Competition
The market for photovoltaiv downstream services solutions continues to become more competitive.
The Group´s competitive landscape is comprised of internal photovoltaiv departments of large
utilities companies, as well as independent competitors or new entrants that may compete
broadly with the Group or in limited segments of the Group´s market. Current large scale photovoltaiv projects in Australia are in this way developed by global competitors like Canadian Solar,
RES or First Solar and by local independent competitors like Edify Energy and Overland.
With the end or the reduction of incentives in some big markets, one of the main drivers for creating value in the photovoltaiv sector is the improvement of operating efficiency in existing
plants through operations and maintenance, an increasingly central activity for many operators
in different markets.
1

A report from GTM Research and SoliChamba Consulting released in November 2015 states
that the global market for utility-scale photovoltaiv operations and maintenance will grow to
390GW by 2020, almost triple the estimated 133GW at the end of 2015.
The competitive landscape of the photovoltaiv operating and maintenance market is country
specific, with different firms leading in each of the top solar markets. The latest Bloomberg New
Energy Finance photovoltaiv operating and maintenance Index 2015 reports BELECTRIC, with
more than 1.3 GWp of photovoltaiv capacity under service contracts, as the third largest operating and maintenance service provider worldwide after US companies First Solar and SunEdison.
The companies that offer operating and maintenance services are mostly: EPCs, developers,
electrical/inverter firms, vertically integrated solar firms, IPPs/utility companies and independent
operating and maintenance providers.
The typical clients are solar system owners, ranging from private investors to large banks.
The Issuer has the understanding to be able to differentiate the Group from competitors by,
among other things:


Applying the Group´s more than 7 year experience to the development and delivery of
products and professional services that enable the Group´s customers to overcome their
challenges and achieve service differentiation by providing a personalised and intelligent
customer experience, simplifying the complexity of the operating environment,



Continuing to design and develop solution targeted specifically to the photovoltaiv
industry,



Innovating and enabling the Group´s customers to adopt new business models that will

1

http://www.greentechmedia.com/research/report/megawatt-scale-pv-om-and-asset-management-2015-2020
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improve their ability to drive new revenues, and compete and win in a changing market,


Providing high-quality, scalable, reliable, integrated, yet modular services.

12. Trend information
There has been no material adverse change in the prospects of the Issuer since 31 December
2016, the date of the last published audited consolidated financial statements.
To the best of the Issuer’s knowledge, there are no trends, uncertainties, claims, inquiries,
liabilities or events that could reasonably have significant impact on the Issuer’s outlook as to
the current financial year.
The continuing decline in prices of photovoltaic modules and other components for the
construction of photovoltaic power plants contributed to lower investment cost in 2016. The
Issuer’s management believes that this will also continue, to a lesser degree, in 2017.
Therefore, the competitiveness of electricity generated by photovoltaic power plants should
continue to increase worldwide.
Since capital cost represents the dominant cost factor of photovoltaic power plants, the general
and, in particular, long-term interest rates – together with investment cost – fundamentally affect
the cost of each generated kilowatt-hour. The Issuer estimates that low interest rates should
prevail on a long-term basis, which should positively affect cost of external financing. According
to the Issuer, the group of financial investors that seek long-term investment projects – such as
pension companies and life insurance companies – and would support investments of their own
capital in such assets will grow.
In addition to the need for external financing, the most significant factor that causes uncertainty
within the photovoltaic sector is the regulation, particularly in European countries, where many
photovoltaic power plants have been developed as a result of state managed subsidy programs
(e.g. guaranteed feed-in tariffs or green certificates). The relative deceleration of the European
photovoltaic market results from additional deliberate regulatory changes. Some retroactive
measures of European governments, such as the introduction of special fees and taxes levied
on electricity generated from photovoltaic power plants and unplanned changes to the
regulatory framework, have caused lower attractiveness of such jurisdictions for prospective
investors; at the same time, investors’ confidence and viability of investments in photovoltaics
were significantly affected. All these factors have resulted in a significant market slowdown. The
regulatory risk in Europe further contributes to the fact that the Issuer’s management has been
shifting its focus to markets outside of Europe, where electricity generated from photovoltaic
power plants is already commercially competitive. From this perspective, the Australian market
appears to be the most promising.

13. Material Agreements
The Issuer has entered into the following material agreements:

13.1. Agreements relating to financing of the photovoltaic power plant portfolio
in the Czech Republic
Trade shares in Czech SPVs that own photovoltaic power plants within the territory of the Czech
Republic and are part of the Issuer’s Group, are owned by Raiffeisen – Leasing, s.r.o., with its
registered office at Prague 4 – Nusle, Hvězdova 1716/2b, Postcode: 140 78, identification number (IČ): 614 67 863, registered in the Commercial Register administered by the Municipal Court
in Prague, file no. C 29553 (hereinafter “RL”). In compliance with the below specified framework
cooperation agreements, the Issuer has a call option for 100% shares in all Czech SPVs financed via RL, provided any and all liabilities of such SPVs to RL arising under concluded
transaction documents and loan agreements are duly settled and the payment price for the
transfer of such shares is paid. Any breach by the respective SPVs of obligations arising from
the transaction documents and particularly from the relevant loan agreements could result in
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early maturity of loans provided to individual SPVs; this could have an adverse effect on the
Issuer’s assets and economic situation as well as its ability to fulfill its liabilities under the Notes.
Framework cooperation agreement concluded on 12 November 2012, particularly by and between the defunct company Raiffeisen – Leasing Real Estate, s.r.o., with its original registered
office at Prague 4 - Nusle, Hvězdova 1716/2b, Postcode: 140 78, identification number (IČ): 264
92 687, originally registered in the Commercial Register administered by the Municipal Court in
Prague, file no. C 85666, the rights and obligations of which were transferred to RL as a result
of a merger by absorption, defunct company Photon Energy Investments N.V., with its registered office at Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083 HN Amsterdam, the Kingdom of the Netherlands,
originally registered in the Commercial Register of the Kingdom of the Netherlands Chamber of
Commerce for Amsterdam under reg. no. 55423515 (hereinafter “PEI”), the rights and obligations of which were transferred to the Issuer as a result of a merger by absorption, and Photon
SPV 3 s.r.o., with its registered office at Prague 4 - Nusle, Hvězdova 1716/2b, Postcode: 140
78, identification number (IČ): 285 25 957, registered in the Commercial Register administered
by the Municipal Court in Prague, file no. C 147993 (hereinafter “Photon SPV 3”), as amended
by Amendment no. 1 of 28 April 2014, Amendment no. 2 of 9 July 2014, and Amendment no. 3
of 30 December 2015, which governs the rights and obligations of the parties with regard to a
photovoltaic power plant project with an output 926.04 kWp located in the municipality of
Mostkovice, Prostějov District, which also includes a right of the Issuer to exercise a call option
with regard to the 100% share in the special purpose vehicle Photon SPV 3, and on the basis of
which RL arranged for Photon SPV 3 (as the loan recipient) a credit facility in the amount of
CZK 61,182,745 (EUR 2,335,487) with interest rate of 5.19% p.a., credit facility of CZK
3,000,000 (EUR 114,517) with interest rate of 4.30% p.a.+ 3M PRIBOR due and payable as of 1
January 2023, and credit facility in the amount of CZK 5,300,000 (EUR 202,313) with interest
rate of 2.70% p.a. + 3M PRIBOR due and payable as of 1 January 2022;
Framework cooperation agreement concluded on 12 November 2012, particularly by and between RL, defunct company PEI, the rights and obligations of which were transferred to the
Issuer as a result of a merger by absorption, and Onyx Energy s. r. o., with its registered office
at Prague 4 - Nusle, Hvězdova 1716/2b, Postcode: 140 78, identification number (IČ):
28030800, registered in the Commercial Register administered by the Municipal Court in Prague, file no. C 163833 (hereinafter “Onyx Energy”), as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 28
April 2014, Amendment no. 2 of 9 July 2014, and Amendment no. 3 of 30 December 2015,
which governs the rights and obligations of the parties with regard to a photovoltaic power plant
project with an output of 1,498.5 kWp located in the municipality of Zdice, Beroun District, which
also includes a right of the Issuer to exercise a call option with regard to the 100% share in the
special purpose vehicle Onyx Energy, and on the basis of which RL arranged for Onyx Energy
(as the loan recipient) a credit facility in the amount of CZK 94,654,226 (EUR 3,613,170) with
interest rate of 5.19% p.a., credit facility of CZK 4,000,000 (EUR 152,689) with interest rate of
4.30% p.a.+ 3M PRIBOR due and payable as of 1 January 2023, and credit facility in the
amount of CZK 8,000,000 (EUR 305,378) with interest rate of 2.70% p.a. + 3M PRIBOR due
and payable as of 1 January 2022;
Framework cooperation agreement concluded on 12 November 2012, particularly by and between RL, defunct company PEI, the rights and obligations of which were transferred to the
Issuer as a result of a merger by absorption, and Onyx Energy projekt II s. r. o., with its registered office at Prague 4 - Nusle, Hvězdova 1716/2b, Postcode: 140 78, identification number
(IČ): 24698288, registered in the Commercial Register administered by the Municipal Court in
Prague, file no. C 166979 (hereinafter “Onyx Energy Projekt”), as amended by Amendment
no. 1 of 28 April 2014, Amendment no. 2 of 9 July 2014, and Amendment no. 3 of 30 December
2015, which governs the rights and obligations of the parties with regard to a photovoltaic power
plant project with an output of 1,498.5 kWp located in the municipality of Zdice, Beroun District,
which also includes a right of the Issuer to exercise a call option with regard to the 100% share
in the special purpose vehicle Onyx Energy Projekt, and on the basis of which RL arranged for
Onyx Energy Projekt (as the loan recipient) a credit facility in the amount of CZK 90,464,351
(EUR 3,453,233) with interest rate of 5.19% p.a., credit facility of CZK 8,000,000 (EUR 305,378)
with interest rate of 4.30% p.a.+ 3M PRIBOR due and payable as of 1 January 2023, and credit
facility in the amount of CZK 2,000,000 (EUR 76,345) with interest rate of 2.70% p.a. + 3M
PRIBOR due and payable as of 1 January 2022;
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Framework cooperation agreement concluded on 12 November 2012, particularly by and between RL, defunct company PEI, the rights and obligations of which were transferred to the
Issuer as a result of a merger by absorption, and Photon SPV 8 s.r.o., with its registered office
at Prague 4 - Nusle, Hvězdova 1716/2b, Postcode: 140 78, identification number (IČ):
28539257, registered in the Commercial Register administered by the Municipal Court in Prague, file no. C 148912 (hereinafter “Photon SPV 8”), as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 28
April 2014, Amendment no. 2 of 9 July 2014, and Amendment no. 3 of 30 December 2015,
which governs the rights and obligations of the parties with regard to a photovoltaic power plant
project with an output of 2,031.36 kWp located in the municipality of Zvíkov u Lišova, České
Budějovice District, which also includes a right of the Issuer to exercise a call option with regard
to the 100% share in the special purpose vehicle Photon SPV 8, and on the basis of which RL
arranged for Photon SPV 8 (as the loan recipient) a credit facility in the amount of CZK
127,323,617 (EUR 4,860,236) with interest rate of 5.19% p.a., credit facility of CZK 8,400,000
(EUR 320,647) with interest rate of 4.30% p.a.+ 3M PRIBOR due and payable as of 1 January
2023, and credit facility in the amount of CZK 6,700,000 (EUR 255,754) with interest rate of
2.70% p.a. + 3M PRIBOR due and payable as of 1 January 2022;
Framework cooperation agreement concluded on 12 November 2012, particularly by and between RL, defunct company PEI, the rights and obligations of which were transferred to the
Issuer as a result of a merger by absorption, and Exit 90 SPV s.r.o., with its registered office at
Prague 4 - Nusle, Hvězdova 1716/2b, Postcode: 140 78, identification number (IČ): 28539249,
registered in the Commercial Register administered by the Municipal Court in Prague, file no. C
148911 (hereinafter “Exit 90”), as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 28 April 2014, Amendment
no. 2 of 9 July 2014, and Amendment no. 3 of 30 December 2015, which governs the rights and
obligations of the parties with regard to a photovoltaic power plant project with an output of
2,354 kWp located in the municipality of Komorovice, Pelhřimov District, which also includes a
right of the Issuer to exercise a call option with regard to the 100% share in the special purpose
vehicle Exit 90, and on the basis of which RL arranged for Exit 90 (as the loan recipient) a credit
facility in the amount of CZK 140,915,818 (EUR 5,379,082) with interest rate of 5.19% p.a.,
credit facility of CZK 12,000,000 (EUR 458,068) with interest rate of 4.30% p.a.+ 3M PRIBOR
due and payable as of 1 January 2023, and credit facility in the amount of CZK 8,700,000 (EUR
332,099) with interest rate of 2.70% p.a. + 3M PRIBOR due and payable as of 1 January 2022;
Framework cooperation agreement concluded on 12 November 2012, particularly by and between RL, defunct company PEI, the rights and obligations of which were transferred to the
Issuer as a result of a merger by absorption, and Photon SPV 10 s.r.o., with its registered office
at Prague 4 - Nusle, Hvězdova 1716/2b, Postcode: 140 78, identification number (IČ):
29015936, registered in the Commercial Register administered by the Municipal Court in Prague, file no. C 160115 (hereinafter “Photon SPV 10”), as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 28
April 2014, Amendment no. 2 of 9 July 2014, and Amendment no. 3 of 30 December 2015,
which governs the rights and obligations of the parties with regard to a photovoltaic power plant
project with an output of 1,645.20 kWp located in the municipality of Dolní Dvořiště, Český
Krumlov District, which also includes a right of the Issuer to exercise a call option with regard to
the 100% share in the special purpose vehicle Photon SPV 10, and on the basis of which RL
arranged for Photon SPV 10 (as the loan recipient) a credit facility in the amount of CZK
114,847,909 (EUR 4,384,010) with interest rate of 5.19% p.a., due and payable as of 1 January
2023;
Framework cooperation agreement concluded on 12 November 2012, particularly by and between RL, defunct company PEI, the rights and obligations of which were transferred to the
Issuer as a result of a merger by absorption, and Photon SPV 4 s.r.o., with its registered office
at Prague 4 - Nusle, Hvězdova 1716/2b, Postcode: 140 78, identification number (IČ):
28525981, registered in the Commercial Register administered by the Municipal Court in Prague, file no. C 147995 (hereinafter “Photon SPV 4”), as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 28
April 2014, Amendment no. 2 of 9 July 2014, and Amendment no. 3 of 30 December 2015,
which governs the rights and obligations of the parties with regard to a photovoltaic power plant
project with an output of 1,231.2 kWp located in the municipality of Svatoslav, Třebíč District,
which also includes a right of the Issuer to exercise a call option with regard to the 100% share
in the special purpose vehicle Photon SPV 4, and on the basis of which RL arranged for Photon
SPV 4 (as the loan recipient) a credit facility in the amount of CZK 80,024,898 (EUR 3,054,735)
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with interest rate of 5.19% p.a. and credit facility of CZK 3,600,000 (EUR 137,420) with interest
rate of 4.30% p.a.+ 3M PRIBOR due and payable as of 1 January 2023;
Framework cooperation agreement concluded on 12 November 2012, particularly by and between RL, defunct company PEI, the rights and obligations of which were transferred to the
Issuer as a result of a merger by absorption, and Photon SPV 11 s.r.o., with its registered office
at Prague 4 - Nusle, Hvězdova 1716/2b, Postcode: 140 78, identification number (IČ):
29015944, registered in the Commercial Register administered by the Municipal Court in Prague, file no. C 160116 (hereinafter “Photon SPV 11”), as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 28
April 2014, Amendment no. 2 of 9 July 2014, and Amendment no. 3 of 30 December 2015,
which governs the rights and obligations of the parties with regard to a photovoltaic power plant
project with an output of 2,305.32 kWp located in the municipality of Radvanice, Přerov District,
which also includes a right of the Issuer to exercise a call option with regard to the 100% share
in the special purpose vehicle Photon SPV 11, and on the basis of which RL arranged for Photon SPV 11 (as the loan recipient) a credit facility in the amount of CZK 138,667,184 (EUR
5,293,247) with interest rate of 5.19% p.a., credit facility of CZK 21,000,000 (EUR 801,619) with
interest rate of 4.30% p.a.+ 3M PRIBOR due and payable as of 1 January 2023, and credit facility in the amount of CZK 6,700,000 (EUR 255,754) with interest rate of 2.70% p.a. + 3M
PRIBOR due and payable as of 1 January 2022;
Framework cooperation agreement concluded on 12 November 2012, particularly by and between RL, defunct company PEI, the rights and obligations of which were transferred to the
Issuer as a result of a merger by absorption, and Photon SPV 6 s.r.o., with its registered office
at Prague 4 - Nusle, Hvězdova 1716/2b, Postcode: 140 78, identification number (IČ):
28525914, registered in the Commercial Register administered by the Municipal Court in Prague, file no.
C 47989 (hereinafter “Photon SPV 6”), as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 28
April 2014, Amendment no. 2 of 9 July 2014, and Amendment no. 3 of 30 December 2015,
which governs the rights and obligations of the parties with regard to a photovoltaic power plant
project with an output of 1,159 kWp located in the municipality of Slavkov u Brna, which also
includes a right of the Issuer to exercise a call option with regard to the 100% share in the special purpose vehicle Photon SPV 6, and on the basis of which RL arranged for Photon SPV 6
(as the loan recipient) a credit facility in the amount of CZK 81,604,424 (EUR 3,115,029) with
interest rate of 5.19% p.a. due and payable as of 1 January 2023, and credit facility in the
amount of CZK 2,600,000 (EUR 99,278) with interest rate of 2.70% p.a. + 3M PRIBOR due and
payable as of 1 January 2022;
Subordinated loan agreement of 1 December 2009, entered into by and between Photon Energy a.s., with its registered office at Prague 2 - Vinohrady, U Zvonařky 448/16, Postcode: 120 00,
identification number (IČ): 282 23 250, registered in the Commercial Register administered by
the Municipal Court in Prague, file no. B 13779, as the original creditor (hereinafter “PE”), replaced by PEI and then – as a result of a merger – by the existing creditor, i.e. the Issuer, and
Photon SPV 3 as the debtor, as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 12 November 2012 and
Amendment no. 2 of 30 December 2015, according to which Photon SPV 3 received a subordinated loan in the amount of CZK 23,500,000 (EUR 897,049) to be repaid no later than 30 days
from the effective date of the transfer of the 100% share in Photon SPV 3 from RL to the Issuer
based on an exercised call option;
Subordinated loan agreement of 21 July 2010, entered into by and between PE as the original
creditor, replaced by PEI and then – as a result of a merger – by the existing creditor, i.e. the
Issuer, and Photon SPV 8 as the debtor, as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 12 November
2012 and Amendment no. 2 of 30 December 2015, according to which Photon SPV 8 received
a subordinated loan in the amount of CZK 34,500,000 (EUR 1,316,945) to be repaid no later
than 30 days from the effective date of the transfer of the 100% share in Photon SPV 8 from RL
to the Issuer based on an exercised call option;
Subordinated loan agreement of 12 November 2010, entered into by and between PE as the
original creditor, replaced by PEI and then – as a result of a merger – by the existing creditor,
i.e. the Issuer, and Onyx Projekt as the debtor, as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 12 November 2012 and Amendment no. 2 of 30 December 2015, according to which Onyx Energy Projekt
received a subordinated loan in the amount of CZK 78,000,000 (EUR 2,977,440) to be repaid
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no later than 30 days from the effective date of the transfer of the 100% share in Onyx Projekt
from RL to the Issuer based on an exercised call option;
Subordinated loan agreement of 20 December 2010, entered into by and between PE as the
original creditor, replaced by PEI and then – as a result of a merger – by the existing creditor,
i.e. the Issuer, and Photon SPV 11 as the debtor, as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 12 November 2012 and Amendment no. 2 of 30 December 2015, according to which Photon SPV 11
received a subordinated loan in the amount of CZK 142,550,000 (EUR 5,441,463) to be repaid
no later than 30 days from the effective date of the transfer of the 100% share in Photon SPV
11 from RL to the Issuer based on an exercised call option;
Subordinated loan agreement of 12 November 2010, entered into by and between PE as the
original creditor, replaced by PEI and then – as a result of a merger – by the existing creditor,
i.e. the Issuer, and Onyx Energy as the debtor, as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 12 November 2012 and Amendment no. 2 of 30 December 2015, according to which Onyx Energy received a subordinated loan in the amount of CZK 79,000,000 (EUR 3,015,612) to be repaid no
later than 30 days from the effective date of the transfer of the 100% share in Onyx Energy from
RL to the Issuer based on an exercised call option;
Subordinated loan agreement of 5 November 2010, entered into by and between PE as the
original creditor, replaced by PEI and then – as a result of a merger – by the existing creditor,
i.e. the Issuer, and Photon SPV 6 as the debtor, as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 12 November 2012 and Amendment no. 2 of 30 December 2015, according to which Photon SPV 6
received a subordinated loan in the amount of CZK 73,800,000 (EUR 2,817,116) to be repaid
no later than 30 days from the effective date of the transfer of the 100% share in Photon SPV 6
from RL to the Issuer based on an exercised call option;
Subordinated loan agreement of 30 August 2010, entered into by and between PE as the original creditor, replaced by PEI and then – as a result of a merger – by the existing creditor, i.e. the
Issuer, and Exit 90 as the debtor, as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 12 November 2012 and
Amendment no. 2 of 30 December 2015, according to which Exit 90 received a subordinated
loan in the amount of CZK 41,120,000 (EUR 1.569,654) to be repaid no later than 30 days from
the effective date of the transfer of the 100% share in Exit 90 from RL to the Issuer based on an
exercised call option;
Subordinated loan agreement of 7 December 2010, entered into by and between PE as the
original creditor, replaced by PEI and then – as a result of a merger – by the existing creditor,
i.e. the Issuer, and Photon SPV 10 as the debtor, as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 12 November 2012 and Amendment no. 2 of 30 December 2015, according to which Photon SPV 10
received a subordinated loan in the amount of CZK 95,687,400 (EUR 3,652,609) to be repaid
no later than 30 days from the effective date of the transfer of the 100% share in Photon SPV
10 from RL to the Issuer based on an exercised call option;
Subordinated Loan agreement of 5 November 2010, entered into by and between PE as the
original creditor, replaced by PEI and then – as a result of a merger – by the existing creditor,
i.e. the Issuer, and Photon SPV 4 as the debtor, as amended by Amendment no. 1 of 12 November 2012 and Amendment no. 2 of 30 December 2015, according to which Photon SPV 4
received a subordinated loan in the amount of CZK 68,700,000 (EUR 2,622,438) to be repaid
no later than 30 days from the effective date of the transfer of the 100% share in Photon SPV 4
from RL to the Issuer based on an exercised call option.

13.2. Agreements relating to financing of the photovoltaic power plant portfolio
in the Slovak Republic
Loan agreement entered into by and between UniCredit Bank Czech Republic and Slovakia
a.s., pobočka zahraniční banky (as the creditor; hereinafter “UCB SK”), and ATS Energy s.r.o.
(as the debtor) on 15 April 2011, with credit limit of EUR 1,749,806 and interest rate of 2.9% p.a.
+ 3M EURIBOR. The reference interest rate EURIBOR 3M has been fixed at 3.295% p.a. until
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2017. In 2014, the credit limit was increased to EUR 2,109,493, with the loan increase subject to
interest rate of 2.7% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The loans are due and payable on 30 June 2024.
Loan agreement entered into by and between UCB SK (as the creditor) and Eco Plan 2 s.r.o.
(as the debtor) on 9 September 2011, with credit limit of EUR 2,507,000 and interest rate of
2.9% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The reference interest rate EURIBOR 3M has been fixed at 2.1%
p.a. until 2017. In 2014, the credit limit was increased to EUR 2,080,000, with the loan increase
subject to interest rate of 2.7% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The loan is due and payable on 31 December 2024.
Loan agreement entered into by and between UCB SK (as the creditor) and Eco Plan 3 s.r.o.
(as the debtor) on 9 September 2011, with credit limit of EUR 2,507,000 and interest rate of
2.9% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The reference interest rate EURIBOR 3M has been fixed at 2.1%
p.a. until 2017. In 2014, the credit limit was increased to EUR 2,080,000, with the loan increase
subject to interest rate of 2.7% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The loan is due and payable on 31 December 2024.
Loan agreement entered into by and between UCB SK (as the creditor) and Fotonika s.r.o. (as
the debtor) on 9 September 2010, with credit limit of EUR 3,125,364 and interest rate of 3.0%
p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The reference interest rate EURIBOR 3M has been fixed at 2.27% p.a.
until 2017. In 2014, the credit limit was increased to EUR 2,080,000, with the loan increase subject to interest rate of 2.7% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The loan is due and payable on 30 June 2024.
Loan agreement entered into by and between UCB SK (as the creditor) and Photon SK SPV 1
s.r.o. (as the debtor) on 9 September 2011, with credit limit of EUR 2,299,000 and interest rate
of 2.9% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The reference interest rate EURIBOR 3M has been fixed at 2.1%
p.a. until 2017. In 2014, the credit limit was increased to EUR 1,800,000, with the loan increase
subject to interest rate of 2.7% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The loan is due and payable on 31 December 2024.
Loan agreement entered into by and between UCB SK (as the creditor) and Photon SK SPV 2
s.r.o. (as the debtor) on 9 September 2011, with credit limit of EUR 2,569,000 and interest rate
of 2.9% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The reference interest rate EURIBOR 3M has been fixed at 2.1%
p.a. until 2017. In 2014, the credit limit was increased to EUR 1,920,000, with the loan increase
subject to interest rate of 2.7% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The loan is due and payable on 31 December 2024.
Loan agreement entered into by and between UCB SK (as the creditor) and Photon SK SPV 3
s.r.o. (as the debtor) on 9 September 2011, with credit limit of EUR 2,569,000 and interest rate
of 2.9% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The reference interest rate EURIBOR 3M has been fixed at 2.1%
p.a. until 2017. In 2014, the credit limit was increased to EUR 1,920,000, with the loan increase
subject to interest rate of 2.7% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The loan is due and payable on 31 December 2024.
Loan agreement entered into by and between UCB SK (as the creditor) and Solarpark Myjava
s.r.o. (as the debtor) on 9 September 2011, with credit limit of EUR 2,658,000 and interest rate
of 2.9% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The reference interest rate EURIBOR 3M has been fixed at 2.1%
p.a. until 2017. The loan is due and payable on 31 December 2024.
Loan agreement entered into by and between UCB SK (as the creditor) and Solarpark Polianka
s.r.o. (as the debtor) on 9 September 2011, with credit limit of EUR 2,655,000 and interest rate
of 2.9% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The reference interest rate EURIBOR 3M has been fixed at 2.1%
p.a. until 2017. In 2014, the credit limit was increased to EUR 1,970,000, with the loan increase
subject to interest rate of 2.7% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The loan is due and payable on 31 December 2024.
Loan agreement entered into by and between UCB SK (as the creditor) and SUN4ENERGY
ZVB s.r.o. (as the debtor) on 9 September 2010, with credit limit of EUR 3,155,714 and interest
rate of 3.0% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The reference interest rate EURIBOR 3M has been fixed at
2.1% p.a. until 2017. In 2014, the credit limit was increased to EUR 2,120,000, with the loan
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increase subject to interest rate of 2.7% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The loan is due and payable on
30 June 2024.
Loan agreement entered into by and between UCB SK (as the creditor) and SUN4ENERGY
ZVC s.r.o. (as the debtor) on 9 September 2010, with credit limit of EUR 3,155,714 and interest
rate of 3.0% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The reference interest rate EURIBOR 3M has been fixed at
2.1% p.a. until 2017. In 2014, the credit limit was increased to EUR 2,120,000, with the loan
increase subject to interest rate of 2.7% p.a. + 3M EURIBOR. The loan is due and payable on
30 June 2024.

13.3. Other material agreements
Agreement on a nonbank loan granted to the Issuer on 12 September 2014, with outstanding
balance of EUR 404,000.00 as of 30 June 2017 and interest rate of 3% p.a. The loan is due and
payable on 12 March 2018.
In December 2016, the Issuer has issued a bond denominated in CZK. Maturity date of this
bond is December 2023 with a 6% coupon paid monthly. The outstanding balance as of 30
June 2017 was EUR 1,214,000.00.

14. Administrative, managing and supervisory bodies
The bodies of the Issuer are as follows:
"General Meeting" and "Management Board". A "Supervisory Board" has not been established.

14.1. Issuer’s formation
The Issuer was formed by Georg Hotar and Michael Gartner. With regard to the Issuer’s formation, Georg Hotar subscribed 2,223,344 shares with nominal value of EUR 0.01 per share
and Michael Gartner subscribed 2,376,656 shares with nominal value of EUR 0.01 per share.

14.2. General Meeting
The General Meeting is the supreme body of the Issuer. It is convened in a manner specified in
the Issuer’s articles of association and meets in Amsterdam, Haarlemmermeer, Haag or Rotterdam. Resolutions of the General Meeting adopted in other locations shall be invalid.
Each share is associated with one vote during the General Meeting. A resolution of the General
Meeting shall be adopted, if approved by a majority of votes of present shareholders, unless
required otherwise by law or the Issuer’s articles of association.

14.3. Management Board of the Issuer
The Management Board and its members are the statutory body of the Issuer that controls/
manages activities of the Issuer and acts on its behalf. Management Board members are appointed by the General Meeting. The Management Board decides on all matters of the Issuer
not reserved for the scope of authority of the General Meeting. The Management Board passes
its decision by simple majority. In compliance with the Issuer’s articles of association, the Management Board has two members. Each member of the Management Board has the right to act
on behalf of the Issuer independently. Georg Hotar and Michael Gartner currently act as members of the Management Board.
Georg Hotar
Function: member of the Management Board
Start of function: 9 December 2010
Date of birth: 21 April 1975
Working address: Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083 HN Amsterdam, Kingdom of the Netherlands
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Georg Hotar received a master’s degree in finance from the London Business School. In 2000
he co-founded Central European Capital, a financially advisory firm. He also held various positions in international trade in London, Zurich and Prague. In 2008 together with Michael Gartner
he founded the Group.
Outside of the Group, Georg Hotar does not carry out any activities that would be significant for
the Issuer, with the exception of the following roles in the below mentioned companies:
Position

Company ID

1

Director of the company Solar Power to the People Cooperatief U.A.

51462354

2

Director of the company Solar Power to the People S.à r.l.

B 177602

3

President of the mixed chamber of commerce Czech-Pacific Alliance

24270547

4

Member of the Supervisory Board of the company AtomTrace a.s.

03396916

Michael Gartner
Function: member of the Management Board
Start of function: 9 December 2010
Date of birth: 29 June 1968
Working address: 204/55 Grafton Street, Bondi Junction, NSW 2022, Australia
Michael Gartner has an MBA from the US Business School in Prague and an economics bachelor from the University of Newcastle in Australia. In 1994 to 2004 he worked as a capital analyst
and was head of notes sales at ING and Commerzbank Securities in Prague. From 2005 to
2007 he was head of an investment bank specializing in advisory regarding EuroNotes and
M&A. He delivered the financing and managed technology mergers for one of the first large
photovoltaic installations in the Czech Republic, connected in 2007. In 2008 together with
Georg Hotar he founded the Group.
Outside of the Group, Michael Gartner does not carry out any activities that would be significant
for the Issuer, with the exception of the following roles in the below mentioned companies:
Position

Company ID

1

Director of the company Solar Future Cooperatief U.A.

51462397

2

Director of the company Solar Future S.à r.l.

B 177584

14.4. Other bodies of the Issuer
Since the Issuer has not established the Supervisory Board, no supervisory bodies or committees have been set up. As of the date of this Prospectus, the Issuer does not intend to engage
any other top managers. The above specified members of the Issuer’s Management Board are
the only representative of the Issuer’s top management (also due to the Issuer’s activities described herein).
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14.5. Conflict of interest at the level of administrative and managing bodies
Members of the Issuer’s Management Board – Georg Hotar and Michael Gartner – indirectly
own 76.1% of voting rights in the Issuer. The aforementioned may result in various conflicts of
interest – between their duties associated with their office of members of the Issuer’s Management Board and their interests associated with the status of indirect shareholders. In connection
with this concurrence of their office of the Issuer’s Management Board and status of indirect
shareholders of the Issuer, both Georg Hotar and Michael Gartner have a great (even private)
interest in the economic welfare of the Group. There may be conflict of interest in connection
with execution of agreements or contracts by and between the Issuer and its controlled companies that are not economically beneficial, solely to generate profit within the Group. Unlike the
Issuer, the Issuer’s subsidiaries are not subject to any restrictions relating to distribution of dividend; consequently such companies may pay potentially generated profits to the Issuer, in
which Georg Hotar and Michael Gartner act as indirect shareholders.
The Issuer is not aware of any other conflict of interest existing in terms of duties of members of
the Issuer’s top management to the Issuer and their private interests or other obligations.

14.6. Compliance with due management and control of the company
The Issuer currently adheres to and complies with any and all requirements for company management and control set down by legal regulations of general application of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands and the European Union, particularly by the Dutch Civil Code.

14.7. Corporate Governance
The Issuer does not comply with the Corporate Governance rules of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, because the Issuer is not stock-listed and therefore not obliged to comply with the Dutch
Corporate Governance Code pursuant to article 2:391 section 5 of the Dutch Civil Code.

15. Court and arbitration proceedings
The Issuer declares that it was not involved in any governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings, including any such proceedings which are pending or threatened of which the Issuer is
aware, during 12 month prior to the Prospectus, which may have, or have had in the recent
past, significant effects on the Issuer and/ or its Group's financial position or profitability.
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VII.

INFORMATION OF THE NOTES

1. General information
The offer concerns fixed-income security certificates aimed at financing business activities. The
issue comprises bearer notes ("Notes"), with investment volume of up to EUR 30,000,000.00.
The offer consists of up to 30,000 Notes with nominal value of EUR 1,000.00 each, i.e. with total
nominal value of up to EUR 30,000,000.00. Each Note has a nominal value of EUR 1,000.00.
The Notes, together with the interest payments, constitute direct, unconditional, not subordinated and unsecured obligations of the Issuer, which are on part with other not subordinated and
unsecured obligations of the Issuer, unless they have legal priority.
Unlike shares, notes are not associated with any profit-based dividend payments, but are subject to fixed interest rate throughout the term. Moreover, subscribers of the Notes do not rely on
any sale of securities on the stock exchange during the defined maturity period. To this extent,
the right to the payment of capital upon maturity at the nominal value is not subject to any exchange rate risks. However, it is exposed to the risk of the Issuer’s financial standing. Nevertheless, sales of the Notes during the maturity period are exposed to exchange rate risk.
The terms and conditions of the Notes result from the Notes conditions, which are specified in
Section 8 hereof and which constitute the legal basis for the subscription of the Notes.
The precondition for the acquisition of the Notes is the existence of a securities account, in
which it would be possible to record the Notes. In case such account does not exist, it can be
established with a financial institution. The account holder should first become acquainted with
the fees for the account administration by such financial institution and with other transaction
costs.
Each individual investor should assess – either himself or with the assistance of financial advisors – whether an investment in the Notes is suitable for him in the light of his relevant individual
circumstances. Moreover, each individual investor should be able – either himself or with the
assistance of financial advisors – to understand information and, in particular, the terms and
conditions of the Notes, which are referred to or included in this Prospectus, in order to perform
corresponding assessment of the Notes and opportunities/ risks associated with investments in
such Notes. Each investor or his financial advisors should have access to and be familiar with
suitable analytical methods, in order to assess investments in the Notes in the light of the investor’s respective financial situation, individual risk profile, and specific investment objectives. This
also includes the effect of the Notes on the investor’s investment portfolio as a whole.
Each individual investor should be able – either himself or with the assistance of financial advisors – to assess potential development of the global economy and of fields and sectors, in
which the Issuer operates, interest rates, property, financial, and income relations of the Issuer,
and other factors that could affect his investments, as well as his ability to bear corresponding
risks.
Each investor should have sufficient financial reserves and liquidity to compensate any risks
associated with investments in the Notes.

2. Legal basis for the issue of securities
The Notes adhere to the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany. The legal basis for any
transfers of the Notes shall be Section 793 of the German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch,
short "BGB") (Rights arising from Notes).
The provisions of section 793 of the BGB read as follows:
(1) If a person has issued a document in which he promises payment to the bearer (bearer
bond), then the holder may demand from him the act of performance in accordance with the
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promise, unless he is not entitled to dispose of the document. However, the issuer is also released by payment to a non-entitled bearer.
(2) The validity of the signature may be made dependent upon a provision included in the document requiring the observance of a specific form. For signature, a name signature produced by
means of mechanical reproduction suffices.
The provisions of section 793 et seq. of the BGB only define the main characteristics of notes.
In addition to this, an issuer has various possibilities of regulating the relevant terms and conditions of the notes. A note is a security, which is associated with a promise to pay certain amount
at a specific moment. In return for its performance, a bearer, acting in the capacity of a note
creditor, will receive a fixed interest. Moreover, the investor is entitled to full repayment of the
capital at the fixed date. Investments, as the Issuer, guarantees the promised payment of interest and repayment of the notes principal with all of its assets. By purchasing/ subscribing the
Notes offered herein, a buyer/ subscriber becomes a creditor – i.e. a provider of a loan to the
Issuer. This does not concern any business shareholding. Notes are not associated with any
voting rights and do not give rise to any rights to control the company, take part in the decisionmaking process, or attend the general meeting. Upon maturity, the notes creditor is entitled to
the payment of interest as well as the invested capital.
On 29 May 2017, the Issuer’s Board of Directors decided to issue notes.

3. Type of Securities, ISIN, WKN, Stock Exchange Abbreviations, Currency
The securities are issued as Notes.
Type of security: bearer Notes.
International Security Identification Number (ISIN) is DE000A19MFH4; the security identification
number (WKN) is A19MFH.
The Notes will be offered in Euros.

VIII.

Terms and Conditions of the Notes
Anleihebedingungen

Terms and Conditions

7,75%-Anleihe 2017/2022
der
Photon Energy N.V.
Amsterdam, Niederlande

7.75% 2017/2022 Bond
of the
Photon Energy N.V.
Amsterdam, the Kingdom of the Netherlands

ISIN DE000A19MFH4 - WKN A19MFH

ISIN DE000A19MFH4 - WKN A19MFH

§1
Nennbetrag, Stückelung, Verbriefung, Übertragung, Zeichnung, Rückerwerb

§1
Nominal Value, Denomination, Securitization,
Assignment, Subscription, Repurchase

1. Die Photon Energy N.V. (nachstehend "Anleiheschuldnerin") begibt eine Anleihe in Form
einer Inhaber-Schuldverschreibung (nachstehend "Anleihe") mit einem Gesamtnennbetrag
von bis zu EUR 30.000.000,00 zu den nachfolgenden Bedingungen. Die Anleihe ist eingeteilt
in bis zu 30.000 auf den Inhaber lautende und
untereinander
gleichberechtigte
InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen mit einem Nennbetrag von je EUR 1.000,00 (nachstehend auch
"Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen"
oder
"Teilschuldverschreibungen"). Jedem Inhaber

1. Photon Energy N.V. (thereinafter referred to
as "Issuer") is issuing a note in the bearer
form (thereinafter referred to as "Notes")
with the total nominal value of up to EUR
30,000,000.00 under the following conditions. The Series of the Notes is divided into
30,000 partial Notes in the bearer form with
equal rights to the bearers and with the nominal value of EUR 1,000.00 each (thereinafter
referred also to as "Bearer Notes" or
"Notes"). Each bearer of the Notes (a
"Noteholder") is lawfully entitled to rights
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einer Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibung (ein „Anleihegläubiger“) stehen daraus die in diesen
Anleihebedingungen bestimmten Rechte und
Pflichten zu ("Anleihebedingungen"). Die Anleihe ist prozentnotiert.

and duties as stated in the terms and conditions ("Terms and Conditions"). The Notes
are percentage-quoted.

2. Die Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen einschließlich der Zinsansprüche sind für die gesamte Laufzeit der Anleihe in einer oder mehreren Globalurkunden verbrieft, die bei der Clearstream Banking AG, Mergenthalerallee 61,
65760 Eschborn, Deutschland (nachfolgend
"Clearstream Banking AG"), hinterlegt werden
(zusammen die "Globalurkunde"). Der Anspruch auf Ausdruck und Lieferung effektiver
Stücke oder Zinsscheine ist während der gesamten Laufzeit der Anleihe ausgeschlossen.
Die Globalurkunde wird von der Clearstream
Banking AG verwahrt, bis sämtliche Verpflichtungen der Emittentin aus den InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen, die in der Globalurkunde verbrieft sind, erfüllt sind.

2. The Notes inclusive of interests will be represented for the total Notes period by one or
more global certificates which are deposited
at the Clearstream Banking AG, Mergenthalerallee 61, 65760 Eschborn, Germany
(thereinafter referred to as "Clearstream
Banking AG"), (together the "Global Certificate"). Demands onto printing or delivery of
the actual Bearer Notes or of interest coupons shall be excluded for the whole Notes
period. The global certificate shall be kept
safe by the Clearstream Banking AG, until all
obligations of the Issuer from the Bearer
Notes securitised in the global certificate are
met.

3. Die Globalurkunde wird handschriftlich durch
rechtsgültige Unterschriften der zur gesetzlichen
Vertretung der Anleiheschuldnerin berechtigten
Personen unterzeichnet. Ein Recht auf Ausgabe
von Einzelurkunden oder Zinsscheinen besteht
nicht.

3. The Global Certificate shall be properly
signed in person by the legal representatives
of the Issuer. There is no entitlement to receive individual certificates or interest coupons.

4. Den Anleihegläubigern stehen Miteigentumsanteile an der Globalurkunde zu, die gemäß den
Regelungen und Bestimmungen der Clearstream Banking AG übertragbar sind.

4. The Noteholders are entitled to co-ownership
shares of the Global Certificate which are
transferable according to the regulations and
conditions of the Clearstream Banking AG.

5. Die Anleiheschuldnerin ist berechtigt, InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen (auch über beauftragte Dritte) am Markt oder in sonstiger Weise
zu erwerben oder zu veräußern. Zurückerworbene Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen können entwertet, gehalten oder wieder veräußert
werden.

5. The Issuer is entitled to acquire or to sell the
Bearer Notes (also by commissioned third
parties) on the market or in another way. The
re-acquired Bearer Notes may be depreciated, kept or resold.

§2
Verzinsung

§2
Interest Payment

1. Die Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen werden
vom Beginn der Laufzeit gemäß § 3 Abs. 1 der
Anleihebedingungen (einschließlich) an bis zum
26. Oktober 2022 (einschließlich) bezogen auf
ihren Nennbetrag mit 7,75% pro Jahr (Nominalzins) verzinst. Der erste Zinslauf beginnt am 27.
Oktober 2017.

1. The interest for the Bearer Notes shall be
paid from the beginning of the period in accordance with section 3 para 1 of the Terms
and Conditions of the Notes (inclusive) to 26
October 2022 (inclusive) regarding their
nominal value with 7.75% per year (nominal
interest). The first interest period starts on 27
October 2017.

2. Die Zinsen sind vierteljährlich nachträglich jeweils am 27. Januar, 27. April, 27. Juli und 27.
Oktober zur Zahlung fällig (die "Zinszahlungstage"). Fällt ein Zinszahlungstag auf einen Tag,
der kein Bankarbeitstag ist, so ist Zinszahlungs-

2. The interests are always due quarterly subsequently on 27 January, 27 April, 27 July
and 27 October ("Dates of Interest Payments"). If the Date of Interest Payment is a
weekend day or bank holiday, the Date of In-
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tag der nächstfolgende Bankarbeitstag. Der
erste Zinszahlungstag ist demzufolge der 29.
Januar 2018.

terest Payment moves to the next following
business day. The first Date of Interest Payment is therefore 29 January 2018.

3. Die Zinsen werden nach der Zinsberechnungsmethode ACT/ACT (ICMA) berechnet (unbereinigt).

3. The interests shall be calculated according to
the ACT/ACT (ICMA) method for interest
calculation (unadjusted).

4. Bankarbeitstag im Sinne dieser Anleihebedingungen ist jeder Tag (außer Samstag und
Sonntag), an dem die Clearstream Banking AG
und die Geschäftsbanken in Frankfurt am Main
Zahlungen abwickeln.

4. A business day as understood in these
Terms and Conditions is every day (except
for Saturday and Sunday), on which the
Clearstream Banking AG and banks in
Frankfurt am Main process the payments.

§3
Laufzeit, Fälligkeit, Rückzahlung

§3
Notes Period, Maturity, Redemption

1. Die
Laufzeit
der
InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen beginnt am 27. Oktober 2017 und endet mit Ablauf des 26 Oktober
2022. Die Anleiheschuldnerin verpflichtet sich,
die Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen am 27.
Oktober 2022 (der "Fälligkeitstag") zum Nennbetrag zurückzuzahlen, soweit die InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen nicht zuvor bereits
ganz oder teilweise zurückbezahlt oder angekauft und entwertet wurden. Fällt der Fälligkeitstag auf einen Tag, der kein Bankarbeitstag ist,
so verschiebt sich der Fälligkeitstag auf den
nächstfolgenden Bankarbeitstag.

1. The Notes period of the Bearer Notes starts
on 27 October 2017 and finishes at the end
of the day on 26 October 2022. The Issuer
commits himself to repay for the Bearer
Notes on 27 October 2022 (the "Maturity
Date") to the nominal value, as far as the
Bearer Notes have not been completely or
partially repaid or repurchased and depreciated before. If the Maturity Date is not a
business day, it shall be deferred to the next
following business day.

2. Soweit die Anleiheschuldnerin die InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen nicht am Fälligkeitstag zurückzahlt, werden diese ab dem Fälligkeitstag (einschließlich) bis zum Tag der tatsächlichen Rückzahlung (ausschließlich) mit
dem Zinssatz gemäß § 2 Abs. 1 der Anleihebedingungen verzinst. Weitergehende Ansprüche
der Anleihegläubiger, insbesondere Ansprüche
auf einen Verzugsschaden, sind ausgeschlossen.

2. If the Issuer does not repay the Bearer Notes
by the Maturity Date an interest rate according to section 2 para 1 of the Terms and
Conditions shall be paid for the time period
between the Maturity Date (inclusive) until
the day of the actual repay (exclusive). Any
further claims of the Noteholders, in particular claims to damage caused by default, shall
be excluded.

§4
Zahlstelle, Zahlungen

§4
Paying Agent, Payments

1. Die Anleiheschuldnerin ist verpflichtet, während
der gesamten Laufzeit der Anleihe mindestens
eine Zahlstelle zu benennen, die ihren Sitz in
Deutschland hat (nachfolgend auch "Zahlstelle"). Erste Zahlstelle ist die Dero Bank AG,
München, Deutschland.

1. The Issuer is obliged to name at least one
paying agent for the whole Notes period,
which shall have its seat in the Federal Republic of Germany (thereinafter referred to as
"Paying Agent"). The first Paying Agent is
Dero Bank AG, Munich, Germany.

2. Die Anleiheschuldnerin behält sich das Recht
vor, jederzeit die Benennung der Zahlstelle zu
verändern oder zu beenden und Nachfolger
bzw. zusätzliche Zahlstellen zu benennen. Den
Anleihegläubigern werden Änderungen in Bezug auf die Zahlstelle und deren angegebene
Geschäftsstelle umgehend gemäß § 10 der Anleihebedingungen bekanntgemacht. Die Anlei-

2. The Issuer reserves the right to change the
nomination of the Paying Agent at any time,
or to stop using the Paying Agent and to
name another successor or rather to name
additional Paying Agents. The Noteholders
shall be informed promptly about the changes concerning the Paying Agents and their
registered office in accordance with sec-
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heschuldnerin wird dafür sorgen, dass stets eine Zahlstelle ernannt ist.

tion 10 of the Terms and Conditions. The Issuer shall ensure that one Paying Agent is
appointed at any time.

3. Die Anleiheschuldnerin verpflichtet sich, alle
nach diesen Anleihebedingungen geschuldeten
Beträge in frei verfügbarer und konvertierbarer
gesetzlicher Währung der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland an die Zahlstelle zu zahlen, ohne
dass, abgesehen von der Beachtung anwendbarer gesetzlicher Vorschriften, von den Anleihegläubigern die Abgabe einer gesonderten Erklärung oder die Erfüllung irgendeiner anderen
Förmlichkeit verlangt werden darf.

3. The Issuer commits to pay all amounts due
according to these Terms and Conditions in
disposable and convertible legal currency of
the Federal Republic of Germany to the Paying Agent without the Noteholders being entitled to request a separate statement or the
fulfilment of any other formality except for the
applicable legal requirements.

4. Die Zahlstelle wird in Höhe der zu zahlenden
Beträge von Clearstream Banking AG zur Zahlung an die Depotbanken der Anleihegläubiger
belastet. Die Zahlstelle übernimmt Zahlungen
nur soweit ihr die entsprechenden Beträge von
der Anleiheschuldnerin zur Verfügung gestellt
wurden. Sämtliche Zahlungen der Anleiheschuldnerin über die Zahlstelle an die Clearstream Banking AG befreien die Anleiheschuldnerin in Höhe der geleisteten Zahlungen von ihren Verbindlichkeiten aus den InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen gegenüber den Anleihegläubigern.

4. The Paying Agent shall be debited with the
amounts due to Clearstream Banking AG to
be paid to the depository banks of the Noteholders. The Paying Agent shall cover the
respective amounts only up to the amount
provided by the Issuer. All payments of the
Issuer transferred by the Paying Agent to the
Clearstream Banking AG shall free the Issuer from their obligations from the Bearer
Notes towards the Noteholders in the
amount of the payments made.

5. Sämtliche auf die Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen zu zahlenden Zinsen werden zu den
jeweils zum Ausschüttungszeitpunkt geltenden
gesetzlichen Bestimmungen ausgezahlt.

5. All interest payments regarding the Bearer
Notes shall be made complying with the legal regulations at the date of distribution.

6. Die Zahlstelle in ihrer Eigenschaft als solche
handelt ausschließlich als Beauftragte der Anleiheschuldnerin und steht nicht in einem Auftrags- oder Treuhandverhältnis zu den Anleihegläubigern.

6. The Paying Agent as such acts solely as an
authorised agent of the Issuer and is in no
relation neither contractually nor fiduciary,
with the Noteholders.

§5
Rang, Negativverpflichtung

§5
Status, Negative Pledge

1. Die Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen samt
Zinszahlungen begründen unmittelbare, unbedingte, nicht nachrangige und nicht besicherte
Verbindlichkeiten der Anleiheschuldnerin, die
untereinander und mit allen anderen nicht nachrangigen und nicht besicherten Verbindlichkeiten der Anleiheschuldnerin in gleichem Rang
stehen, sofern diese nicht kraft Gesetzes Vorrang haben.

1. The Bearer Notes including interest payments constitute direct, unconditional, unsubordinated and unsecured obligations of
the Issuer, ranking pari passu among themselves and pari passu with all other unsubordinated and unsecured obligations of the
Issuer, unless such obligations are accorded
priority under mandatory provisions of statutory law.

2. Die Anleiheschuldnerin verpflichtet sich, solange Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen der Anleihe ausstehen, jedoch nur bis zu dem Zeitpunkt, an dem alle Beträge an Kapital und Zinsen der Zahlstelle zur Verfügung gestellt worden sind, keine Grundpfandrechte, Pfandrechte,
Belastungen oder sonstigen dinglichen Siche-

2. As long as Bearer Notes remain outstanding,
but only up to the time until all amounts of
principal and interest have been placed at
the disposal of the Paying Agent, the Issuer
commits not to enter into or to permit to subsist any mortgage, charge, pledge, lien or
other encumbrance in rem (together "En-
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rungsrechte (die "Sicherheiten") in Bezug auf
ihren gesamten oder teilweisen Geschäftsbetrieb, ihr Vermögen oder ihre Einkünfte, jeweils
gegenwärtig oder zukünftig, zur Sicherung von
anderen Kapitalmarktverbindlichkeiten (wie
nachstehend definiert) oder zur Sicherung einer
von der Anleiheschuldnerin oder einer ihrer
Tochtergesellschaften gewährten Garantie oder
Freistellung bezüglich einer Kapitalmarktverbindlichkeit einer anderen Person zu bestellen
oder fortbestehen zu lassen, und ihre Tochtergesellschaften – soweit rechtlich möglich und
zulässig – zu veranlassen, keine solchen Sicherheiten zu bestellen oder fortbestehen zu
lassen, ohne gleichzeitig oder zuvor für alle unter den Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen
zahlbaren Beträge in gleicher Weise und in gleichem Rang Sicherheiten zu bestellen oder für
alle
unter
den
InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen zahlbaren Beträge
solch eine andere Sicherheit zu bestellen, die
von einer unabhängigen, Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft als gleichwertig anerkannt wird.

cumbrances in Rem") upon any or all of its
present or future conduct of business, assets
or incomes, as security for any present or future capital market indebtedness (as thereinafter defined) issued or guaranteed by the
Issuer or any subsidiary company towards a
third party, and to make the subsidiary companies – as far as possible and allowed – not
to enter into or to permit to subsist any securities without having the Noteholders at the
latest at the same time to provide an equally
and ratably security for the payable rates or
provide security to the Noteholders which
are acknowledged by an independent registered public accounting firm as being equal
for the amount to be paid.

3. Diese Verpflichtung gilt jedoch nicht, (i) sofern
die Anleiheschuldnerin zur Stellung der Sicherheit gesetzlich verpflichtet ist, (ii) für Sicherheiten, die als Voraussetzung für staatliche Genehmigungen erforderlich sind oder (iii) für Sicherheiten, die eine Kapitalmarktverbindlichkeit
besichern, die infolge einer zukünftigen Akquisition eine Verbindlichkeit der Emittentin oder einer Tochtergesellschaft wird.

3. This obligation does not, however, apply (i) if
the provision of a security is a mandatory by
law for the Issuer, (ii) for the securities necessary as precondition for states approval or
(iii) for securities which collateralize capital
market liabilities which become a liability during a future acquisition of the Issuer or of a
subsidiary company.

4. Ein nach diesem § 5 Abs. 2 zu leistendes Sicherungsrecht kann auch zu Gunsten der Person
eines Treuhänders der Anleihegläubiger bestellt
werden.

4. The security right arising in accordance with
this section 5 para 2 may also be credited to
a trustee of the Noteholder.

5. Im Sinne dieser Anleihebedingungen bedeutet
"Kapitalmarktverbindlichkeit" jede gegenwärtige oder zukünftige Verbindlichkeit hinsichtlich
der Rückzahlung geliehener Geldbeträge, die
durch (i) besicherte oder unbesicherte Schuldverschreibungen, Anleihen oder sonstige Wertpapiere, die an einer Börse oder in einem anderen anerkannten Wertpapier- oder außerbörslichen Markt zugelassen sind, notiert oder gehandelt werden oder zugelassen, notiert oder
gehandelt werden können, oder durch (ii) einen
deutschem Recht unterliegenden Schuldschein
verbrieft, verkörpert oder dokumentiert sind.

5. For the purpose of these Terms and Conditions the "Capital Market Indebtedness"
shall denote any present or future obligation
for the payment of borrowed amounts of
money which is (i) in form of secured or unsecured Notes or other instruments which
are or are capable to be, listed, quoted, dealt
in or traded on any stock exchange or in any
organised market and any guarantee or other indemnity in respect of such obligation, or
(ii) securitised, embodied or documented by
a promissory note which is subject to German law.

6. "Tochtergesellschaft" im Sinne dieses § 5
Abs. 2 bezeichnet jede im Konzernabschluss
der Emittentin voll konsolidierte Gesellschaft.

6. "Subsidiary Company" as presented in this
section 5 para 2 shall be understood as each
fully consolidated company named in the
consolidated financial statement of the Issuer.

§6

§6
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Steuern

Taxes

1. Alle Zahlungen, insbesondere Kapitalrückzahlungen und Zahlungen von Zinsen, erfolgen unter Abzug und Einbehaltung von Steuern, Abgaben und sonstigen Gebühren, soweit die Anleiheschuldnerin oder die Zahlstelle zum Abzug
und/ oder zur Einbehaltung gesetzlich verpflichtet ist. Weder die Anleiheschuldnerin noch die
Zahlstelle sind verpflichtet, den Anleihegläubigern zusätzliche Beträge als Ausgleich für auf
diese Weise abgezogene oder einbehaltene Beträge zu zahlen.

1. All payments, in particular repayment of
capital and interest payments are made deducting and withholding taxes, public charges and other fees provided as far as the Issuer or the Paying Agent are obliged to
make the deduction and/ or withhold the
charges by law. Neither the Issuer nor the
Paying Agent are obliged to pay any compensation to the Noteholder for the amounts
deducted or withheld in this way.

2. Soweit die Anleiheschuldnerin oder die Zahlstelle nicht gesetzlich zum Abzug und/ oder zur
Einbehaltung von Steuern, Abgaben oder sonstigen Gebühren verpflichtet ist, trifft sie keinerlei
Verpflichtung im Hinblick auf abgabenrechtliche
Verpflichtungen der Anleihegläubiger.

2. If the Issuer or Paying Agent are not obliged
by law to deduct and/ or to withhold taxes,
public charges or further fees, neither the Issuer nor the Paying Agent are liable in any
way for obligations of the Noteholders.

§7
Kündigungsrechte

§7
Rights of Termination

1. Die Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen sind für
die Anleihegläubiger nicht vorzeitig ordentlich
kündbar. Das Recht zur außerordentlichen
Kündigung bleibt unberührt.

1. The right of ordinary termination of the Bearer Notes by the Noteholder is excluded. The
right of extraordinary termination remains
uneffected.

2. Ein Anleihegläubiger ist nicht berechtigt, Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen zu kündigen,
wenn einem anderen Anleihegläubiger ein Kündigungsrecht zusteht oder dieser InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen wirksam gekündigt
hat.

2. A Noteholder is not entitled to terminate the
Bearer Notes, if another Noteholder has the
right of termination or has terminated the
Bearer Notes effectively.

3. Jeder Anleihegläubiger ist berechtigt, seine
sämtlichen Forderungen aus den InhaberTeilschulverschreibungen durch außerordentliche Kündigung mit sofortiger Wirkung fällig zu
stellen und Rückzahlungen zum Nennbetrag
einschließlich bis zum Kündigungszeitpunkt
aufgelaufener Zinsen zu verlangen, wenn:

3. Each Noteholder is entitled to submit notice
of an extraordinary termination of the ownership of the Bearer Notes with immediate effect and to require repayment of the nominal
value including the interests which accrued
to the day of the notice of termination if:

a) die Anleiheschuldnerin und/ oder ihre Tochtergesellschaften (wie in § 5 Abs. 2 definiert) Forderungen aus dieser Anleihe oder Zahlungsverpflichtungen aus anderen Darlehensverbindlichkeiten in Höhe von insgesamt mindestens EUR
5.000.000,00 (Cross-Default) innerhalb von 90
Tagen nach dem betreffenden Fälligkeitstag
nicht erfüllen;

a) the Issuer and/ or its subsidiary companies
(as defined hereto in section 5 para 2) do not
fulfil the principal amount from these Notes
or payment obligations from other loans in
the amount of at least EUR 5,000,000.00 in
total (Cross-Default) within 90 days from the
respective Settlement Day;

b) die Anleiheschuldnerin allgemein ihre Zahlungen einstellt oder ihre Zahlungsunfähigkeit bekannt gibt;

b) the Issuer suspends all payments in general
or announces inability to pay;

c) gegen die Anleiheschuldnerin ein Insolvenzverfahren gerichtlich eröffnet wird, das nicht innerhalb von 60 Tagen nach dessen Eröffnung auf-

c) according to a court decision insolvency
proceedings have been opened against the
Issuer and the proceedings have neither
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gehoben oder ausgesetzt wird, oder die Anleiheschuldnerin selbst ein solches Verfahren beantragt oder ihre Zahlungen einstellt oder einen
generellen Vergleich mit der Gesamtheit ihrer
Gläubiger anbietet oder durchführt;

been cancelled nor suspended within 60
days after its opening, or the Issuer has applied for such insolvency proceedings himself or has stopped the payments or has offered or carried out a settlement with all of
the creditors;

d) die Anleiheschuldnerin in Liquidation tritt, es sei
denn, dass eine solche Liquidation im Zusammenhang mit einer Verschmelzung, Konsolidierung oder einer anderen Form des Zusammenschlusses mit einer anderen Gesellschaft vorgenommen wird und diese Gesellschaft anstelle
der Anleiheschuldnerin alle Verpflichtungen aus
diesen Anleihebedingungen übernimmt;

d) the Issuer goes into liquidation, unless such
liquidation is carried out in connection with a
merger, consolidation or another form of fusion with another company and this company has assumed all obligations of the Issuer
under these Terms and Conditions;

e) die Anleiheschuldnerin im Rahmen eines Kontrollwechsels ihren Verpflichtungen nach § 8
nicht nachkommt;

e) the Issuer does not meet her obligations
according to section 8 within the scope of a
change of control;

f) die Anleiheschuldnerin Partei eines Cashpooling-Systems mit Gesellschaften wird, an denen
die Anleiheschuldnerin nicht unmittelbar mit
mindestens 50% beteiligt ist;

f) the Issuer becomes a party of a cashpooling
system with companies, in which the Issuer
does not directly hold at least 50% of the
shares;

g) das sich aus dem jeweils letzten geprüften Konzernabschluss der Anleiheschuldnerin nach
IFRS ergebende Eigenkapital 25 % der Summe
aus Eigenkapital und verzinslichem Fremdkapital (wie nachfolgend definiert) unterschreitet
("Konzerneigenkapitalquote").

g) the equity capital of the Issuer from the last
examined consolidated financial statement
according to IFRS falls below 25 % of the total sum of the equity capital and interest
bearing loan capital (as thereinafter defined)
("Corporate Capital-Asset Ratio").

Dies gilt nicht für den Fall, dass die Unterschreitung der Konzerneigenkapitalquote von 25 %
auf (i) eine Änderung der staatlichen und/ oder
staatlich gesteuerten Förderung von Photovoltaik-Projekten nach Erwerb des betroffenen Photovoltaik-Projekts durch die Anleiheschuldnerin
oder eine Tochtergesellschaft der Anleiheschuldnerin, oder (ii) eine Verlängerung, Erhöhung und/oder rückwirkende Einführung einer
sonstigen Abgabe auf Erträge oder Einnahmen
der konsolidierten SPVs aus PhotovoltaikKraftwerken und einer daraus jeweils resultierenden Abschreibung auf das Projekt bzw. den
Beteiligungsansatz des betroffenen SPVs in der
Konzernbilanz zurückzuführen ist.

That does not apply if the shortfall of the
Corporate Capital-Asset Ratio below 25 % is
due to the fact of (i) a change in the state
subventions and/ or in the subventions driven by the state concerning photovoltaic projects in general after the respective photovoltaic project has been acquired by the Issuer
or one of its subsidiary companies, or (ii) a
prolongation, increase and/ or retrospective
introduction of another public charge to revenue or earnings of the consolidated SPVs
from photovoltaic power stations and a resulting depreciation of the project or rather to
a participation value of the affected SPVs in
the consolidated balance sheet.

"Verzinsliches Fremdkapital“ im Sinne dieser
Anleihebedingungen ist die im Anhang zu dem
jeweiligen geprüften Konzernabschluss der Anleiheschuldnerin nach IFRS ausgewiesene
Summe von kurzfristigen und langfristigen, verzinslichen Verbindlichkeiten.

"Interest Bearing Loan Capital“, for the
purpose of these Terms and Conditions,
shall be understood as the sum of the short
term and long term interest bearing liabilities
as attached in the Appendix to the respective
audited consolidated financial statements of
the Issuer according to IFRS.

h) die Anleiheschuldnerin
2017 oder 2018 eine
vornimmt, oder (ii) für
2020 und 2021 eine
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h) the Issuer (i) distributes a dividend for the
financial years 2017 or 2018, or (ii) distributes a dividend for the financial years 2019,
2020 and 2021 of more than 50% of the dis-

von mehr als 50% des ausschüttungsfähigen
Gewinns vornimmt, oder (iii) für die Geschäftsjahre 2019, 2020 und 2021 eine Dividendenausschüttung in Höhe von bis zu 50% (einschließlich) des ausschüttungsfähigen Gewinns
vornimmt, ohne dass eine EBITDA-Zinsdeckung
vorliegt. EBITDA bedeutet Ergebnis vor Zinsen,
Steuern, Abschreibungen auf Sachanlagen und
immaterielle Vermögensgegenstände.

tributable profit, or (iii) distributes a dividend
for the financial years 2019, 2020 and 2021
up to 50% (including) of the distributable
profit but without EBITDA interest-coverage.
EBITDA means profit before deduction of interest, tax, depreciation and amortization.

"EBITDA-Zinsdeckung“ im Sinne dieser Anleihebedingungen ist gegeben, wenn das EBITDA
in dem relevanten Jahr die Zinskosten um mindestens das Zweifache übersteigt.

"EBITDA interest-coverage", for the purpose of these Terms and Conditions, shall
be assumed if the EBITDA in the year applicable exceeds the interest costs by at least
the double.

4. Das Kündigungsrecht erlischt, falls der Kündigungsgrund vor Ausübung des Rechtes weggefallen ist oder geheilt wurde.

4. The termination right expires if the reason of
termination no longer applies or has been
remedied before exercising this right.

5. Eine Kündigung ist vom Anleihegläubiger
schriftlich in deutscher oder englischer Sprache
durch eingeschriebenen Brief ausschließlich an
die Adresse der Anleiheschuldnerin zu richten
und wird mit Zugang bei dieser wirksam. Der
Kündigung muss ein nach deutschem Recht
wirksamer Eigentumsnachweis (z. B. aktueller
Depotauszug) in deutscher oder englischer
Sprache beigefügt sein.

5. The termination notice submitted by the
Noteholder must be delivered in writing in
German or in English language per registered letter exclusively to the address of the
Issuer and becomes effective upon its receipt. A valid proof of ownership under German law (e.g. current extract from the custodian) in German or English language must
be attached to the termination notice.

6. In den Fällen des § 7 Abs. 3 Buchstabe a), d)
bis h) wird eine Kündigungserklärung, sofern
nicht bei deren Eingang zugleich einer der in
Abs. 3 Buchstabe b) und c) bezeichneten Kündigungsgründe vorliegt, erst wirksam, wenn bei
der Anleiheschuldnerin Kündigungserklärungen
von
Anleihegläubigern
von
InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen im Nennbetrag von
mindestens 15 % des Gesamtnennbetrags der
zu diesem Zeitpunkt noch insgesamt ausstehenden Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen eingegangen sind.

6. In the case of section 7 para 3 letters a), d)
to h), the termination notice becomes effective only after the termination notice from
Noteholders in the nominal amount of at
least 15% of the total nominal value of the
remaining outstanding Bearer Notes is delivered to the Issuer, unless one of the reasons
for termination stated in para 3 letters b) and
c) proves to be valid at the time of its receipt.

§8
Vorzeitige Rückzahlung im Falle eines Kontrollwechsels

§8
Early Redemption in case of a Change of
Control

1. Wenn ein Kontrollwechsel im Sinne von § 8
Abs. 2 eintritt, ist jeder Anleihegläubiger berechtigt, aber nicht verpflichtet, von der Emittentin
die Rückzahlung oder – nach Wahl der Emittentin – den Ankauf seiner InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen durch die Emittentin
oder auf ihre Veranlassung durch einen Dritten
zum vorzeitigen Rückzahlungsbetrag insgesamt
oder teilweise zu verlangen ("Rückzahlungsoption"). Die Ausübung der Rückzahlungsoption
wird nur dann wirksam, wenn innerhalb des
Ausübungszeitraums im Sinne von § 8 Abs. 5
Anleihegläubiger
von
Inhaber-

1. In case of a change of control in accordance
with section 8 para 2 any Noteholder is entitled but not obliged to demand redemption or
– upon the Issuer’s decision – repurchase of
his Bearer Notes by the Issuer or by a third
party at the Issuer’s instigation for the early
redemption price altogether or partially ("Redemption Option“). The execution of the
Redemption Option shall only become effective, if Noteholders in ownership of Bearer
Notes of a nominal value of at least 50% of
the total nominal value of outstanding Bearer
Notes claim the redemption option within the
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Teilschuldverschreibungen im Nennbetrag von
mindestens 50 % des Gesamtnennbetrags der
zu diesem Zeitpunkt noch insgesamt ausstehenden Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen die
Ausübung der Rückzahlungsoption erklärt haben.

execution period in accordance with section
8 para 5.

2. Ein "Kontrollwechsel“ liegt vor:

2. A "Change of Control“ is an event:

a) wenn die Emittentin Kenntnis davon erlangt,
dass eine Person, die derzeit nicht zum mittelbaren oder unmittelbaren Aktionärskreis gehört,
oder gemeinsam handelnde Personen, die derzeit nicht zum mittelbaren oder unmittelbaren
Aktionärskreis gehören, (jeweils ein "Erwerber"), unmittelbar oder mittelbar der rechtliche
oder wirtschaftliche Eigentümer von mehr als
50% der Stimmrechte der Emittentin geworden
ist bzw. sind, wobei als Erwerber nicht gilt, wer
die Stimmrechte unmittelbar oder mittelbar als
Angehöriger im Sinne von § 15 Abgabenordnung oder aufgrund letztwilliger Verfügung erworben hat. Ein Kontrollwechsel wird nicht begründet, sofern die Stimmrechte durch eine Gesellschaft erworben werden, an der die derzeitigen mittelbaren oder unmittelbaren Aktionäre
mittelbar oder unmittelbar beteiligt sind (Zwischenholding); oder

a) when the Issuer becomes aware of the fact
that a person at present is not a direct or an
indirect shareholders of the Issuer, or persons acting in concert who at present are not
direct or an indirect shareholders of the Issuer (thereinafter referred to as respectively
"Purchaser"), has or have become directly
or indirectly the legal or economic owner(s)
of more than 50% of the voting rights of the
Issuer; a person who has acquired the voting
rights directly or indirectly as a family member in accordance with section 15 of the
German Tax Code or based on a testament
shall not be considered as a Purchaser. A
Change of Control is not effective, if the voting rights have been purchased through a
company which is directly or indirectly being
held by direct or indirect shareholders (interim holding) at present; or

b) bei einer Verschmelzung der Emittentin mit
einer oder auf eine Dritte Person oder bei der
Verschmelzung einer Dritten Person mit oder
auf die Emittentin, es sei denn, die Inhaber von
100% der Stimmrechte der Emittentin halten
nach der Verschmelzung mindestens die Mehrheit der Stimmrechte an dem überlebenden
Rechtsträger; oder

b) if the Issuer enters into a merger with a third
party or is merged on a third party or a third
party enters into a merger with or on the Issuer, unless the holders of 100% of voting
rights of the Issuer keep at least the majority
of voting rights of the survived legal entity after the merger; or

c) bei einem Verkauf aller oder im Wesentlichen
aller Vermögensgegenstände (konsolidiert betrachtet) an eine Dritte Person, es sei denn, der
erwerbende Rechtsträger ist oder wird eine
Tochtergesellschaft der Emittentin.

c) if all or substantially all of the assets of the
Issuer have been sold (regarded in a consolidated manner) to a third party, unless the
purchaser of the above mentioned assets
are or shall become a subsidiary company of
the Issuer.

"Dritte Person" im Sinne dieses § 8 Abs. 2 ist
jede Person außer einer Tochtergesellschaft
(wie in § 5 Abs. 2 definiert) der Emittentin.

"Third Party" for the purpose of this section
8 para 2 shall be any person except for a
subsidiary company (as defined in section 5
para 2) of the Issuer.

3. "Vorzeitiger Rückzahlungsbetrag" im Sinne
dieses § 8 bedeutet für jede InhaberTeilschuldverschreibung 100% des Nennbetrags der Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibung zuzüglich aufgelaufener und noch nicht gezahlter
Zinsen bis zum Rückzahlungstag (ausschließlich) gemäß § 8 Abs. 5.

3. "Early Redemption Price" for the purpose
of this section 8 means 100% of the nominal
value of the Bearer Notes plus accrued and
not paid out interests until (but excluding) the
date of redemption for each Bearer Notes in
accordance with section 8 para 5.

4. Wenn ein Kontrollwechsel eintritt, wird die Emittentin unverzüglich, nachdem sie hiervon

4. In the event that a Change of Control occurs,
the Issuer shall, immediately after becoming
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Kenntnis erlangt hat, den Anleihegläubigern den
Kontrollwechsel gemäß § 10 mitteilen (die
"Kontrollwechselmitteilung") und dabei die
Umstände des Kontrollwechsels sowie das Verfahren für die Ausübung der in diesem § 8 genannten Rückzahlungsoption angeben.

aware of the Change of Control, inform the
Noteholders about the Change of Control
according to section 10 (the "Change of
Control Announcement") and at the same
time specify information on the circumstances of the Change of Control as well as on the
process of the execution of the Redemption
Option described in this section 8.

5. Die Ausübung der Rückzahlungsoption durch
einen Anleihegläubiger ist innerhalb eines Zeitraums von 30 Tagen (der "Ausübungszeitraum"), nachdem die Kontrollwechselmitteilung
veröffentlicht wurde, schriftlich gegenüber der
depotführenden Stelle des Anleihegläubigers zu
erklären (die "Ausübungserklärung"). Wird die
Ausübung der Rückzahlungsoption wirksam,
wird die Emittentin die maßgebliche(n) InhaberTeilschuldverschreibung(en) sieben Bankarbeitstage nach Ablauf des Ausübungszeitraums
(der "Rückzahlungstag") nach ihrer Wahl zurückzahlen oder erwerben bzw. erwerben lassen, soweit sie nicht bereits vorher zurückgezahlt oder erworben und entwertet wurde(n).
Die Abwicklung erfolgt über das Clearing System. Eine einmal abgegebene Ausübungserklärung ist für den jeweiligen Anleihegläubiger unwiderruflich.

5. The execution of the Redemption Option by
a Noteholder must be executed within 30
days (the "Exercise Period"), after the
Change of Control Announcement, by submitting a notice in writing to the custodian of
the Noteholder (the "Exercise Notice"). If
the execution of the Redemption Option becomes effective, the Issuer shall, based on
his decision, redeem or purchase or have
the substantial Bearer Notes(s) purchased
within seven business days after the Execution Period has passed (the "Redemption
Date") if Notes have not been redeemed or
purchased and depreciated before. The processing shall be done through a clearing
system. Once the exercise notice has been
submitted, it is irrevocable for the respective
Noteholder.

§9
Ausgabe weiterer Anleihen

§9
Issue of Further Notes

1. Die Anleiheschuldnerin behält sich vor, jederzeit
ohne Zustimmung der Anleihegläubiger weitere
Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen mit gleicher
Ausstattung in der Weise zu begeben, dass sie
mit den Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen zusammengefasst werden, eine einheitliche Anleihe mit ihnen bilden und ihren Gesamtnennbetrag
erhöhen.
Der
Begriff
"InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen" umfasst im Falle
einer solchen Erhöhung auch die zusätzlich begebenen Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen.

1. The Issuer reserves the right to issue, at any
time and without the Noteholders’ consent,
further notes with the same features in a way
to combine them with the already existing
Bearer Notes so that a united series of notes
is created and the total nominal value of this
package increases. In such case, the term
"Series of Notes“ includes the additionally
issued notes.

2. Die Anleiheschuldnerin ist ohne Einschränkungen durch die diesen Bedingungen unterliegende Anleihe berechtigt, weitere Schuldverschreibungen (einschließlich solcher, die mit Optionsoder Wandlungsrechten ausgestattet sind), die
mit dieser Anleihe keine Einheit bilden und die
über andere – auch vorrangige – Ausstattungsmerkmale (z.B. in Bezug auf Verzinsung oder
Stückelung) verfügen, oder andere Schuldtitel
sowie Finanzprodukte zu begeben.

2. The Issuer is entitled to issue other notes
(including those with option rights or conversion privileges), that do not form a unit with
the existing Bearer Notes and may have another structure – including possibly a priority
status – (e.g. regarding interest payment or
denomination) or to issue other debt instruments or financial products without being restricted by the Terms and Conditions for this
Notes issue.

§ 10
Bekanntmachungen

§ 10
Public Announcement

Bekanntmachungen der Anleiheschuldnerin erfolgen ausschließlich im Bundesanzeiger der Bundes-

The announcements of the Issuer shall be published solely in the Federal Gazette of the Fed-
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republik Deutschland, auf der Internetseite der
Emittentin und im Luxemburger Wort, soweit gesetzlich nicht etwas anderes bestimmt ist. Einer
besonderen Benachrichtigung der einzelnen Anleihegläubiger bedarf es nicht. Sofern die Anleihegläubiger der Anleiheschuldnerin namentlich bekannt sind, darf die Anleiheschuldnerin statt einer
Veröffentlichung im Bundesanzeiger Erklärungen
und Bekanntmachungen per eingeschriebenen
Brief an die Anleihegläubiger richten.

eral Republic of Germany, on the website of the
Issuer and in the Luxemburger Wort, unless
there are no other mandatory publication obligations under law. Special notifications of individual Noteholders are not required. If Noteholders
are know by name to the Issuer, the Issuer is
allowed to address the statements and announcements to each Noteholder per registered
letter instead of publishing it in the Federal Gazette.

§ 11
Vorlegefrist, Verjährung

§ 11
Presentation Period, Statutory Limitations

Die in § 801 Abs. 1 Satz 1 BGB bestimmte Vorlegungsfrist
wird
für
die
InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen auf fünf Jahre verkürzt.
Die Verjährungsfrist für Ansprüche aus den Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen, die innerhalb der
Vorlegungsfrist zur Zahlung vorgelegt wurden, beträgt zwei Jahre von dem Ende der Vorlegungsfrist
an.

Period for presentation as specified in section 801 para 1 clause 1 of the German Civil
Code (BGB) shall be shortened to five years for
the Bearer Notes. The period of limitation for
claims in connection with the Bearer Notes asserted within the period of presentation for payment shall be two years from the end of the respective period for presentation on.

§ 12
Anleihegläubigerversammlung

§ 12
Noteholders’ Meeting

1. Beschlüsse der Anleihegläubiger werden ausschließlich in Anleihegläubigerversammlungen
gefasst.

1. The resolutions of the Noteholders shall be
passed solely in the Noteholders’ meeting.

2. Die Anleihegläubigerversammlung wird von der
Anleiheschuldnerin oder dem gemeinsamen
Vertreter der Anleihegläubiger einberufen. Sie
ist einzuberufen, wenn Anleihegläubiger, deren
Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen zusammen
5
%
der
ausstehenden
InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen
erreichen,
dies
schriftlich mit der Begründung verlangen, sie
wollten einen gemeinsamen Vertreter bestellen
oder abberufen, sie wollten nach § 5 Abs. 5
Satz 2 SchVG über das Entfallen der Wirkung
der Kündigung beschließen oder sie hätten ein
sonstiges besonderes Interesse an der Einberufung.

2. The Noteholders’ meeting shall be convened
by the Issuer or by the mutual representative
of the Noteholders. The Noteholders’ meeting shall be convened when Noteholders
whose Bearer Notes together represent 5%
of the outstanding Bearer Notes require the
convocation of the meeting in writing by
providing the reason that they would like to
appoint or recall a mutual representative, the
reason that they would like to decide whether the validity of a termination is still applicable according to section 5 para 5 clause 2 of
the German Debenture Notes Act (SchVG)
or by setting out another particular interest in
convening the meeting.

3. Die Anleihegläubigerversammlung wird von der
Anleiheschuldnerin spätestens einen Monat vor
dem Versammlungstag durch Bekanntmachung
gemäß § 10 dieser Anleihebedingungen einberufen. Die Versammlung findet am Sitz der Anleiheschuldnerin oder am Sitz einer deutschen
Wertpapierbörse statt. Die Einberufung muss
Zeit und Ort der Versammlung sowie die Bedingungen angeben, von denen die Teilnahme an
der Versammlung und die Ausübung des
Stimmrechts abhängen. Der Wortlaut einer vorgesehenen Änderung der Anleihebedingungen
ist dabei bekannt zu machen.

3. In accordance with section 10 of these
Terms and Conditions, the Noteholders’
meeting shall be announced by the Issuer
one month before the meeting day at the latest. The meeting takes place at the Issuer´s
registered office or at a German stock exchange. The convocation must state the time
and place of the meeting as well as the conditions of participating at the meeting and the
conditions of exercising the voting rights.
The wording of intended amendments of the
Terms and Conditions shall be announced at
the same time.
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4. Beschlüsse der Anleihegläubigerversammlung
sind durch notarielle Niederschriften in entsprechender Anwendung der § 130 Abs. 2 bis 4
AktG zu beurkunden.

4. The decisions of the Noteholders’ meeting
must be certified by notarial record in accordance to section 130 para 2 to 4 of the
German Stock Corporation Act (AktG).

5. Soweit in den Anleihebedingungen nichts anderes geregelt ist, gelten für das Verfahren und die
Beschlussfassung in der Anleihegläubigerversammlung die gesetzlichen Vorschriften des
Gesetzes über Schuldverschreibungen aus Gesamtemissionen.

5. Unless otherwise stated in the Terms and
Conditions, the process and the decision
making of the Noteholders’ meeting shall
comply with the legal regulations of the German Debenture Notes Act ("SchVG").

§ 13
Mehrheitsbeschlüsse der Anleihegläubiger

§ 13
Majority Decisions of the Noteholders

1. Beschlüsse der Anleihegläubigerversammlung
gemäß § 5 SchVG werden in der Anleihegläubigerversammlung mit der einfacher Mehrheit der
an der Abstimmung teilnehmenden Stimmrechte
gefasst.

1. The resolutions of the Noteholders’ meeting
according to section 5 of the SchVG shall be
adopted by a simple majority of the voting
rights taking part in the vote.

2. Die Anleihegläubiger können mit einer Mehrheit
von 75 % der an der Abstimmung teilnehmenden Stimmrechte insbesondere folgenden Maßnahmen zustimmen:

2. The Noteholders may agree with a majority
of 75 % of the voting rights entitled to take
part in the vote in particular upon following
measures:

a) der Verlängerung der Fälligkeit, der Verringerung oder dem Ausschluss der Zinsen;

a) the extension of the Maturity Date, the reduction or suspension of the interests;

b) der Verlängerung der Laufzeit;

b) the extension of the Notes period;

c) der Verringerung der Hauptforderung;

c) the reduction of the principal claim;

d) dem Nachrang der Forderung aus den InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen im Insolvenzverfahren der Anleiheschuldnerin;

d) the subordination of the claim from the Bearer Notes in the Issuer ´s insolvency proceedings;

e) dem Verzicht auf das Kündigungsrecht der Anleihegläubiger oder dessen Beschränkungen;

e) waiver of the right of termination of the Noteholders or its restriction;

f) der Schuldnerersetzung.

f) the replacement of the debtor.

§ 14
Änderungen der Anleihebedingungen

§ 14
Changes to the Terms and Conditions of the
Notes

1. Die Anleiheschuldnerin ist ausschließlich in den
folgenden Fällen berechtigt, die Anleihebedingungen durch einseitige Willenserklärung zu
ändern bzw. anzupassen:

1. The Issuer is entitled to make changes or
adaptations to the Terms and Conditions by
unilateral declaration of intent solely in the
following cases:

a) Änderung der Fassung, wie z.B. Wortlaut und
Reihenfolge;

a) amendments to the wording, as e.g. single
words or sentence order;

b) Berichtigung von offensichtlichen Schreib- oder
Rechenfehlern oder ähnlichen offensichtlichen
Unrichtigkeiten;

b) correction of evident typos or miscalculations
or similar obvious incorrectness;

c) Änderungen, die für eine Zulassung oder Einbeziehung
der
Inhaber-

c) changes required for the admission or incorporation of the Bearer Notes to an organised
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Teilschuldverschreibungen zum Handel an einem organisierten Markt oder einem privatrechtlich organisierten Markt erforderlich sind, insbesondere die Einteilung der Anleihe bezogen auf
die Anzahl und den Nennbetrag der InhaberTeilschuldverschreibungen;

market or to a market organised under private law, in particular the division of the
Notes regarding the number and the nominal
value of the Bearer Notes;

d) Änderung des Gesamtnennbetrags und der
Einteilung der Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibung,
sofern weitere Anleihen oder andere Schuldund/oder Finanzierungstitel gemäß § 9 der Anleihebedingungen ausgegeben werden.

d) changes of the total nominal value and division of the Bearer Notes in case further
Notes or other debt titles and/ or financing titles according to section 9 of the Terms and
Conditions are issued.

2. Änderungen der Anleihebedingungen können
durch Rechtsgeschäft nur durch einen gleichlautenden Vertrag mit sämtlichen Anleihegläubigern erfolgen.

2. Changes of the Terms and Conditions can
be implemented only in a legal transaction
with an identical contract for all of the Noteholders.

3. Änderungen der Anleihebedingungen sind ferner mit Zustimmung der Anleihegläubigerversammlung durch Mehrheitsbeschluss nach
Maßgabe des § 13 der Anleihebedingungen
möglich.

3. Changes of the Terms and Conditions can
be agreed by the Noteholders’ meeting by
majority vote in accordance with section 13
of the Terms and Conditions.

§ 15
Schlussbestimmungen

§ 15
Final Provisions

1. Form
und
Inhalt
der
InhaberTeilschulverschreibungen sowie die Rechte und
Pflichten der Anleihegläubiger und der Anleiheschuldnerin bestimmen sich ausschließlich nach
dem Recht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland.

1. The form and content of the Bearer Notes as
well as the rights and duties of the Noteholders and of the Issuer shall be governed solely by the law of the Federal Republic of Germany.

2. Gerichtsstand für alle Streitigkeiten aus den
Inhaber-Teilschuldverschreibungen oder im Zusammenhang mit diesen Anleihebedingungen
ist – soweit gesetzlich zulässig – München,
Deutschland.

2. Place of jurisdiction for any action or other
legal proceedings in connection with the
Bearer Notes or in connection with these
Terms and Conditions is – if legally acceptable – Munich, Germany.

3. Sollte eine der vorstehenden Bestimmungen in
diesen Anleihebedingungen unwirksam oder
undurchführbar sein oder werden, so bleibt die
Wirksamkeit der übrigen Bestimmungen hiervon
unberührt. Die unwirksame oder undurchführbare Bestimmung ist von der Anleiheschuldnerin
nach billigem Ermessen durch eine solche Bestimmung zu ersetzen, die den von der Anleiheschuldnerin und den Anleihegläubigern erstrebten wirtschaftlichen Auswirkungen am nächsten
kommt. Gleiches gilt, sofern sich diese Anleihebedingungen als lückenhaft erweisen sollten.

3. Should one of the above provisions of these
Terms and Conditions be or become ineffective or unenforceable, the validity of the remaining provisions remains unaffected. The
invalid or unenforceable provision shall be
replaced by the Issuer with reasonably exercised discretion by a valid or enforceable
provision which corresponds most with the
economic effects requested by the Noteholder and by the Issuer. The same shall
apply if the Terms and Conditions prove to
be incomplete.

4. Die deutsche Version dieser Anleihebedingungen ist maßgeblich. Die englische Fassung
dient nur als Übersetzung.

4. The German version of these Terms and
Conditions shall prevail. The English version
is for convenience only.

IX.

Offer of the Notes

The Issuer offers up to 30.000 Notes in bearer form with a fixed interest of 7.75% p.a. with a
nominal value of EUR 1,000.00 ("Par Value") each, with an aggregated principal amount of up
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to EUR 30,000,000.00 ("Total Nominal Value") with a maturity date of 26 October 2022 ("the
Offer").
The Offer consists of:
(i)

a public exchange offer (the "Exchange Offer") of the Issuer addressed to the holders
EUR 40,000,000.00 8.0% notes issued on 12 March 2013 with ISIN DE000A1HELE2 (the
"2013/2018 Bond"), to exchange the currently (at the date of the approval of this Prospectus) outstanding amount of up to EUR 10,592,000.00 2013/2018 Bond into new
7.75 % p.a. 2017/2022 Bond of the Issuer with ISIN DE000A19MFH4 (the "New Notes"
and a "New Note"), whose issue is subject of this Prospectus. The Issuer will publish the
following voluntary exchange offer in the German Federal Gazette and the Luxemburger
Wort presumably on 22 September 2017;

(ii)

an option to purchase additional New Notes for those who participate in the Exchange
Offer ("Option to Purchase");

(iii)

a public offer in the Federal Republic of Germany, in the Republic of Austria and in the
Grand Duchy of Luxemburg which is exclusively carried out by the Issuer ("Public Offer")

(iv)

-

through the subscription functionality that is provided by the Frankfurt stock exchange in
the XETRA-trading system for the collection and settlement of subscription orders
("FSE Subscription Functionality") and which is not limited to specific investors ("FSE
Offer");

-

by placing an advertisement in the "Luxemburger Wort"

-

in the form of the Issuer’s subscription on the basis of the subscription application form
that
may
be
downloaded
and
printed
from
the
Issuer’s
website
(http://www.photonenergy.com) under section "EUR Bond 2017" on clicking "About the
bond" ("Subscription Offer").
a private placement which is carried out by the Sole Lead Manager and addressed to
qualified investors in the Federal Republic of Germany and certain other countries outside
the United States of America and Canada, Australia and Japan in compliance with the
applicable private placement exemptions ("Private Placement");

The Public Offer of the Notes targets all potential investors in the Federal Republic of Germany,
in the Republic of Austria and in the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg and is not limited to certain
categories of potential investors. In the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg the Offer will be announced
by publication of the approved Prospectus on the website of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange
(www.bourse.lu) and advertisements in the Luxemburger Wort.
No fixed tranches of the Notes exist neither for the Public Offer nor for the Private Placement.
Furthermore, there are no fixed tranches within the Public Offer concerning different subscription methods.
A condition for the purchase of the New Notes is the existence of a depository account in which
the New Notes can be booked. If such a deposit is not available, it can be established with a
credit institution (bank or savings bank).
This Prospectus has been prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Luxembourg Securities Prospectus Law and Regulation (EC) No 809/2004 of 29 April 2004, as amended. The
Prospectus will be available free of charge from the Issuer as of 21 September 2017 in paper
form. The Prospectus will also be published on the website of the Issuer
(http://www.photonenergy.com) and on the website of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange
(www.bourse.lu) from 21 September 2017 onwards.

1

Schedule
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21 September 2017

Approval of the Securities Prospectus by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier ("CSSF").
Notification to the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority
(BaFin) and the Austrian Financial Market Authority (FMA).

21 September 2017

Publication of the approved Prospectus on the Issuer's website
(http://www.photonenergy.com) and on the website of the Luxembourg
Stock Exchange (www.bourse.lu),

22 September 2017

Publication of the Exchange Offer based on the Prospectus and the
Option to Purchase (as defined below) on the Issuer's website
(http://www.photonenergy.com), the German Federal Gazette and the
Luxemburger Wort

25 September 2017

Start of the Exchange Offer

09 October 2017

Start of the Public Offer (FSE Offer and Subscription Offer)
Start of the Private Placement

20 October 2017,
18:00 CEST

End of the Exchange Offer

24 October 2017,
12:00 CEST

End of the FSE Offer

24 October 2017,
after 16:00 CEST

Allocation of the New Notes for the Exchange Offer, the Public Offer
and the Private Placement

25 October 2017

Publication of the result of the Exchange Offer and the interim result of
the
Public
Offer
on
the
Issuer's
website
(http://www.photonenergy.com)

27 October 2017

Dematerialization of the New Notes with Clearstream Banking AG

End of the Private Placement

First Issue Date and delivery of the New Notes. Issue date of the New
Notes, which were issued during the Subscription Offer received by
the Issuer after 24 October 2017, 12:00 CEST, is the fifth (5) banking
day after subscription.
Inclusion of the New Notes in the Quotation Board for Corporate Notes
at the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. The Inclusion of the New Notes,
which were issued during the Subscription Offer received by the Issuer
after 24 October 2017, 12:00 CEST, is on the same time as this issued
date.
20 September 2018

End of Subscription Offer

21 September 2018

Publication of the final result of the Public Offer on the Issuer's website
(http://www.photonenergy.com)
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2

Types of the Offer

Exchange Offer
Holders of the 2013/2018 Bond have the opportunity to exchange their 2013/2018 Bond in the
ratio of EUR 1,000.00 : EUR 1,000.00 into the new 2017/2022 Bond of the Issuer (ISIN
DE000A19MFH4), which are offered publicly by the Issuer in the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Republic of Austria and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
The Exchange Offer will take place based on the Prospectus that is expected to be published
on the website of the Issuer (http://www.photonenergy.com), the German Federal Gazette and
the Luxemburger Wort on 22 September 2017.
Holders of the 2013/2018 Bond can submit an Exchange Order through their depositary institution to the Settlement Agent within the exchange period beginning on 25 September 2017, 0:00
CEST, and ending on 20 October 2017, 18:00 CEST, (hereinafter referred to as the "Exchange
Period") in writing using the form made available via the depositary institution. Holders of the
2013/2018 Bond that submit an exchange order to their depositary institution by 29 September
2017 will yet be subject to the interest payment for the 2013/2018 Bond due on 02 October
2017.
The holders of the 2013/2018 Bond, which participate in the Exchange Offer, have the option to
subscribe for further New Notes ("Option to Purchase"). This option will be published on the
website of the Issuer (http://www.photonenergy.com) on 22 September 2017 as part of the Exchange Offer, the German Federal Gazette and the Luxemburger Wort.
Holders of the 2013/2018 Bond intending to make use of the Option to Purchase will have to
make a binding offer for the purchase of additional Notes within the Exchange Period in written
form submitting the form made available via the depositary institution via the depositary bank to
the Settlement Agent. The exercise of the Option to Purchase can only be taken into account if
this offer has been received by the Settlement Agent no later than the end of the Exchange
Period. An additional purchase is only possible for a principal amount of EUR 1,000 or a multiple thereof.
Public Offer
Investors wishing to purchase New Notes under the Public Offer will have the option to purchase New Notes against payment in cash regardless of their participation in the Exchange
Offer within the period of the Public Offer beginning on 9 October 2017, 0:00 CEST, and ending
on 24 October 2017, 12:00 CEST regarding the FSE Offer and ending on 20 September 2018,
12:00 CEST regarding the Subscription Offer.
The Public Offer for subscription of the Notes targets potential investors in the Federal Republic
of Germany, in the Republic of Austria and in the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg. The subscription
of the Notes is possible as follows.
The subscription of the Notes within the FSE Offer
Issuers wishing to submit their subscription offers through the FSE Subscription Functionality
must submit a subscription application for the Notes to their respective depository bank during
the Offer Period (as defined below). This requires that the depository bank (i) has been admitted
as a trading participant to the Frankfurt stock exchange or has access to trading on the Frankfurt stock exchange via an accredited trading participant; (ii) is connected to XETRA and (iii) is
authorised and able to use the XETRA-subscription functionality according to the terms and
conditions for use of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (“Trading Participant”).
At the investor's request, the Trading Participant shall issue subscription orders for the Subscription Functionality. Subscription orders placed through the Subscription Functionality shall
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be deemed to have been received as soon as the lead broker has issued a confirmation on
behalf of the Issuer which takes account of these subscription orders during the Offer Period.
The subscription orders of the investors are freely revocable until the end of the Offer Period.
After the allocation has been made, however, a revocation is excluded, unless a different legal
right of revocation exists
Upon the investor’s request, the Trading Participant submits a subscription offer on behalf of the
investor via the Subscription Functionality in the Federal Republic of Germany. Investors in the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg amd the Republic of Austria whose depositary bank is not a Trading Participant, may instruct a Trading Participant via their depositary bank to submit a subscription offer and execute it together with the depositary bank of the investor.
The subscription of the Notes within the Subscription Offer
During the entire Offer Period for the Subscription (see clause 3 below), and subject to OverSubscription as defined below, Investors may subscribe the Notes using the subscription application form, which will be available on the Issuer’s website (http://www.photonenergy.com).
Subscribers may download and print the subscription application form. By signing the application form the subscriber confirms in particular that he received, read and understood the contents of the Prospectus and other information like information pursuant to section 246 para 1 et
seq. of the German Introductory Act To The Civil Code (Einführungsgesetz zum Bürgerlichen
Gesetzbuch, short EGBGB). The subscriber shall complete the application form and send it by
mail (mail to: bond@photonenergy.com) or – if intended – by telefax (fax no: +420 277 002 911)
to the Issuer. Simulataneously the investor shall remit the total purchase price for the subscribed Notes to the Issuer´s account specified in the subscription application form.
For subscriptions under the Subscription Offer before (and excluding) the Issue Date (as defined below) the total purchase price correspondes to the Issue Price multiplied with the number
of subscribed Notes. For subscriptions under the Subscriptions Offer between 27 October 2017
(Issued Date) and 20 September 2018 (End of Offer Period for the Subscription Offer), each
time including, the total purchase price corresponds to the Issue Price multiplied with the number of subscribed Notes plus Accrued Interest (as defined below). A table with the Accrued Interest
amounts
(Stückzinstabelle)
will
be
available
on
Issuer’s
website
(http://www.photonenergy.com) during the Offer Period for the Subscription Offer.
After receipt of the subscription application and complete payment of the total purchase price,
and subject to Over-Subscription, the Issuer shall accept the subscription and send a corresponding confirmation to the subscriber.
The Paying Agent shall transfer the Notes to the securities account of the subscriber in accordance with clause 4 below.
Private Placement
The Private Placement to qualified investors in the Federal Republic of Germany and in certain
other jurisdictions outside the United States, Canada, Australia and Japan will be implemented
pursuant to applicable exemption rules for Private Placements.

3

Offer Details

Offer Period
The Exchange Offer and the Option of Purchase period during which investors may place subscription offers is expected to commence on 25 September 2017, 0:00 CEST, and is expected
to end on 20 October 2017, 18:00 CEST.
The Public Offer (FSE Offer and Subscription Offer) and the Private Placement are expected to
commence on 9 October 2017, 0:00 CEST. The FSE Offer and the Private Placement are expected to end on 24 October 2017, 12:00 CEST; the Subscription Offer is expected to end on
20 September 2018, 12:00 CEST.
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The Issuer reserves the right to extent or shorten the Offer Period. Any reduction or extension of
the Offer Period as well as further subscription periods or the termination of the Public Offer of
the Notes will be announced on the website of the Issuer and by way of a supplement which will
be announced in the same way as the Prospectus, if required.
Allotment
Subscription offers received under the Exchange Offer will be considered and fully allocated
provided that they are received by the Settlement Agent. Subscription offers received by the
Settlement Agent within the framework of the Option to Purchase shall be allocated secondarily
and fully as long as there is no Over-Subscription (as defined below), however the acceptance
of the subscription offer is at the own decision of the Issuer and the Sole Lead Manager.
As soon as an Over-Subscription is given, the Issuer is entitled to reduce subscription orders or
to withdraw individual subscriptions in the course of the Option to Purchase, the Public Offer as
well as the Private Placement at their own discretion and with the Sole Lead Manager. The Issuer intends to make a pro-rata reduction in the event of an Over-Subscription.
An “Over-Subscription” occurs if in the context of the Exchange Offer, the Option to Purchase
and the Public Offer and Private Placement the received exchange or subscription offers exceed the aggregate total amount of the offered Notes in the amount of EUR 30,000,000.00.
Issue price; Issue date and Interest
The Issue Price for each Note amounts to EUR 1,000.00 and represents 100% of its nominal
amount (the “Issue Price”).
The New Notes will be issued on 27 October 2017 (the “Issue Date”). This is the first issue
date. Issue date of the New Notes, which were issued during the Subscription Offer received by
the Issuer after 24 October 2017, 12:00 CEST, is the fifth (5) banking day after subscription.

The New Notes will bear interest on their nominal amount, namely from 27 October 2017 (including) until 26 October 2022 (including) with 7.75 % per annum due quarterly subsequently on
27 January, 27 April, 27 July and 27 October ("Accrued Interest"; Stückzinsen). The Accrued
Interest shall be calculated according to the ACT/ACT (ICMA) method for interest calculation
(unadjusted).
Result of the Exchange Offer, the Public Offer and the Private Placement
The result of the Exchange Offer, the interim result of the Public Offer and the result of the Private Placement, i.e. the total volume allocated, is expected to be published on the website of
the Issuer (http://www.photonenergy.com) on 24 October 2017, after 18:00 CEST, and submitted to the CSSF. The final result of the Public Offer is expected to be published on the website
of the Issuer (http://www.photonenergy.com) on 20 September 2018, after 18:00 CEST, and
submitted to the CSSF.
Claims relating to the subscription fees already incurred and the costs incurred by the investor
in connection with the subscription are governed by the legal relationship between the investor
and the respective custodian bank in which the investor has placed the subscription order.
Investors who have subscribed for subscription orders for New Notes on the subscription functionality may obtain information from their depositary bank on the number of New Notes issued
to them.
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4

Delivery and Settlement of New Notes

Clearing, payments and transfers of the New Notes will be settled through Clearstream Banking
AG, Mergenthalerallee 61, 65760 Eschborn (“Clearing Agent”).
The delivery and settlement of the New Notes within the scope of the Exchange Offer including
the payment of accrued interest, as well as the Option to Purchase shall be effected by the
Clearing Agent on behalf of the Issuer on 27 October 2017. The New Notes shall be delivered
with the value date on the Issue Date of the New Notes.
On 27 October 2017, together with the delivered New Notes, the Clearing Agent shall on behalf
of the Issuer disburse to the Holders of the 2013/2018 Bond for which the Exchange Offer has
been accepted the interest accrued for the 2013/2018 Bond up to the Issue Date (excluding) of
the New Notes.
The delivery and settlement of the New Notes subscribed for in the Public Offer and the Private
Placement will be carried out as “delivery versus payment” by the Paying Agent. The collected
funds will only be used by the Issuer once the New Notes are delivered to the investors.
For subscriptions under the Subscription Offer received by the Issuer until 24 October 2017,
12:00 CEST, the Paying Agent will effect the transfer of the Notes to the securities account of
the subscriber on 27 October 2017. For subscriptions under the Subscription Offer received by
the Issuer after 24 October 2017, 12:00 CEST, the transfer of the Notes to the securities account of the subscriber will be effected within five (5) banking days. The inclusion of these New
Notes is at the same time as the issued dates of these New Notes.
If New Notes are not subscribed during the Exchange Offer, the Public Offer and the Private
Placement investors can subscribe New Notes during the entire Offer Period for the Subscription.

5

Sole Lead Manager, Sole Bookrunner and Paying Agent

The Issuer assigned as "Sole Lead Manager" Dero Bank AG, Herzog-Wilhelm-Straße 26,
80331 Munich, Germany.
The Issuer assigned as "Sole Bookrunner" Dero Bank AG, Herzog-Wilhelm-Straße 26, 80331
Munich, Germany.
The Issuer assigned Dero Bank AG, Herzog-Wilhelm-Straße 26, 80331 Munich, Germany as a
"Paying Agent".

6

Costs of the Investors in Connection with the Offer

The Issuer and the Sole Lead Manager will not charge the investor for any costs or taxes. Investors shall inform themselves regarding costs and taxes which may occur in connection with the
Notes, including possible fees charged by their depository banks in connection with the subscription and holding of the New Notes.

7
ies

Further information on the use of this Prospectus by financial intermediar-

The Issuer has given its explicit consent to the use of this Prospectus during the period from 25
September 2017 up to 20 September 2018, 12:00 CEST in the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Republic of Austria and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg by selected financial intermediaries.
In detail the Issuer agrees to the use of this Prospectus, including possible supplements, by the
Sole Lead Manager in the context of the Private Placement and by the institutes, as the case
may be, by the Sole Lead Manager, in accordance with article 4 (1) of Directive 2006/48 / EC of
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the European Parliament and a financial intermediary for the purpose of the Public Offer within
the Offer Period in the Federal Republic of Germany, the Republic of Austria and the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg. The subsequent resale or final placement of the new Notes by financial
intermediaries may take place during the Public Offer, which may be from 9 October 2017, 0:00
CEST to 20 September 2018, 12:00 CEST.
However, the Issuer may at any time restrict or revoke the consent, whereby the revocation
requires the approval of an addendum to the Prospectus.
The aforementioned consent (including the consent to the use of the Prospectus) shall be given
on condition of a written agreement entered into by and between the Issuer and the relevant
financial intermediary about the consent to use the Prospectus for the purpose of subsequent
public offering of the notes by such financial intermediary. The Issuer has not entered into any
such written agreement on the consent regarding the use of the Prospectus with any financial
intermediary as of the date of this Prospectus. The consent is not linked to any other conditions.
The list and identity of financial intermediary and/ or intermediaries that are permitted to use this
Prospectus for the purpose of subsequent public offering will be published on the Issuer’s website http://bond17.photonenergy.com/about-the-bond/ in the “Bond 2017 – About the bond” section, using the "I want to invest" link.
The Issuer also accepts liability for the content of the Prospectus vis-à-vis the future resale or
final allocation of the securities by any financial intermediary, who has been given the consent
to use the Prospectus.
Any financial intermediary using this Prospectus in the context of public offerings must
confirm on its website that it uses this Prospectus in accordance with the consent and
the terms attached to it. If an offer is made by a financial intermediary, this financial intermediary will provide investors with information on the terms of the offer at the time the
offer is submitted.

8

Selling Restrictions

General
The New Notes are offered by the Issuer exclusively in the Federal Republic of Germany, the
Republic of Austria and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg by Public Offer. In addition, a Private
Placement is made to qualified investors in accordance with the applicable exemption provisions for Private Placements in the Federal Republic of Germany, the Republic of Austria and
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and in other selected countries, with the exception of the United States of America and Canada, Australia and Japan. The New Notes may only be offered if
the offer is compatible with the applicable laws. The Issuer will comply with all relevant regulations in the countries where it carries out sales or other measures relating to the issue of the
New Notes or in which it will use or issue the Prospectus or other documents relating to the
Placement.
European Economic Area
In relation to each Member State of the European Economic Area (each, a “Relevant Member
State”), no public offer of the New Notes will be made prior to the publication of a prospectus in
relation to the New Notes which has been approved by the competent authority in that Relevant
Member State in accordance with the applicable law implementing the Prospectus Directive or,
where appropriate, published in another Relevant Member State but notified to the competent
authority in that Relevant Member State in accordance with the relevant law implementing article 18 of the Prospectus Directive, except that a public offer in the Relevant Member State is
permitted on the basis of applicable exceptions.
United States of America
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The Notes have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as
amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”), and may not be offered, sold or delivered within the United States of America (the “United States”) to or for the account or benefit of, US persons except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act.
United Kingdom
With regard to the United Kingdom, this document does not constitute an offer of transferable
securities to the public in the United Kingdom as in Sections 85 (1) and 102B of the United
Kingdom Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended ("FSMA") defined.
This document is not a prospective prospectus within the meaning of Section 85 (7) of the
FSMA. Accordingly, this document has not been audited or approved by the United Kingdom
Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA") pursuant to Section 87A of the FSMA or the London Stock
Exchange as a prospectus and has not been filed with FCA in accordance with the FCA rules
for the implementation of the EU Prospectus Directive Approved by an Authorised Person ("Authorised Person") with regard to Section 21 of the FSMA.
This document is distributed in the United Kingdom only to such persons or is directed only to
those persons who (i) have a professional experience in dealing with investments and are subject to the definition of an "investment professional" pursuant to article 19 (5) Of the FSMA ("Financial Promotion") Order 2005 (the "Order"), or (ii) as a high net worth entity under articles
49 (2) (a) to (d) of the Order.), or (iii) may receive this document admirably for other reasons
(these persons being collectively referred to as "Relevant Persons"). The Notes are exclusively
available to Relevant Persons and an invitation, an offer or an agreement for the subscription,
purchase or other acquisition of these Notes is only made to Relevant Persons. Persons who
are not relevant persons should not act on the basis of this communication and should not rely
on this document or on its content.

9

Rights to the New Notes

The investor is a Noteholder and as such he is entitled to require interest payments from the
New Notes from the Issuer. Besides that he is entitled to require a repayment of the respective
New Notes amount (nominal value) at the end of the fixed term from the Issuer. The Noteholder
is not entitled to an early ordinary withdrawal. Under specific preconditions in accordance with
the Terms and Conditions of the New Notes, the Noteholders are entitled to file an extraordinary
notice of withdrawal to their New Notes and to require an immediate repayment of their New
Notes (more details to be found in section 7 of the Terms and Conditions of the Notes).

10

Transferability, sale, hereditary pass of the Notes

The Noteholder can transfer, sign over, charge or hereditary pass his New Notes even before
the end of the Notes Period without the consent of the Issuer, which is partially or as a whole, to
a third party. The transferability of the New Notes is not limited. According to the terms and conditions of the Clearstream Banking AG, the Noteholders can transfer their New Notes without
limitation. In doing this, the respective co-ownership share rights to the global certificate shall be
transferred.

11

Securitization

The New Notes shall be securitised by one or more global certificates without interest coupons.
The investors can receive the New Notes in the globally securitised form; individual certificates
and interest coupons shall not be issued. Clearstream Banking AG keeps the global certificates
safe. Owing to the securitization through global certificates, demands onto printing or delivery of
the actual New Notes or of interest coupon shall be for the whole Notes period excluded.

12

Incorporation into the Stock Exchange
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The Issuer intends to book the New Notes expectedly from 27 October 2017 in the Quotation
Board of the Open Market of the Deutsche Börse AG (unofficial market of the Frankfurt Stock
Exchange). The Inclusion of the New Notes, which were issued during the Subscription Offer
received by the Issuer after 24 October 2017, 12:00 CEST, is at the same time as these issues
dates.

13

Reasons for emission and use of proceeds; yield

The Issuer expects that the net proceeds from the New Notes issuance by the issuance date
will correspond to the sum of the issuance price for the New Notes issued until the issuance
date. From this issuance price the following will be deducted: auditor costs, fees for the Central
Depositories, Stock Exchanges, National Banks and other expenses linked to the New Notes
issuance and its placement in the market. The issuer expects that the net proceeds from the
issuance will be EUR 28,860,000.00 if the entire volume is placed.
The Issuer expects that the total costs for the preparation of the New Notes issuance will total
around EUR 1,140,000.00 from the expected total volume of the Notes issuance.
The Issuer plans to use the net proceeds from the Notes issuance, expected at EUR
28,860,000.00, for the following, and ranked by priority: Refinancing of the previously issued
2013/2018 Bond with maturity of 11 March 2018 (ISIN): DE000A1HELE2), acquisitions of photovoltaic projects in Australia and Hungary; whereby the Issuer plans to use the proceeds in the
following order and in the following fashion:
•

Refinancing of the previously issued 2013/2018 Bond with maturity of 11 March 2018
(ISIN: DE000A1HELE2) – up to EUR 10,592,000.00;

•

Development, construction and investment in photovoltaic powerplants in Australia, Hungary and in jurisdictions that become attractive in the future in terms of the Issuer’s business – up to EUR 18,268,000.00.

The Issuer expects that the proceeds from the Issuance will be sufficient for financing all of the
above proposed uses.
Indication of yield
The annual yield equals the interest on the nomal amount and amounts to 7,75 % on the basis
of an issue price of 100 % of the nominal amount and redemption ath the end of the term of the
Notes.

14

Exchange Offer
Umtauschangebot

Exchange Offer

Dieses Umtauschangebot (das "Umtauschangebot") ist in deutscher Sprache abgefasst und mit
einer unverbindlichen Übersetzung in die englische
Sprache versehen. Der deutsche Wortlaut ist
maßgeblich und allein rechtsverbindlich. Die englische Übersetzung ist unverbindlich und dient lediglich zu Informationszwecken.

This exchange offer (the "Exchange Offer") is
drawn up in German language and provided with a
nonbinding English language translation. The German version shall be decisive and the only legally
binding version. The English translation is for convenience and for information purposes only.

Die Emittentin bietet den Inhabern ihrer am 12.
März 2013 begebenen EUR 40.000.000,00 8,0%
Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 mit der ISIN
DE000A1HELE2 (die
"Schuldverschreibung
2013/2018") an, bis zu 40.000 Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 in neue mit 7,75% p.a. verzinsliche Schuldverschreibungen 2017/2022 der Emittentin mit der ISIN DE000A19MFH4, deren Emis-

The Issuer offers to the holders of its
EUR 40,000,000.00 8,0% Notes issued 12 March
2013 with ISIN DE000A1HELE2 (the "2013/2018
Bond"), to exchange up to 40,000 2013/2018 Bond
in new 7.75% p.a. 2017/2022 Bond of the Issuer
with ISIN DE000A19MFH4, whose issue is subject
of this Prospectus.
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sion Gegenstand dieses Prospekts ist, umzutauschen.
Die Emittentin wird voraussichtlich am 22. September 2017 das folgende freiwillige Umtauschangebot im Bundesanzeiger und im Luxemburger
Wort veröffentlichen:

The issuer will publish the following voluntary exchange offer in the German Federal Gazette and in
Luxemburger Wort presumably on 22 September
2017:

Photon Energy N.V., Amsterdam
Freiwilliges Angebot an die Inhaber der

Voluntary offer to the holders of the

8,0 % Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018

8.0 % 2013/2018 Bond

ISIN DE000A1HELE2

ISIN DE000A1HELE2

zum Umtausch ihrer Schuldverschreibungen in
neue 7,75% Schuldverschreibungen 2017/2022

to exchange their Notes in new 7.75% 2017/2022
Bond

ISIN DE000A19MFH4

ISIN DE000A19MFH4

Die Photon Energy N.V. (vormals Photon Energy
Investment N.V.) (nachfolgend auch die "Emittentin") hat am 12. März 2013 eine bis zu EUR
40.000.000,00
8,0%
Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018, eingeteilt in 40.000 auf den Inhaber
lautende, erstrangige und untereinander gleichberechtigte Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 mit
einem Nennbetrag von jeweils EUR 1.000 und der
ISIN E000A1HELE2 begeben. Derzeit steht noch
ein Gesamtnennbetrag der Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018 in Höhe von bis zu EUR 10.592.000,00
zur Rückzahlung aus.

On 12 March 2013, Photon Energy N.V. (formerly
Photon Energy Investment N.V.) (hereinafter referred to as the "Issuer") issued up to
EUR 40,000,000.00 8.0% 2013/2018 Bond, divided
into 40,000 bearer, senior and pari passu
2013/2018 Bond with a principal amount of each
EUR 1,000 with ISIN E000A1HELE2. At present, an
aggregate principal amount of up to EUR
10,592,000.00 of the 2013/2018 Bond is outstanding for redemption.

Die Geschäftsführung der Emittentin hat beschlossen, den Anleihegläubigern der Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 (die "Anleihegläubiger") die
Möglichkeit zu eröffnen, ihre Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 in neue Schuldverschreibungen
2017/2022 der Emittentin mit einem Nennbetrag
von jeweils EUR 1.000,00 (ISIN DE000A19MFH4)
(die "Neuen Schuldverschreibungen" und jeweils
eine "Neue Schuldverschreibung"), die von der
Emittentin ab dem 25. September 2017 in der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Österreich und dem
Großherzogtum Luxemburg öffentlich zum Erwerb
angeboten werden, umzutauschen.

The management board of the Issuer has decided
to give the noteholders of the 2013/2018 Bond (the
"Noteholders") the opportunity to exchange their
2013/2018 Bond into new 2017/2022 Bond of the
Issuer with a nominal value of each EUR 1,000,00
(ISIN DE000A19MFH4) (the "New Notes" and a
"New Note"), which are publicly offered by the Issuer in the Federal Republic of Germany, the Republic of Austria and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg from 25 September 2017.

Der Umtausch erfolgt zu den nachstehenden Bedingungen (die "Umtauschbedingungen"):

The exchange shall take place in accordance with
the following terms and conditions (the "Terms and
Conditions of Exchange"):

§1
Angebot zum Umtausch

§1
Offer for exchange

Die Emittentin bietet nach Maßgabe dieser Umtauschbedingungen den Anleihegläubigern an (das
"Umtauschangebot"), verbindliche Angebote zum
Umtausch ihrer Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018
in Neue Schuldverschreibungen abzugeben (der

The Issuer offers, in accordance with these Terms
and Conditions of Exchange, to the Noteholders
(the "Exchange Offer") to submit binding offers to
exchange their 2013/2018 Bond in New Notes (the
"Exchange" and the offer to exchange the "Ex-
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"Umtausch" und das Angebot zum Umtausch der
"Umtauschauftrag").

change Order").

§2
Umtauschverhältnis
1.

2.

a)
b)

c)

3.

4.

§2
Exchange Ratio

Der Umtausch erfolgt zum Nennbetrag der
Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 zuzüglich
der Stückzinsen (wie in Absatz 3 definiert), die
auf die umgetauschten Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 entfallen.
Das Umtauschverhältnis beträgt 1:1 (eins zu
eins). Dies bedeutet, dass jeder Anleihegläubiger, der einen Umtauschauftrag erteilt hat,
im Fall der Annahme seines Umtauschauftrags durch die Emittentin je eingetauschter
Schuldverschreibung 2013/2018
eine Neue Schuldverschreibung sowie
die Stückzinsen (wie in Absatz 3 definiert), die
auf die umgetauschten Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 entfallen, und
einen Zusatzbetrag von EUR 17,50 pro umgetauschter Schuldverschreibung 2013/2018
(der "Zusatzbetrag") erhält.
"Stückzinsen" bedeutet die anteilsmäßig angefallenen Zinsen vom letzten Zinszahlungstag (einschließlich) der Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 bis zum Begebungstag der
Neuen Schuldverschreibungen, voraussichtlich dem 27. Oktober 2017 (der "Begebungstag") (ausschließlich). Gemäß der Anleihebedingungen
der
Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018 erfolgt die Berechnung der Zinsen
im Hinblick auf einen Zeitraum, der kürzer als
eine Zinsperiode ist, auf der Grundlage der
Anzahl der tatsächlichen verstrichenen Tage
im relevanten Zeitraum (gerechnet vom letzten Zinszahlungstag (einschließlich)) dividiert
durch die tatsächliche Anzahl der Tage der
Zinsperiode (365 Tage bzw. 366 Tage im Falle eines Schaltjahres).
Die Inhaber der Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018, die das Umtauschangebot nach
Maßgabe von § 9 annehmen, haben die Möglichkeit, neben dem Umtausch weitere Neue
Schuldverschreibungen der Emittentin gegen
Zahlung des Nennbetrags zu zeichnen
("Mehrerwerbsoption"). Es können hierbei
nur Nennbeträge von mindestens EUR
1.000,00 und ein Vielfaches davon angelegt
werden.

1.

The Exchange shall occur at the principal
amount of the 2013/2018 Bond plus accrued
interest (as defined in para 3 below), attributable to the exchanged 2013/2018 Bond.

2.

The Exchange Ratio is 1:1 (one to one). This
means that any Noteholder who has submitted an Exchange Order, receives in the
event of acceptance of his Exchange Order
by the Issuer for each exchanged 2013/2018
Bond
a New Note as well as
accrued interest (as defined in para 3 below)
attributable to the exchanged 2013/2018
Bond, and
an additional amount of EUR 17.50 per exchanged 2013/2018 Bond (the "Additional
Amount").
"Accrued Interest" means the pro rata interest accrued from the last interest payment
date (included) of the 2013/2018 Bond until
the date of issue of the New Notes, presumably on 27 October 2017 (the "Issue Date")
(excluded). Pursuant to the terms and conditions of the 2013/2018 Bond, the calculation
of interest with respect to a period shorter
than an interest period shall be based on the
number of actual elapsed days in the relevant period (including the last interest payment date) divided by the actual number of
days of the interest period (365 days or 366
days in the of a leap year).

a)
b)

c)

3.

4.

§3
Umfang des Umtausches
1.

§3
Scope of Exchange

Es gibt keine Mindest- oder Höchstbeträge für
den Umtausch im Rahmen des Umtauschangebots und für Zeichnungsangebote im Rahmen der Mehrerwerbsoption. Anleger können
Umtauschaufträge bezogen auf ihre Schuld-
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The holders of the 2013/2018 Bond which
accept the Exchange Offer pursuant to section 9 may subscribe for any New Notes of
the Issuer in exchange for the principal
amount ("Option to Purchase"). Only principal amounts of at least EUR 1,000.00 and
a multiple of these shall be invested.
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1.

There is no minimum or maximum amount
for the Exchange within the scope of the Exchange Offer and for subscription offers within the scope of the Option to Purchase. Investors may issue Exchange Orders in re-

2.

verschreibungen 2013/2018 in jeglicher Höhe
beginnend ab dem Nennbetrag einer Schuldverschreibung von EUR 1.000,00 abgeben,
wobei das Volumen des Umtauschauftrags
bzw. der Zeichnungsangebote stets durch den
Nennbetrag teilbar sein muss und auf das Volumen der Gesamtemission begrenzt ist. Es
gibt keine festgelegten Tranchen für die
Schuldverschreibungen.
Der Betrag der Neuen Schuldverschreibungen, die für den Umtausch eingesetzt werden,
und die Annahme von Umtauschaufträgen
durch die Emittentin stehen im alleinigen und
freien Ermessen der Emittentin.

spect of their 2013/2018 Bond in any amount
commencing from the principal amount of a
note of EUR 1,000.00 whereby the volume of
the Exchange Order or subscription offers
must always be divisible by the principal
amount and is limited to the volume of the total issue. There are no fixed tranches for the
Notes.
2.

§4
Umtauschfrist
1.

The amount of the New Notes used for the
exchange and the acceptance of Exchange
Orders by the Issuer shall be in the sole and
absolute discretion of the Issuer.

§4
Exchange Period

Die Umtauschfrist für die Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 und die Frist für die Ausübung der Mehrerwerbsoption beginnt am 25.
September 2017 und endet am 20. Oktober
2017 um 18:00 Uhr MESZ (die "Umtauschfrist").
Die Emittentin ist jederzeit und nach ihrem alleinigen und freien Ermessen berechtigt, ohne
Angabe von Gründen die Umtauschfrist zu
verlängern oder zu verkürzen, den Umtausch
vorzeitig zu beenden oder das Umtauschangebot zurückzunehmen. Die Emittentin wird
dies auf ihrer Webseite sowie im Bundesanzeiger und auf der Webseite der Luxemburger
Börse (www.bourse.lu) veröffentlichen. Für
den Fall einer Überzeichnung behält sich die
Emittentin vor, die Umtauschfrist vor Ablauf
des in Absatz 1 bestimmten Termins zu beenden. Eine "Überzeichnung" liegt vor, wenn
die im Rahmen des Umtauschangebots, der
Mehrerwerbsoption und des öffentlichen Angebots sowie im Rahmen der Privatplatzierung eingegangenen Umtausch-, Mehrerwerbs- und Zeichnungsaufträge zusammengerechnet den Gesamtnennbetrag der angebotenen Neuen Schuldverschreibungen übersteigen.
§5
Abwicklungsstelle

1.

The exchange period for the 2013/2018
Bond and the period for exercising the Option to Purchase will begin on 25 September
2017 and end on 20 October 2017 at 18:00
CEST (the "Exchange Period").

2.

The Issuer is, at any time and in its sole and
absolute discretion, entitled to extend or
shorten the Exchange Period without giving
reasons, to terminate the Exchange early or
to withdraw the Exchange Offer. The Issuer
will publish this on its website as well as in
the German Federal Gazette and on the
website of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange
(www.bourse.lu). In the event of an Oversubscription, the Issuer is entitled to terminate the Exchange Period before the expiry
date specified in para 1. An "Oversubscription" occurs when the Exchange
Offers, Options to Purchase and subscription
offers received within the framework of the
exchange order, the order to purchase and
the public order, as well as in the context of
the private placement, together exceed the
aggregate principal amount of the New
Notes offered.

Abwicklungsstelle für den Umtausch ist
Dero Bank AG, Herzog-Wilhelm-Straße 26,
80331 München, Deutschland
(die "Abwicklungsstelle").
2. Die Abwicklungsstelle handelt ausschließlich
als Erfüllungsgehilfe der Emittentin und übernimmt keinerlei Verpflichtungen gegenüber
den Anleihegläubigern und es wird kein Auftrags-oder Treuhandverhältnis zwischen ihr
und den Anleihegläubigern begründet.

1.

2.

1.

§6
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§5
Settlement Agent
Settlement agent for the Exchange is:
Dero Bank AG, Herzog-Wilhelm-Straße 26,
80331 Munich, Germany
(the "Settlement Agent").
2. The Settlement Agent shall act solely as a
vicarious agent of the Issuer and shall not
assume any obligations towards the Noteholders and no contractual or trust relationship shall be established between the Settlement Agent and the Noteholders.
§6
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Umtauschauftrag und Ausübung der
Mehrerwerbsoption
1.

2.

a)

b)
i.

ii.

3.

4.

Exchange order and exercise of option

Anleihegläubiger, die Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018 umtauschen wollen, müssen über
ihre depotführende Stelle während der Umtauschfrist einen Umtauschauftrag einreichen.
Es wird darauf hingewiesen, dass die Möglichkeit zur Erteilung eines Umtauschauftrags
durch die Anleihegläubiger über ihre jeweilige
depotführende Stelle aufgrund einer Vorgabe
der jeweiligen depotführenden Stelle bereits
vor dem Ende der Umtauschfrist enden kann.
Weder die Emittentin noch die Abwicklungsstelle übernehmen eine Gewährleistung oder
Haftung dafür, dass innerhalb der Umtauschfrist erteilte Umtauschaufträge auch tatsächlich vor dem Ende der Umtauschfrist bei der
Abwicklungsstelle eingehen.
Umtauschaufträge haben folgendes unter
Verwendung des über die depotführende Stelle zur Verfügung gestellten Formulars zu beinhalten:
ein Angebot des Anleihegläubigers zum Umtausch einer bestimmten Anzahl von Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 in schriftlicher
Form,
die unwiderrufliche Anweisung des Anleihegläubigers an die depotführende Stelle,
die Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018, für die
ein Umtauschauftrag erteilt wurde, zu sperren
und jegliche Übertragung bis zum Begebungstag zu unterlassen (die "Depotsperre");
und
die Anzahl von in seinem Wertpapierdepot befindlichen Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018,
für die ein Umtauschauftrag erteilt wurde, in
die ausschließlich für das Umtauschangebot
eingerichtete ISIN DE000A19L8R2 (die "Zum
Umtausch angemeldete Schuldverschreibungen") bei der Clearstream Banking AG,
Frankfurt am Main, Mergenthalerallee 61,
65760 Eschborn, Deutschland ("Clearstream") umzubuchen.

1.

Noteholders who want to exchange the
2013/2018 Bond must submit an Exchange
Order through their depositary institution during the Exchange Period. It is pointed out
that the possibility of the issuance of an Exchange Order by the Noteholders via the respective depositary institution can terminate
on the basis of a requirement of the relevant
depositary institution before the end of the
Exchange Period. Neither the Issuer nor the
Settlement Agent shall assume any warranty
or liability for the fact that Exchange Orders
placed within the Exchange Period will effectively be received by the Settlement Agent
before the end of the Exchange Period.

2.

Exchange Orders shall include the following,
using the form provided by the depositary institution:

a)

an offer of the Noteholder to Exchange a
certain number of 2013/2018 Bond in writing,

b)

the irrevocable instruction of the Noteholder
to the depositary institution,
to block the 2013/2018 Bond for which an
Exchange Order has been issued and to refrain from any transfer until the Issue Date
(the "Depot Blocking"); and

ii.

the number of 2013/2018 Bond in its securities account, for which an Exchange Order
has been issued, to transfer to the ISIN
DE000A19L8R2 exclusively established for
the Exchange Offer (the "Notes Registered
for Exchange") at Clearstream Banking AG,
Frankfurt am Main, Mergenthalerallee 61,
65760 Eschborn, Germany ("Clearstream").

Umtauschaufträge können nur unwiderruflich
abgegeben werden. Die Umtauschaufträge
sind nur wirksam, wenn die Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018, für die ein Umtauschauftrag
abgeben
wird,
in
die
ISIN
DE000A19L8R2 der Zum Umtausch angemeldeten Schuldverschreibungen umgebucht
worden sind. Der Umtausch ist für die Inhaber
der Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 – mit
Ausnahme etwaiger Spesen und Kosten nicht
deutscher Depotführender Stellen – provisions- und spesenfrei.
Inhaber
der
Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018, die von der Mehrerwerbsoption
Gebrauch machen wollen, müssen innerhalb

3.

Exchange Orders shall only be issued irrevocably. The Exchange Orders shall only be
effective if the 2013/2018 Bond for which an
Exchange Order is issued have been transferred to the ISIN DE000A19L8R2 of the
Notes Registered for Exchange. Holders of
the 2013/2018 Bond may exchange their
Notes free of commission and expenses –
except any commission and expenses
charged by not German depositary institutions.

4.

Holders of the 2013/2018 Bond intending to
make use of the Option to Purchase will
have to make a binding offer for the pur-
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i.

der Umtauschfrist in schriftlicher Form unter
Verwendung des über die depotführende Stelle zur Verfügung gestellten Formulars oder in
sonstiger schriftlicher Form über die depotführende Stelle ein verbindliches Angebot zum
Erwerb weiterer Schuldverschreibungen abgeben. Die Ausübung der Mehrerwerbsoption
kann nur berücksichtigt werden, wenn dieses
Angebot spätestens bis zum Ablauf der Umtauschfrist bei der Abwicklungsstelle eingegangen ist. Ein Mehrbezug ist nur für einen
Nennbetrag von EUR 1.000,00 oder ein Vielfaches davon möglich.

chase of additional Notes within the Exchange Period in written form using the form
made available via the depositary institution
or in other written form via the depositary institution. The exercise of the Option to Purchase can only be taken into account if this
offer has been received by the Settlement
Agent no later than the end of the Exchange
Period. An additional purchase is only possible for a principal amount of EUR 1,000.00
or a multiple thereof.

§7
Depotsperre

§7
Depot Blocking

Die Depotsperre hat bis zum Eintritt des frühesten
der nachfolgenden Ereignisse wirksam zu sein, sofern die Emittentin keine abweichende Bekanntmachung veröffentlicht:
a) die Abwicklung am Begebungstag oder
b) die Veröffentlichung der Emittentin, dass das
Umtauschangebot zurückgenommen wird.

The Depot Blocking shall be effective until the earliest subsequent events occur, unless the Issuer
publishes a deviating notice:
a)
b)

§8
Anweisung und Bevollmächtigung
1.

a)

b)

c)

Mit der Abgabe des Umtauschauftrages geben die (Anleihegläubiger folgende Erklärungen ab:
sie weisen ihre depotführende Stelle an, die
Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018, für die sie
den Umtauschauftrag abgeben, zunächst in
ihrem Wertpapierdepot zu belassen, aber in
die ISIN DE000A19L8R2 der Zum Umtausch
angemeldeten Schuldverschreibungen bei der
Clearstream umzubuchen;
sie beauftragen und bevollmächtigen die Abwicklungsstelle sowie ihre depotführende Stelle (jeweils unter der Befreiung von dem Verbot des Selbstkontrahierens gemäß § 181
BGB), alle zur Abwicklung dieses Umtauschauftrages erforderlichen oder zweckmäßigen Handlungen vorzunehmen sowie
entsprechende Erklärungen abzugeben und
entgegenzunehmen, insbesondere den Übergang des Eigentums an den Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018, für die sie den Umtauschauftrag abgeben, herbeizuführen und
die Zahlung der Stückzinsen sowie des Zusatzbetrags an die Anleihegläubiger abzuwickeln; die Anleihegläubiger haben Kenntnis
davon, dass die Abwicklungsstelle auch für
die Emittentin tätig wird;
sie beauftragen und bevollmächtigen die Abwicklungsstelle, alle Leistungen zu erhalten
und Rechte auszuüben, die mit dem Besitz
der umgetauschten Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018 verbunden sind;
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the settlement on the Issue Date or
the Issuer’s announcement that the Exchange Offer will be withdrawn.
§8
Instructions and Authorisation

1.

By submitting the Exchange Order, the
Noteholders make the following statements:

a)

they shall instruct their depositary institution
to keep the 2013/2018 Bond for which they
issue the Exchange Order in their securities
account but to transfer them into the ISIN
DE000A19L8R2 of the Notes Registered for
Exchange at Clearstream;

b)

they shall instruct and empower the Settlement Agent, as well as its depositary institution (each under the exemption from the prohibition of self-contracting pursuant to section 181 of the German Civil Code ("BGB")),
to take all necessary or appropriate actions
to settle this Exchange Order and to make
and receive such declarations, in particular
to settle the transfer of ownership of the
2013/2018 Bond for which they issue the Exchange Order, as well as the payment of the
Accrued Interest and the Additional Amount
to the Noteholders; the Noteholders are
aware that the Settlement Agent will also act
for the Issuer;

c)

they shall instruct and authorise the Settlement Agent to obtain all services and exercise rights in connection with the possession
of the exchanged 2013/2018 Bond;

d)

e)

f)

2.

3.

sie weisen ihre depotführende Stelle an, ihrerseits etwaige Zwischenverwahrer der
Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018, für die ein
Umtauschauftrag erteilt wurde, sowie Clearstream anzuweisen und zu ermächtigen, der
Abwicklungsstelle die Anzahl der im Konto der
depotführenden Stelle bei der Clearstream
unter der ISIN DE000A19L8R2 der zum Umtausch angemeldete Schuldverschreibungen
eingebuchten
Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018 börsentäglich mitzuteilen;
sie übertragen – vorbehaltlich des Ablaufs der
Umtauschfrist und unter der auflösenden Bedingung der Nichtannahme des Umtauschangebots durch die Emittentin (ggf. auch teilweise) – die Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018,
für die ein Umtauschauftrag erteilt wurde, auf
die Emittentin mit der Maßgabe, dass Zug um
Zug gegen die Übertragung eine entsprechende Anzahl an Neuen Schuldverschreibungen sowie die Gutschrift der Stückzinsen
und des Zusatzbetrags an sie übertragen
werden;
sie ermächtigen die depotführende Stelle, der
Abwicklungsstelle den Namen des Depotinhabers und Informationen über dessen Anweisungen bekannt zu geben.
Die vorstehenden unter den Buchstaben a)
bis f) aufgeführten Erklärungen, Weisungen,
Aufträge und Vollmachten werden im Interesse einer reibungslosen und zügigen Abwicklung unwiderruflich erteilt.
Zugleich erklärt der jeweilige Inhaber der
Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 im Hinblick auf das Verfügungsgeschäft über die
Zum Umtausch angemeldeten Schuldverschreibungen das Angebot auf Abschluss eines dinglichen Vertrags nach § 929 BGB. Mit
der Abgabe der Umtauschauftrags verzichten
der jeweilige Inhaber der Schuldverschreibungen der Schuldverschreibung 2013/2018
gemäß § 151 Absatz 1 BGB auf einen Zugang
der Annahmeerklärungen. Die Erklärung des
Umtauschauftrags und die Angebotserklärung
im Hinblick auf den dinglichen Vertrag kann
auch durch einen ordnungsgemäß Bevollmächtigten eines Inhabers von Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 abgegeben werden.

d)

they shall instruct their depositary institution
to instruct, on their part, any sub-institution of
the 2013/2018 Bond for which an Exchange
Order has been placed and instruct and authorise Clearstream to notify the Settlement
Agent about the number of 2013/2018 Bond
booked into the account of the depositary institution held with Clearstream under ISIN
DE000A19L8R2 Notes registered for exchange on each trading day;

e)

subject to the expiration of the Exchange Period and subject to the condition precedent of
the non-acceptance of the Exchange Offer
by the Issuer (including, if applicable, partially), the 2013/2018 Bond for which an Exchange Order has been issued shall be
transferred to the Issuer with the provision
that the transfer of the corresponding number of New Notes and the credit of the Accrued Interest and the Additional Amount
shall be transferred concurrently;

f)

they shall authorise the depositary institution
to notify the Settlement Agent about the
name of the depositor and the details of its
instructions.
The declarations, instructions, orders and
powers set out in subparagraphs a) to f)
above shall be given irrevocably in the interests of seamless and swift execution.

2.

3.

§9
Annahme der Angebote
1.

§9
Acceptance of offers

Mit der Annahme eines Umtauschauftrags
durch die Emittentin kommt zwischen dem
betreffenden Anleihegläubiger und der
Emittentin ein Vertrag über den Umtausch
der Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 gegen die Neuen Schuldverschreibungen
sowie Zahlung der Stückzinsen sowie des
Zusatzbetrags gemäß den Umtauschbe-
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At the same time, the respective holder of
the 2013/2018 Bond declares the offer to
conclude a contract in rem pursuant to section 929 of the BGB in respect to the material
transfer (Verfügungsgeschäft) of the Notes
Registered for Exchange. By submitting the
Exchange Order, the respective holder of the
2013/2018 Bond waives the receipt of the
declaration of acceptance pursuant to section 151 paragraph 1 of the BGB. The declaration of the Exchange Order and the offer
with regard to the contract in rem may also
be given by a duly authorised representative
of a holder of 2013/2018 Bond.
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1.

Upon the acceptance of an Exchange Order
by the Issuer, an agreement will be concluded between the relevant Noteholder and the
Issuer about the Exchange of the 2013/2018

2.

4.

dingungen zustande.
Es liegt im alleinigen und freien Ermessen
der Emittentin, Umtauschaufträge ohne
Angabe von Gründen vollständig oder teilweise nicht anzunehmen. Umtauschaufträge, die nicht in Übereinstimmung mit
den Umtauschbedingungen erfolgen oder
hinsichtlich derer die Abgabe eines solchen Angebots nicht in Übereinstimmung
mit den jeweiligen nationalen Gesetzen
und anderen Rechtsvorschriften erfolgten,
werden von der Emittentin nicht angenommen.
Mit der Übertragung der zum Umtausch
angemeldeten Schuldverschreibungen gehen sämtliche mit diesen verbundene Ansprüche und sonstige Rechte auf die Emittentin über.

2.

It is the sole and free discretion of the Issuer
not to accept Exchange Orders in whole or in
part without stating reasons. Exchange Orders which are not made in accordance with
the Terms and Conditions of Exchange or in
respect of which the offering of such an offer
was not made in accordance with the respective national laws and other legal provisions shall not be accepted by the Issuer.

4.

With the transfer of the Notes Registered for
Exchange, all claims and other rights connected with these shall pass to the Issuer.

§ 10
Lieferung der neuen Schuldverschreibungen
1.

2.

Die Lieferung der Neuen Schuldverschreibungen sowie die Zahlung der Stückzinsen
und des Zusatzbetrags für die Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018, für die Umtauschaufträge erteilt und von der Emittentin angenommen wurden, erfolgt an Clearstream oder dessen Order zur Gutschrift
auf die Konten der jeweiligen Kontoinhaber
Zug um Zug gegen Übertragung der
Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018, für die
Umtauschaufträge erteilt und von der Emittentin angenommen wurden, an die Emittentin. Die Lieferung findet voraussichtlich
am 27. Oktober 2017 statt.
Die Gutschrift der Neuen Schuldverschreibungen, der Stückzinsen und des Zusatzbetrags erfolgt über die jeweilige depotführende Stelle der Anleihegläubiger.

§ 10
Delivery of new Notes

1.

The delivery of the New Notes and the payment of the Accrued Interest and the Additional Amount for the 2013/2018 Bond for
which Exchange Orders have been issued
and accepted by the Issuer shall be transferred to Clearstream or its order for credit to
the accounts of the respective account holders, concurrently against the transfer of the
2013/2018 Bond, for which Exchange Orders
have been issued and accepted by the Issuer, to the Issuer. Delivery is expected to take
place on 27 October 2017.

2.

The New Notes and the Accrued Interest and
the Additional Amount shall be credited to
the respective depositary institution of the
Noteholder.

§11
Gewährleistung der Anleihegläubiger
Jeder Anleihegläubiger, der einen Umtauschauftrag erteilt, sichert mit der Abgabe des
Umtauschauftrages sowohl zum Ende der Umtauschfrist als auch zum Begebungstag zu, gewährleistet und verpflichtet sich gegenüber der
Emittentin und der Abwicklungsstelle, dass:
a) er die Umtauschbedingungen durchgelesen, verstanden und akzeptiert hat;
b) er auf Anfrage jedes weitere Dokument
ausfertigen und aushändigen wird, das von
der Abwicklungsstelle oder von der Emittentin für notwendig oder zweckmäßig erachtet wird, um den Umtausch oder die
Abwicklung abzuschließen;
c) die Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018, für
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§ 11
Warranties of Noteholders
Each Noteholder who submits an Exchange Order will ensure both the end of the Exchange Period and the Issue Date by submitting the Exchange Order, and warrants and commits to the
Issuer and the Settlement Agent that:
a)
b)

c)

he has read, understood and accepted the
Terms and Conditions of Exchange;
on request, issue and hand over any further
document deemed necessary or appropriate
by the Settlement Agent or the Issuer to
complete the Exchange or settlement;

the 2013/2018 Bond for which an Exchange

d)

die ein Umtauschauftrag erteilt wurde, in
seinem Eigentum stehen und frei von
Rechten und Ansprüchen Dritter sind; und
ihm bekannt ist, dass sich – von bestimmten Ausnahmen abgesehen – das Umtauschangebot nicht an Anleihegläubiger in
den Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Kanada, Australien und Japan richtet und das
Umtauschangebot nicht in diesen Staaten
abgegeben werden darf, und er sich außerhalb dieser Staaten befindet.

d)

Order has been issued are under his ownership, are free of rights and claims of third
parties; and
he is aware that – with the exception of certain exceptions – the Exchange Offer is not
addressed to Noteholders in the United
States of America, Canada, Australia and
Japan, and the Exchange Offer shall not be
issued in these States and that he is located
outside these States.

§ 12
Steuerliche Hinweise

§ 12
Tax Notes

Die Veräußerung der Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018 auf Basis der Teilnahme an dem
Umtauschangebot kann u. U. zu einer Besteuerung eines etwaigen Veräußerungsgewinns führen. Es gelten die jeweils anwendbaren steuerrechtlichen Vorschriften. Je nach den persönlichen Verhältnissen eines Inhabers der Schuldverschreibungen 2013/2018 können ausländische steuerrechtliche Regelungen zur Anwendung kommen. Die Emittentin empfiehlt, sofern
Unsicherheit über die Einschlägigkeit eines etwaigen steuerbaren Vorgangs vorliegt, vor Abgabe des Umtauschauftrags einen Steuerberater zu konsultieren.

The sale and transfer of the 2013/2018 Bond on the
basis of the participation in the Exchange Offer may
lead to a taxation of a possible capital gain from
transfer. The applicable tax provisions apply. Depending on personal circumstances of a holder of
the 2013/2018 Bond, foreign tax regulations may
apply. The Issuer recommends that a tax consultant
shall be consulted prior to submitting the Exchange
Order if there is uncertainty as to the relevance of
any taxable transaction.

§ 13
Veröffentlichungen, Verbreitung dieses Dokuments, sonstige Hinweise

§ 13
Publications, Distribution of this document,
other Notes

1.

2.

Dieses Umtauschangebot und das öffentliche Angebot werden auf der Webseite der
Emittentin (http://www.photonenergy.com/)
sowie voraussichtlich am oder um den 22.
September 2017 im Bundesanzeiger und
auf der Webseite der Luxemburger Börse
(www.bourse.lu) veröffentlicht.
Da die Versendung, Verteilung oder Verbreitung dieses Umtauschangebots an
Dritte sowie die Annahme dieses Umtauschangebots außerhalb der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Österreich und dem
Großherzogtum Luxemburg gesetzlichen
Beschränkungen unterliegen kann, darf
dieses Umtauschangebot weder unmittelbar noch mittelbar in anderen Ländern
veröffentlicht, verbreitet oder weitergegeben werden, soweit dies nach den anwendbaren ausländischen Bestimmungen
untersagt oder von der Einhaltung behördlicher Verfahren oder der Erteilung einer
Genehmigung oder weiterer Voraussetzungen abhängig ist. Gelangen Personen
außerhalb der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Österreich und dem Großherzogtum
Luxemburg in den Besitz dieses Um-
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1.

2.

This Exchange Offer will be published together with the Public Offer on the Issuer`s
website (http://www.photonenergy.com) as
well as in the German Federal Gazette and
on the website of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange (www.bourse.lu) presumably on or
about 22 September 2017.
Since the conveyance, distribution or dissemination of this Exchange Offer to third
parties and the acceptance of this Exchange
Offer outside the Federal Republic of Germany, the Republic of Austria and the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg are subject to legal
restrictions, this Exchange Offer shall not be
published, disseminated or distributed directly or indirectly in other countries, insofar as
this is prohibited by applicable foreign regulations or is subject to compliance with official procedures or the granting of an authorization or other conditions. If persons who are
outside the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Republic of Austria and the Grand-Duchy
of Luxembourg attain in possession of this
Exchange Offer or if they want to accept the
Exchange Offer, they are requested to inform
themselves about any restrictions applicable

3.

4.

tauschangebots oder wollen sie von dort
aus das Umtauschangebot annehmen,
werden sie gebeten, sich über etwaige außerhalb der Bundesrepublik Deutschland,
Österreich und dem Großherzogtum Luxemburg geltende Beschränkungen zu informieren und solche Beschränkungen
einzuhalten. Die Emittentin übernimmt keine Gewähr dafür, dass die Weitergabe oder Versendung dieses Umtauschangebots oder die Annahme des Umtauschangebots außerhalb der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland, Österreich und dem Großherzogtum Luxemburg mit den jeweiligen
ausländischen Vorschriften vereinbar ist.
Unabhängig von den vorstehenden Ausführungen bezüglich der Versendung, Verteilung und Verbreitung dieses Umtauschangebots wird darauf hingewiesen,
dass sich dieses Umtauschangebot an alle
Inhaber
der
Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018 richtet.
Die Emittentin wird das Ergebnis dieses
Umtauschangebots und des öffentlichen
Angebots
auf
ihrer
Webseite
(http://www.photonenergy.com)
voraussichtlich am 24. Oktober 2017 veröffentlichen.
Sämtliche Veröffentlichungen und sonstigen Mitteilungen der Emittentin im Zusammenhang mit dem Umtauschangebot
erfolgen darüber hinaus, soweit nicht eine
weitergehende Veröffentlichungspflicht besteht, ausschließlich auf der Webseite der
Gesellschaft.

outside the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Republic of Austria and the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg and to comply with these restrictions. The Issuer does not warrant that
the transfer or distribution of this Exchange
Offer or the acceptance of the Exchange Offer outside the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Republic of Austria and the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg complies with the respective
foreign regulations. Irrespective of the above,
regarding the conveyance, distribution and
dissemination of this Exchange Offer, it is
pointed out that this Exchange offer is addressed to all holders of the 2013/2018
Bond.

3.

The Issuer will publish the results of this Exchange Offer together with the Public Offer
on
its
website
(http://www.photonenergy.com) presumably
on 24 October 2017.

4.

All publications and other notices made by
the Issuer in connection with the Exchange
Offer shall be published exclusively on the
company’s website, unless a further obligation to publish exists.

§ 14
Anwendbares Recht

§ 14
Applicable Law

Diese Umtauschbedingungen, die jeweiligen
Umtauschaufträge der Anleihegläubiger sowie
alle vertraglichen und außervertraglichen
Schuldverhältnisse, die sich aus oder im Zusammenhang damit ergeben, unterliegen deutschem Recht unter Ausschluss der Verweisungsnormen des deutschen internationalen
Privatrechts.

These Terms and Conditions of Exchange, the
respective Exchange Offers of the Noteholders as
well as any contractual and non-contractual obligation arising out of or in connection therewith are
governed by German law to the exclusion of the
reference provisions of German private international
law.

§ 15
Gerichtsstand

§ 15
Jurisdiction

Für alle Rechtsstreitigkeiten aus oder im Zusammenhang mit diesen Umtauschbedingungen, den jeweiligen Umtauschaufträgen der Anleihegläubiger sowie allen vertraglichen und
außervertraglichen Schuldverhältnissen, die
sich aus oder im Zusammenhang damit ergeben, ist ,soweit rechtlich zulässig, ausschließlicher Gerichtsstand München, Deutschland.

The courts of Munich, Germany have, to the extent
permitted by law, exclusive jurisdiction to settle any
dispute arising out of or in connection with this
Terms and Conditions of Exchange, the respective
Exchange Orders of the Noteholders as well as any
contractual and non-contractual obligation arising
out of or in connection therewith.
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§ 16
Risikohinweise und Hinweis auf Wertpapierprospekt

§ 16
Risk Notes and reference to securities prospectus

Den Inhabern der Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018 wird empfohlen, vor der Entscheidung über die Abgabe eines Angebots bezogen
auf den Umtausch ihrer Schuldverschreibungen
2013/2018 den Wertpapierprospekt der Emittentin vom 21. September 2017](der "Prospekt") aufmerksam zu lesen und insbesondere
die im Abschnitt "Risikofaktoren" beschriebenen
Risiken bei ihrer Entscheidung zu berücksichtigen.
Der Prospekt, auf dessen Grundlage dieses
Umtauschangebot erfolgt, wird auf der Webseite
der
Emittentin
unter
http://www.photonenergy.com und auf der
Webseite
der
Luxemburger
Börse
(www.bourse.lu) veröffentlicht.

The holders of the 2013/2018 Bond are advised to
pay attention to the prospectus of the Issuer dated
21 September 2017 (the "Prospectus"), prior to the
decision to tender with respect to the exchange of
their 2013/2018 Bond and in particular, to take into
account the risks described in the section "Risk
Factors".
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The Prospectus on the basis of which this Exchange Offer is made will be published on the Issuer’s website at http://www.photonenergy.com and
on the website of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange
(www.bourse.lu).

X.

TAXATION

1. Taxation in the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Withholding Tax in the Kingdom of the Netherlands
All payments made by the Issuer of the Notes can be made free of withholding or deduction for
any taxes of whatsoever nature imposed, levied, withheld or assessed by the Kingdom of the
Netherlands or any political subdivision or taxing authority thereof or therein.
Corporate and Income Tax in the Kingdom of the Netherlands
If a Noteholder is not a resident nor deemed to be a resident of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
for Dutch tax purposes (nor has opted to be taxed as a resident of the Kingdom of the Netherlands), such holder is not taxable in respect of income derived from the Notes and gains realised upon the settlement, redemption or disposal of the Notes, unless:
(i)

the holder has an enterprise or an interest in an enterprise that is, in whole or in part,
carried on through a permanent establishment or a permanent representative in the
Kingdom of the Netherlands to which permanent establishment or a permanent representative the Notes are attributable; or

(ii)

the holder is entitled to a share in the profits of an enterprise that is effectively managed
in the Kingdom of the Netherlands, other than by way of securities, and to which enterprise the Notes are attributable; or

(iii)

the holder is an individual and such income or gains qualify as income from miscellaneous activities in the Kingdom of the Netherlands, which include the performance of activities in the Kingdom of the Netherlands with respect to the Notes that exceed regular, active portfolio management.

2. Taxation in the Federal Republic of Germany
Notes Held by Tax Residents
Capital gains from Notes held as private assets are principally subject to uniform flat income tax
rate of 25% plus solidarity surcharge in an amount of currently 5.5% plus church tax, if applicable. For Notes held as business assets, different norms are to be applied.
Taxation of Notes held as private assets
Payments of interest on the Notes as well as redemption income or proceeds from the disposition of the Notes to Noteholder who are tax residents of the Federal Republic of Germany are
subject to German income tax as of the section 20 of the German Income Tax Act.
If the Notes are held in a custodial account administered by the Paying Agent the withholding
tax from capital gains (interests) as well as from redemption or sale of the Notes will be deducted – provided no certificate of non-assessment has been filed – by the Paying Agent. The
Noteholder shall receive just the amount after deduction of capital income tax along with solidarity surcharge and possibly church tax.
For payments of interests the basis for assessment of capital income tax shall be the amount of
interest. For redemption or sale of the Notes the assessment basis of capital income tax shall
be the difference between the redemption amount or the proceeds from the disposition, after
deduction of other costs in direct factual connection with the redemption or disposition, and the
issue price (or purchase price) of the Notes given by the Paying Agent administrating these
Notes. If no evidence on the acquisition data has been provided to the Paying Agent, withholding tax will be levied on 30% of the proceeds from the sale or redemption of the Notes. As soon
as the appropriate evidence is delivered, this flat rate assessment basis can be within the income tax assessment process replaced by the real redemption amount.
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The total rate of capital income tax is 26.375%, inclusive the solidarity surcharge. Since 2015 an
automatical church tax deduction is in place as a part of the capital income tax deduction. The
total tax rate shall be in this case 27.99% (calculating the church tax rate of 9%) or possibly
27.82% (calculating the church tax rate of 8%, as for example in the German regions of Bayern
and Baden-Württemberg). In case the Noteholder declares in writing the dissent to the application of automatical church tax deduction procedure towards the Federal Central Tax Office
(Bundeszentralamt für Steuern) the applicable church tax must be declared within his/her annual church tax assessment.
The income tax is basically settled with the deduction of capital income tax (inclusive solidarity
surcharge and possibly church tax). The Noteholder is in principle not obliged any more to declare this income in his income tax declaration.
Any real capital income related expenses cannot be taken into consideration. The total investment income as the income related expenses of an individual will be decreased by a lump sum
deduction (Sparer-Pauschbetrag) of EUR 801.00 (or EUR 1,602.00 for married couples filing
jointly). This type of deduction can be taken into consideration already in the process of capital
income tax deduction if an exemption certificate (Freistellungsauftrag) is delivered.
Loss from capital investment shall be in principle set off against the respective type of income
within the process of capital income tax deduction by the Paying Agent. The remaining loss
shall be passed into the following year in case there is no application asking for a Loss certifith
cate delivered until 15 December of the current year. Loss from capital assets may neither be
compensated against other types of income, nor deducted from these. In case the Paying Agent
receives application for a Loss certificate, the assessment for tax purposes shall take the loss
into account.
When required by the Noteholder, capital income can be taken into consideration if the tax declaration process could result in lower income tax (Günstiger-Prüfung). The application can be
filed just for the respective assessment period, however, only for all capital income amounts
altogether. The Noteholder shall receive then a tax certificate from the Paying Agent mentioning
the final tax results as well as the amount of loss to be compensated in coming years.
The capital income tax as well as solidarity surcharge and possibly church tax collected in the
process of deduction shall be considered advance payments of a Noteholder for any German
taxes, if included in the income tax declaration. The Noteholder is entitled to be reimbursed for
an extensive amount of deductions withheld within the tax assessment process.
Notes held by tax residents as business assets
The above mentioned rules concerning settlement tax cannot be applied if the Notes are owned
by corporations, personal companies or individuals as business assets. Therefore the payments
of interests as well as redemption amounts or proceeds from the sale of the Notes are subject to
corporate income tax or rather income tax (in each case plus solidarity surcharge) and – if applicable – trade tax. The expenses connected with the Notes may be in principle considered
operating costs. The Paying Agent will withhold the capital income tax as well as solidarity surcharge. The interests and profits from the Notes must, therefore, be declared within the process
of taxation. The withheld amounts can, under specific preconditions, be set off in the tax assessment process.
Notes Held by German Non-Residents
The taxation of interest payments and other payments connected with the Notes should always
be based on the valid national tax laws of the interest recipient. Possibly can also German tax
law be used (for Noteholders with limited taxation). German double taxation agreements could
also have a tax impact onto the foreign Noteholders. We ask the investors of the Notes from
abroad to consult questions relating to these topics with taxation professionals in their country.
The Issuer does not intend to offer the Notes outside the Federal Republic of Germany, the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and the Republic of Austria.
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Inheritance and Gift Tax
Both the acquisition of the Notes by the way of inheritance or gift are subject to an inheritance,
or gift tax, provided the testator or the donor or beneficiary, done or another transferee had their
permanent address or their usual residence in Germany or were German citizens at the time of
the take-over of the Notes and certain further conditions had been accomplished (e.g. having
had residence in Germany). For family members and relatives there are allowable deductions in
various amounts available.
Other Taxes
Currently any sales taxes are not levied on the purchase, ownership or sale of the Notes in
Germany. There are also no stock exchange transfer tax, company tax, stamp tax or similar
taxes concerning transmission of the Notes required currently in the Federal Republic of Germany.

3. Taxation in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
Notes held by Luxembourg Residents
Taxation of Notes held by individual Noteholders
An individual Noteholder, acting in the course of the management of his/her private wealth, is
subject to Luxembourg income tax in respect of interest received, redemption premiums or issue discounts, under the Notes/Fiduciary Assets, except if (i) withholding tax has been levied on
such payments in accordance with the Law, or (ii) the individual Noteholder has opted for the
application of a 20% tax in full discharge of income tax in accordance with the Law, which applies if a payment of interest has been made or ascribed by a paying agent established in a EU
Member State (other than Luxembourg), or in a Member State of the European Economic Area
(other than a EU Member State), or in a state that has entered into a treaty with Luxembourg
relating to the Savings Directive. A gain realised by an individual Noteholder, acting in the
course of the management of his/her private wealth, upon the sale or disposal, in any form
whatsoever, of Notes/Fiduciary Assets is not subject to Luxembourg income tax, provided this
sale or disposal took place more than six months after the Notes/Fiduciary Assets were acquired. However, any portion of such gain corresponding to accrued but unpaid interest income
is subject to Luxembourg income tax, except if tax has been levied on such interest in accordance with the Law.
Taxation of Notes held by corporate Noteholders
A corporate Noteholder must include any interest accrued or received, any redemption premium
or issue discount, as well as any gain realised on the sale or disposal, in any form whatsoever,
of the Notes/Fiduciary Assets, in its taxable income for Luxembourg income tax assessment
purposes. The same inclusion applies to an individual Noteholder, acting in the course of the
management of a professional or business undertaking.
A Noteholder that is governed by the law of 11 May 2007 on family estate management companies, as amended, or by the law of 17 December 2010 on undertakings for collective investment, as amended, or by the law of 13 February 2007 on specialised investment funds, as
amended, is neither subject to Luxembourg income tax in respect of interest accrued or received, any redemption premium or issue discount, nor on gains realised on the sale or disposal, in any form whatsoever, of the Notes/ Fiduciary Assets.
Notes held by Non-Residents of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
The taxation of payments of interest and further payments connected with the Notes is always
based on the valid national tax laws of the interest recipient. The relevant double taxation
agreement could also have impacts on the foreign Noteholders. Foreign holders of the Notes
have to consult the relevant tax consequences with taxation professionals in their home country.
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The issuer does not intend to offer the Notes outside the Federal Republic of Germany and the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and the Republic of Austria.
Net Wealth Taxation
A corporate Noteholder, whether it is resident of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg for tax purposes or, if not, it maintains a permanent establishment or a permanent representative in the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg to which such Notes/Fiduciary Assets are attributable, is subject to
the Luxembourg wealth tax on such Notes/ Fiduciary Assets, except if the Noteholder is governed by the law of 11 May 2007 on family estate management companies, as amended, or by
the law of 17 December 2010 on undertakings for collective investment, as amended, or by the
law of 13 February 2007 on specialised investment funds, as amended, or is a securitisation
company governed by the law of 22 March 2004 on securitisation, as amended, or a capital
company governed by the law of 15 June 2004 on venture capital vehicles, as amended.
An individual Noteholder, whether he/she is resident of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg or not,
is not subject to the Luxembourg wealth tax on such Notes/ Fiduciary Assets.
Inheritance Tax
Where a Noteholder is a resident of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg for tax purposes at the
time of his death, the Notes/ Fiduciary Assets are included in his taxable estate for inheritance
tax assessment purposes.
Gift tax
Gift tax may be due on a gift or donation of Notes/ Fiduciary Assets if embodied in a Luxembourg deed passed in front of a Luxembourg notary or recorded in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.

4. Taxation in the Federal Republic of Austria
Notes Held by Austrian Residents
Taxation of Notes held as private assets
Income from the Notes derived by individuals whose domicile or habitual abode is in Austria is
subject to Austrian income tax pursuant to the provisions of the Austrian Income Tax Act (Einkommen steuergesetz).
Interest income from the Notes is subject to a special (flat) income tax rate of 27.5%. If the interest is paid out to the Noteholder by an Austrian paying agent (auszahlende Stelle) the interest income from the Notes is subject to Austrian withholding tax (Kapitalertragsteuer) at a rate of
27.5% which is withheld by the Austrian paying agent. An Austrian paying agent is an Austrian
bank or an Austrian branch of a non-Austrian bank or investment firm which pays out or credits
the interest income to the Noteholder or an Austria-based corporation if it directly pays out the
interest income to the Noteholder.
If the interest income is not subject to Austrian withholding tax because there is no Austrian
paying agent, the taxpayer will have to include the interest income derived from the Notes in his
personal income tax return; in this case it is, in general, subject to income tax at the special tax
rate of 27.5%.
Furthermore, any realised capital gain (Einkünfte aus realisierten Wertsteigerungen) from the
Notes is subject to the special (flat) income tax rate of 27.5%. Realised capital gain means any
income derived from the sale or redemption or other disposal of the Notes. The tax base is, in
general, the difference between the sales proceeds or the redemption amount and the acquisition costs, in each case including accrued interest. Expenses which are directly connected with
income subject to the special flat tax rate are not deductible. For Notes held as private assets,
the acquisition costs shall not include incidental acquisition costs. For the calculation of the ac-
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quisition costs of Notes held within the same securities account and having the same securities
identification number but which are acquired at different points in time, an average price shall
apply.
Where an Austrian securities depository (depotführende Stelle) or paying agent is involved and
pays out or settles realised capital gains from the Notes, these also are subject to the 27.5%
withholding tax. The withholding tax deduction will in general result in final income taxation for
individuals holding the Notes as private assets, provided that the investor has evidenced the
factual acquisition costs of the Notes to the securities depository. If the realised capital gain is
not subject to Austrian withholding tax because there is no Austrian securities depository or
paying agent, the taxpayer will also have to include the realised capital gain derived from the
Notes in his personal income tax return; in this case they are subject to income tax at the special tax rate of 27.5%.
Withdrawals (Entnahmen) and other transfers of Notes from the securities account will be treated as disposals (sales), unless specified exemptions will be fulfilled like the transfer of the Notes
to a securities account owned by the same taxpayer (i) with the same Austrian securities depository (bank), (ii) with another Austrian bank if the account holder has instructed the transferring
bank to disclose the acquisition costs to the receiving bank or (iii) with a non-Austrian bank, if
the account holder has instructed the transferring Austrian bank to transmit the pertaining information to the competent tax office or has, in the case of transfers from a foreign account, himself notified the competent Austrian tax office within a month; or like the transfer without consideration to a securities account held by another taxpayer, if the fact that the transfer has been
made without consideration has been evidenced to the bank or the bank has been instructed to
inform the Austrian tax office thereof or if the taxpayer has himself notified the competent Austrian tax office within a month. Special rules apply if a taxpayer transfers his residence outside
of Austria or Austria loses for other reasons its taxation right in respect of the Notes to other
countries (which gives rise to a deemed capital gain and exit taxation with the option for deferred taxation upon application in certain cases of a transfer to an EU Member State or certain
member states of the European Economic Area).
Individuals whose regular personal income tax is lower than the special flat tax rate may opt for
taxation of the income derived from the Notes at their regular personal income tax rate. Any tax
withheld will then be credited against the income tax. Such application for opting into taxation at
the regular personal income tax rate must, however, include all income subject to the special flat
tax rates pursuant to section 27a para 1 of the Austrian Income Tax Act. Expenses in direct
economical connection with such income are also not deductible if the option for taxation at the
regular personal income tax rate is exercised.
Income from Notes which are not offered to the public within the meaning of the Austrian Income Tax Act would not be subject to withholding tax and final taxation but subject to normal
progressive personal income tax rates.
Losses from Notes held by individuals as private assets may only be set off with other investment income subject to the special tax rate (excluding, inter alia, interest income from bank
deposits and other claims against banks) and must not be set off with any other income. Austrian tax law provides for a mandatory set-off by the Austrian securities depository of losses
against investment income from securities accounts at the same securities depository (subject
to certain exemptions). However, a carry- forward of such losses is not permitted.
Notes held by tax residents as business assets
Interest income and realised capital gains derived from the Notes which are held as business
assets are also subject to the special flat income tax rate of 27.5% which is deducted by way of
the withholding tax. However, realised capital gains, contrary to interest income, have to be
included in the tax return. The special income tax rate will only be applicable if such income is
not a focus of the taxpayer’s business activity. Write-downs and losses derived from the sale or
redemption of Notes held as business assets must primarily be set off against positive income
from realised capital gains of financial instruments of the same business and only 55% of the
remaining loss may be set off or carried forward against any other income.
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Interest income and realised capital gains from the Notes derived by corporate Noteholders
whose seat or place of management is based in Austria is subject to 25% Austrian corporate
income tax pursuant to the provisions of the Austrian Corporate Income Tax Act (Körperschaftsteuergesetz). Corporate Notes- holders deriving business income from the Notes may avoid the
application of Austrian withholding tax by filing a declaration of exemption (Befreiungserklärung). There is, inter alia, a special tax regime for private foundations (Privatstiftungen) established under Austrian law (interim tax, no withholding tax).
Notes held by Austrian Non-Residents
Interest income and realised capital gains derived from the Notes by individuals who do not
have a domicile or their habitual abode in Austria or by corporate investors who do not have
their corporate seat or their place of management in Austria (“non-residents”) in general the
following applies:
For non-resident individuals interest income derived from the Notes is subject to a 27.5% Austrian withholding tax (Kapitalertragsteuer) if such interest income is paid out through a paying
agent or securities depository located in Austria. Taxable interest income from the Notes includes all interest income within the meaning of the Austrian EU Withholding Tax Act (see below
“EU Savings Directive”) and therefore also accrued interest realised upon a sale or repayment
of the Notes. Interest income which is not subject to Austrian withholding tax (because it is not
received through an Austrian paying agent or securities depository) is, however, not taxable in
Austria.
Applicable double tax treaties may provide for a reduction of, or relief from, such Austrian withholding tax. However, Austrian banks are not entitled to apply such double tax reduction or relief
at source so that Noteholders wishing to obtain relief from the respective Austrian withholding
tax under an applicable double tax treaty would have to file for a refund with the competent Austrian tax office which will require a certificate of residency issued by the competent authority of
the Noteholder's state of residence.
Interest income which is received by individuals resident in another member state of the EU to
which the EU Withholding Tax Act applies (see below “EU Savings Directive”) is not subject to
the above mentioned Austrian withholding tax.
For non-resident corporate Noteholders interest income and capital gains derived from the
Notes is not taxable in Austria.
Thus, non-resident corporate Noteholders – in case they receive income or capital gains from
the Notes through a securities depository or paying agent located in Austria – may avoid the
application of Austrian withholding tax if they evidence their non resident-status vis-à-vis the
paying agent by disclosing, inter alia, their identity and address pursuant to the provisions of the
Austrian income tax guide- lines. The provision of evidence that the Noteholder is not subject to
Austrian withholding tax is the responsibility of the Noteholder.
If Austrian withholding tax is deducted by the securities depository or paying agent from any
non- taxable payment, the tax withheld shall be refunded to the non-resident Noteholder upon
his application which has to be filed with the competent Austrian tax authority within five calendar years following the date of the imposition of the withholding tax. Applications for refund may
only be filed after the end of the calendar year when the withholding was made.
Implementation of the EU Savings Directive in Austria
The EU Council Directive 2014/107/EU provides for the mandatory automatic exchange of information between EU tax administrations if payment is made in one Member State to beneficial
owners who are individuals and resident for tax purposes in another Member State. The Directive 2014/107/EU applies to the following types of income: interest, dividends and other
types of income. The Member States will start exchanging information automatically under the
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revised directive for the first time by the end of September 2017 (simultaneously with the automatic data exchange under the OECD convention).
The Austrian Parliament passed legislation (Gemeinsamer Meldestandard Gesetz) for the implementation of Directive 2014/107/EU on mandatory automatic exchange of information in the
field of taxation based on the OECD global standard for automatic exchange of financial account information in tax matters to start in 2017.
Other taxes
There should be no transfer tax, registration tax or similar tax payable in Austria by Noteholders
as a consequence of the acquisition, ownership, disposition or redemption of the Notes. The
Austrian inheritance and gift tax (Erbschafts- und Schenkungssteuer) was abolished with effect
as of August 1, 2008. However, gifts from or to Austrian residents have to be notified to the tax
authorities within a three-month-notification period. There are certain exemptions from such
notification obligation, e.g. for gifts among relatives that do not exceed an aggregate amount of
EUR 50,000 per year or gifts among unrelated persons that do not exceed an aggregate
amount of EUR 15,000 within five years.
Certain gratuitous transfers of assets to private law foundations and comparable legal estates
(privatrechtliche Stiftungen und damit vergleichbare Vermögensmassen) are subject to foundation transfer tax (Stiftungseingangssteuer) pursuant to the Austrian Foundation Transfer Tax Act
(Stiftungseingangssteuergesetz) if the transferor and/or the transferee at the time of transfer
have a domicile, their habitual abode, their legal seat or their place of management in Austria.
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XI.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

1. General information
The Issuer’s audited consolidated financial statements for the last accounting period ended 31
December 2016, prepared in compliance with IFRS approved for application in the EU. Moreover, the above mentioned financial statements of the Issuer are also included in the Issuer’s
annual reports for 2016.
Historical financial data of the Issuer presented in the Issuer’s consolidated financial statements,
prepared in compliance with IFRS and associated application clauses of the Chamber of Auditors of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and Part 9 of Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code (Burgerlijk
Wetboek) for the last accounting period, were audited. Auditor’s reports form an integral part of
the Issuer’s financial statements. Grant Thornton Accountants en Adviseurs B.V. acts as the
Issuer’s auditor.
Since the date of the last audited consolidated financial statements of the Issuer (for the year
ended 31 December 2016), the Issuer has published financial data for the period from 1 January to 30 June 2017 in compliance with its reporting obligations. The financial data have not
been audited.

2. Interim financial statement for the period from 1 January to 30 June 2017
Consolidated statement of comprehensive income according to IFRS standards.

In thousands EUR

consolidated statement of comprehensive income
Revenue
Cost of sales
Energy tax

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.201630.6.2016

8,031

6,513

-1,199

-723

-456

-404

Gross profit

6,377

5,387

Other income

58

29

Administrative expenses

-841

-764

-1,297

-1,087

-105

-86

-2,705

-2,613

1,487

866

Finance income

29

22

Interest income

0

0

-1,265

-1,533

Personnel expenses
Other expenses
Depreciation
Results from operating activities

Finance costs
Revaluation of derivatives
Interest costs
Net finance expenses
Share of profit equity-accounted investments (net of tax)
Profit/loss before taxation
Income tax due/deferred
Profit/loss for the year from continuing operations
Profit for the year from discontinued operations
Profit/loss for the year

-198

-34

365

-537

-1,070

-2,082

39

98

456

-1,119

-374

86

82

-1,033

0

-11

82

-1,044

0

0

Other comprehensive income (loss)
Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Revaluation of property, plant and equipment
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In thousands EUR

consolidated statement of comprehensive income

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.201630.6.2016

0

0

1,323

-105

196

42

0

-63

1,601

-1,107

92

-1,048

Share of revaluation of property, plant and equipment of associates/joint
ventures
Items that will be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Foreign currency translation difference - foreign operations
Derivatives (hedging)
Share of currency translation diff. Of associates / JV
Total comprehensive income for the year
Profit attributable to:
Attributable to the owners of the company
Attributable to non controlling interest

-10

5

82

-1,044

1,611

-1,111

-10

5

1,601

-1,107

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

72,624
1,608

73,977
1,585

Other investments

8

8

Long-term receivables

0

0

Deferred tax assets

0

0

Profit for the year
Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Attributable to the owners of the company
Attributable to non controlling interest
Total comprehensive income for the year

Consolidated statement of financial position according to IFRS standards.
In thousands EUR

Consolidated statement of financial position
Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investments in equity-accounted investees

Non-current assets

74,240

75,570

Inventories

1,104

1,122

Trade receivables

2,971

1,123

Other receivables
Gross amount due from customers for contract work

2,195
723

2,150
812

Current tax receivable

0

0

346

389

4,716

5,420

363

541

0

0

Current assets

12,418

11,556

Total assets

86,658

87,125

Prepaid expenses
Cash and cash equivalents
Assets classified as held for sale
Other S-T financial assets

Equity & Liabilities
Equity
Share capital
Share premium
Revaluation reserve

600

600

23,760

23,760

13

13

Legal reserve fund

23,425

24 410

Hedging reserve
Translation reserve

-9
184

-205
-1 139

-23,038

-23,260

24,935

24,180

Retained earnings
Equity attributable to owners of the Company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity
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-10

0

24,925

24,180

In thousands EUR

Consolidated statement of financial position

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

36,120

37,551

1,844

11,410

Liabilities
Loans and borrowings
Other long-term liabilities
Other loans

0

269

5,723

5,806

Non-current liabilities

43,686

55,035

Loans and borrowings

3,734

3,597

Other Loans

404

269

Trade payables

644

619

Other payables

2,479

2,894

10,368
256

0
305

161

225

0

0

Deferred tax liabilities

Other short-term liabilities
Current tax liabilities
Provisions
Liabilities classified as held for sale
Current liabilities

18,047

7,910

Total liabilities

61,733

62,945

Total equity and liabilities

86,658

87,125

Consolidated statement of changes in equity according to IFRS standards.
Share
capital

Share
premium

Legal
reserve
fund

600

23,760

600

23,760

BALANCE at
30.6.2016
BALANCE at
30.6.2017

Revaluation reserve

Currency
translation reserve

Hedgin
g reserve

Retained
earnings

Total

Noncontrolling interest

TOTAL
EQUITY

8

25,634

-1,101

-446

-20,660

27,79
5

156

27,951

13

23,425

184

-9

-23,038

24,93
5

-10

24,925

Consolidated statement of cash flows according to IFRS standards:
In thousands EUR

Consolidated statement of cash flows

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.2016
30.6.201
6

456

-1,119

2,705

2,613

0

230

-39

-98

0

-39

Cash flows from operating activities
Profit for the year before tax
Adjustments for:
Depreciation
Other changes in fixed assets
Share of profit of equity-accounted investments
Profit/loss on sale of property, plant and equipment
Other non-cash items

-80

-36

Corporate income tax expense

0

0

Financial expenses and revenues

0

0

-1,626

-1,912

0

0

42

197

Changes in:
Trade and other receivables
Gross amount due from customers for contract work
Prepaid expenses
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In thousands EUR

1.1.201730.6.2017

Consolidated statement of cash flows
Inventories

1.1.2016
30.6.201
6

18

-145

Trade and other payables

-390

-1,017

Other liabilities

-195

-320

891

-1,567

Acquisition of property, plant and equipment

0

0

Acquisition of subsidiaries, associates, JV

0

0

Acquisition of other investments

0

0

Sale of investments- cash sold

0

0

Interest received

0

0

Net cash used in investing activities

0

0

1.1.201730.6.2017

1.1.2016
30.6.201
6

Change in consolidation method

0

1,809

Proceeds from borrowings

0

1,479

Repayment of borrowings

-2,303

-2,312

650

1,572

Interest expenses

-1,265

-1,545

Net cash from (used in) financing activities

-2,918

1,003

Net increase/decrease in cash and cash equivalents

-2,027

-564

Cash and cash equivalents at 1 January

5,420

5,297

Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash held

1,323

-90

Cash and cash equivalents at 31 December

4,716

4,643

Net cash from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities

In thousands EUR

Consolidated statement of cash flows
Cash flows from financing activities

Proceeds from issuing bonds

3. Explanatory notes
Explanatory notes to the consolidated statement of the financial position and to the consolidated
statement of the comprehensive income for the period ending 30 June 2017 with comparatives
Important accounting definitions
Interim financial statements are prepared in accordance with the International Financial reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union (EU IFRS).
Statement of the consolidated income and consolidated statement of the financial position for
the period ending 30 June 2017 should be read together with the audited financial statements
as of 31 December 2016, that are part of the annual report for the year 2016. Relevant notes
are included in the annual report 2016, unless stated differently.
When preparing the consolidated statement of the comprehensive income and the consolidated
statement of the financial position and relevant notes, the same principles and methods were
applied as for the preparation of the financial statements as of 31 December 2016, when Issuer
adopted new standards and interpretations valid since 1 January 2016. During the period be-
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tween 1 January 2017 and 30 June 2017, no changes in the accounting policies have been
applied that would have material effect to the financial statements of the Group.
New standards according to EU IFRS
As of 1 January 2017, the following effective standards need to be considered for the financial
year 2017:


Disclosure initiative-Amendments to IAS 7 (IASB effective date 1st January 2017, for
EU not yet endorsed)



Recognition of Deferred tax assets for unrealised losses-Amendments to IAS 12 (IASB
effective date 1st January 2017, for EU not yet endorsed)



Annual improvements to IFRSs 2014-2016 Cycle- Amendments to IFRS 12 Disclosure
of Interests in other entities (IASB effective date 1st January 2017, for EU not yet endorsed)

Revenues
30.6.2017

30.6.2016

569

273

Provision of services

1,108

670

Sale of electricity

6,353

5,570

8,031

6,513

In thousands of EUR
Sale of goods

The increase of revenues as of 30 June 2017 compared to the same period of the previous year
is caused by higher revenues from the sale of electricity and also higher revenues from sale of
goods and provision of operating and maintenance services.
Cost of sales
30.6.2017

30.6.2016

Consumption of material and services consumed

-684

-475

Cost of goods sold

-515

-248

-1,199

-723

In thousands of EUR

The main expense classes represent material consumed, cost of goods sold, and third party
services received from subcontractors.
Other revenues
In thousands of EUR

30.6.2017

30.6.2016

58

29

58

29

30.6.2017

30.6.2016

-105

-86

Other revenues

Other revenues include mainly revenues related to the insurance compensation.
Other costs
In thousands of EUR
Other costs
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-105

-86

Other costs include mainly costs related to the insurance expenses and costs for the future
liquidation of the panels.
Administrative and personal expenses
In thousands of EUR
Personal expenses
Administrative expenses

30.6.2017

30.6.2016

-1,297

-1,087

-841

-764

-2,137

-1,851

The increase in personal expenses is caused by the increase in number of employees. Administrative expenses increased because of higher legal and consulting expenses.
Finance income and finance costs
In thousands of EUR

30.6.2017

30.6.2016

Other finance income

0

0

29

22

Other financial expenses

-198

-34

Revaluation of derivatives

365

-537

Interest expenses

-1,265

-1,533

Total finance costs

-1,070

-2,082

Interest revenues

Finance costs as of 30 June 2017 compared to the relevant period of prior year decreased because of the positive effect from the revaluation of derivatives contrary to the prior year and also
one off compensation of overcharged interest costs from past decreasing the total interest expenses by EUR 156,000.00.
Income tax
30.6.2017

30.6.2016

-299

-11

-299

-11

Temporary differences

-75

97

Total tax base

-75

97

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

1,104

1,122

1,104

1,122

In thousands of EUR
Income tax
Actual year

Deferred tax

Inventories
In thousands of EUR
Inventories

Inventories include mainly solar panels, inverters and other components.
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Trade and other receivables
In thousands of EUR
Trade receivables
Allowances

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

2,971

1,123

0

0

2,971

1,123

Significant increase of the trade receivables as of 30 June 2017 compared to 31 December
2016 is caused by the receivables for the actual invoiced period as the revenues for the actual
period are significantly higher than as of the year end, plus impacted by the change of the exchange rate during the first half-year of 2017.
Other receivables
In thousands of EUR
Other receivables

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

2,195

2,150

2,195

2,150

Other receivables include mainly advances provided and loans provided to the companies outside the Group.
Property, plant and equipment
In thousands of EUR
Property, plant and equipment

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

72,624

73,977

72,624

73,977

Property, plant and equipment includes the fair value of the photovoltaic powerplants. Year to
year change is mainly influenced by accumulated depreciation.
Equity
The Issuer’s share capital is EUR 600,000.00 divided into 60,000,000 shares with a nominal
value of EUR 0.01 each. The share capital is fully paid-up.
As of 30 June 2017 the shareholder structure was as follows:
Shareholder structure as of 30.6.2017

Number of
shares

% of capital

Solar Age Investments B.V.

26,467,000

44.11%

Solar Future Cooperatief U.A.

8,590,683

14.32%

Solar Power to the People Cooperatief U.A.

8,051,874

13.42%

Photon Energy N.V.

9,043,068

15.07%

Free float
Total

7,847,375

13.08%

60,000,000

100.00%

Reserves
The reserves relate to the legal reserve, the revaluation of property, plant and equipment - photovoltaic power plants, the hedging reserve and the currency translation reserve. The legal reserve is a reserve required by the Czech commercial law and Slovak commercial law. It has
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been created from the prior years’ profit of the Czech and Slovak entities based on the approval
of the general meeting.
The revaluation reserve arises on the revaluation of photovoltaic power plants. The revaluation
reserve is being released to the retained earnings during the duration of Feed-in-Tariff-currently
20 years in the Czech Republic and 15 years in Slovakia The foreign currency translation reserve comprises all foreign currency differences arising from the translation of the financial
statements of operations using different currency from Euro. It relates to the Czech Republic,
Hungary, Switzerland and Australia.

In thousands of EUR
Legal reserve
Revaluation reserve
Foreign currency translation reserve
Hedging derivatives
Total

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

13

8

23,425

25,634

184

-1,101

-9

-446

23,613

24,095

Loans and borrowings
This point includes information about contractual conditions of the loans and borrowings of the
Group.
In thousands EUR

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

36,120

37,551

0

269

1,844

11,410

37,964

49,230

3,734

3,597

Long-term loans and liabilities
Long-term loans
Other long-term loans
Other long-term liabilities
Total
Short-term loans and liabilities
Short term loans
Other short-term loans

404

0

Other liabilities

10,368

269

Total

14,506

3,866

Other liabilities include the outstanding balance of 2013/2018 Bond due in March 2018, which
was originally clasified as a long-term as of the year-end 2016.
Trade and other payables
Trade payables
In thousands EUR
Trade payables

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

644

619

644

619

30.6.2017

31.12.2016

2,479

2,894

Other liabilities
In thousands EUR
Other liabilities
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Provisions

161

225

2,640

3,119

Other liabilities include accruals, advances received, loans received from companies outside the
Group. Provision created in 2016 and 2017 respectively is related to the tax liabilities of the
Issuer.
Operating segments
All the operational segments are managed on an international basis (not on a country level). In
2016 the Group operated in the Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, the Federal Republic of
Germany, Australia, Switzerland and the Kingdom of the Netherlands with headquarters in the
Kingdom of the Netherlands. In 2016, revenues were generated in all above mentioned markets, except of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany. Noncurrent assets (power plants) are located in the Czech Republic, Slovak Republic and Australia.
Operational segments as of 30 June 2017

In thousands EUR

External revenues from the
sale of products, goods and
services
Revenues within segments
from the sale of products,
goods and services
Cost of sale
Energy tax
Gross profit
Other external income
Administrative and other
expenses
Depreciation
Operating income
Interest income
Interest expenses

Energy
Solutions

Producti
on of
electricit
y

569

6,353

145

Operation
s,
maintena
nce and
PVPP
supervisi
on

Total for
Eliminati
on

Consolidate
d
financial
information

8,031

0

8,031

1,455

2,217

-2,217

0

0

-28

-1,961

762

-1,199

0
0

0
1,505

-456
7,831

0
-1,455

-456
6,377

7

0

3

58

0

58

-127

-633

0

-1,932

-2,823

580

-2,243

-2,640
2,697

-30
237

0
0

-35
-459

-2,705
2,361

0
-874

-2,705
1,487

PV
Investm
ents

Other

1,031

0

77

0

616

0

-690

-487

-756

0
25

-456
5,416

0
893

1

48

-131
0
-106

segment
s

18

110

13

0

131

272

-244

29

-30

-754

-47

0

-678

-1,509

244

-1,265

Other financial revenues

11

0

27

0

-39

0

0

0

Other financial expenses

-16

-6

-5

0

-171

-198

0

-198

Revaluation of derivatives
Profit/loss share in entities in
equivalency
Income tax

0

365

0

0

0

365

0

365

0

0

0

39

0

39

0

39

0

-299

0

0

0

-299

0

-299

Deferred tax
Profit/loss from discontinued
operations
Profit/loss for the year
Revaluation of property, plant
and equipment
Foreign currency translation
diff. - foreign operations
Share of revaluation of PPE of
associates /joint venture
Derivatives (hedging)

0

-75

0

0

0

-75

0

-75

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-124

2,037

226

39

-1,216

957

-874

82

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,323

0

1,323

0

1,323

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
-124

0
2,036

0
226

196
1,558

0
-1,216

196
2,475

0
-874

196
1,601

Total comprehensive income
Total comprehensive
income
Assets, of which

-61

586

-319

98

-2,535

-2,232

1,037

-1,196

3,203

85,972

3,264

1,608

14,802

108,849

-22,190

86,658

PPE – Lands
PPE – Photovoltaic power
plants
PPE – Equipment

0

2,939

0

0

0

2,939

0

2,939

0

69,380

0

0

0

69,380

0

69,380

0

0

33

0

47

80

0

80

PPE – Assets in progress

48

0

0

0

177

225

0

225

Intangibles
Trade and other receivables
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,943

8,956

2,704

0

12,754

27,356

-22,190

5,166
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In thousands EUR

Energy
Solutions

Producti
on of
electricit
y

0

0

0

0

158

548

0

0

Loans
Gross amount due from
customers for contract work
Inventories – Goods
Investments in associates, JV,
other
Deferred tax receivables

Operation
s,
maintena
nce and
PVPP
supervisi
on

Total for
Eliminati
on

Consolidate
d
financial
information

723

0

723

0

0

0

15

1,104

0

1,104

8

1,617

0

1,617
0

PV
Investm
ents

Other

0

0

723

0

0

0

384

0

0

1,608

segment
s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Long term receivables

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Prepaid expenses

1

126

30

0

190

346

0

346

Assets held for sale
Cash and cash equivalents
Other S-T financial assets

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

54

4,024

113

0

526

4,716

0

4,716

0

0

0

0

363

363

0

363

Liabilities, of which

-4,390

-52,864

-6,810

0

-18,985

-83,049

21,315

-61,733

Trade and other payables

-4,388

-6,545

-6,660

0

-6,846

-24,438

21,315

-3,123

0

-39,854

0

0

-404

-40,258

0

-40,258

Bank Loans and other loans
Other long term liabilities

-2

-487

-150

0

-1,205

-1,844

0

-1,844

Other short term liabilities
Current tax liabilities (income
tax)
Provisions

0

0

0

0

-10,368

-10,368

0

-10,368

0

-256

0

0

0

-256

0

-256

0

0

0

0

-161

-161

0

-161

Deferred tax liabilities

0

-5,723

0

0

0

-5,723

0

-5,723

Other

Total
forsegments

Elimination

Consolidated
financial
information

Operational segments as of 30 June 2016

EUR thousand

External revenues from the sale of products,
goods and services
Revenues within segments from sale of
products, goods, services
Cost of sale
Energy tax
Gross profit
Other external income
Administrative and other expenses
Depreciation
Operating income
Interest income
Interest expenses

Energy
solutions

Production of
electricity

Operations,
maintenance
and PVPP
supervision

274

5,570

662

0

8

6,513

0

6,513

35

0

329

0

1,564

1,927

-1,927

0

-248

-357

-432

0

-64

-1,101

378

-723

0

-404

0

0

0

-404

0

-404

25

4,809

230

0

-56

5,008

378

5,387

PV
Invest.

0

0

0

0

29

29

0

29

-81

-101

-502

0

-1,913

-2,597

659

-1,937

0

-2,585

-11

0

-17

-2,613

0

-2,613

-56

2,124

-283

0

-1,957

-172

1,038

866

12

108

9

0

113

242

-220

22

-20

-1,034

-40

0

-680

-1,753

220

-1,533

Other financial revenues

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other financial expenses

2

-9

-6

0

-21

-34

0

-34

Revaluation of derivatives

0

-537

0

0

0

-537

0

-537

Profit/loss share in entities in equivalency

0

0

0

98

0

98

0

98

Income tax

0

-11

0

0

0

-11

0

-11

Deferred tax

0

97

0

0

0

97

Profit/loss from discontinuing operations

0

0

0

0

11

11

0

11

-61

738

-319

98

-2,535

-2,080

1,037

-1,044

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-126

0

0

0

-126

0

-126

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Profit/loss after taxation
Revaluation of property, plant and equipment
Foreign currency translation diff. - foreign
operations
Share of revaluation of PPE of associates
/joint venture
Share of currency translation diff. of
associates / JV
Derivatives (hedging)
Total comprehensive income

0

-26

0

0

0

-26

0

-26

586

-319

-2,535

-2,232

1,037

-1,196

13,621

109,561

-18,856

90,704

0

2,849

0

2,849

0

73,435

0

73,435

2,212

89,129

2,488

PPE – Lands

0

2,849

0

PPE – Photovoltaic power plants

0

73,435

0

0
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-61

98
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0
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Assets, of which

0
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EUR thousand

PPE – Equipment

Energy
solutions

Production of
electricity

Operations,
maintenance
and PVPP
supervision

PV
Invest.

Other

Total
forsegments

Elimination

Consolidated
financial
information

46

0

78

0

77

202

0

202

PPE – Assets in progress

3

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

Intangibles

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,789

8,087

2,074

0

12,799

24,749

-18,856

5,893

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

312

530

211

18

1,069

0

1,069

Investments in associates, JV, other

0

0

8

0

2,118

0

2,118

Deferred tax receivables

0

0

0

0
2,11
0
0

0

0

0

0

Long term receivables

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Prepaid expenses

9

135

26

0

322

491

0

491

Trade and other receivables
Loans
Gross amount due from customers for
contract work
Inventories – Goods

Assets held for sale

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

53

4,093

91

0

4,643

0

4,643

Liabilities, of which

-3,410

-52,062

-3,135

0

-80,708

17,955

-62,753

Trade and other payables

-3,408

-2,640

-3,120

0

-21,095

17,955

-3,140

Bank Loans and other loans

0

-43,441

0

0

406
22,102
11,927
-538

-43,979

0

-43,979

Other long term liabilities

0

-281

0

0

-9,632

-9,913

0

-9,913

Other short term liabilities

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-2

-98

-15

0

-5

-120

0

-120

Cash and cash equivalents

Current tax liabilities (income tax)
Provisions

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Deferred tax liabilities

0

-5,601

0

0

0

-5,601

0

-5,601

Seasonal and cyclic impacts on the interim financial statements
The most significant part of the revenues of the Group consists of revenues from the sale of the
electricity. These are influenced by the seasonal impact of the year period and the weather.
Higher revenues are earned during the summer months and compensate the lower winter revenues.
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Consolidated statement of comprehensive income for the year ended 31 December
In thousand of EUR

Note

Revenue
Cost of sales
Energy tax

10
11
11

Gross profit
Other income
Administrative expenses
Personnel expenses
Other expenses
Depreciation

12
14
14
13

Results from operating activities
Finance income
Interest income
Finance costs
Revaluation of derivatives
Interest costs

15
15
15
15
15

Net finance expenses

2016

2015

13,089
-1,589
-777

13,321
-2,444
-743

10,723

10,134

374
-1,690
-2,241
-616

0
-1,639
-2,112
-237

-5,265

-5,033

1,286

1,113

125
42
-55
-345
-3,109

903
72
-132
240
-3,204

-3,342

-2,121

Share of profit equity-accounted investments (net of tax)

24

59

91

Profit/loss before taxation
Income tax due/deferred

16

-1,996
-653

-918
-589

-2,649

-1,507

-11

-213

-2,660

-1,720

23
23

602
0

0
0

23
28
23

-164
215
0

803
162
0

653

965

Total comprehensive income for the year
Profit attributable to:
Attributable to the owners of the company
Attributable to non controlling interest
Profit for the year
Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Attributable to the owners of the company
Attributable to non controlling interest

-2,007

-755

-2,660
0
-2,660

-1,725
5
-1,720

-2,007
0

-760
5

Total comprehensive income for the year

-2,007

-755

-0.052
-0.044
-0.034

-0.034
-0.029
-0.015

Profit/loss for the year from continuing operations
Profit for the year from discontinued operations

9

Profit/loss for the year
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Revaluation of property, plant and equipment
Share of revaluation of property, plant and equipment of associates/joint ventures
Items that will be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Foreign currency translation difference - foreign operations
Derivatives (hedging)
Share of currency translation diff. Of associates / JV
Other comprehensive income for the year, net of tax

Earnings per share
Earnings per share (basic) (in EUR)
Earnings per share (diluted) (in EUR)
Total comprehensive income per share (in EUR)

24
24
24

The notes on pages 15 to 61 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Consolidated statement of financial position as at 31 December
In thousand of EUR

Note

Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investments in equity-accounted investees
Other investments
Long-term receivables
Deferred tax assets
Non-current assets
Inventories
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Gross amount due from customers for contract work
Current tax receivable
Shareholders’ loans
Prepaid expenses
Cash and cash equivalents
Other S-T financial asset
Assets classified as held for sale
Current assets

17
9.3
18
21

20
21
21
20
21
21
21
22
22
8

Total assets

31 December 2016

31 December 2015

73,977
1,585
8
0
0
75,570
1,122
1,123
2,150
0
0
812
389
5,420
541
0
11,556

76,827
2,195
1
0
0
79,023
924
917
2,412
0
0
630
688
5,297
0
61
10,930

87,125

89,953

600
23,760
24,410
13
-205
-1,139
-23,260
24,180
0
24,180

600
23,760
25,415
10
-420
-975
-20,001
28,389
151
28,541

37,551
11,410
269
5,806
0
55,035
3,597
619
2,894
269
0
305
225
0
7,910

38,499
8,154
538
5,481
0
52,671
3,569
1,061
3,047
269
0
747
0
49
8,742

62,945

61,413

87,125

89,953

Equity & Liabilities
Equity
Share capital
Share premium
Revaluation reserve
Legal reserve fund
Hedging reserve
Translation reserve
Retained earnings
Equity attributable to owners of the Company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23

Liabilities
Loans and borrowings
Other long-term liabilities
Other loans
Deferred tax liabilities
Long-term liability from income tax
Non-current liabilities
Loans and borrowings
Trade payables
Other payables
Other Loans
Other short-term liabilities
Current tax liabilities
Provisions
Liabilities classified as held for sale
Current liabilities

25
28
25
19
27
25
26
26
25
27
27
27
8

Total liabilities
Total equity and liabilities
The notes on pages 15 to 61 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Consolidated statement of changes in equity for the year ended 31 December
Share
capital

Share
premium

Legal
reserve fund

Revaluation
reserve

Currency
translation
reserve

Hedging
reserve

Retained
earnings

TOTAL

Non-controlling
interests

TOTAL
EQUITY

600

23,760

10

27,704

-1,778

-582

-21,675

28,038

147

28,185

Profit for the year

-

-

-

-

-

-

-1,725

-1,725

5

-1,720

Revaluation of PPE

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Share on revaluation of PPE of associates, JV

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency translation differences

-

-

-

-

803

-

-

803

-

803

Derivatives

-

-

-

-

-

162

-

162

-

162

in thousand EUR

BALANCE at 1.1.2015

Share on derivatives JV

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Move from revaluation reserve to retained earnings

-

-

-

-2,289

-

-

2,289

2,289

-

2,289

Move to RE on entity disposal

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,110

1,110

-

1,110

Other comprehensive income for the year

0

0

0

-2,289

803

162

1,674

350

5

355

new shares

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

-

0

Transactions with owners

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

-

0

BALANCE at 31.12.2015

600

23,760

10

25,415

-975

-420

-20,001

28,389

151

28,540

BALANCE at 1.1.2016

600

23,760

10

25,415

-975

-420

-20,001

28,389

151

28,540

0
-

0
-

3
-

602
602
-1,607
-

-164
-164
-

215
215
-

-2,660
-2,660
1,607
-3
-2,202

-2,660
-164
215
602
-2,007
0
0
-2,202

-151

-2,660
-164
215
602
-2,007
0
0
-2,353

600

23,760

13

24,410

-1,139

-205

-23,260

24,180

-

24,180

Profit for the year
Revaluation of PPE
Share on revaluation of PPE of associates, JV
Foreign currency translation differences
Derivatives
Acquisition on JV
Other comprehensive income
Move from revaluation reserve to retained earnings
Legal reserve fund
New shares
Move of RE due to entity disposal/change of cons. method
BALANCE at 31.12.2016

The notes on pages 15 to 61 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Consolidated statement of cash flows for the year ended 31 December
In thousand of EUR

Note

2016

2015

-1,996

-918

Cash flows from operating activities
Profit for the year before tax
Adjustments for:
Depreciation

17

5,265

5,036

Other changes in fixed assets

17

0

0

Share of profit of equity-accounted investments

24

-59

-91

Profit/loss on sale of property, plant and equipment

17

0

0

Other non-cash items

24

-776

589

21

260

-457

0

262

Changes in:
Trade and other receivables
Gross amount due from customers for contract work
Prepaid expenses

21

299

130

Inventories

20

-198

-241

Trade and other payables

26

-642

-362

Other liabilities

27

-117

-1,091

2,035

2,857

Net cash from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment

9

0

0

Acquisition of subsidiaries, associates, JV

9

-438

0

Acquisition of other investments

9

0

0

Proceeds from sale of investments

9

25

2,141

Sale of investments- cash sold

9

0

0

Interest received

15

0

0

-463

2,141

0

0

1,479

0

Net cash used in investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issuance of ordinary shares
Proceeds from borrowings

25

Change in consolidation method

25

1,809

0

Repayment of borrowings

25

-4,337

-4,996

Proceeds from issuing bonds

25

2,872

535

Interest expenses

25

-3,109

130

-1,286

-4,331

287

668

5,297

4,631

-164

0

5,420

5,297

Net cash from (used in) financing activities
Net increase/decrease in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at 1 January
Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash held
Cash and cash equivalents at 31 December
The notes on pages 15 to 61 are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Reporting entity

Photon Energy N.V. (“Photon Energy” or the “Company”) is a
joint-stock company incorporated under the laws of Netherlands on 9 December 2010. The statutory seat of the Company is
Barbara Strozzilaan 201, 1083HN Amsterdam. The consolidated
financial statements of the Company as at and for the year
ended 31 December 2016 comprise the Company and its subsidiaries (together referred to as the “Group” and individually as
“Group entities”) and the Group’s interest in associates and
jointly controlled entities.

2.

Basis of preparation

2.1

Statement of compliance

2.4

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union (“EU IFRSs”) and title
9 Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil code. It represents the international accounting standards adopted in the form of European
Commission Regulations in accordance with Regulation (EC) No
1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council.
The consolidated financial statements were authorised for issue
by the Board of Directors on 10 March 2017.

Going concern
Management statement
In preparing these accounts on a going concern basis, management used its best estimates to forecast cash movements over
the next 12 months from the date of these accounts. As per
today, management believes the Company will be able to repay
its liabilities and ensure the further development of the Group.

2.2

Basis of measurement

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared on
historical cost basis except for the following material items in
the statement of financial position:
Property, plant and equipment – photovoltaic power plants
are measured at revalued amounts (for revaluation details refer to the note 23)
Investments in equity instruments accounted for using the
equity method

2.3

Functional currency

These financial statements are presented in EUR.
The functional currencies used in the Group are CZK for Czech
subsidiaries, EUR for Dutch, German and Slovak companies, CHF
for Swiss subsidiary and AUD for Australian subsidiaries. All
financial information presented in EUR has been rounded to the
nearest thousand.

400918777.1\TM29

The Group is engaged in the development of photovoltaic power
plants. This activity involves securing suitable sites by purchase
or long-term lease, obtaining all licenses and permits, the design, installation of photovoltaic equipment, financing, operations and maintenance. Photon Energy pursues a comprehensive strategy of focusing both on green-field and rooftop installations while trying to cover the largest possible part of the
value chain and lifecycle of the power plant.
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Use of estimates and judgments

The preparation of the consolidated financial statements in
conformity with EU IFRSs requires management to make judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the application of
accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results may differ from these
estimates.
Significant management judgement is used in key assumptions
applied discounted cash flow projections related to the valuation of the photovoltaic power plants (refer to Note 5.1) and in
case of professional judgment and internal knowledge of the
customer related to the creation of the allowance for bad and
doubtful debts (refer to Note 28.2).
Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognized in
the period in which the estimates are revised and in any future
periods affected.
Information about assumptions and estimation uncertainties
that have a significant risk of resulting in a material adjustment
within the next financial year are included in the following
notes:
Note 5.1 – key assumptions used in discounted cash flow
projections related to the valuation of the photovoltaic
power plants
Note 28.2 – professional judgment and internal knowledge
of the customer related to the creation of the allowance
for bad and doubtful debts
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3.

Application of new and revised EU IFRSs

3.1

New and revised EU IFRSs affecting
amounts reported in the current year
(and/or prior years)

The following new and revised EU IFRSs have been applied in
the current period and have affected the amounts reported in
the financial statements.

IFRS 15 Revenue
Effective from annual periods beginning on or after 1 January
2018 the core principle of IFRS 15 is that an entity will recognize
revenue to reflect the transfer of goods or services, measured as
the amount to which the entity expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services. In particular, the new standard requires distinct goods or services to be accounted for separately, which may have a significant impact on the timing of
revenue and profit recognition. While the overall principles will
sound familiar, IFRS 15 includes a significant amount of guidance
on many issues that arise in determining the appropriate timing
and measurement of revenue. Finally, the new standard also
requires significant disclosures relating to the reporting of revenue, and entities will need to ensure that they can gather the
appropriate information in a timely manner.

IFRS 16 Leases
Effective from annual periods beginning on or after 1 January
2019 lessees are required to account for all leases on their balance sheets, including those which had previously been treated
as operating leases and accounted for in the P&L account as an

4.

Basis of consolidation

The consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial
statements of the Company and entities (including special purpose entities) controlled by the Company (its subsidiaries).
Control is achieved when the Company is exposed, or has rights,
to variable returns from its involvement with the subsidiary and
has the ability to affect those returns through its power over the
subsidiary.

4.1.1

IFRS 9 Financial instruments
On 24 July 2014, IASB issued IFRS 9 Financial instruments. This is
the final version of the Standard and supersedes all previous
versions. The standard has a mandatory effective date for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018, with earlier
application permitted.

3.2
New and revised IFRSs in issue but not yet
effective
The Group has not applied the following new and revised EU
IFRSs that have been issued but are not yet effective (dates in
brackets shows effective date):


IAS 19 Employee Benefits (January 2016)



Amendments to IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures (January 2018)



IFRS 15 Revenue (January 2017)



IFRS 16 Leases (January 2019)

The Group does not plan to adopt these standards early and the
extent of the impact has not been determined as management
believes is will not have a significant impact.

Significant accounting policies

The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in these consolidated financial
statements, and have been applied consistently by Group entities.

4.1

“in-year” expense. This will include leases of retail and commercial property, equipment and vehicles.

Business combinations

Acquisition of businesses is accounted for using the acquisition
method. The consideration transferred in a business combination is measured at fair value, which is calculated as the sum of
the acquisition date fair values of the assets transferred by the
Group, liabilities incurred by the Group to the former owners of
the acquiree and the equity interests issued by the Group in
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exchange for control of the acquiree. Acquisition related costs
are recognized in profit or loss as incurred.

4.1.2

Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries are entities controlled by the Company. The financial statements of subsidiaries are included in the consolidated
financial statements from the date that control commences
until the date that control ceases.
Income and expenses and other comprehensive income of
subsidiaries acquired or disposed of during the year are included
in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income from
the effective date of acquisition and up to the effective date of
disposal, as appropriate. Total comprehensive income of subsidiaries is attributed to the owners of the Company and to the
non-controlling interests even if doing so causes the noncontrolling interests to have a deficit balance.
When necessary, adjustments are made to the financial statements of subsidiaries to bring their accounting policies into line
with Group accounting policies.

Photon Energy N.V.
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Special purpose entities

The Group includes special purpose entities (SPEs). The Group
does not have any direct or indirect shareholdings in these
entities. An SPE is consolidated if, based on an evaluation of the
substance of its relationship with the Group and the SPE’s risks
and rewards, the Group concludes that it controls the SPE. SPEs
controlled by the Group were established under terms that
impose strict limitations on the decision-making powers of the
SPEs’ management and that result in the Group receiving the
majority of the benefits related to the SPEs’ operations and net
assets, being exposed to the majority of risks incident to the
SPEs’ activities, and retaining the majority of the residual or
ownership risks related to the SPEs or their assets.
SPEs currently include entities owned by Raiffeisen – Leasing
s.r.o. (“RL”). All these SPEs are financed by RL.
Based on new contractual agreements, the Company has the
right to apply a call option for purchase of a 100% share in the
RL SPVs in case of full repayment of external loans, security
loans, and all the other financial liabilities of PENV towards RL
and the Financing bank, plus payment of the future purchase
price for the transfer of share in the SPEs.
See the list of SPEs in note 30.

4.1.4

Loss of control

Upon the loss of control, the Group derecognizes the assets and
liabilities of the subsidiary, any non-controlling interests and the
other components of equity related to the subsidiary. Any surplus or deficit arising from the loss of control is recognized in
profit or loss. If the Group retains any interest in the previous
subsidiary, then such interest is measured at fair value at the
date that control is lost. Subsequently it is accounted for as an
equity-accounted investee or as an available-for-sale financial
asset depending on the level of influence retained.

4.1.5
Investments in associates and jointly controlled
entities (equity-accounted investees)
Associates are those entities in which the Group has significant
influence, but not control, over the financial and operating
policies. Significant influence is presumed to exist when the
Group holds 20 percent or more of the voting power of another
entity. Joint ventures are arrangements that the Company controls jointly with one or more other investors, and over which
the Company has rights to a share of the arrangements net
assets rather than direct rights to underlying assets and obligations for underlying liabilities.
Investments in associates and jointly controlled entities are
accounted for using the equity method (equity-accounted investees) and are recognized initially at cost. The cost of the investment includes transaction costs.
The consolidated financial statements include the Group’s share
of the profit or loss and other comprehensive income, after
adjustments to align the accounting policies with those of the
Group, from the date that significant influence or joint control
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commences until the date that significant influence or joint
control ceases.
When the Group’s share of losses exceeds its interest in an
equity-accounted investee, the carrying amount of that interest,
including any long-term investments, is reduced to zero, and the
recognition of further losses is discontinued except to the extent
that the Group has an obligation or has made payments on
behalf of the investee.

4.1.6

Transactions eliminated on consolidation

Regarding subsidiaries all intra-group transactions, balances,
income and expenses are eliminated in full on consolidation.
Regarding equity-accounted investees (see note 4.1.5) part of a
margin on sales to these entities is eliminated. This part is calculated as a percentage of margins equal to the percentage of the
entity's shares owned by the Group.

4.2

Foreign currency

4.2.1

Foreign currency transactions

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated to the respective functional currencies of Group entities at exchange rates at
the dates of the transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies at the reporting date are
translated to the functional currency at the exchange rate at
that date. The foreign currency gain or loss on monetary items is
the difference between amortised cost in the functional currency at the beginning of the year, adjusted for effective interest
and payments during the year, and the amortised cost in foreign
currency translated at the exchange rate at the end of the year.
Non-monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
currencies that are measured at fair value are retranslated to
the functional currency at the exchange rate at the date that the
fair value was determined. Non-monetary items in a foreign
currency that are measured in terms of historical cost are translated using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction.
Foreign currency differences arising on retranslation are recognized in profit or loss, except for differences arising on the retranslation of available-for-sale equity investments.

4.2.2

Foreign operations

The assets and liabilities of foreign operations (those in the
Czech Republic, Switzerland and Australia as of 31 December
2016) are translated into Euro at exchange rates at the reporting
date. The income and expenses of foreign operations are translated into Euro at exchange rates at the dates of the transactions.

4.2.3

Borrowing costs

Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of qualifying assets, which are assets
that necessarily take a substantial period of time to get ready
for their intended use or sale, are added to the cost of those
assets, until such time as the assets are substantially ready for
their intended use or sale.
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Investment income earned on the temporary investment of
specific borrowings pending their expenditure on qualifying
assets is deducted from the borrowing costs eligible for capitalisation.
All other borrowing costs are recognized in profit or loss in the
period in which they are incurred.

4.3

Available-for-sale financial assets comprise other shares, where
the Group holds less than 20% of the voting power and the
Group has no control, joint control or significant influence over
the investee.

Financial instruments

Financial instruments are only used to mitigate risks and are not
used for trading purposes.

4.3.1

presented in the fair value reserve in equity. When an investment is derecognized, the gain or loss accumulated in equity is
reclassified to profit or loss.

Non-derivative financial assets

The Group initially recognizes loans and receivables and deposits on the date that they are originated. All other financial assets
are recognized initially on the trade date, which is the date that
the Group becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the
instrument.
The Group derecognizes a financial asset when the contractual
rights to the cash flows from the asset expire, or it transfers the
rights to receive the contractual cash flows on the financial asset
in a transaction in which substantially all the risks and rewards
of ownership of the financial asset are transferred. Any interest
in transferred financial assets that is created or retained by the
Group is recognized as a separate asset or liability.
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount
presented in the statement of financial position when, and only
when, the Group has a legal right to offset the amounts and
intends either to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset and
settle the liability simultaneously.
The Group classifies non-derivative financial assets into the
following categories: loans and receivables and available-forsale financial assets.

Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market. Such
assets are recognized initially at fair value plus any directly
attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition,
loans and receivables are measured at amortised cost using the
effective interest method, less any impairment losses.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances on bank
accounts and cash on hand and call deposits with original maturities of three months or less.

Available-for-sale financial assets
Available-for-sale financial assets are non-derivative financial
assets that are designated as available for sale or are not classified in any of the above categories of financial assets.
Subsequent to initial recognition, they are measured at fair
value and changes therein, other than impairment losses and
foreign currency differences on available-for-sale debt instruments, are recognized in other comprehensive income and
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4.3.2

Non-derivative financial liabilities

The Group initially recognizes debt securities issued and subordinated liabilities on the date that they are originated. All other
financial liabilities are recognized initially on the trade date,
which is the date that the Group becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.
The Group classifies non-derivative financial liabilities into the
other financial liabilities category. Such financial liabilities are
recognized initially at fair value less any directly attributable
transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition, these financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest method.
The Group derecognizes a financial liability when its contractual
obligations are discharged, cancelled or expire.
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount
presented in the statement of financial position when, and only
when, the Group has a legal right to offset the amounts and
intends either to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset and
settle the liability simultaneously.
The Group classifies non-derivative financial liabilities into the
other financial liabilities category. Such financial liabilities are
recognized initially at fair value plus any directly attributable
transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition, these financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest method.

4.3.3

Share capital

Ordinary shares
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Consideration received
above the nominal value of the ordinary shares is classified in
equity as Share premium. Incremental costs directly attributable
to the issue of ordinary shares are recognized as a deduction
from equity, net of any tax effects.

4.3.4.

Derivative financial instruments

The Slovak SPVs own interest rate derivatives used for hedging.
The purpose of the derivatives is to hedge against movement of
interest rates. Concluding the derivative contract was one of the
conditions required by the financing bank as defined in the loan
contract. The change in value of these derivatives is recognized
via the equity of the Company and the result is shown in the
derivatives reserve of the Company’s equity since 1 January
2012. Until then, they were recognized via profit and loss.
The required documentation has been prepared and derivatives
were successfully tested for effectiveness.
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The Czech SPVs own interest rate derivatives. Concluding the
derivative contract was one of the conditions required by the
financing bank as defined in the loan contract with the fixed
interest rate of 5.19%. The change in value of these derivatives
is recognized via the profit and loss as they do not meet criteria
for hedging derivatives.

4.4

Property, plant and equipment

4.4.1

Recognition and measurement

Photovoltaic power plants are stated in the consolidated statement of financial position at their revalued amounts, being the
fair value at the date of revaluation, less any subsequent accumulated depreciation and subsequent accumulated impairment
losses. Revaluations are performed at sufficient regularity so
that the carrying amounts do not differ materially from those
that would be determined using fair values at the end of each
reporting period. The need for revaluations is assessed every
quarter.
For fair value determination see note 5.1.
Any revaluation surplus arising on the revaluation of such photovoltaic power plant is recognized in other comprehensive
income and accumulated in equity, except to the extent that the
surplus reverses a revaluation deficit on the same asset previously recognized in profit or loss. Any deficit on the revaluation
of such photovoltaic power plants is recognized in profit or loss
except to the extent that it reserves a previous revaluation
surplus on the same asset, in which case the debit to that extent
is recognized in other comprehensive income.
Photovoltaic power plants, which the Company consolidates, in
the course of construction are carried at cost, less any recognized impairment loss. The cost of self-constructed assets includes the cost of materials and direct labor plus any other costs
directly attributable to bringing the assets to a working condition for their intended use and capitalized borrowing costs. Such
properties are reported as Property, plant, equipment - Assets
in progress and are classified to Property, plant and equipment Photovoltaic power plants when completed and ready for use.
These assets are completed and ready for use when the power
plant is connected to the electricity network and all technical
parameters necessary for electricity production are completed.
Depreciation of these assets, on the same basis as other property assets, commences when the assets are ready for their intended use.
Additional costs capitalized in the value of the asset are included
in the regular review of power plants value as done on quarterly
basis.
The costs of maintenance, repairs, renewals or replacements
which do not extend productive life are charged to operations as
incurred. The costs of replacements and improvements which
extend productive life are capitalized. The cost of replacing part
of an item of property and equipment is recognized in the carrying amount of the item if it is probable that the future economic
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benefits embodied within the part will flow to the Company and
its cost can be measured reliably.
Included in the property plant and equipment are non separable
intangible assets mainly relating to the rights to build and operate photovoltaic power plants in a specific country. Because the
items are non separable, the rights are included in property,
plant and equipment.
Fixtures and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated
depreciation and accumulated impairment losses. Cost includes
expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the
asset. The gain or loss on disposal of an item of fixtures and
equipment is determined by comparing the proceeds from
disposal with the carrying amount of the property, plant and
equipment, and is recognized net within other income/other
expenses in profit or loss.

4.4.2

Depreciation

Depreciation is recognized so as to write off the costs or revalued amount of property, plant and equipment (other than land
and properties under construction) less their residual values
over their useful lives, using the straight-line method. The estimated useful lives, residual values and depreciation methods
are reviewed at the end of each reporting period, with the effect
of any changes in estimate accounted for on a prospective basis.
Depreciation of revalued photovoltaic power plants is recognized in profit or loss. Every quarter the amount equal to the
difference between depreciation based on the revalued carrying
amount of photovoltaic power plants and depreciation based on
asset’s original cost is transferred directly to retained earnings.
On the subsequent sale or retirement of a revalued property,
the attributable revaluation surplus remaining in the properties
revaluation reserve is transferred directly to retained earnings.
Land is not depreciated.
The estimated useful lives for the current and comparative years
are as follows (based on the professional judgement combining
the Feed in Tariff period and useful estimated live of the components and technology used in the power plants):


Photovoltaic power plants

20 years



Fixtures and equipments

3–10 years

4.5

Inventories

Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realizable
value. The cost of inventories is based on the weighted average
principle, and includes expenditure incurred in acquiring the
inventories, production or conversion costs and other costs
incurred in bringing them to their existing location and condition.
Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary
course of business, less the estimated costs of completion and
selling expenses.

Photon Energy N.V.
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A financial asset not carried at fair value through profit or loss is
assessed at each reporting date to determine whether there is
objective evidence that it is impaired. A financial asset is impaired if objective evidence indicates that a loss event has occurred after the initial recognition of the asset, and that the loss
event had a negative effect on the estimated future cash flows
of that asset that can be estimated reliably.
Objective evidence that financial assets (including equity securities) are impaired can include default or delinquency by a debtor, restructuring of an amount due to the Group on terms that
the Group would not consider otherwise, indications that a
debtor or issuer will enter bankruptcy, adverse changes in the
payment status of borrowers or issuers in the Group, economic
conditions that correlate with defaults or the disappearance of
an active market for a security. In addition, for an investment in
an equity security, a significant or prolonged decline in its fair
value below its cost is objective evidence of impairment.

Loans and receivables
The Group considers evidence of impairment for loans and
receivables at both a specific asset and collective level. All individually significant receivables are assessed for specific impairment. All individually significant loans and receivables found not
to be specifically impaired are then collectively assessed for any
impairment that has been incurred but not yet identified. Loans
and receivables that are not individually significant are collectively assessed for impairment by grouping together loans and
receivables with similar risk characteristics.
In assessing collective impairment the Group uses historical
trends of the probability of default, the timing of recoveries and
the amount of loss incurred, adjusted for management’s judgement as to whether current economic and credit conditions are
such that the actual losses are likely to be greater or less than
suggested by historical trends.
An impairment loss in respect of a financial asset measured at
amortised cost is calculated as the difference between its carrying amount and the present value of the estimated future cash
flows discounted at the asset’s original effective interest rate.
Losses are recognized in profit or loss and reflected in an allowance account against loans and receivables. Interest on the
impaired asset continues to be recognized. When a subsequent
event (e.g. repayment by a debtor) causes the amount of impairment loss to decrease, the decrease in impairment loss is
reversed through profit or loss.

Available-for-sale financial assets
Impairment losses on available-for-sale financial assets are
recognized by reclassifying the losses accumulated in the fair
value reserve in equity, to profit or loss. The cumulative loss that
is reclassified from equity to profit or loss is the difference between the acquisition cost, net of any principal repayment and
amortisation, and the current fair value, less any impairment
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loss recognized previously in profit or loss. Changes in impairment provisions attributable to application of the effective
interest method are reflected as a component of interest income. If, in a subsequent period, the fair value of an impaired
available-for-sale debt security increases and the increase can
be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment loss was recognized in profit or loss, then the impairment
loss is reversed, with the amount of the reversal recognized in
profit or loss. However, any subsequent recovery in the fair
value of an impaired available-for-sale equity security is recognized in other comprehensive income.

4.6.2

Non-financial assets

The carrying amounts of the Group’s non-financial assets, other
than inventories and deferred tax assets are reviewed at each
reporting date to determine whether there is any indication of
impairment. If any such indication exists, then the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated. For goodwill, and intangible assets
that have indefinite useful lives or that are not yet available for
use, the recoverable amount is estimated each year at the same
time. An impairment loss is recognized if the carrying amount of
an asset or its related cash-generating unit (CGU) exceeds its
estimated recoverable amount.
A CGU corresponds to the individual power plant operated by
the legal entity. In 2016, the legal entity owns always only one
power plant.
The recoverable amount of an asset or CGU is the greater of its
value in use and its selling price less costs to sell. In assessing
value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to
their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects
current market assessments of the time value of money and the
risks specific to the asset or CGU. For the purpose of impairment
testing, assets that cannot be tested individually are grouped
together into the smallest group of assets that generates cash
inflows from continuing use that are largely independent of the
cash inflows of other assets or CGU. Subject to an operating
segment ceiling test, for the purposes of goodwill impairment
testing, CGUs to which goodwill has been allocated are aggregated so that the level at which impairment testing is performed
reflects the lowest level at which goodwill is monitored for
internal reporting purposes. Goodwill acquired in a business
combination is allocated to groups of CGUs that are expected to
benefit from the synergies of the combination.
Impairment losses are recognized in profit or loss. Impairment
losses recognized in respect of CGUs are allocated first to reduce
the carrying amount of any goodwill allocated to the CGU (group
of CGUs), and then to reduce the carrying amounts of the other
assets in the CGU (group of CGUs) on a pro rata basis.
An impairment loss in respect of goodwill is not reversed. In
respect of other assets, impairment losses recognized in prior
periods are assessed at each reporting date for any indications
that the loss has decreased or no longer exists. An impairment
loss is reversed if there has been a change in the estimates used
to determine the recoverable amount. An impairment loss is
reversed only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount
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does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been
determined, net of depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognized.

4.7
Non-current
distribution

assets

held

for

sale

or

Non-current assets held for sale or distribution comprises assets
and liabilities, which are expected to be recovered primarily
through sale or distribution rather than through continuing use.
Immediately before classification as held for sale or distribution,
the assets, or components of a disposal group, are re-measured
in accordance with the Group’s accounting policies. Thereafter,
generally, the assets, or disposal group, are measured at the
lower of their carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell.
Any impairment loss on a disposal group first is allocated to
goodwill, and then to remaining assets and liabilities on a pro
rata basis, except that no loss is allocated to inventories, financial assets, deferred tax assets, employee benefit assets, which
continue to be measured in accordance with the Group’s accounting policies.
Impairment losses on initial classification as held for sale or
distribution and subsequent gains and losses on remeasurement are recognized in profit or loss. Gains are not
recognized in excess of any cumulative impairment loss.
Once classified as held for sale or distribution, intangible assets
and property, plant and equipment are no longer amortised or
depreciated.

4.8

Provisions

A provision is recognized if, as a result of a past event, the
Group has a present legal or constructive obligation that can be
estimated reliably, and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation. Provisions
are determined by discounting the expected future cash flows at
a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the
time value of money and the risks specific to the liability.

4.8.1

Warranties

A provision for warranties is recognized when the underlying
services are sold, i.e. when the construction contracts are finished. The provision is based on historical warranty data and a
weighting of all possible outcomes against their associated
probabilities.

4.9

Revenue

4.9.1

Goods sold

Revenue from the sale of goods in the course of ordinary activities is measured at the fair value of the consideration received
or receivable, net of returns, trade discounts and volume rebates. Revenue is recognized when persuasive evidence exists,
usually in the form of an executed sales agreement, that the
significant risks and rewards of ownership have been transferred to the customer, recovery of the consideration is probable, the associated costs and possible return of goods can be
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estimated reliably, there is no continuing management involvement with the goods, and the amount of revenue can be measured reliably. If it is probable that discounts will be granted and
the amount can be measured reliably, then the discount is recognized as a reduction of revenue as the sales are recognized.
The timing of the transfer of risks and rewards varies depending
on the individual terms of the sales agreement (e.g. Incoterms
conditions).

4.9.2

Services

Revenue from services (e.g. maintenance, technicaladministrative; installation) rendered is recognized in profit or
loss in proportion to the stage of completion of the transaction
at the reporting date. The stage of completion is assessed by
reference to surveys of work performed.

4.9.3

Construction contracts

Contract revenue includes the initial amount agreed in the
contract plus any variations in contract work, claims and incentive payments, to the extent that it is probable that they will
result in revenue and can be measured reliably. As soon as the
outcome of a construction contract can be estimated reliably,
contract revenue is recognized in profit or loss in proportion to
the stage of completion of the contract. Contract expenses are
recognized as incurred unless they create an asset related to
future contract activity.
The stage of completion is measured by reference to the contract costs incurred up to the reporting date as a percentage of
total estimated costs for each contract. When the outcome of a
construction contract cannot be estimated reliably, contract
revenue is recognized only to the extent of contract costs incurred that are likely to be recoverable. An expected loss on a
contract is recognized immediately in profit or loss.

4.9.4

Sale of electricity

Revenues from sale of electricity are coming from the sale of
electricity produced and sold to the local electricity distributor.
After the end of each month, the production reports are downloaded from the monitoring system and based on the data from
the report, the invoices are issued. The revenues are recognized
in accordance with the delivered electricity.

4.10

Finance income and finance costs

Finance income comprises interest income on loans and net
foreign currency gains. Interest income is recognized in profit or
loss using the effective interest rate method.
Finance costs comprise interest expense on borrowings, bank
account fees and net foreign currency losses. Interest expense is
recognized using the effective interest rate method.
Borrowing costs that are not directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset are recognized in profit or loss. Borrowing costs incurred by the Group
directly attributable to the construction of power plants is capi-
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talized in the cost of the related asset until the date of its completion.

intend to settle current tax liabilities and assets on a net basis or
their tax assets and liabilities will be realised simultaneously.

Foreign currency gains and losses are reported on a net basis as
either finance income or finance cost depending on whether
foreign currency movements are in a net gain or net loss position.

A deferred tax asset is recognized for unused tax losses, tax
credits and deductible temporary differences, to the extent that
it is probable that future taxable profits will be available against
which they can be utilised. Deferred tax assets are reviewed at
each reporting date and are reduced to the extent that it is no
longer probable that the related tax benefit will be realised.

4.11

Income tax

Income tax expense comprises current and deferred tax. Current
tax and deferred tax is recognized in profit or loss except to the
extent that it relates to a business combination, or items recognized directly in equity or in other comprehensive income.
Current tax is the expected tax payable or receivable on the
taxable income or loss for the year, using tax rates enacted or
substantively enacted at the reporting date, and any adjustment
to tax payable in respect of previous years.
Deferred tax is recognized in respect of temporary differences
between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes and the amounts used for taxation purposes. Deferred tax is not recognized for:
Temporary differences on the initial recognition of assets or
liabilities in a transaction that is not a business combination and that affects neither accounting nor taxable
profit or loss;
Temporary differences related to investments in subsidiaries
and jointly controlled entities to the extent that it is
probable that they will not reverse in the foreseeable future; and
Taxable temporary differences arising on the initial recognition of goodwill.
A deferred tax liability is recognized for assets revaluation reported in other comprehensive income and other temporary
differences. Assets revaluation represents the revaluation of
photovoltaic power plants described in note 4.4.1.
Deferred tax is measured at the tax rates that are expected to
be applied to temporary differences when they reverse, based
on the laws that have been enacted or substantively enacted by
the reporting date.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset if there is a legally
enforceable right to offset current tax liabilities and assets, and
they relate to income taxes levied by the same tax authority on
the same taxable entity, or on different tax entities, but they
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4.12

Earnings per share

The Group uses ordinary shares only. The Group presents basic
earnings per share and total comprehensive income per share
data.
Basic earnings per share is calculated by dividing the profit or
loss attributable to ordinary shareholders of the Company by
the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding
during the year.
Total comprehensive income per share is calculated by dividing
the total comprehensive income attributable to ordinary shareholders of the Company by the weighted average number of
ordinary shares outstanding during the year.

4.13

Segment reporting

An operating segment is a component of the Group that engages in business activities from which it may earn revenues and
incur expenses, including revenues and expenses that relate to
transactions with any of the Group’s other components. All
operating segments’ operating results are reviewed regularly by
the Group’s management and directors to make decisions about
resources to be allocated to the segment and to assess its performance, and for which discrete financial information is available.
Segment results that are reported include items directly attributable to a segment as well as those that can be allocated on
a reasonable basis. Unallocated items comprise mainly corporate assets (primarily the Company’s office premises), head
office expenses, and other minor expenses non-allocable to the
any of the segments.
Segment capital expenditure is the total cost incurred during the
year to acquire property, plant and equipment, and intangible
assets other than goodwill.
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Determination of fair values

A number of the Group’s accounting policies and disclosures
require the determination of fair value, for both financial and
non-financial assets and liabilities. Fair values have been determined for measurement and/or disclosure purposes based on
the following methods. When applicable, further information
about the assumptions made in determining fair values is disclosed in the notes specific to that asset or liability.

5.1

Property, plant and equipment

The fair value of items of plant, equipment, fixtures and fittings
is based on the market approach, using quoted market prices for
similar items when available, or the income approach (an internally generated discounted cash-flow model) if there is no market based evidence of the fair value. Otherwise, the depreciated
replacement cost approach will be used, when appropriate. The
depreciated replacement cost estimates reflect adjustments for
physical deterioration as well as functional and economic obsolescence.
For photovoltaic power plants market prices are not available.
Therefore, the income approach is used. Under this approach
the fair value of photovoltaic power plants was in previous years
based on an internally generated discounted cash flow model,
discounted at weighted average cost of capital. Cash flows were
calculated for the period equal to the duration of the Feed-inTariff (period with guaranteed sales prices) in a given country
and based on the expected after tax cost of debt and expected
cost of equity. On a quarterly basis, management reviewed the
expected debt costs of individual projects vis-a-vis actual interest cost, financial market conditions, and interest rate for a 15year state bond. On a quarterly basis, management also reviewed expected cost of equity for the period of the cash flow
model. The initial valuations were done as of the date of put in
use of an individual power plant, and each model is periodically
reviewed and any potential change in inputs is considered. The
cash flow projections were prepared for 20 years in Czech Republic and 15 years in Slovak Republic, equal to the duration of
the projects. Main inputs used in the models are the following:
overall project budget, taxes, interest rates, reserve funds, feed
in tariff, OPEX.
The valuation for Czech SPVs (represented by option rights)
was approximated by the current Project Value. Moreover the valuation was based on Unlevered Free Cash
Flow to Firm (FCFF) basis of the SPVs. The FCFF calculation used in the valuation was consistent with the overall known definition and approaches.
The valuation of the Slovak SPVs was based on the Unlevered Free Cash Flow to Firm (FCFF) basis of the SPVs.
The discount rate was based on the Capital Asset Pricing
Model (“CAPM”). The CAPM is used to determine the
appropriate required rate of return of an asset, if that
asset is to be added to an already well-diversified portfolio, given that asset's non-diversifiable risk.
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The revaluation reserve created, based on the DCF models, was
annually released to the retained earnings in the amount equal
to the depreciation calculated from the amount of revaluation.

Changes in valuation methodology in 2014
During summer 2014 the Group managed to change various
conditions of senior bank financing at the project level. These
changes consisted mainly of debt increase, changes in interest
rates, changes in reserve accounts and in some cases extension
of loan tenor (i.e. changes in debt repayment schedule). In
addition to changes in project finance there were major changes
in inputs for SK Portfolio and IT Portfolio that were not reflected
in the old valuation models. These changes were imposing a
new grid connection fee for Slovak projects and change in Feed
in tariff mechanism for Italian projects.
Moreover the old methodology based on DCF Entity with not
adjusting discount rates due to capital structure change tended
to provide less accurate results on the value by DCF. Therefore
the DCF Equity method with clear cash streams available to
shareholders was chosen to provide significantly more accurate
results, because all the changes in financing structure and related interest/principal payments are reflected undistorted.

Changes in the valuation methodology
The DCF Equity valuation method is based on a Discounted Cash
Flow method. This method includes the future cash flows available to the shareholders/providers of equity of photovoltaic
projects (i.e. after all debt repayments and interests) that are
later discounted by respective discount rates. On the contrary
the old model was based on DCF Entity and included future cash
flows available to the company.
The new valuation of the project keeps in mind the risk profile
of future cash flows and the way the project is financed. The risk
profile is represented by a discount rate (cost of equity levered).
Due to existence of senior project finance the cost of equity
calculated by CAPM formula is adjusted by Miller-Modigliani
formula to achieve the most precise cost of equity levered for
each project respecting it unique capital structure. On the contrary the old model used unchanging WACC as the cost of capital.
Another change of the valuation model is the change in discounting frequency. In the new valuation model, a quarterly
discount is applied. This is based on the fact that debt repayments are happening on quarterly basis. This is effecting the
overall change in financing structure and indirectly effecting cost
of equity levered. On the contrary the old model discounted a
yearly cash flow (mid-year convention).
Result of the revaluation based on the above described change
amounted to EUR 6,581 thousand in 2014.
This methodology and input parameters have not been changed
in 2016.
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Inventories

5.4

The fair value of inventories acquired in a business combination
is determined based on the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business less the estimated costs of completion
and sale, and a reasonable profit margin based on the effort
required to complete and sell the inventories.

5.3

Trade and other receivables

The fair value of trade and other receivables, excluding construction work in progress, but including service concession
receivables, is estimated at the present value of future cash
flows, discounted at the market rate of interest at the reporting
date. This fair value is determined for disclosure purposes or
when acquired in a business combination.

6.

Financial risk management

6.1

Risk management framework

The Group’s risk management policies are established to identify and analyse the risks faced by the Group, to set appropriate
risk limits and controls, and to monitor risks and adherence to
limits. Risk management policies and systems are reviewed
regularly to reflect changes in market conditions and the
Group’s activities. The Group, through its training and management standards and procedures, aims to develop a disciplined
and constructive control environment in which all employees
understand their roles and obligations.

6.2

Sovereign Risk

The Company’s results can be adversely affected by political or
regulatory developments negatively impacting on the income
streams of projects in the portfolio. A number of countries have
already succumbed to retroactive measures reneging on existing
agreements, guarantees and legislation by imposing levies,
cancelling contracts or renegotiating terms unilaterally or by
other measures reducing or in the worst case cancelling Feed in
Tariffs for renewable energy investments. Legal remedies available to compensate investors for expropriation or other takings
may be inadequate. Lack of legal certainty exposes projects in
the portfolio to increased risk of adverse or unpredictable actions by government officials, and also makes it more difficult
for us to enforce existing contracts. In some cases these risks
can be partially offset by agreements to arbitrate disputes in an
international forum, but the adequacy of this remedy may still
depend on the local legal system to enforce the award.

6.3

Operational risk

The economic viability of energy production using photovoltaic
power plants installations depends on Feed-in-Tariff (FiT) systems. The FiT system can be negatively affected by a number of
factors including, but not limited to, a reduction or elimination
in the FiT or green bonus per KWh produced, an elimination or
reduction of the indexation of the FiT and a shortening of the
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Non-derivative financial liabilities

The Group classifies non-derivative financial liabilities into the
other financial liabilities category. Such financial liabilities are
recognized initially at fair value (estimated at the present value
of the future cash outflows discounted by effective interest rate)
plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to
initial recognition, these financial liabilities are measured at
amortised cost using the effective interest method. For finance
leases the market rate of interest is determined by reference to
similar lease agreements.

period for which the FiT applies to photovoltaic installations. On
the investment side the Company faces uncertainty in relation
to the approval process for the construction of photovoltaic
installations, grid connection and the investment cost per KWp
of installed capacity. The operating and financial results of the
Company can be seriously affected by a sudden or significant
change in the regulatory environment in each of the countries
where the Company or its subsidiaries conduct business.
During the fourth quarter of 2010, the Czech parliament and the
Czech government approved several changes in the legal
framework governing certain aspects of the photovoltaic and
other industries. Those changes included mainly: (i) a 3 years tax
levy, newly introduced into the Czech tax system, of 26% on the
revenues of photovoltaic power plants above 30kW of installed
capacity, completed in the years 2009 and 2010, (ii) the abolishment of a six-year corporate income tax exemption for photovoltaic power plants, and (iii) a tenfold increase of the contractual fees previously agreed between the photovoltaic power
plant operators and the state Land Fund for the extraction of
certain classes of land from the state fund.
In September 2013, additional prolongation of the tax levy was
approved. The percentage was decreased to 10% and applicability of this tax prolonged till end of the useful economic life of
the power plants. The Company reflected this change in the DCF
models for Czech SPVs already as of 30 September 2013. The
fair value decrease was reflected in the value of assets, related
deferred tax and other comprehensive income in 2013 financial
statements.
For the years 2016 and 2017 the Group opted for its Czech
power plants for the currently economically more beneficial
green bonus scheme instead of the feed-in-tariff.
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Currency risk

6.6

The Group is exposed to a currency risk on sales, purchases and
borrowings that are denominated in a currency other than the
respective functional currencies of Group entities.
The transactions of the Group entities are denominated in CZK,
CHF, EUR and AUD. There is no financial hedging used by the
company against the currency risk. Company’s management
does not formally monitor the FX positions.

6.5

Credit risk

Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Group if a customer
or counterparty to a financial instrument fails to meet its contractual obligations, and arises principally from the Group’s
receivables from customers, including the electricity distributors.

Trade and other receivables
The Group’s exposure to credit risk is influenced mainly by
individual characteristics of each customer. However, management also considers the demographics of the Group’s customer
base, including the default risk of the industry and country in
which customers operate, as these factors may have an influence on credit risk. In most cases, the Company requires advance payments (partial or 100%) for the delivery of electricity
in order to minimise the credit risk. Additionally, in case of new
customers, the company looks for market references of the
potential customers that are available in public resources. The
collections are regularly monitored by the responsible employees and any significant overdue receivables are discussed with
the management of the company. Management of the company
is responsible for the decision whether allowance is to be created or any other steps need to be performed.
The Group establishes an allowance for impairment that represents its estimate of incurred losses in respect of trade and
other receivables.

Cash and cash equivalents
The Group held cash and cash equivalents of EUR 5,420 thousand at 31 December 2016 (2015: EUR 5,297 thousand), which
represents its maximum credit exposure on these assets. The
cash and cash equivalents are held with banks and financial
institution counterparties. Only those banks and financial institutions, which were approved by the members of the board of
directors, can be used by the company.
Cash held by the SPVs under legal ownership of RL is restricted
only for certain transactions, e.g. loan and related interest provided to those SPV’s by Photon Energy N.V. (originally by Phoenix Energy a.s.) is subordinated to the loan from RL and will be
paid only after the repayment of the RL loan. Total amount of
the cash owned by these SPVs is EUR 2,991 thousand as at 31
December 2016 (2015: EUR 4,103 thousand).
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Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will encounter difficulty in
meeting the obligations associated with its financial liabilities
that are settled by delivering cash or another financial asset. The
Group’s approach to managing liquidity is to ensure, as far as
possible, that it will always have sufficient liquidity to meet its
liabilities when due, under both normal and stressed conditions,
without incurring unacceptable losses or risking damage to the
Group’s reputation.

6.7

Interest risk

Interest rate risk is the risk that the value of a financial instrument will fluctuate due to changes in market interest rates. It is
measured by the extent to which changes in market interest
rates impact on net interest expense. The Company uses interest rate derivatives for managing the interest rate risk.
Slovak SPVs, consolidated in full or by using the equity method
by the Group, own interest rate derivatives used for hedging.
The purpose of the derivatives is to hedge against movement of
interest rates. Concluding the derivative contract was one of
conditions required by financing bank as defined in the Loan
contract.
The change in fair value of these derivatives is recognized via
equity of the Company and the result is shown in Derivatives
reserve of the Company’s equity since 1 January 2012. Until
then, the change in fair value of the derivatives was recorded to
profit and loss.
The Czech SPVs own interest rate derivatives. Concluding the
derivative contract was one of conditions required by the financing bank as defined in the Loan contract. The change in
value of these derivatives is recognized via Profit and loss as
they do not meet criteria for the hedging derivatives.

Capital management
The Group manages its capital to ensure that entities in the
Group will be able to continue as a going concern while maximising the return to stakeholders through the optimisation of
the debt and equity balance. The Group’s overall strategy will
unwind accordingly to the further negotiations with the Group's
creditors.
The Group’s net debt to adjusted equity ratio at the reporting
date was as follows:
In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

62,945

61,413

5,420

5,297

Net debt

57,525

56,116

Total equity

24,180

28,541

2.38

1.97

Total liabilities
Less: cash and cash equivalents

Net debt to adjusted equity
ratio at 31 December
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There were no changes in the Group’s approach to capital management during the year. A net debt to adjusted equity ratio

7.

shows higher indebtness of the Group.

Operating segments

An operating segment is a component of the Group that engages in business activities from which it may earn revenues and
incur expenses, including revenues and expenses that relate to
transactions with any of the Group’s other components. All
operating segments’ operating results are reviewed regularly by
the Group’s management and directors to make decisions about
resources to be allocated to the segment and to assess its performance, and for which discrete financial information is available.
The Company´s Management has assessed the Group´s business
from the segment reporting perspective and decided that the
financial results of Photon Energy Group to be reported per
segments from 1 January 2010.
As of 31 December 2013, Management Board has decided to
decrease the number of segments reported:
The Management identified the following segments:
Energy Solutions (wholesale and import of FVE components,
engineering and construction services -turn-key photovoltaic systems’ installations for external clients and
Photon Energy),
Production of electricity (includes SPE that finished building
of photovoltaic power plants and those are connected to
the distribution network and produce the electricity)
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FVE Investment – This segment represents OCI of the Group
flowing from the revaluation of the FVE producing the
electricity and it is related to project companies that
generate the revenues as shown in segment Production
of electricity.
Operations, maintenance and PVPP supervision
Other, not related to any of the above mentioned segments.
Other operations include the financing and insurance solutions
for PV investors, intermediating investments in rooftop photovoltaic projects and other less significant activities. None of
these operations meets any of the quantitative thresholds for
determining reportable segments in 2016 or 2015.
Information regarding the results of each reportable segment is
included below. Performance is measured based on segment
profit after income tax, as included in the internal management
reports that are reviewed by the Group’s chief operating decision maker. Segment profit is used to measure performance as
management believes that such information is the most relevant in evaluating the results of certain segments relative to
other entities that operate within these industries.
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Operating segments (continued)

Information about reportable segments
Operating segments for the period from 1 January 2016 to 31 December 2016
in Thousand EUR

Energy Solutions

Production of
electricity

Operations,
maintenance and
PVPP supervision

FVE
Investments

Other

Total for
segments

Elimination

Consolidated
financial
information

774

10,869

1,445

0

0

13,089

0

13,089

388

0

1,286

0

3,227

4,901

-4,901

0

-656

-928

-885

0

-11

-2,480

891

-1,589

External revenues from the sale of products, goods and
services
Revenues within segments from the sale of products,
goods and services
Cost of sale
Energy tax
Gross profit
Other external income
Administrative and other expenses
Depreciation
Operating income

0

-777

0

0

0

-777

0

-777

506

9,164

1,847

0

3,216

14,733

-4,010

10,723

68

162

49

0

96

374

0

374

-1,215

-399

-2,241

0

-4,700

-8,556

4,010

-4,546

0

-5,205

-26

0

-33

-5,265

0

-5,265

-642

3,722

-372

0

-1,421

1,286

0

1,286

Interest income

31

215

23

0

3,091

3,359

-3,317

42

Interest expenses

-51

-4,887

-88

0

-1,400

-6,426

3,317

-3,109

Other financial revenues

19

1

25

0

79

125

0

125

Other financial expenses

-13

-14

-11

0

-18

-55

0

-55

Revaluation of derivatives

0

-345

0

0

0

-345

0

-345

Profit/loss share in entities in equivalency

0

0

0

59

0

59

0

59

Income tax

0

-383

0

0

-149

-532

0

-532

Profit/loss after taxation from continuing operations

0

-121

0

0

0

-121

0

-121

Profit/loss from discontinued operations

0

0

-11

0

0

-11

0

-11
-2,660

Profit/loss for the year

-656

-1,812

-434

59

182

-2,660

0

Revaluation of property, plant and equipment

0

0

0

602

0

602

0

602

Foreign currency translation diff. - foreign operations

0

0

0

-164

0

-164

0

-164

Share of revaluation of PPE of associates /joint venture

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Share of currency translation diff. Of associates / JV

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Derivatives (hedging)

0

0

0

215

0

215

0

215

-656

-1,812

-434

712

182

-2,007

0

-2,007

Total comprehensive income
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in Thousand EUR

Energy Solutions

Production of
electricity

Operations,
maintenance and
PVPP supervision

FVE
Investments

Other

Total for
segments

Elimination

Consolidated
financial
information

Assets, of which

2,603

85,637

3,536

1,593

15,284

108,645

-21,520

87,125

PPE – Lands

0

2,860

0

0

0

2,860

0

2,860

PPE – Photovoltaic power plants

0

70,741

0

0

0

70,741

0

70,741

96

0

219

0

60

376

0

376

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PPE - Equipment
PPE – Assets in progress
Intangibles
Trade and other receivables
Loans
Gross amount due from customers for contract work

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,225

6,892

2,969

0

13,520

25,605

-21,520

4,085

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

274

531

317

0

0

1,122

0

1,122

Investments in associates, JV, other

0

0

0

1,593

8

1,593

0

1,593

Deferred tax receivables

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Long term receivables

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Prepaid expenses

8

28

31

0

322

389

0

389

Assets held for sale

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Cash and cash equivalents

0

4,586

0

0

833

5,420

0

5,420

Other S-T financial assets

0

0

0

0

541

541

0

541

Liabilities, of which

-4,475

-53,041

-6,992

0

-19,948

-84,457

21,513

-62,945

Trade and other payables

Inventories – Goods

-4,475

-5,480

-6,845

0

-8,225

-25,025

21,513

-3,513

Bank Loans and other loans

0

-41,147

0

0

-538

-41,685

0

-41,685

Other long term liabilities

0

-302

-148

0

-10,960

-11,410

0

-11,410

Other short term liabilities

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Current tax liabilities (income tax)

0

-305

0

0

0

-305

0

-305

Provisions

0

0

0

0

-225

-225

0

-225

Deferred tax liabilities

0

-5,806

0

0

0

-5,806

0

-5,806
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Operating segments for the period from 1 January 2015 to 31 December 2015
in Thousand EUR

Energy Solutions

Production of
electricity

Operations,
maintenance and
PVPP supervision

FVE
Investments

Other

Total for
segments

Elimination

Consolidated
financial
information

1,793

10,600

782

0

147

13,321

0

13,321

481

48

1,167

0

3,357

5,052

-5,052

0

-1,507

-578

-790

0

-274

-3,150

705

-2,444

0

-743

0

0

0

-743

0

-743

767

9,326

1,159

0

3,229

14,481

-4,347

10,134

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1,296

-500

-2,319

0

-4,218

-8,334

4,325

-4,009

External revenues from the sale of products, goods and
services
Revenues within segments from the sale of products,
goods and services
Cost of sale
Energy tax
Gross profit
Other external income
Administrative and other expenses
Depreciation

0

-4,980

-19

0

-35

-5,033

0

-5,033

-530

3,847

-1,180

0

-1,024

1,113

0

1,113

Interest income

19

134

36

0

280

470

-397

72

Interest expenses

Operating income

-31

-2,388

-56

0

-1,126

-3,602

397

-3,204

Other financial revenues

0

0

0

0

903

903

0

903

Other financial expenses

-16

-13

-12

0

-91

-132

0

-132

Revaluation of derivatives

0

220

0

0

0

220

20

240

Profit/loss share in entities in equivalency

0

0

0

91

0

91

0

91

Income tax

0

-589

0

0

0

-589

0

-589

-559

1,210

-1,212

91

-1,057

-1,526

20

-1,507

0

181

-394

0

0

-213

0

-213

-559

1,391

-1,606

91

-1,057

-1,739

20

-1,720

Revaluation of property, plant and equipment

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Foreign currency translation diff. - foreign operations

0

0

0

0

803

803

0

803

Share of revaluation of PPE associates /joint venture

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Share of currency translation diff. Of associates / JV

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Derivatives (hedging)

0

162

0

0

0

162

0

162

-559

1,552

-561

91

-1,279

-775

20

-755

Profit/loss after taxation from continuing operations
Profit/loss from discontinued operations
Profit/loss for the year

Total comprehensive income
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in Thousand EUR

Energy Solutions

Production of
electricity

Operations,
maintenance and
PVPP supervision

FVE
Investments

Other

Total for
segments

Elimination

Consolidated
financial
information

Assets, of which

1,524

87,740

1,860

2,195

11,027

104,346

-14,394

89,953

PPE – Lands

0

2,859

0

0

0

2,859

0

2,859

PPE – Photovoltaic power plants

0

73,818

0

0

0

73,818

0

73,818

PPE - Equipment

1

0

51

0

88

140

0

140

PPE – Assets in progress

0

7

3

0

0

9

0

9

Intangibles

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,328

5,165

1,527

0

10,341

18,362

14,381

3,981

Loans

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gross amount due from customers for contract work

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

172

532

189

0

31

924

0

924

Investments in associates, JV, other

0

0

1

2,195

0

2,196

0

2,196

Deferred tax receivables

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Long term receivables

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Prepaid expenses

8

160

29

0

504

701

13

688

Assets held for sale

0

0

39

0

0

39

0

39

15

5,199

21

0

63

5,297

0

5,297

Liabilities, of which

-2,827

-51,556

-4,737

0

-16,685

-75,805

14,392

-61,413

Trade and other payables

Trade and other receivables

Inventories – Goods

Cash and cash equivalents

-2,815

-3,424

-4,565

0

-7,744

-18,549

14,392

-4,157

Bank Loans and other loans

0

-42,068

0

0

-808

-42,875

0

-42,875

Other long term liabilities

0

0

-94

0

-8,060

-8,154

0

-8,154

Other short term liabilities

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-13

-583

-78

0

-73

-747

0

-747

Provisions

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Deferred tax liabilities

0

-5,481

0

0

0

-5,481

0

-5,481

Current tax liabilities (income tax)
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Operating segments (continued)

All the operational segments are managed on an international
basis (not on a country level). In 2016 the Group operated in the
Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Germany, Australia, Switzerland and the Netherlands with headquarters in the Netherlands.
In 2016, revenues were generated in all above mentioned markets, except of the Netherlands and Germany. Non-current
assets (power plants) are located in the Czech Republic, Slovak
Republic and Australia.
For the booking of transactions between the segments, the
same rules for the recognition are applied as for the third
parties.

In 2016, revenues increased mainly in Electricity production and
Operations & maintenance segments. The increase in electricity
production has been caused mainly by the acquisition of the full
share in Fotonika s.r.o. and in the Operations & maintenance
segment by acquisition of new clients in the amount of approx.
40 MWp.
When presenting geographical information below, segment
revenue is based on the geographical location of entities generating the revenues. Segment assets are based on the geographical location of the assets.

Revenue
In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

The Czech Republic

9,548

9,352

The Slovak Republic

3,120

2,799

Australia

419

862

Germany

0

239

Italy

0

59

Switzerland

2

10

13,089

13,321

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

The Czech Republic

55,102

59,201

The Slovak Republic

18,863

17,604

12

22

73,977

76,827

Consolidated revenues

Non-current assets

(i)

Australia
Total

Note: (i) Non-current assets presented consist mainly of property, plant and equipment (lands, photovoltaic power plants, other equipment, and assets under construction), investments in equity-accounted investees and other investments.

Major customer
The Group has many customers. For the companies selling electricity, there is usually only one distribution company, which
buys produced electricity. These local electricity distributors
further deliver and resell electricity to final customers. Distribu-
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tors are obliged to purchase all of the electricity production for
the price based on Feed in Tariff prices and can be also exchanged for different distributor operating on the market. The
Group as such is not dependent on any individual customer.
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Current assets held for sale

Assets classified as held for sale
As of 31 December 2016, Company does not classify any assets
as held for sale.

As of 31 December 2015, Photon Energy Operations GmbH was
classified as held for sale. The carrying amounts of assets, liabilities and profit & loss are summarized below:

In thousand of EUR

2015

Assets

61

Liabilities

-49

Total

12

In thousand of EUR

2015

Revenues

131

Administrative expenses

-134

Personnel expenses

-389

Depreciation

-3

Total

-395

9.
Acquisitions
of
subsidiary
and
non-controlling
financial information for the joint ventures and associates
9.1

Establishment of new subsidiaries



interests;

Photon Water s.r.o

During 2016, Photon Energy N.V. (directly or via its subsidiaries)
incorporated the following subsidiaries:


Photon Energy Projects s.r.o.

The Company also acquired 100% full share in the originally joint
ventures entities:



Photon Energy Solutions s.r.o.



ATS Energy s.r.o.



Photon Energy Cardio s.r.o.



Fotonika s.r.o.



The Special One s.r.o.



Charles Bridge Services s.r.o



Photon Energy AUS SPV 4 Pty. Ltd.



Photon Energy AUS SPV 3 Pty. Ltd.

The total consideration paid for the acquiring of the remaining
30% share in ATS Energy s.r.o. (September 2016) and 40% share
in Fotonika s.r.o. (June 2016) equaled to EUR 438 thousand.
While ATS Energy s.r.o. was already consolidated by full method,
Fotonika s.r.o. was originally consolidated by equity method
that has been changed for full method since the acquisition.



Photon Energy HU SPV 1 Kft. b.a.

During 2015, Photon Energy N.V. (directly or via its subsidiaries)
did not acquire any new subsidiary.

During 2015, Photon Energy N.V. (directly or via its subsidiaries)
did not incorporate any new subsidiary.

9.2

Acquisitions of subsidiaries

During 2016, Photon Energy N.V. (directly or via its subsidiaries)
acquired the following entities:


Photon Water Technology s.r.o.
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Other developments in 2016
During 2016, Photon Energy N.V. liquidated Photon Energy
Investments CZ N.V., Photon Energy Investments DE N.V. and
European Solar Holdings. Photon Energy Operations DE GmbH
was sold in January 2016.
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Other developments in 2015
During 2015, Photon Energy N.V. did not merge any of its subsidiaries. Photon Energy Technology B.V. was liquidated as of 1
December 2015.

9.3

Financial information for the joint ventures
and associates

Joint ventures and associates
Investments in equity-accounted investees amounting to EUR
2,160 thousand (2015: EUR 2,195 thousand) represent the nominal share in the joint ventures and associates owned by the
Group.
2016:
In thousand of EUR
Definition

Photon SK SPV 1

Solarpark Myjava

Solarpark Polianka

joint venture

joint venture

joint venture

Share

50%

50%

50%

Share on equity

-572

-367

-646

Total

-1,585

Share of profit

20

28

11

59

Other comprehensive income

-54

-52

-58

-164

Total comprehensive income

-34

-23

-47

-104

Cash and cash equivalents

206

237

210

653

Current assets

228

263

242

733

2,741

2,323

2,991

8,055

Long-term assets
Current liabilities

-430

-316

-411

-1,157

-1,414

-1,541

-1,547

-4,501

Expenses

332

358

343

1,032

Revenues

-372

-414

-365

-1,151

Photon SK SPV 1

Solarpark Myjava

Solarpark Polianka

Fotonika

Long-term liabilities

2015:
In thousand of EUR
Definition

Total

joint venture

joint venture

joint venture

joint venture

Share

50%

50%

50%

60%

Share on equity

-586

-366

-669

-575

-2,195

23

13

-1

35

70

Other comprehensive income

-211

-12

26

-286

-483

Total comprehensive income

Share of profit

-188

0

25

-251

-413

Cash and cash equivalents

243

256

243

338

1,081

Current assets

268

283

270

347

1,168

Long-term assets

2,904

2,489

3,161

2,944

11,498

Current liabilities

-449

-318

-395

-441

-1,603

-1,571

-1,730

-1,719

-1,916

-6,936

Long-term liabilities
Expenses

346

380

352

397

1,475

Revenues

-387

-427

-376

-455

-1,646

All of the entities included in the above table are accounted for
using the equity method of consolidation as at 31. December
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2016 and have been accounted using the equity method also in
the financial year 2015.
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The joint ventures can distribute profit only after agreement of
the financing bank and the approval of the co-owner of the
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entity (via the general meeting).
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Disposals in 2016
1)

Photon Energy Operations DE GmbH

In thousand of EUR

Photon Energy Operations DE GmbH

Total

Cash&cash held

41

41

Net assets

14

14

Local cost of FI

14

14

Sales price
Loss/profit from the sale
Total consideration received in cash

25

25

-14

-14

25

25

Disposals in 2015
1)

Photon Energy Polska Sp z.o.o.

2)

Photon DE SPV 3 GmbH

3)

Photon IT SPV1 s.r.l.

4)

Photon IT SPV2 s.r.l.

In thousand of EUR
Cash&cash held
Net assets
Local cost of FI
Sales price

Photon IT
SPV1 s.r.l.

Photon IT
SPV2 s.r.l.

Photon DE
SPV 3 GmbH

Photon Energy
Polska Sp z.o.o.

Total

4

2

10

0

16

-8

-32

6

-12

-46

114

-124

72

1

63

42

66

55

1

164

Loss/profit from the sale

148

-90

133

-10

181

Total consideration received in cash

312

1772

56

1

2,141

10.

Revenue

In thousand of EUR
Sales of goods
Rendering of services
Sale of electricity

The decrease in revenues is a result of lower revenues in the
segment of energy solutions comparing to the prior year, compensated by higher revenues in the segment of production of
electricity and operations & maintenance.
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2016

2015

559

880

1,661

1,841

10,869

10,600

13,089

13,321
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Cost of sales

Main expenses’ classes represent material consumed, cost of
goods sold, 3rd party services received, depreciation and other
expenses, such as travelling or representation costs.

In thousand of EUR

2016

Material consumed

2015

-30

-87

-809

-1,507

Services (3 party services received)

-510

-486

Other (representation, travelling, NBV of assets sold, etc)

-240

-224

0

-140

-1,589

-2,444

Goods (invertors, etc)
rd

Change of allowances for receivables/reserves

Cost of sales consists mainly of material and goods necessary for
construction of photovoltaic power plants and related services.
Its increase is caused mainly by higher consumption of material,

11.1

goods and subcontracted services for the project realized during
2016.

Tax levy

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

10%/26% tax levy

-777

-743

-777

-743

2016

2015

374

0

374

0

2016

2015

-7

-1

For detailed information about the tax levy refer to Note 6.2.

12.

Other income

In thousand of EUR
Other income

Other income included revenues from write-off of payables
(EUR 176 thousands), recovery from insurance companies (EUR
56 thousands) and income from providing of recycling spot by SPVs.

13.

Other expenses

Other expenses comprise of other taxes, penalties and other
minor expenses.
In thousand of EUR
Other taxes and fees
Penalties and fines

-225

-

Receivables write-off

-121

-194

Other expenses

-263

-42

-616

-237

Other expense includes mainly insurance and costs related to
maintenance of the recycling spots.
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Administrative and personnel expenses

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

Wages and salaries

-2,020

-1,921

-221

-191

-

-

-1,690

-1,639

-3,931

-3,751

Social and health insurance *
Fuel consumption
Consulting, legal and other administrative services

*Pension costs are integral part of social security expenses
As of 31 December 2016 the Group employs 62 employees. 4
are employed in Slovakia by Slovak entities; 6 in Australia;2 in
Romania and 2 in the Netherlands. The remaining employees
are employed in the Czech Republic.
As of 31 December 2015 the Group employs 59 employees. 4
are employed in Slovakia by Slovak entities; 3 in Germany, 5 in

15.

Australia and 2 in the Netherlands. The remaining employees
are employed in the Czech Republic.
Rental expenses of the Group amount to EUR 72 thousand
annually. The Company is not involved in long-term rental lease
contracts.

Finance income and finance costs

In thousand of EUR
Interest income on loans and receivables

2016

2015

42

72

125

-

Release of allowances

-

903

Profit from revaluation of derivatives

-

240

167

1,215

-3,109

-3,204

-55

-76

-

-56

-345

-

-

-

Finance costs

-3,509

-3,336

Net finance income / costs

-3,342

-2,121

2016

2015

-532

-542

-532

-542

-121

-47

-121

-47

Finance income

Finance income
Interest expense on loans and receivables
Net bank account fees
Fx Losses
Loss from revaluation of derivatives
VAT related interest costs

16.

Income tax expense

16.1

Income tax recognized in profit or loss

In thousand of EUR
Current tax expense
Current year
Deferred tax expense
Temporary differences (margin on PPV)
Total tax expense
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Income tax recognized in other comprehensive income
For the year ended 31 December 2016

For the year ended 31 December 2015

In thousand of EUR
Before tax

Tax expense

Net of tax

Before tax

Tax expense

Net of tax

-

-

-

-

-

-

Revaluation of property, plant and
equipment
Total deferred tax for the revaluation

-

-

Deferred tax related to the release of revaluation of EUR 384 thousand is recorded in Profit and Loss.

16.3

Reconciliation of effective tax rate

In thousand of EUR

%

Loss before income tax

2016
-2,014

Tax using the Company’s domestic tax rate

25%

-504

Effect of tax rates difference in foreign jurisdictions

-6%

121

Interest expenses

0%

0

other

5%

-109

Recognition of tax effect previously unrecognized tax losses

11%

-222

Current year losses for which no deferred tax asset was recognized

-3%

61

Non-deductible expenses

Total tax expenses

-653

In thousand of EUR

%

Loss before income tax

2015
-1,131

Tax using the Company’s domestic tax rate

25%

-283

Effect of tax rates difference in foreign jurisdictions

-6%

68

0%

0

25%

-280

Recognition of tax effect previously unrecognized tax losses

11%

-130

Current year losses for which no deferred tax asset was recognized

-3%

35

Non-deductible expenses
Interest expenses
other

Total tax expenses
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Property, plant and equipment
Land

Photovoltaic
power plant

Other
equipment

In progress

Total

At 31 December 2015

2,859

73,749

209

9

76,827

At 31 December 2016

2,860

70,741

376

0

73,977

2,853

96,327

576

5

99,762

Other Additions

0

0

50

4

54

Transfer from assets in progress

0

0

0

0

0

Disposals

0

-1,800

0

0

-1,800

Revaluation increase

0

0

0

0

0

Effect of movements in exchange rates

6

2,053

0

0

2,059

Balance at 31 December 2015

2,859

96,580

626

9

100,075

Balance at 1 January 2016

2,859

96,580

626

9

100,075

Other Additions

0

2,467

214

0

2,681

Transfer from assets in progress

0

0

9

-9

0

Disposals

0

0

0

0

0

Revaluation increase

0

0

0

0

0

Effect of movements in exchange rates

1

-269

0

0

-269

2,860

98,778

849

0

102,487

Balance at 1 January 2015

0

17,848

364

0

18,212

Depreciation for the year

0

4,983

50

0

5,033

Impairment loss

0

0

0

0

0

Effect of movements in exchange rates

0

0

0

0

0

Balance at 31 December 2015

0

22,831

414

0

23,245

Balance at 1 January 2016

0

22,831

414

0

23,245

Depreciation for the year

0

5,206

59

0

5,265

Impairment loss

0

0

0

0

0

Effect of movements in exchange rates

0

0

0

0

0

Balance at 31 December 2016

0

28,037

473

0

28,510

At 31 December 2015

2,859

73,749

209

9

76,827

At 31 December 2016

2,860

70,741

376

0

73,977

In thousand of EUR
Carrying amounts

Gross revalued amount
Balance at 1 January 2015

Balance at 31 December 2016
Depreciation and impairment losses

Carrying amounts
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Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Revaluation details by power plants
In thousand of EUR
kWp

Net book value
at costs as at
31 December 2016

Net book value
at FV as at
31 December 2016

Net book value
at costs as at
31 December 2015

Net book value
at FV as at
31 December 2015

137

577

957

627

1,048

1,159

1,342

4,291

1,473

4,693

1,64

1,375

6,079

1,522

6,549

Komorovice

2,354

1,442

8,296

1,606

8,901

Mostkovice Mostkovice plocha

1,135

3,000

3,677

3,251

4,052

Prerov Radvanice

2,305

2,093

8,417

2,309

9,206

Svatoslav pozemek

1,231

3,747

4,506

4,063

4,931

Zdice I

1,498

3,454

5,443

3,750

5,807

Zdice II

1,498

2,048

5,483

2,240

5,990

Zvikov

2,031

1,961

7,590

2,158

8,162

Mokrá Lúka II

990

1,349

2,455

1,452

2,629

Mokrá Lúka III

990

1,656

2,449

1,780

2,623

Jovice V

990

1,677

2,377

1,801

2,404

Jovice VI

990

1,514

2,367

1,628

2,393

Babina II

999

1,363

2,512

1,471

2,690

Babina III

999

2,238

2,505

2,397

2,683

Blatná

700

2,295

1,731

2,452

1,848

Prsa I

999

1,992

2,467

-

-

35,123

73,602

35,980

76,608

Photovoltaic power plants
Breclav - ZS
Cukrovar Slavkov
Dolni Dvoriste

In 2016, in the Consolidated statement of comprehensive income the revaluation of property plant and equipment of EUR
602 thousand coming from the acquisition of the full share in
the Fotonika s.r.o. that was originally accounted and presented
by equity method, not full consolidation method.
In 2016 the Group did not capitalize into assets any borrowing
costs (2015: EUR 0 thousand).
The Group has purchased several intangible assets, however
these cannot be classified as intangibles. These assets that include mainly rights to build the power plant, or rights to use
land for power plant building are classified as property plant and
equipment. They are represented as an inseparable part of
photovoltaic power plants. The total amount of these rights
amounted to EUR 1,375 (2015: EUR 1,375).

Property, plant and equipment – Lands in an amount of EUR
2,291 thousand pledged to RL and EUR 569 thousand
pledged to UniCredit Bank Czech Republic and Slovakia
a.s.
Property, plant and equipment – Photovoltaic power plants
in an amount of EUR 52,449 thousand pledged to RL
Property, plant and equipment – Photovoltaic power plants
in an amount of EUR 18,294 thousand pledged to
UniCredit Bank Czech Republic and Slovakia a.s.

Property, plant and equipment under construction
Property, plant and equipment equaled to the amount of EUR 0
thousand (2015: EUR 9 thousand).

Sale of property, plant and equipment
Security
At 31 December 2016 properties with a carrying amount of EUR
73,602 thousand (2015: EUR 76,608 thousand) are subject to a
registered debenture to secure bank loans (see note 25); including as at 31 December 2016:
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Other investments

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

8

1

8

1

Non-current investments
Other investments measured at cost

(1)

Notes: (1) The equity investments represent shares in IPVIC GBR.

19.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities

Recognized deferred tax assets and liabilities
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are attributable to the following:

2016:
Assets

Liabilities

Net

In thousand of EUR
2016

y-y change

2015

2016

y-y change

2015

2016

y-y change

2015

1,933

0

4,457

-7,739

2,672

-10,411

-6,279

-325

-5,954

Inventories (allowance)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Construction contracts

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Receivables (allowances)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Employee benefits

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

473

0

473

0

0

0

473

0

473

Tax assets (liabilities)

2,406

0

4,930

-7,739

2,672

-10,411

-5,806

-325

-5,481

Net tax assets (liabilities)

2,406

0

4,930

-7,739

2,672

-10,411

-5,806

-325

-5,481

Property, plant and equipment

Tax loss carry-forwards

2015:
Assets

Liabilities

Net

In thousand of EUR
2015

y-y change

2014

2015

y-y change

2014

2015

y-y change

2014

4,457

0

4,457

-10,411

-420

-9,991

-5,954

-1,694

-5,534

Inventories (allowance)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Construction contracts

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Receivables (allowances)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Employee benefits

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

473

0

473

0

0

0

473

0

473

Tax assets (liabilities)

4,930

0

4,930

-10,411

-420

-9,991

-5,481

-1,694

-5,061

Net tax assets (liabilities)

4,930

0

4,930

-10,411

-420

-9,991

-5,481

-1,694

-5,061

Property, plant and equipment

Tax loss carry-forwards
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Deferred tax assets and liabilities (continued)

Movement in temporary differences during the year
Balance as at
31 December
2014

Recognized in
profit or loss

Recognized in
OCI of which Fx
translation

Recognized in
OCI of which DT
from revaluation

Balance as at
31 December
2015

Recognized in
profit or loss

Recognized in
OCI of which Fx
translation

Recognized in
OCI of which DT
from revaluation

Balance as at
31 December
2016

-5,534

12

-432

0

-5,954

-121

-204

0

-6,279

Inventories

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Construction contracts

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Receivables

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Employee benefits

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

473

0

0

0

473

0

0

0

473

-5,061

12

-432

0

-5,481

-121

-204

0

-5,806

In thousand of EUR
Property plant and equipment

Tax loss carry-forwards
Total
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Inventories

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

Goods

1,122

924

-

-

1,122

924

Gross amount due from customers

Goods consist mainly of photovoltaic panels, invertors and other
system components.

21.

The cost of inventories recognized as an expense in cost of sales
during the year in respect of continuing operations amounted to
EUR 1,589 thousand (31 December 2015: EUR 1,507 thousand).

Trade and other receivables

Trade receivables
in thousand of EUR

Note

2016

2015

Trade receivables

28.2

1,123

917

Allowance for doubtful debts

28.2

0

0

1,123

917

The average credit period on sales of goods and services is 31
days. No interest is charged. The Group recognizes an allowance
for doubtful debts according to individual assessment. If the
receivables are individually not significant the Company recognizes a potential allowance for doubtful debts based on the
collective assessment. However Company usually does not

create allowances as the receivables are usually overdue 1-2
months.
During 2016 receivables in the total amount of EUR 121 thousand were written-off (2015: EUR 194 thousand were writtenoff).

Other receivables
in thousand of EUR

Note

Paid advances

2016

2015

499

387

Loans to directors

29.1

163

103

Loans to associates / joint ventures

29.1

0

0

1,488

1,922

812

630

2,962

3,042

Other receivables
Shareholders‘ loans

Prepaid expenses amounted to EUR 388 thousand in 2016
(2015: EUR 688 thousand) and include mainly bond-related
costs (EUR 211 thousand). Other receivables includes mainly a
VAT receivable (EUR 78 thousand); advances paid (EUR 499
thousand); deferred revenue (EUR 270 thousand); loans provided to the shareholders (EUR 812 thousand).
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Cash and cash equivalents

For the purposes of the consolidated statement of cash flows,
cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and at banks.
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the reporting period as

shown in the consolidated statement of cash flows can be reconciled to the related items in the consolidated statement of
financial position as follows:

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

Bank balances

5,420

5,297

Cash on hand

0

0

5,420

5,297

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash held by the SPVs under legal ownership of the RL is restricted only for certain transactions e.g. loan and related interest provided to those SPV’s by Photon Energy N.V. is subordinated to the loan from RL and will be paid only after the repay-

23.

ment of the RL loan. Total amount of the cash owned by these
SPVs is EUR 2,991 thousand at 31 December 2016 (2015: EUR
4,103 thousand).

Capital and reserves

During 2016 and 2015, any specific transactions were performed within the capital structure of the Group.

Share capital and share premium
Ordinary shares
In shares

Ordinary shares
2016

On issue at 1 January 2016

60,000,000

On issue at 31 December – fully paid

60,000,000

All shares rank equally with regard to the Company’s residual
assets.
The holders of ordinary shares are entitled to receive dividends
as declared from time to time and are entitled to one vote per
share at the shareholders' meetings of the Company.

The Company’s share capital is EUR 600,000 divided into
60,000,000 shares with a nominal value of EUR 0.01 each. The
share capital is fully paid-up.

As of 31 December 2016 the shareholder structure was as follows.
No. of shares

% of capital

No. of votes at the
Shareholders Meeting

% of votes at the
Shareholders Meeting

26,463,974

44.11%

26,463,974

51.92%

Solar Future Cooperatief U.A.

8,590,683

14.32%

8,590,683

16.85%

Solar Power to the People Cooperatief U.A.

8,051,919

13.42%

8,051,919

15.80%

Photon Energy N.V.

9,028,251

15.05%

0

0.00%

Free float

7,865,173

13.11%

7,865,173

15.43%

60,000,000

100,00%

50,971,749

100,00%

Shareholder
Solar Age Investments B.V.

Total
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As of 31 December 2015 the shareholder structure was as follows.
No. of shares

% of capital

No. of votes at the
Shareholders Meeting

% of votes at the
Shareholders Meeting

28,263,974

47,11%

28,263,974

55,69%

Solar Future Cooperatief U.A.

8,590,683

14,32%

8,590,683

16,93%

Solar Power to the People Cooperatief U.A.

8,051,919

13,42%

8,051,919

15,86%

Photon Energy N.V.

9,244,794

15,41%

0

0,00%

Free float

5,848,630

9,75%

5,848,630

11,52%

60,000,000

100,00%

50,755,206

100,00%

2016

2015

13

10

Revaluation reserve

24,410

25,415

Foreign currency translation reserve

-1,139

-975

-205

-420

23,066

24,030

Shareholder
Solar Age Investments B.V.

Total

Reserves
The reserves relate to the legal reserve; the revaluation of property, plant and equipment - photovoltaic power plants the hedging reserve and the currency translation reserve. Refer below.
In thousand of EUR
Legal reserve

Hedging derivatives

Legal reserve
The legal reserve is a reserve required by the Czech commercial
law and Slovak commercial law. It has been created from the
prior years’ profit of the Czech and Slovak entities based on the
approval of the general meeting.

The legal reserve amounts to EUR 13 thousand at 31 December
2016 (2015: EUR 10 thousand).

Revaluation reserve
In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

25,415

27,704

Increase arising on revaluation of properties net of deferred tax

0

0

Share on revaluation of PPE of associates JV

0

0

Share of non-controlling interest

0

0

602

0

Share on non-controlling interest

0

0

Impairment losses

0

0

Reversals of impairment losses

0

0

-1,607

-2,289

0

0

24,410

25,415

Balance at beginning of year

Increase arising on acquisition of properties-associates JV

Move from revaluation reserve to retained earnings
NCI release
Balance at end of year
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The revaluation reserve arises on the revaluation of photovoltaic power plants. The revaluation reserve is being released to the
retained earnings during the duration of Feed-in-Tariff-currently
20 years. The amount equal to the amount of depreciation
coming from revaluation released in 2016 is equal to EUR 1,607
thousand (2015: EUR 2,289 thousand). There was no revaluation
performed in 2016. The revaluation for the year 2014 amounts
to EUR 6,013 thousand net of tax. See note 16 and 17.

For NCI release description, refer to statement of changes in
equity.
The revaluation reserve as such cannot be distributed only the
amounts released to retained earnings can be distributed to the
shareholder.

Foreign currency translation reserve
In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

Balance at beginning of year

-975

-1,778

Foreign currency translation differences for foreign operations

-164

803

-1,139

-975

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

Balance at beginning of year

-420

-582

215

162

Share on non-controlling interest

0

0

Share on derivatives joint ventures

0

0

Share on non-controlling interest

0

0

Release of non-controlling interest

0

0

-205

-420

Balance at end of year
The foreign currency translation reserve comprises all foreign
currency differences arising from the translation of the financial
statements of operations using different currency from Euro. It
relates to Czech Republic, Switzerland and Australia.

Derivatives hedging reserve

Derivatives

Balance at end of year

Dividends
There were no dividends declared and paid by the Company in
2016 and 2015.
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Earnings per share

In EUR

2016

2015

Basic earnings per share

-0.052

-0.034

Diluted earnings per share

-0.044

-0.029

Total comprehensive income per share

-0.034

-0.015

Basic earnings per share
The calculation of basic earnings per share at 31 December 2016
was based on the loss attributable to ordinary shareholders of
loss EUR 2,660 thousand (2015: loss EUR 1,720 thousand) and a
weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding of
50,982 thousand (2015: 50,067 thousand). The calculation of

diluted earnings per share as 31 December 2016 was based on
on the loss attributable to ordinary shareholders of loss EUR
2,660 thousand (2015: loss EUR 1,720 thousand) and a
weighted average number of total shares outstanding of 60,000
thousand.

Profit (loss) attributable to ordinary shareholders
Profit (loss) attributable to ordinary shareholders

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

Profit (loss) for the year

-2,660

-1,725

Profit (loss) attributable to ordinary shareholders

-2,660

-1,720

Weighted average number of ordinary shares

Basic and diluted total comprehensive income per share

There were any new shares issued in 2016. The number of
shares at the year-end 2016, 2015 and 2014 was 60,000,000.

The calculation of total comprehensive earnings per share (the
calculation is the same for the diluted EPS) at 31 December 2016
and 2015 was based on the total comprehensive income (loss)
attributable to ordinary shareholders of EUR -2,007 thousand
(2015: EUR -755 thousand) and a weighted average number of
ordinary shares outstanding of 60,000 thousand (2015: 60,000
thousand).

Share on profit of equity-accounted investees amounted to EUR
59 thousand (2015: EUR 5 thousand) because of acquisition of
full share in ATS Energy s.r.o..

25.

Loans and borrowings

This note provides information about the contractual terms of
the Group’s interest-bearing loans and borrowings, which are
measured at amortised cost.

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

37,551

38,499

269

538

37,820

39,037

3,597

3,569

Short-term secured bank loans

0

0

Current portion of other loans

269

269

3,866

3,838

41,686

42,876

Non-current liabilities
Long-term secured bank loans
Long-term portion of other loans
Total
Current liabilities
Current portion of long-term secured bank loans

Total
Total loans & borrowings
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Terms and debt repayment schedule
Terms and conditions of outstanding loans were as follows:
31.12.2016
In thousand of EUR

Currency

Nominal interest rate

Secured bank loan*

CZK

5.19%

Secured bank loan

EUR

Secured bank loan

EUR

Other loan
Other loan

31.12.2015

Year of maturity

Credit
limit

Credit
limit

Credit
limit

Carrying
amount

5.1.2021

27,497

27,497

30,060

30,060

3M EURIBOR+2.7%

30.6.2024

6,202

6,202

4,971

4,971

3M EURIBOR+2.7%

31.12.2024

6,310

6,310

7,038

7,038

EUR

3%

12.3.2018

568

568

808

808

EUR

3%

31.12.2017

0

0

0

0

42,876

42,876

42,876

42,876

Total interest bearing liabilities

On 30 December 2015 a contract on refinancing of the Czech
portfolio was concluded, the actual flow of money was performed in January 2016. The total amount of the increase in
loan equaled to EUR 1,479 thousand.
All secured bank loans are secured by SPVs assets of power
plants including real estate if any and technology receivables
generated by power plants. In case of secured bank loans de-

nominated in CZK nearly all power plants are crosscollateralized.

Covenants
The project financing sets certain operational conditions to be
met by each power plant with Debt Service Coverage Ratio
(DSCR) typically above 1.20.
All power plants met the DSCR criteria as of 31 December 2016.

26.

Trade and other payables

Trade payables
In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

619

1,061

619

1,061

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

Advances received

208

116

Accrued expenses

780

252

0

0

100

474

Payables to suppliers

Other payables

Deferred revenues
Payables to employees
Payables to health and social authorities
Derivatives
Other payables-loans
Other

Accrued expenses include mainly not invoiced deliveries of
goods (technology) and services provided. Other payables-loans
represented loans provided by originally intercompany companies that were sold out of the group during 2012 and have been
eliminated in the prior period. An interest charge of 3% was
applied to the outstanding balances. These are not classified as
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101

1,550

1,576

146

528

0

0

2,894

3,047

loans and borrowing as they have not been provided by financial
institution or bank but former subsidiaries. At 31 December
2016 retentions held by customers for contract work amounted
to EUR 0 thousand (31 December 2015: EUR 5 thousand). Advances received from customers for contract work amounted to
EUR 208 thousand (31 December 2015: EUR 116 thousand).
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27.

Other long-term and short-term liabilities

27.1

Other long term liabilities

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

VAT payables

0

0

Long term liability from income tax

0

0

Other long-term loans

0

0

478

94

10,932

8,060

11,410

8,154

Other long-term liabilities
Bond

In February and March 2013 PEINV placed an 8% corporate
bond in Germany, Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and
Poland. The bond is listed on the stock exchanges in Frankfurt,
Munich, Berlin, Hamburg, Hannover and Vienna.
The bond coupon is paid quarterly and the bond is due in 5
years from issuance. Bond related costs in the amount of approximately EUR 850 thousand have been accrued for a period
of 5 years and are regularly released in the P&L. The outstanding
balance as of 31 December 2016 in the amount of EUR 211
thousand is included in Prepaid expenses.

27.2

Other short term liabilities

In thousand of EUR
VAT liability /provision
Other liabilities

VAT provision in the amount of EUR 225 thousand represents an
amount pre-agreed with the Financial authority in the Netherlands from the input VAT registered by the Photon Energy N.V.

27.3

In December 2016 the Company placed a 6% CZK corporate
bond in the Czech Republic. The bond is listed on the Prague
Stock Exchange. The bond coupon is paid monthly and the bond
is due in 7 years from issuance. Other long-term liabilities include leasing liabilities and provision for liquidation of panels in
the future.

Current tax liability

Other liabilities in amount of EUR 305 thousand represent payable for other taxes. This liability relates mainly to the Czech SPVs
and is result of their actual annual result.
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2016

2015

225

0

0

0

225

0

and its Dutch subsidiaries within the years 2011 to 2016 and
considered by the Authority as unjustified input VAT.
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Financial instruments

The major financial risks faced by the Company are those related to credit exposures, exchange change risk, interest rate risk
and tax levy risk. These risks are managed in the following manner.

28.1

proach to managing liquidity is to ensure, as far as possible, that
it will always have sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities when
due, under both normal and stressed conditions, without incurring unacceptable losses or risking damage to the Company’s
reputation.

Liquidity Risk

The following are the contractual maturities of financial liabilities including estimated interest payments and excluding the
impact of netting agreements:

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Company will not be able to
meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The Group’s ap-

31 December 2016
Carrying
amount

Contractual
cash flows

1 – 12
months

1 – 2 years

2 – 5 years

More than
5 years

41,147

47,607

4,639

4,502

14,639

23,827

Other loans

569

564

286

277

0

0

Trade payables

619

619

619

0

0

0

10,932

12,169

858

10,304

146

861

3,034

3,034

3,034

0

0

0

383

383

383

0

0

0

56,684

63,566

19,265

4,828

14,785

24,688

Carrying
amount

Contractual
cash flows

1 – 12
months

1 – 2 years

2 – 5 years

More than
5 years

42,068

48,850

4,560

4,415

13,770

26,104

808

848

293

285

269

0

Trade payables

1,061

1,061

1,061

0

0

0

Bond

8, 060

9,511

645

645

8,221

0

Other payables

2,728

2,728

2,728

0

0

0

747

747

747

0

0

0

55,472

63,744

10,034

5,346

22,261

26,104

In thousand of EUR
Non-derivative financial liabilities
Secured bank loans

Bond
Other payables
Tax payables

31 December 2015
In thousand of EUR
Non-derivative financial liabilities
Secured bank and other loans
Other loans

Tax payables

In 2016, other loans consisted of a loan provided by a non-bank
financial institution therefore it is classified as other loan. The
interest rate charged was 3%.
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28.

Financial instruments (continued)

28.1

Liquidity risk (continued)

It is not expected that the cash flows included in the maturity
analysis could occur significantly earlier, or at significantly different amounts.

Effective interest rates and re-pricing analysis
In respect of interest-bearing financial liabilities, the following
tables indicate their effective interest rates at the reporting date

and the periods in which they re-price. The table includes only
loans with variable interest rate and the balance is shown in a
period within 6 months, as the interest rate is changed within
this period.
For 2016, none of the bank loans have a variable interest rate
(the Czech portfolio has a fixed interest rate and the Slovak
portfolio interest rates are hedged), therefore the table below
includes only those hedged (Slovak SPVs).

2016:
In thousand of EUR

Effective
interest rate

Total

6 months
or less

6–12 months

1–5 years

Fixed
interest rate

2.82%

-12,512

-12,512

0

0

0

-12,512

-12,512

0

0

0

Effective
interest rate

Total

6 months
or less

6–12 months

1–5 years

Fixed
interest rate

2.82%

-12,008

-12,008

0

0

0

-12,008

-12,008

0

0

0

Bank loans
Total

2015:
In thousand of EUR
Bank loans
Total

28.2

Credit risk

Exposure to credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss occurring as a result of
default by a borrower or counterparty on their obligation to the
Company.

The Company’s exposure to credit risk is disclosed in the tables
below that show the analysis of credit quality of financial assets:

Trade receivables
In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

Not due yet

362

524

Overdue 180 days or less

604

323

Overdue over 180 days

156

70

1,122

917

Overdue 180 days or less

0

0

Overdue over 180 days

0

0

Impairment loss to trade receivables overdue 360 days

0

0

0

0

760

393

1,111

917

Financial assets

Total
Out of which

Total overdue impaired
Total overdue not impaired
Total financial assets after impairment
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In thousand of EUR

2016

Allowance for receivables as at 31. 12. 2015

0

Creation of allowance in 2015

0

Allowance for receivables as at 31. 12. 2016

0

The Group believes that the other unimpaired amounts that are
past due by more than 30 days are still collectible based on
historic payment behavior; business relationships or management judgment.
Based on historic default rates, the Group believes that, apart
from the above, no impairment allowance is necessary in respect of trade receivables not past due or past due by up to 30
days.

28.3

Interest rate risk

Interest rate risk is the risk that the value of a financial instrument will fluctuate due to changes in market interest rates. It is
measured by the extent to which changes in market interest
rates impact on net interest expense.
At the reporting date the interest rate profile of the Group’s
interest-bearing financial instruments was:

Carrying amount
In thousand of EUR
2016

2015

0

0

-41,686

-42,876

-41,686

-42,876

Interest rate instruments
Financial assets
Financial liabilities

Financial liabilities comprise short-term and long-term bank
loans (see note 25).
In respect of interest-bearing financial liabilities, the following
table indicates their effective interest rates at the balance sheet
date and also due date of loans based on the valid repayment
schedules:
Interest bearing financial liabilities
31 December 2016
In thousand of EUR
Bank loans

Effective
interest rate

Total

Less than
1 year

2–5 years

More than
5 years

4.53%

41,686

4,910

19,384

23,827

41,686

4,910

19,384

23,827

Effective
interest rate

Total

Less than
1 year

2–5 years

More than
5 years

4.57%

42,068

2,762

13,202

26,104

42,068

2,762

13,202

26,104

Total

31 December 2015
In thousand of EUR
Bank loans
Total
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Loans and borrowings with variable rate
Below analysis includes only loans with a variable interest rate.

interest rates are hedged) therefore the table below includes
only those hedged (Slovak SPVs).

For 2016, any of the bank loans have a variable interest rate (the
Czech portfolio has a fixed interest rate and the Slovak portfolio

2016:
In thousand of EUR

Effective
interest rate

Total

6 months
or less

6–12 months

1–5 years

Fixed
interest rate

2.82%

-12,512

-12,512

0

0

0

-12,008

-12,008

0

0

0

Effective
interest rate

Total

6 months
or less

6–12 months

1–5 years

Fixed
interest rate

2.82%

-12,008

-12,008

0

0

0

-12,008

-12,008

0

0

0

Bank loans
Total

2015:
In thousand of EUR
Bank loans
Total

Loans and borrowings with
variable rate – Slovak portfolio
Slovak loans interest rate is hedged by the interest derivatives.
Total amount of derivatives reserve amounted to EUR 205 thousand as of 31 December 2016 (2015: EUR 420 thousand).

Loans and borrowings with variable rate
2016:
In EUR thousand
Derivatives financial liabilities
Interest rate swaps used for hedging

Contractual cash flow

Carrying
amount

Total

1 year

2 years

3 year

4 years

5 years

499

620

176

151

127

96

70

2015:
In EUR thousand
Derivatives financial liabilities
Interest rate swaps used for hedging

Contractual cash flow

Carrying
amount

Total

1 year

2 years

3 year

4 years

5 years

580

717

195

168

143

120

91

The effect on equity would be the same as the effect on profit or
loss. In the calculation, the assumptions that current debt maturing in 2016 will be rolled over in that period.
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Actual interest expenses related to bank loans and borrowings
incurred by the Company in 2016 were EUR 3,109 thousand
(2015: EUR 3,204 thousand) coming from the carrying value of
loans drawn in the amount of EUR 41,686 thousand as at 31
December 2016 (2015: EUR 42,876 thousand).
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An increase/decrease of interest rates by 1% at the reporting
date would have decreased/increased the profit before tax by
EUR 19 thousand as shown in the following table. This analysis
assumes that all other variables remain constant.

31.12.2016
Bank loans with
variable rate

Effective
interest
rate

Total

Interest
(calculated)

Effective
interest
rate

Interest
(calculated)

Additional
PL effect

4.62

41,686

1,926

4.67

1,945

-19

41,686

1,926

Effective
interest
rate

Total

Interest
(calculated)

Effective
interest
rate

Interest
(calculated)

Additional
PL effect

4.65

42,876

1,995

4.70

2,015

-20

42,876

1,995

Total

31.12.2015
Bank loans with
variable rate
Total

400918777.1\TM29

Effective
Interest
interest
(calculated)
rate
4.57

1,907

-19

-20

195

Additional
PL effect
19
19

Effective
Interest
interest
(calculated)
rate
4.61

1,975

Additional
PL effect
20
20
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Exchange rate risk

The Company’s functional currency of its major subsidiaries is
EUR and CZK. Foreign exchange risk is associated with sales and
purchases of goods and services and loans received denominated in local currencies.

An increase/decrease of exchange rates by 10% at the reporting
date would have decreased/increased the profit before tax by
EUR 67 thousand (EUR 82 thousand respectively) as shown in
the following table. This analysis assumes that all other variables
remain constant.

2016

exchange rate CZK/EUR

31.12.2016
Trade receivables

31 December 2016

+ 10%

- 10%

27.021

29.7231

24.3189

Currency

in Currency

teur

Teur +10%

change

teur -10%

change

tczk

43,038

1,593

1,448

-145

1,770

177

Total TCZK

31.12.2016
Trade payables, loans

-145

177

Currency

in Currency

teur

Teur +10%

change

teur -10%

change

tczk

-62,897

-2,328

-2,116

212

-2,586

-259

Total TCZK

212

-259

2015

exchange rate CZK/EUR

31.12.2015
Trade receivables

31 December 2015

+ 10%

- 10%

27.025

29.728

24.322

Currency

in Currency

teur

Teur +10%

change

teur -10%

change

tczk

36,438

1,348

1,226

-123

1,498

150

Total TCZK

31.12.2015
Trade payables, loans

-123

Currency

in Currency

teur

Teur +10%

change

teur -10%

change

tczk

-49,826

-1,844

-1,676

168

-2,049

-205

Total TCZK

400918777.1\TM29
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Accounting classifications and fair values

Fair values vs. carrying amounts
The fair values of financial assets and liabilities together with the
carrying amounts shown in the statement of financial position
are as follows. For the other financial assets/financial liabilities,
the fair value approximates the carrying amount.

31 December 2016
In thousand of EUR

Note

Fair value – hedging
instruments

Loans and
receivables

Other
financial
liabilities

Total carrying
amount

Fair value

0

5,420

5,420

Cash and Cash equivalents

23

0

5,420

Loans and receivables

21

0

4,085

0

4,085

4,085

Secured bank loans

26

0

0

41,147

41,147

41,147

Other loans

26

0

0

538

538

538

Trade payables

27

0

0

619

619

619

Bond

27

0

10,932

0

10,932

10,932

Other payables

27

0

0

2,894

2,894

2,894

Tax payables
Interest rate derivatives

0

0

305

305

305

4.3.2

27

1,550

0

0

1,550

1,550

Note

Fair value – hedging
instruments

Loans and
receivables

Other
financial
liabilities

Total carrying
amount

Fair value

0

5,297

5,297

31 December 2015
In thousand of EUR
Cash and Cash equivalents

23

0

5,297

Loans and receivables

21

0

3,981

0

3,981

3,981

Secured bank loans

26

0

0

42,068

42,068

42,068

Other loans

26

0

0

808

808

808

Trade payables

27

0

0

1,061

1,061

1,061

Bond

27

0

8,060

0

8,060

8,060

Other payables

27

0

0

1,152

1,152

1,152

0

0

747

747

747

1,576

0

0

1,576

1,576

Tax payables
Interest rate derivatives

27
4.3.2

The interest rates used to discount estimated cash flows, where
applicable, are based on the government yield curve at the end
of the reporting period plus an appropriate credit spread discount rate used equalled to 4.62% for 2016.

Fair value hierarchy
The table above analyses financial instruments carried at fair
value by the levels in the fair value hierarchy. The different
levels have been defined as follows.
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Level 1: quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.
Level 2: inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1
that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly (i.e.
as prices) or indirectly (i.e. derived from prices).
Level 3: inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on
observable market data (unobservable inputs).
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31 December 2016
In thousand of EUR

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Cash and Cash equivalents

0

5,420

0

5,420

Loans and receivables

0

3,981

0

3,981

Secured bank loans

0

41,147

0

41,147

Other loans

0

538

0

538

Trade payables

0

619

0

619

Bond

0

10,932

0

10,932

Other payables

0

2,984

0

2,984

Tax payables

0

305

0

305

Interest rate derivatives

0

499

0

499

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Cash and Cash equivalents

0

5,297

0

5,297

Loans and receivables

0

3,981

0

3,981

Secured bank loans

0

42,068

0

42,068

Other loans

0

808

0

808

Trade payables

0

1,061

0

1,061

Bond

0

8,060

0

8,060

Other payables

0

1,152

0

1,152

Tax payables

0

747

0

747

Interest rate derivatives

0

580

0

580

31 December 2015
In thousand of EUR

All financial assets and financial liabilities (refer to Note 4.3.4)
have been defined to Level 2.
Assumptions used for calculating revalued amounts of PPE (level
3) are as follows:
The DCF Equity valuation method is based on a Discounted Cash
Flow method. It includes the future cash flows available to the
shareholders/providers of equity of photovoltaic projects (i.e.
after all debt repayments and interests) that are later discounted by respective discount rates. The risk profile is represented
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by a discount rate (cost of equity levered). Due to existence of
senior project finance the cost of equity calculated by CAPM
formula is adjusted by Miller-Modigliani formula to achieve the
most precise cost of equity levered for each project respecting it
unique capital structure.
In the valuation model, a quarterly discount is applied. This is
based on the fact that debt repayments are happening on quarterly basis. This is effecting the overall change in financing structure and indirectly effecting cost of equity levered.
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Related parties

Balances and transactions between the Company and its subsidiaries which are related parties of the Company have been eliminated on consolidation and are not disclosed in this note. Details of transactions between the Group and other related parties are disclosed below.

29.1

Parent and ultimate controlling party

and Mr. Georg Hotar (via Solar Power to the People Coöperatief
U.A. and Solar Age Investments B.V.), who are the Company's
directors.
The original lender (loans provided to the Directors) has been
sold out of the Group in December 2012. However, the Group
has provided the following loans to the above directors in compliance with the arm-length principle:

The Company is jointly controlled by Mr. Michael Gartner (via
Solar Future Coöperatief U.A. and Solar Age Investments B.V.)

In thousand of EUR

2016

2015

103

81

Transferred due to the sale

0

0

Loan provided to Mr. Hotar

60

22

Unpaid interests (Mr. Hotar)

0

0

Loan provided to Mr. Gartner

0

0

Unpaid interests (Mr. Gartner)

0

0

Effect of the movement of Fx rate

0

0

Carrying amount at 31 December

163

103

Balance at beginning of year

Members of the board of directors did not receive for their
board of directors related duties for the Group entities any
compensation in 2016 and in 2015. There were no trade rela-

tions between the Group and members of the board of directors
of the Company.

Other related party transactions
transaction value
for the year-ended

In thousand of EUR

balance outstanding
at the year-end

2016

2015

2016

2015

Joint ventures – sale of services

0

0

0

0

Joint ventures – construction contracts revenues

0

0

0

0

51

68

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sale of goods and services

(SK SPV1, Solarpark Myjava,Solarpark Polianka)
Purchase of goods and services
Joint ventures – purchase of services
Current assets
Loans

Related party transactions were made on terms equivalent to
those that prevail in arm’s length transactions.
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Group entities

S/ubsidiaries
The following subsidiaries are consolidated as at 31 December 2016.
% of share capital
held by the
holding company

Name

% of votes
held by the
holding company

Country of
registration

Holding Company

Legal Owner

1

Photon Energy N.V.

NL

2

Photon Directors B.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

3

Photon Energy Engineering B.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

4

Photon Energy Operations N.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

5

Photon Energy Australia Pty Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

6

Photon Energy Generation Australia Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

7

Photon Energy Operations Australia Pty.Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

PEO NV

8

Photon Energy Engineering Australia Pty Ltd

100%

100%

AUS

PEE BV

9

Photon Energy AUS SPV 1 Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

10

Photon Energy AUS SPV 2 Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

11

Photon Energy AUS SPV 3 Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

12

Photon Energy AUS SPV 4 Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

13

Global Investment Protection AG

100%

100%

CH

Photon Energy

14

Photon Energy Corporate Services CZ s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

15

Photon SPV 1 s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

16

Photon Energy Operations CZ s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

PEO NV

17

Photon Energy Control s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

PEO CZ

18

Photon Energy Cardio s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

PEO CZ

19

Photon Energy Technology CEE s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

PEE BV

20

Photon Water s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

21

Photon Water Technology s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

22

Photon Energy Solutions s.r.o

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

23

Photon Energy Projects s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

24

The Special One s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

25

Charles Bridge Services s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

26

Photon Energy Finance Europe GmbH

100%

100%

DE

Photon Energy

27

Photon Energy Corporate Services DE GmbH

100%

100%

DE

Photon Energy

28

Photon Energy Engineering Europe GmbH

100%

100%

DE

PEE BV

29

EcoPlan 2 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

30

EcoPlan 3 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

31

Fotonika, s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

32

Photon SK SPV 1 s.r.o.

50%

50%

SK

Photon Energy

33

Photon SK SPV 2 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

34

Photon SK SPV 3 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

35

Solarpark Myjava s.r.o.

50%

50%

SK

Photon Energy

36

Solarpark Polianka s.r.o.

50%

50%

SK

Photon Energy

37

SUN4ENERGY ZVB, s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

38

SUN4ENERGY ZVC, s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

39

ATS Energy, s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

40

Photon Energy Operations SK s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

PEO NV

41

Photon Energy HU SPV 1 Kft. b.a

100%

100%

HU

PEP s.r.o.

CZ = Czech Republic, SK = Slovak Republic, NL = Netherlands, CH = Switzerland, AUS = Australia, HU=HUngary
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The following subsidiaries are consolidated as at 31 December 2015.
% of share capital
held by the
holding company

Name

% of votes
held by the
holding company

Holding Company

Country of
registration

Legal Owner

1

Photon Energy N.V.

NL

2

Photon Directors B.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

3

Photon Energy Operations N.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

4

Photon Energy Engineering B.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

5

Photon Energy Investments DE N.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

6

Photon Energy Investments CZ N.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

7

European Solar Holdings B.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

8

Photon Energy Australia Pty Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

9

Photon Energy Operations Australia Pty.Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

PEO NV

10

Photon Energy Engineering Australia Pty Ltd

100%

100%

AUS

PEE BV

11

Photon Energy AUS SPV 1 Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

12

Photon Energy AUS SPV 2 Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

13

Photon Energy Generation Australia Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

14

Global Investment Protection AG

100%

100%

CH

Photon Energy

15

Photon Energy Corporate Services CZ s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

16

Photon Energy Operations CZ s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

PEO NV

17

Photon Energy Control s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

PEO CZ

18

Photon Energy Technology CEE s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

PEE BV

19

Photon SPV 1 s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

20

Photon Energy Operations DE GmbH

100%

100%

DE

PEO NV

21

Photon Energy Engineering Europe GmbH

100%

100%

DE

PEE BV

22

Photon Energy Corporate Services DE GmbH

100%

100%

DE

Photon Energy

23

Photon Energy Finance Europe GmbH

100%

100%

DE

Photon Energy

24

Photon SK SPV 1 s.r.o.

50%

50%

SK

Photon Energy

25

Photon SK SPV 2 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

26

Photon SK SPV 3 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

27

EcoPlan 2 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

28

EcoPlan 3 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

29

SUN4ENERGY ZVB, s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

30

SUN4ENERGY ZVC, s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

31

Fotonika, s.r.o.

60%

50%

SK

Photon Energy

32

ATS Energy, s.r.o.

70%

70%

SK

Photon Energy

33

Solarpark Myjava s.r.o.

50%

50%

SK

Photon Energy

34

Solarpark Polianka s.r.o.

50%

50%

SK

Photon Energy

35

Photon Energy Operations SK s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

PEO NV

36

IPVIC GbR

18.5%

18.5%

DE

Photon Energy

CZ = Czech Republic, SK = Slovak Republic, NL = Netherlands, CH = Switzerland, AUS = Australia
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Other consolidated subsidiaries (special purpose entities) exist
as at 31 December 2016, where the holding company has control but does not have any ownership or direct voting rights. The
following entities are included:

% of Consolidated share

% of Ownership share

Country of
registration

Legal Owner

Photon SPV 3 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

RL

Photon SPV 8 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

RL

Exit 90 SPV s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

RL

Photon SPV 4 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

RL

Photon SPV 6 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

RL

Onyx Energy s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

RL

Onyx Energy projekt II s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

RL

Photon SPV 10 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

RL

Photon SPV 11 s.r.o.

100%

0%

CZ

RL

Name

CZ = Czech Republic

100% share in the above entities is owned by Raiffeisen – Leasing s.r.o. (“RL”). Although those companies are legally owned by
RL, the Group consolidates them under IFRS rules. Photon Ener-

31.

Subsequent events

Sale of 35% share in Photon Water Technology s.r.o.
t

31 January 2017, Photon Energy N.V. sold 35% share in the
company Photon Water Technology s.r.o. while maintaining the
control
over
the
entity.

32.

gy N.V. is considered the beneficial owner as it is owner of economic benefits and is directly exposed to economic risks of
those companies.

Contingent assets and liabilities

There are no significant contingent assets or liabilities that need
to be disclosed.
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Sale of 100% share in Photon Water s.r.o.
28 February 2017, Photon Energy N.V. sold 100% share in the
company Photon Water s.r.o.

Standalone
Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 December 2016
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Company balance sheet as at 31 December 2016
(before profit appropriation)
In thousand of EUR

Note

31 December 2016

31 December 2015

Fixed assets
Financial fixed assets

36

36,034

37,734

Intangible assets

36

12

22

36,046

37,756

Total fixed assets
Current assets
Trade and other receivables

38

4,048

2,297

Loans

37

8,720

6,709

Cash and cash equivalents

38

438

55

13,206

9,061

49,252

46,817

600

600

Share premium

36,871

36,871

Revaluation reserve

16,056

17,641

Derivatives reserve

-204

-420

Currency translation reserve

-1,139

-975

Unappropriated result

-2,660

-1,088

-25,343

-24,240

24,180

28,389

13,045

8,598

2,113

538

10,932

8,060

12,028

9,831

Trade and other liabilities

9,139

6,419

Other loans

2,889

3,412

49,252

46,817

Total current assets
Total assets
Shareholders’ equity

39

Issued share capital

Retained Earnings
Total equity
Non-current liabilities

40

Other loans
Other long-term liability
Current liabilities

41

Total equity and liabilities
The notes on pages 65 to 74 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Company income statement for the financial year ended 31 December 2016
In thousand of EUR

1 January 2016 – 31 December 2016

1 January 2015 – 31 December 2015

-4,010

-1,593

0

632

1,350

-127

-2,660

-1,088

Share in results from participating interests,
after taxation
Income from subsidiaries
Other result after taxation
Net result
The notes on pages 65 to 74 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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General

The company financial statements are part of the 2016 financial
statements of Photon Energy N.V. (the ‘Company’). With reference to the income statement of the company, use has been

made of the exemption pursuant to Section 402 of Book 2 of the
Netherlands Civil Code.

35. Principles
for
the
measurement
and the determination of the result
For setting the principles for the recognition and measurement
of assets and liabilities and determination of the result for its
company financial statements, the Company makes use of the
option provided in section 2:362 (8) of the Netherlands Civil
Code. This means that the principles for the recognition and
measurement of assets and liabilities and determination of the
result (hereinafter referred to as principles for recognition and
measurement) of the company financial statements of the
Company are the same as those applied for the consolidated
EU-IFRS financial statements. Participating interests, over which
significant influence is exercised, are stated on the basis of the

36.

of

assets

and

liabilities

equity method. These consolidated EU-IFRS financial statements
are prepared according to the standards laid down by the International Accounting Standards Board and endorsed by the European Union (hereinafter referred to as EU-IFRS). Please see
pages 23 to 37 for a description of these principles. The share in
the result of participating interests consists of the share of the
Company in the result of these participating interests. Results on
transactions, where the transfer of assets and liabilities between
the Company and its participating interests and mutually between participating interests themselves are not incorporated
insofar as they can be deemed to be unrealised.

Financial fixed assets

In thousand of EUR

31 December 2016

31 December 2015

36,034

37,734

36,034

37,734

Participating interests in group companies

The movements of the financial fixed assets can be shown as follows:
In thousand of EUR

Note

Balance at 1 January 2016

Participating interests
in group companies

Total

37,734

37,734

Capital contribution existing subsidiaries

36

236

236

Revaluation reserve change

36

-1,585

-1,585

Share in result of participating interests

43

-3,284

-3,284

Set-up of new entities

36

100

100

Excess cash correction

36

1,072

1,072

Liquidation of subsidiaries

36

-227

-227

Share in foreign currency translation differences in participating interest

36

-170

-170

Dividend payment

36

-662

-662

Derivatives

36

215

215

0

0

33,430

33,430

2,604

2,604

36,034

36,034

Sale of subsidiaries
Balance at 31 December
Allowances

36

Final balance at 31 December 2016

2016
A participating legal Company is under Dutch law a participation
which exercises significant influence over the operating and
financial policies (hereinafter: participation), valued using the
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results and changes in equity are determined according to the
principles of the holding.

1) Revaluation of assets valued at fair value in the participations (decrease of value of assets)

Therefore the direct changes in equity in the participations of PE
NV are included in the standalone financial statements of the
Company.

2) Foreign currency translation differences in the participations

The direct equity movements of the subsidiaries of PE NV consist of:

3) Effective portion of hedging derivatives in the participations

The Company, with statutory seat in Amsterdam, is the holding company and has the following financial interests:
% of share capital
held by the
holding company

Name

% of votes
held by the
holding company

Legal Owner

1

Photon Energy N.V.

2

Photon Directors B.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

3

Photon Energy Engineering B.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

4

Photon Energy Operations N.V.

100%

100%

NL

Photon Energy

5

Photon Energy Australia Pty Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

6

Photon Energy Generation Australia Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

7

Photon Energy Operations Australia Pty.Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

PEO NV

8

Photon Energy Engineering Australia Pty Ltd

100%

100%

AUS

PEE BV

9

Photon Energy AUS SPV 1 Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

10

Photon Energy AUS SPV 2 Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

11

Photon Energy AUS SPV 3 Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

12

Photon Energy AUS SPV 4 Pty. Ltd.

100%

100%

AUS

Photon Energy

13

Global Investment Protection AG

100%

100%

CH

Photon Energy

14

Photon Energy Corporate Services CZ s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

15

Photon SPV 1 s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

16

Photon Energy Operations CZ s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

PEO NV

17

Photon Energy Control s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

PEO CZ

18

Photon Energy Cardio s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

PEO CZ

19

Photon Energy Technology CEE s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

PEE BV

20

Photon Water s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

21

Photon Water Technology s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

22

Photon Energy Solutions s.r.o

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

23

Photon Energy Projects s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

24

The Special One s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

25

Charles Bridge Services s.r.o.

100%

100%

CZ

Photon Energy

26

Photon Energy Finance Europe GmbH

100%

100%

DE

Photon Energy

27

Photon Energy Corporate Services DE GmbH

100%

100%

DE

Photon Energy

28

Photon Energy Engineering Europe GmbH

100%

100%

DE

PEE BV

29

EcoPlan 2 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

30

EcoPlan 3 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

31

Fotonika, s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

32

Photon SK SPV 1 s.r.o.

50%

50%

SK

Photon Energy

33

Photon SK SPV 2 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

34

Photon SK SPV 3 s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

35

Solarpark Myjava s.r.o.

50%

50%

SK

Photon Energy

36

Solarpark Polianka s.r.o.

50%

50%

SK

Photon Energy

37

SUN4ENERGY ZVB, s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

38

SUN4ENERGY ZVC, s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

39

ATS Energy, s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

Photon Energy

40

Photon Energy Operations SK s.r.o.

100%

100%

SK

PEO NV

41

Photon Energy HU SPV 1 Kft. b.a

100%

100%

HU

PEP s.r.o.
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CZ = Czech Republic, SK = Slovak Republic, NL = Netherlands, CH = Switzerland, AUS = Australia, HU=Hungary
During 2016, impact of the change of the revaluation reserve
amounted to EUR -1,585 thousand.
The Slovak SPVs use hedging derivatives for hedging of interest
rates on received loans. Total impact into equity from their
revaluation at the year-end amounted to EUR 215 thousand
(2015: loss EUR 162 thousand).
The impact of foreign currency translation differences in participating interest resulted in a loss of EUR 1,139 thousand (2015:
EUR 975 thousand).
The company booked a provision for negative equity in subsidiaries in the amount of EUR 7,994 thousand (outstanding balance
2015: EUR 5,536 thousand) as the Company’s management has
intention to maintain and support the related subsidiaries within the structure and support them by providing the required
cash-flow and settle their liabilities. This allowance is presented
in the current liabilities.
Intangible assets include the value of trademark in the amount
of EUR 12 thousand.
The total amount invested into capital contributions (by capitalization of entity’s receivables from subsidiaries) to subsidiaries in
2016 amounted to EUR 236 thousand (2015: EUR 598 thousand;
refer to Movement schedule above).
Decrease of value resulting from the revaluation of subsidiaries
amounted to EUR 1,585 thousand. Impact of derivatives revaluation equaled to EUR 215 thousand (positive); of dividend payment to EUR 662 thousand (negative); of currency retranslation
to a loss of EUR 170 thousand. Total result from participations
gained loss of EUR 3,284 thousand. Impact of liquidation of
Photon Energy Investments CZ N.V. and Photon Energy Investments DE N.V. is EUR 227 thousand. The Company also setup/purchased new entities in value of EUR 100 thousand. Cor-

37.

2016 developments
Photon Energy Investments CZ N.V., European Solar Holdings
and Photon Energy Investments DE N.V. were liquidated during
2016.
During 2016, Photon Energy N.V. (directly or via its subsidiaries)
incorporated or acquired the following entities:


The Special One s.r.o.



Charles Bridge Services s.r.o



Photon Energy Projects s.r.o.



Photon Energy Solutions s.r.o.



Photon Energy AUS SPV 4 Pty. Ltd.



Photon Energy AUS SPV 3 Pty. Ltd.



Photon Water Technology s.r.o.



Photon Water s.r.o.



Photon Energy HU SPV 1 Kft. b.a.

Disposals in 2016
Photon Energy Operations DE GmbH

Acquisition of full share in 2016
ATS Energy s.r.o.
Fotonika s.r.o.

Loans

In thousand of EUR
Loans provided

The balance of loans provided consists of the loans provided
primarily to the companies within the Group and its decrease is
caused by capitalization of the several loan principals in the

38.

rection of excess cash payment treatment resulted in positive
effect of EUR 1,072 thousand.

31 December 2016

31 December 2015

8,720

6,709

8,720

6,709

subsidiaries. N.V. Interest charge is 3% and the loans have a
short-term character.

Current assets

In thousand of EUR
Trade and other receivables
Cash

400918777.1\TM29
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4,486
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39.

Shareholders’ equity

39.1

Reconciliation of movement in capital and reserves

Issued share
capital

Share
premium

Currency
translation
reserve

Derivatives

Revaluation
reserve

Retained
earnings

Unappropriated
result

Total equity

600

36,871

-1,778

-581

17,166

-19,198

-5,042

28,038

Revaluation of assets in participating interest

-

-

-

-

475

-

-

475

Foreign currency translation differences
in participating interest

-

-

803

-

-

-

-

803

Transfer to retained earnings

-

-

-

-

-

-5,042

5,042

0

Derivatives

-

-

-

162

-

-

-

162

Actual result

-

-

-

-

-

-

-1,088

-1,720

Balance at 31 December 2015

600

36,871

-975

-420

17,641

-24,420

-1,088

28,389

Balance at 1 January 2016

600

36,871

-975

-420

17,641

-24,420

-1,088

28,389

Revaluation of assets in participating interest

-

-

-

-

-1,585

-

-

-1,585

Foreign currency translation differences
in participating interest

-

-

-164

-

-

-

-

-164

Transfer to retained earnings

-

-

-

-

-

-1,088

1,088

0

Correction of RE previous period

-

-

-

-

-

165

-

165

Derivatives

-

-

-

215

-

-

-

215

Actual result

-

-

-

-

-

-

-2,660

-2,660

600

36,871

-1,139

-205

16,056

-25,343

-2,660

24,180

In thousand of EUR
Balance at 1 January 2015

Balance at 31 December 2016
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EUR 16,056 thousand as of 31 December 2016 (31 December
2015: EUR 17,641 thousand).

Share capital and share premium

39.2.1 Ordinary shares
The Company’s share capital is EUR 600,000 divided into
60,000,000 shares with a nominal value of EUR 0.01 each. The
share capital is fully paid-up. Each of the 60,000,000 shares
represent one vote at the General Meeting of Shareholders.
The holders of ordinary shares (except of Treasury shares) are
entitled to receive dividends as declared from time to time and
are entitled to one vote per share at shareholders’ meetings of
the Company.

Reserves
Reserves of the Company consist of the revaluation reserve, the
currency translation reserve and the derivatives reserve.

Currency translation reserve includes all foreign translation
exchange differences in the participations and amounted to a
loss EUR 1,139 thousand as of 31 December 2016 (31 December
2015: EUR 975 thousand).
The derivatives reserve includes results from hedging derivatives
in the participations and amounted to a loss of
EUR 205 thousand in 2016 (2015: EUR 420 thousand).

39.2.2 Unappropriated result
To the General Meeting of Shareholders the following appropriation of the result 2016 will be proposed: the loss of EUR 2,660
thousand to be transferred and added to the retained earnings
item in the shareholders’ equity.

The revaluation reserve arises on the revaluation of photovoltaic power plant owned by the participation(s) and it amounted to

39.2.3 Reconciliation of consolidated group equity with company equity
In thousand of EUR

31 December 2016

31 December 2015

24,180

28,540

0

151

Shareholders’ equity (company)

24,180

28,389

Group result

-2,660

-1,725

0

632

0

5

-2,660

-1,088

Group equity
Minority interest of third parties in subsidiary:
Non-controlling interest

Income from subsidiaries
Minority interest of third parties in result:
Non-controlling interest
Net result (company)
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Long-term liabilities

In thousand of EUR

31 December 2016

31 December 2015

2,113

538

10,932

8,060

13,045

8,598

Loans
Other long-term liabilities

Long-term loan represent long-term portion of loan provided by
private financing company as described in chapter 41 (EUR 269
thousand) and loan provided by a group entity (EUR 1,844 thou-

41.

sand). Other long-term liabilities include a EUR bond issued in
2013 (EUR 10,120 thousand) and a CZK bond issued in December 2016 (EUR 812 thousand).

Current liabilities

In thousand of EUR

31 December 2016

31 December 2015

2,889

3,412

186

331

80

80

879

472

7,994

5,536

12,028

9,831

Loans
Trade payables
Accruals and deferred income
Other payables
Provision for 2016 negative equity subsidiaries

Loan provided by private financing company in the original
amount of EUR 8,000 thousand was gradually repaid and restructured, so its outstanding balance as of the year-end 2016 is
EUR 568 thousand, out of which EUR 269 thousand is long-term
based on the contractual conditions.
Other payables consisted of Company’s liabilities from VAT,
liabilities towards employees, or resulting from the cash transfers within the Group.

42.

Financial instruments

42.1

General

The Group has exposure to the following risks from its use of
financial instruments:

These risks, objectives, policies and processes for measuring and
managing risk, and the management of capital apply also to the
company financial statements of Photon Energy N.V.
No derivative financial instruments are being used at parent
company level.

Credit risk.
Liquidity risk.

42.2

Market risk.
In the notes to the consolidated financial statements information is included about the Group’s exposure to each of the
above risks, the Group’s objectives, policies and processes for
measuring and managing risk, and the Group’s management of
capital.

400918777.1\TM29

The company booked a provision for negative equity in subsidiaries in the amount of EUR 7,994 thousand (2015: EUR 5,536
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settle their liabilities.
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Share in results from participating interests

An amount of EUR 4,010 thousand (loss) of share in results from
participating interests relates to group companies (2015: loss of
EUR 1,593 thousand).

44.

Fees of the auditor

With reference to Section 2:382a(1) and (2) of the Netherlands
Civil Code, the following fees for the financial year have been
charged by Grant Thornton Accountants en Adviseurs B.V. to the
Company in 2016:

2016:
In thousand of EUR

Grant Thornton Accountants
en Adviseurs B.V.

Other Grant Thornton
member firms and affiliates

Total

33

-

33

33

-

33

Grant Thornton Accountants
en Adviseurs B.V.

Other Grant Thornton
member firms and affiliates

Total

33

-

33

33

-

33

Statutory audit of annual accounts

With reference to Section 2:382a(1) and (2) of the Netherlands
Civil Code, the following fees for the financial year 2015 have
been charged by Grant Thornton Accountants en Adviseurs B.V.
to the Company:

2015:
In thousand of EUR
Statutory audit of annual accounts
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group entities that result in having control or significant influence over the financial or operating policies of these entities.

45.1.1 Key management personnel compensation
Key management personnel did not obtain any compensation
for their activity for PE NV in 2016.

45.1.2 Key management personnel and director

45.1.3 Emoluments of directors and supervisory directors
No emoluments, including pension obligations as intended in
Section 2:383(1) of the Netherlands Civil Code were charged in
the financial period to the Company.

The directors of the Company control 84.95% of the voting
shares of the Company. The Directors hold positions in other

Amsterdam, 10 March 2017

The Board of Directors:

____________________________

____________________________

Georg Hotar, Director

Michael Gartner, Director
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Other information
I.
Emoluments of directors and supervisory
directors
No emoluments, including pension obligations as intended in
Section 2:383(1) of the Netherlands Civil Code were charged in
the financial period to the Company.

II.
Provisions in the Articles of Association
governing the appropriation of profit
According to article 20 of the company’s Articles of Association,
the profit is at the disposal of the General Meeting of Shareholders, which can allocate the profit wholly or partly to the
general or specific reserve funds.
The Company can only make payments to the shareholders and
other parties entitled to the distributable profit for the amount
the shareholders’ equity are greater than the paid-up and
called-up part of the capital plus the legally required reserves.

III.

Proposal for profit appropriation

The General Meeting of Shareholders will be asked to approve
the following appropriation of the 2016 loss: an amount of
EUR 2,660 thousand to be added to the retained earnings.

IV.

Subsequent events

Please refer to note 31 of the consolidated financial statements.
For Photon Energy N.V. there were no other subsequent events
affecting the situation at balance sheet date.

V.

Subsidiaries

The Company has subsidiaries in the Czech Republic, Slovak
Republic, Germany, Switzerland, Netherlands and Australia. For
the list of all subsidiaries refer to the Note 30 of the Consolidated financial statements.

VI.

Independent auditor’s report

The independent auditor’s report is set forth on the next pages.
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GLOSSARY

BaFin

Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (Federal Financial Supervisory Authority)

CSSF

Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier

CZK

Czech Crown

Denomination

Nominal value. Nominal value of a share,
bond, etc. The denomination is equal to the
redemption value of a security.

d.h.

-> i.e.

EBIT

Profit before deduction of interest and tax.

EBITDA

Profit before deduction of interest, tax, depreciation and amortization.

e.g.

For example

EPC

Engineering – Procurement – Construction.
Term for an internationally used form of project development and contracting used in international construction and in plant engineering in particular.

EU

European Union

EU IFRS

International Financial reporting Standards as
adopted by the European Union

Feed-in tariff

A policy mechanism designed to accelerate
investment in renewable energy technologies.

FIT

Feed-in Tariff

FMA

Österreichische Finanzmarktaufsichtsbehörde
(Financial Market Authority)

FSE

Frankfurt Stock Exchange

FWB

Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse

FX

Foreign exchange

Grid Parity

Grid parity occurs when from a consumer’s
point of view a self-produces electricity can be
generated at a cost level that is less than or
equal to the price of purchasing power from
the electricity grid.

IEA PVPS

International Energy Agency
Power Systems Programme

i.e.

Id est
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IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

Issuer

Photon Energy N.V.

ISIN

International Security Identification Number.
The ISIN allows an international identification
of securities. It consists of a country code followed by a ten-digit numeric code.

kWh

Kilowatt Hour, a unit of energy, 1,000 kWh are
1 MWh.

MWp

Megawatt peak, a term used in photovoltaics,
a non-norm compliant term for the electrical
performance of solar cells.

Notes

Collective term for all notes with a fixed interest, duration and repayment which have been
defined before the issuance.

N.V.

Naamloze Vennootschap; Dutch term for the
legal form of a joint stock company

OCI

Other comprehensive income

Open Market

-> Unofficial Market

Para

Paragraph

PENV

Photon Energy N.V.

p.a.

Per annum

Q3

Third quarter

Q4

Fourth quarter

REC

Renewable energy certificates

reg. no.

Registration number

RL

Raiffeisen – Leasing s.r.o. headquartered in
Prague, Czech Republic.

SPV

Special Purpose Vehicle; term for legally independent purpose vehicles, which are founded
for each project.

s.r.o. (Czech republic)

Společnost s ručením omezeným, Czech term
for the legal form of a company with limited
liability in the Czech republic.

s.r.o. (Slovakia)

Spoločnosť s ručením obmedzeným, Slovak
term for the legal form of a company with limited liability in Slovakia.

Subsidiary

Unless explicitly stated otherwise: companies,
in which the Issuer holds a share of at least
50% or has call-options on at least 50% of
shares.
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Unofficial Market

Trading segment on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange with low admission requirements and
post-admission requirements.

US

United States
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UNDERWRITING PAGE

Amsterdam, 21 September 2017

Photon Energy N.V.
Georg Hotar
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